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The world of the living contains enough marvels and mysteries as it is;
acting upon our emotions and intelligence in ways so inexplicable that it
would almost justify the conception of life as an enchanted state.
Joseph Conrad, “Author’s Note” (1920), The Shadow-Line (1917).

Indeed, he was sensitive rather than responsive. In every remark he found
a meaning, but not always the true meaning, and his life though vivid was
largely a dream.
Characterization of the Englishman Cyril Fielding in E.M. Forster’s novel A Passage
to India (1923).

Human life, when it is human, is a compromise and a conflict.

T.S. Eliot, “A Neglected Aspect of Chapman” (1924), “An Unpublished Essay by
T.S. Eliot,” The New York Review of Books, 7 November 2013.

Now there, my dear, is a subject for the poet – for the poet of the future
who must be also a psychoanalyst – and perhaps diabolist, too.
Socialite Anthony Blanche addressing painter Charles Ryder in Evelyn Waugh’s
novel Brideshead Revisited (1945).

Thus it is enough for the poet to be the bad conscience of his age.

Saint-John Perse’s address, Nobel Banquet, City Hall, Stockholm, December 10,
1960, Nobel Lectures, Literature 1901-1967 (Amsterdam: Elsevier Publishing
Company, 1969), edited by Horst Frenz.

Make visible what, without you, might perhaps never have been seen.

Robert Bresson, Notes on the Cinematographer (1986) quoted by Geoff Dyer in
Zona (2012).
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Note
This collection consists of the poems and effects that were composed by
the author between 1 January 2014 and 31 December 2014. They appear
here in the order of their composition, along with entries for the same
period from the same author’s “Dream Diary.” This collection marks the
concluding volume in the series of ten volumes issued on an annual basis
in this form following the appearance of All the Poems in 2005.
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Tour of Creation
Cycles of the Cosmos
Spirals of the Galaxies
Courses of the Constellations
Spillways of the Stars
Circuits of the Sun
Circles of the Moon
Pathways of the Earth
Footpaths of Lives
1-3 January 2014

Questions for “Ashley Madison”
Are you, my would-be lover,
As fat as a Fernando Botero?
As skinny as a Piet Mondrian?
As fleshy as a Pieter Paul Rubens?
As gaunt as an El Greco?
As sensuous as a Gustav Klimt?
As anxious as an Edward Hopper?
As celebrated as an Andy Warhol?
As schizophrenic as a Pablo Picasso?
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As sophisticated as a John Singer Sargent?
Are you, my would-be lover,
As picturesque or as desirable
As one or more of the above?
6 January 2014

Excursus
A married woman is a wife, as a married man is a husband. A marriage
is the relationship that the couple share for a short time, for a long time,
perhaps even for a lifetime. There are starter-wives, stand-by wives,
would-be wives, wives-in-waiting, weekend wives, former wives, future
wives, and trophy wives. There are also nubile wives, sister wives,
midwives, fishwives, common-law wives, de-facto wives, slave wives,
occasional wives, accommodation wives, wives-in-all-but-name, not to
mention divorced wives and women who were wives at one time or
another, subsequently known as widows, as husbands may in time be
known as widowers.
21 December 2013 – 11 January 2014

A Form of Life Hereafter
Your body was once intact and it was yours and yours alone.
Now it so happens that it is slowly wasting away.
Once upon a time, it did not exist; forever after, it will not be.
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Right now it is waxing, but soon it will be waning,
It is privy to every indignity and illness known to mankind.
Human anatomy and the world harbour every ailment and disorder.
Fate kindly or nastily metes these out among human bodies.
Your death means the death of your body and being.
Its afflictions will die away too, but only in a limited sense.
In a larger sense, it is all the agonies that will live on,
Spirits saved for transmigrations3, safe for reincarnations,
As if they are the authentic older souls for newer bodies.
21 December 2013 – 11 January 2014
One Moment in Time
Permit me to take your hand in mine and lead you heart-held and headlong through the streets of the City of London or in effect along the drives
of the memory of a return trip to that metropolis or through this fragment
of a figment of a poem that alludes to the effects of the city’s streets on
the memory of one man at one moment in the past that infiltrates the
present and the future.
11 January – 12 January 2014
Circuit of Life (Female)
On the street I see her ...
A child (unsuspecting)
A girl (curious)
A woman (aware)
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A wife (familiar)
A mother (knowledgeable)
A woman (experienced)
A widow (reconciled) ...
And I go by unseen.
13 January 2014

Death
To oppose the deluge
I resort to subterfuge.
When that fails I seek refuge
From death’s centrifuge.
13-14 January 2014

The Time of the Gifts
The time of the gifts has come to an end,
No more gift-giving from mothers and fathers,
Family members, friends, benefactors, lovers, etc.
No presents, no birthday gifts, Christmas giving,
No aunts, uncles, best friends, mentors, elders,
Former lovers, future lovers, or habitué haters.
Daily (even hourly) one must use what one has at hand,
Nothing that was expected is to be forthcoming.
-16-

No gifts under any tree, no heaven-sent lottery.
Forget about Aladdin’s lamp and Ali Baba’s cave.
Trojan horses are full of Greeks, not Trojans.
Not a little of this, not a little of that.
What once we caught, we now must fetch,
If it is still there, as once it was. Paupers again.
It seems savoury and spice are gone from our lives.
It happens, yes it does, near the end of our time ....
14-19 January 2014

Drive or Drivel?
We departed for we know not where,
And we ended up here.
We knew where we were headed and how,
But we upended here.
So (and or but) we are rear-ended,
To be for and damned sure.
20-21 January 2014

Late in the Day
Yes, it is late in the day, as well as late in the evening, in the night, in the
morning, in the afternoon ....
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So have it the way that you would like it to be, but recognize that time is
running out, the-grains-of-sand-in-the-hour-glass, etc. ...
But musing (and amusing) as it might be, there is one instance when it
will no longer be late in the day, but too late for the day ....
One instance only for there will be no day at all, no evening, no night, no
morning, no afternoon, no, not even one at all ....
21 January 2014
Things Do Disappear
Yes, they do. Where are they? Where did I put them? Where did they go?
They were there a few minutes ago, a few hours ago, a few days ago, a
few weeks ago .... The magician’s mantra is that something only appears
to be gone because it is still there, or it was never there in the first place.
I am talking about objects, but also about people. Sometimes people
disappear, from one’s life, from one’s society, from one’s world. More
commonly it is ideas, images, and perceptions that simply vanish. It is as
if they were never there, so they cannot be remembered to be recalled. Do
you recollect having read these words or words resembling them before?
In the near or distant past? If not, there may be reasons why this is so ....
24 January 2014
The Burning Ghats
Yet have I to view the burning ghats,
By dawn or by dusk,
The ones at Benares,
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Now called Varanasi.
The pyres and their flames illuminate the night.
Like interstellar suns in the depths of space.
Like constellations caught in the ageless cosmos.
Like the bodies and the souls of the dead.
Unknown is the site’s future name,
Not Fatehpur, lucklessly ...
Though not far from Saranath,
Site of the Buddha’s Fire Sermon.
25 January 2014

It Is Enough
It is enough that the poem begins in a leisured fashion – or in a laboured
fashion – as long as it reaches its destination and explodes! (Eventually
explodes, that is, like the V-1 rockets and the V-2 guided missiles that
levelled parts of London Town, coming as they did from their place of
birth and berth at Peenemünde, Germany and, later, Mittelwerk, Austria.
On takeoff, the early ones reeled and prematurely exploded, often
overhead, always missing the brilliant and youthful designer and engineer
Wernher von Braun. No premature explosions wanted! It has to detonate
not accidentally in the skies over Europe or according to plan on the soil
of England, but in the awareness of the reader or listener, whether in
London, England, or London, Ontario. Enough of the rocket-missile
comparison. To return to the poem .... ) If it explodes in the mind, it does
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so by design, for it is intended to startle the reader or listener (often a
writer in his or her own right) to raise the ante and look up to the Heavens
or down to the Earth with a new respect for the deadly pyrotechnics of
destruction and death.
24 January 2014

Every Word
Every word of this poem is true for one simple reason. It is impossible for
a word to be untrue. A sentence may be untrue, as well as a paragraph,
but never a single word, whether noun or verb. (To be serious and hence
inclusive about it: an adjective, adverb, article, conjunction, interjection,
noun, pronoun, preposition, verb.) Unlike a person, a word cannot tell a
lie; unlike a person, a word cannot tell a truth either. But a string of
words, a sequence of them in their proper order, such as a sentence like
this one, may be regarded as a leash or a lash, to lead or to impede: a
noose or a lariat. Yes, a sentence. Context composes. No single word
reigns or rules.
27-28 January 2014

Interpenetration
Iyou
yIou
yoIu
youI
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yoIu
yIou
Iyou
1 February 2014

Passacaglia
heshe
shehe
heher
herhe
himher
herhim
himshe
shehim
1 February 2014

Ravel’s Bolero
one
two
you
too
to
into
we
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two
one
1-2 February 2014

Divertimento
hehe
hehim
himhe
himhim
sheshe
sheher
hershe
herher
2 February 2014

Incident
Here it is, she said.
I said, I don’t want it.
Take it anyway, she said.
I said, I have no need of it.
It’s a gift, she said.
I said, No thanks.
-22-

She went amok.
I was away.
2-3 February 2014
List Found in an Auctioneer’s Art Catalogue
Cataloguing of Practices

Attributed to
Studio of
Workshop of
Circle of
Follower of
Manner of
After
Signed, Dated, Inscribed
With Signature, Dated, Inscribed
Christie’s Old Masters Drawings (catalogue, 1992)

5 February 2014
Beloved in Death
I would exhume your body and over it perform rites and rituals so you
may rise and live again. But your remains were incinerated and the ashes
scattered. So to reconstitute you, I would need to find materials more
durable than flesh and blood and bone and even DNA. The only lasting
materials that I have at hand are words ... words rather like these.
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Your head, an oval.
Your neck, a noose for my fingers.
Your shoulders, a coat-hanger.
You breasts, a brace of moons.
Your waist, my hourglass.
Your hips, parabolic designs.
Your thighs, our sighs.
Your loins, purloined.
Your legs, long and legendary.
Your feet, scented and sweet.
Your body, words, words, words.
Your heart and mind, spirit and soul,
Wisdom, understanding, and knowledge.
7-9 February 2014

For the Purposes of This Poem
For the purposes of this poem ...
For Lee Anne and Kevin Matheson

Peace has broken out everywhere.
Justice is being done and being seen to be done.
God is present and accounted for.
Evil has been recognized and restrained.
Fate is even-handed, after a fashion.
Love is requited, also after a fashion.
Courtesies and pleasantries are being observed.
Food is pure and plentiful.
Health, well-ness, and well-being are guaranteed.
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Life is long and death is acceptable.
Work and labour are rewarded.
Inspiration is respected.
Rains fall every evening between seven and nine.
Injustices of the past are being rectified.
The future will be an extension of the present.
The world is other than it once was ....
So much for the purposes of this poem.
9-10 February 2014

Heaven, Hell, Eden, Earth
Near the beginning, the gods fall from Heaven and land in Hell.
Near the middle, man is expelled from Eden and condemned to life on
Earth.
Near the ending, a cosmic conflagration consumes Heaven and Hell,
Eden and Earth.
9-10 February 2014

Complaint
Inspired by a Traditional Nepalese Song

Whoever is born must die.
Meanwhile I suffer a toothache.
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We should inhabit gardens;
Instead we live and die in slums.
Conceived to dwell among the stars,
We are constrained by gravity.
Men and women ought to mingle.
Yet why am I so lonely and horny?
10-11 February 2014

Saintly Sinner, Sinning Saint
Around her head there appears and disappears a splendour:
Annulus, aura, corona, flare, glory, halo, nimbus, ring.
At other times there appears and disappears a gloominess:
Dark, darkness, ghost, shade, shadow, spectre, spook, wraith.
Radiation? Irradiation? Emanation? Emission?
15-16 February 2014

Unlike Myself
I am unlike myself in Berlin, Beijing, Beirut, Bangladesh, and Boston.
I am unlike myself in 1936, 1956, 1976, 1996, and 2016.
I am unlike myself in my head, heart, hand, heaven, and hell.
I am unlike myself in a beam of sunlight, moonlight, starlight, spotlight,
and vigil-light.
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I am unlike myself in likeness, unlikeness, alikeness, unalikeness, and
dislikeness.
I am unlikely like myself; at least I assume I am and so it goes.
15-21 February 2014

Within and Without
Within there is a desert a jungle a mountain a valley a volcano a waterfall
a village a ruin a garrison a gymnasium a brothel a basilica a bed of roses
a nest of thorns
Without there are travellers explorers climbers ranchers scientists sailors
householders archaeologists soldiers scholars hedonists penitents lovers
plunderers
18-19 February 2014

Everyday Saint
What a mind he feels
What a heart he believes
What a body he thinks
What a spirit he senses
18-19 February 2014
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Aphorisms for Czes≥aw Mi≥osz
I was fortunate as a guest of the French Embassy to be invited to dine
with Cze≥aw Mi≥osz and four other writers (including Pierre Emmanuel)
in Montreal at Expo 67. On that occasion I found the outstanding poet,
professor, and former diplomat to be a man larger than life itself in a
number of important ways. He was huge in size and stature. He was
dynamic and even dramatic in manner. He dwarfed all the people around
him. He examined every expression of opinion with exactitude. He
behaved like a gentlemen. He even diminished life itself.
*
Czes≥aw Mi≥osz had eyries for eyebrows.
*
Czes≥aw Mi≥osz’s Collected Poems is one of those books that is larger on
the inside than it is on the outside, being in an important sense endless.
*
His biography is 1,000 pages long; his English-language Collected
Poems, 1,500 pages long. He has long been a law unto himself.
*
The poet who weathers the storms of dictatorships outside the cells of
prisons does so only to suffer obloquy like that heaped upon the head of
the historian Josephus who was subject to the charge of apostasy.
*
His foes have levelled no criticisms against him that he has not more
regularly and more relentlessly and even earlier directed against himself.
And none of them has written a book as perceptive or as outspoken as
The Captive Mind, a work worthy of a Faludy or a Koestler or a Sartre.
*
Allow me to offer the following inscription for the Polish poet’s
headstone:
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Czes≥aw Mi≥osz
Nobel Laureate
Born 1911 Died 2004
He Outlasted Communism
(1917-1989)

24 February 2014
Messiah
Oh Messiah, O Messiah!
You arrived in the morning,
You left in the evening.
Now it is midnight.
No one even noticed.
4-5 March 2014
So No More
I would like to write
So no more needs to be written
So no more needs to be thought
So no more needs to be felt
So no more needs to be experienced
So no more needs to be said
So no more needs to be noticed
So no more needs to be noted
So no more needs to be loved
So no more needs to be hated
So no more needs to be remembered
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So no more needs to be forgotten
So no more needs to be
That is what I would like to write
4-5 March 2015

Recurrence
The sun will be rising again, in the morning, but I will not see it.
The moon will be setting again, in the evening, but I will not see it.
The assertions are not boasts, nor are they complaints, just statements.
They are not observations, but they are suppositions or speculations.
Maybe I will eventually be able to see more, much more: for instance,
All the suns rising at once, all the moons setting at once,
Or, possibly, there will be another morning, another evening ...
Ones that I will not see, though I may well speculate about them.
6-7 March 2014

Like Life
That’s how life is –
The way it is
The way it could be
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The way it was
The way it should be
The way it will be
The way it never is
The way it never was
The way it never will be –
Life is like that.
6-10 March 2014

Future Considerations
I have three brains,
But only one of them
And not the finest one
Is in possession of
The power of speech.
8 March 2014

For Want of a Better Word ...
For want of a better word
The battle was lost,
The war was lost,
The kingdom was lost,
The life was lost,
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The trust was lost,
The love was lost,
The poem was lost ....
Oh, for the better word!
11-16 March 2014

Many Parts
A man comes in many parts and sometimes comes apart.
There are parts of me that feel younger than springtime, and parts of
me that feel like a middle-aged husband, and parts of me that feel older
than wintertime.
My emotions are junior, and my stamina is middling, and my mind is
senior. These divisions correspond to the reptilian brain, the limbic brain,
and the neocortical brain.
These three brains constitute the Holy Trinity, yours and mine too.
All this is well and good, but just as it is said, “A chain is as strong as
its weakest link,” the three brains are not independent; they are dependent
on the human body.
That makes three brains in one single body. That makes four entities
in all.
Four Elements. Four Square. For the time being, but not for ever.
16-18 March 2014
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Reversibles
behold and lo
block-a-chock
bone wish
bulb light
bull of crock
carry and cash
cheese cottage
cranny and nook
crook or by hook
deal and wheel
end to beginning
ends and odds
enter and break
error and trial
find and seek
harry dick or tom
jumbo mumbo
limb and life
miss and hit
nilly willy
pamby namby
panky hanky
pocket pick
pocus hocus
point pin
poker strip
pong ping
save and scrimp
stern to stem
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switch and bait
take and give
tease strip
there and here
thin and thick
turvy topsy
voice and null
washy wishy
16-15 March 2014

William (Billy) Jamieson
Billy left behind his studio condominium, crammed with tribal art and
ancient artifacts, amazing quarters that he shared with his dog Ramses
and his life partner Jessica Lindsay Phillips. His own life was as brief as
it was adventurous, for his vital years were short, from 1954 to 2011. He
was discovered dead in this condominium on the anniversary of his birth,
July 3, the victim of an apparent heart attack. Yet here was a man driven,
sometimes wildly, by drugs and by his immense energies, talents,
determinations, and abilities. It might be said that they blinded him to the
realities and the amenities of everyday life ... all the amenities, let me add
– and here is the point of this panegyric, not the first one – including
those of the angel dust that attracted him, ultimately in the person
(personality, body, soul) of Jessica Lindsay Phillips. She survived him
and remains as awesome as the ensemble of his artifacts, which went
from shrunken heads to full-sized mummies, from an electric chair to a
billboard-sized poster that reminded viewers of the feats of Harry
Houdini. Lithe and leopard-like, she was and remains the woman of his
life and in his life: a blonde with tattooed limbs, the ideal mate of the
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man, Billy, who in an enchanted jungle or desert world of wonders will
reappear perhaps sooner rather than later to take her into his arms to save
her from all this wild world’s harms and alarums.
18 March 2014
Short Fantastic Fictions
With thanks to Richard Kostelanetz

In those far-off days, there were few people who had ever see an alien
face to faces.
*
The First Interplanetary War was fought in the trenches that lie between
the planets.
*
Then there was the Global War. It was not then known as the First Global
War.
*
The Intergalactic War is being waged in the tranches of the star systems.
*
On Earth it is illegal for an Earthling to marry a Martian, but on the
moons of Jupiter, such interplanetary marriages are customary and
recognized to be legal.
*
The helmeted warriors armed with lasers shouted out, “Beware the
Orions, especially when bearing gifts!”
*
Passage from an astrogator’s teaching manual: “At one time Alpha
Centauri was the closest of the star systems to our Sun in the Milky Way
Galaxy. But on account of the actions of the unexplained cosmological
drift that is no longer the case.”
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*
“From time to time I have premonitions and on occasion I can read
minds. I know what is going to happen so I happen to know that you are
looking around and thinking that I might be slightly mad.”
*
“There is a foolproof way to seduce a woman from Far Centaurus,”
Lothario confided to me. “Tell her what she wants to hear. This will take
her by surprise. Then you have only to take her.”
*
“The dead are not fully dead. The living are not fully alive. You have
only to consider the destiny of the zombie and the fate of the vampire.”
*
“The only ghost I have ever encountered is the one who haunts The
House at the End of the Road, the house in which I reside. You are free
to visit all of us any time you wish, the later the better, preferably around
the witching hour of midnight.”
*
The toddler was excited about the stangs that were crawling in formation
across the floor and ceiling of the nursery. He cried out for his mother and
then pointed them out to her. She recoiled in horror. He said, to reassure
her, “Don’t worry, Mummy. Yesterday they were even bigger than they
are today.”
*
“To the company of the four elemental spirits has been added a fifth,”
explained the exorcist who boasted of having earned an advanced degree
in astrophysics from MIT. He intoned, “Gnomes of Earth! Salamanders
of Fire! Sylphs of Air! Undines of Water! Make way for the Gremlins of
Electricity!”
*
“The tablet itself is shaped like a lozenge, smaller than a thumbnail, and
like a thumbnail pale in colour. In fact, it looks like many another
pharmaceutical pill. It appears innocuous, but who would believe that the
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active ingredient of one tablet is enough to turn a man into a live
manticore, and that two pills are enough to turn that live manticore into
a dead manticore?”
*
He looked around for it in vain; he could not find his own shadow. Some
one had taken it, stolen it, putting it to bad use ... perhaps the Sandman.
*
“What you are hearing are not signals from the civilizations among the
stars. What you are hearing is the primordial static of the creation of the
cosmos.”
*
He discovered to his dismay that it was impossible to unread a book that
he had once read.
*
“I died on Earth and woke up in Heaven. I found myself lying on my back
in an immense canopied bed, accompanied by seventy-two virgins and an
equal number of mothers-in-law. It was very crowded and noisy.”
*
He looked into the mirror in despair because he looked in vain to find his
own reflection in it.
*
It came to pass that the Messiah, Jesus Christ, the Mad Mahdi, King
Arthur, and Dekhanawidah returned, as promised, as predicted, and on
schedule at the Time of the Equinox. Believe me, all Heaven and Hell
broke loose that day!
*
The specialist in reincarnation was heard to say, not for the first time,
“We may never see his like again. But over time we will see innumerable
likenesses of him.”
*
“What our astrophysicists describe as dark space or dark matter,” the
occultist explained, “is nothing more than what Europe’s physicists and
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spiritualists knew two centuries ago as ether, and what the philosophers
of Ancient India knew as prana.”
16-20 March 2014

Suprising Scenes
Sunrises, sunsets, moons, stars,
Mountain peaks, mountain vales,
Clear skies, stormy weathers,
Skyscapes, bridges, autobahns,
Molecules, atoms, protons, neutrons,
Men, women, children, babies,
Deer, antelopes, eagles, gorillas,
Salmon, sharks, dolphins, octopi,
Daffodils, irises, ivy, poison-ivy,
All of them hold immense appeal,
Though nothing matches the smooth symmetry
Of the legs and thighs of My Lady.
19-20 March 2014

Dreamscape
There is the city on the littoral that I see in my day dreams and night
dreams. I first beheld the scene during a night dream, the first in a series,
and then I began to experience it during periods of daytime reverie. At
first I was confused, until I realized it was not ... real. I have never been
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tempted to regard the scene as an hallucination, for I concluded that it
never existed, though it does seem to assemble a variety of elements seen
on travels and trips through western Europe. What I see, as from a
vantage-point level with the city, across a low-lying, rushing river, is a
high embankment. Behind it there are façades of commercial and
residential buildings, somewhat Dutch in style, backed by a Swiss-like
skyline. The highway across the river is replete with tiny automobiles and
trams and trains and even air planes, but there are no people, not one
person. I wonder: Does this scene foretell the city of my dreams or the
metropolis of my nightmares?
20 March 2014

Foreign Parts
There are foreign parts that are principle parts of my constitution, my
psyche, and my body. But they are so foreign-like I am inclined to regard
them as alien-ish. First, there are those involuntary movements and these
fall under some system of control about which I know next to nothing.
Second, there are those feelings, moods, and emotions that most of the
time are out of control. Third, there are those thoughts that are
undisciplined, largely associative in drive and direction, beyond my
appreciation. And fourth, beyond my comprehension there are those
intuitions that seem to respond to some other order of creation, an order
that does not fall under the sun, for it lies beyond the stars, of which I
know nothing at all. Thus I am a stranger to myself, a foreigner to earth,
an outsider from elsewhere and elsewhen, even an alien entity or being,
monster or messenger.
22 March 2014
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Much as I Dislike
Much as I dislike much of what I do every day, as well as much of what
is done to me every day, I have learned to come to terms with indignities
and injustices such as these. Maybe that means maturity has set in, or the
need to compromise has been taken to heart, or in its unappeasable
passage time has modified everyone and everything, including indignities
and injustices, willy-nilly.
22 March 2014

Short Poem
Here’s a poem in eleven words or less,
Exclusive of title.

Conditionals
Arguably
Could
Expected
Likely
Maybe
Peradventure
Perchance
Perhaps
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27-28 March 2014

Potential
Presumptive
Probably
Possibility
Should
27 March 2014

Ruminations
It is 10:45 for you too, but whether it is a.m. or p.m. is a moot point.
Gravity weighs me down as much as it does you. The sun shines alike on
the strong and the weak, on the tedious saint as well as on the deceiving
sinner. Sex is an obsession, but no two sexy sessions in succession are
ever alike. As for beginning existence anew, or all over again: If anyone
had ever inquired as to my preferences, I would have stated that it should
have started elsewhere. By the way, whatever was it that came between
Late Antiquity and Early Modernity?
27 March 2014

Life’s Secret
I searched for life’s secret in far-away places with strange-sounding
names.
I searched for life’s secret in you for you, you are temptation.
I searched for life’s secret in love which is a many-splendoured thing.
I searched for life’s secret in the heart of the heart.
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I searched for life’s secret in action which generates no reaction.
I searched for life’s secret but need not have done so,
I searched so long I ceased to search and founded the self-secret.
27 March 2014

For Ruth, on her Seventy-eighth Birthday
Had we never met, life would have been a major disappointment.
Instead, we did meet, so life has been a major excitement!
Today you are more beautiful, more loving, and more devoted
Than you have ever been, than I could ever have hoped.
Whatever appointments or disappointments the future holds
Will pale in comparison with the excitements that we now know.
I sense your heartbeat even when you are elsewhere,
Whether in the next room, whether in another world.
I feel alone and I know that you feel alone too.
I feel I want you to return to the room, to the world ....
Into my arms, where there are no alarums ...
And into my heart, where the finest part of me is you.
March 29, 2024
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Name Change
Her name was Dawn and his was Dusk.
For years they felt that this was just.
Then they decided that Dawn was Dusk
And Dusk was Dawn for much too long.
So when odd-numbered years came along,
Her name was Dusk and his was Dawn.
So when even-numbered years came along,
His name was Dusk and hers was Dawn.
29-30 March 2014

Which?
Which is better? Which is worse?
You are in your room alone.
You are in my room alone.
You are in our room alone.
You are in a motel room alone.
You are in a hotel room alone.
Which is worse? Which is better?
You are in one or another room.
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In that room you are not alone.
Man or woman? Stranger or lover?
Should the door be locked?
Should the door be unlocked?
Which is, what, will be, which?
28-29 March – 7 April 2014

Intense Verb Tenses
For lovers, present, past, and future

I love you. Simple Present.
I am loving you. Present Continuous.
I have loved you. Present Perfect.
I have been loving you. Present Perfect Continuous.
I loved you. Simple Past.
I was loving you. Past Continuous.
I had loved you. Past Perfect.
I had been loving you. Past Perfect Continuous.
I will love you. Simple Future.
I will be loving you. Future Continuous.
I will have loved you. Future Perfect.
I will have been loving you. Future Perfect Continuous.
7-8 April 2014
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One of Those Women
Description of a woman of the French aristocracy in Stefan Zweig’s “Twilight”
(1910), The Collected Stories of Stefan Zweig (2014) translated by Anthea Bell.

From time to time I wonder if I am hound or hare, here or there, beautiful
or baleful, marvellous or minatory, atavistic or avant-garde. So I
sometimes wonder, seeing myself in the eyes of others, or appraising
myself whenever I am peering to no avail into a full-length mirror.
Thereafter on busy intersections I spot myriad slovenly men, if men at all,
glaring gazes or eyes glazed, perhaps troglodytes (Cro-Magnon?
Neanderthal?), probably from another geological era: it would seem to be
Late Holocene. Then every once in a while I notice a woman on the
boulevard or elsewhere who, it seems, is not entirely there, whether
sybaritic or effete, and I think of what Stefan Zweig once wrote about one
such woman, a lady, a member of the French aristocracy, but having in
mind the class or the group of women. He observed, “She was one of
those women, and they are not rare, who are shaped entirely by other
people’s attitudes.”
11 April 2014

Half Moon Street
Some years ago I wrote a poem that was inspired by Half Moon Street in
London, England. I have walked along this residential street and found it
to be particularly evocative of Edwardian London. The walk put into play
references to the street in history and literature, with respect to the baleful
emanations of half the lunar body. A while back I added F. Scott Fitzgerald’s repeated references to the lunar cycle in his famed short story
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“The Diamond as Big as the Ritz.” Here, for the record, is another
reference, one that I overlooked in those days: “Hugh (Bulldog)
Drummond, resident of 60A Half Moon Street, Mayfair.”
11 April 2014

For the Most Part
We act as if there is meaning or significance in man, in society, in
history, in nature, in the world, in the solar system, and / or in the
universe.
Sometimes we act very well, sometimes quite ill, expecting that all of it
will work out in the end, and much of the time it does, at least until the
very end.
We recognize the need for affection, sacrifice, suffering, love, reason,
passion, common sense, balance, justice, etc., so we generally respect
such virtues in belief and behaviour.
Yet we are disappointed when our instinctive and learned responses are
now and then met with indifference and hostility or both together.
When such responses occur, and they do repeatedly recur, we attempt to
withhold expressions of our disappointments, and generally we
succeed in doing so.
Anyway, I do so, for the most part, in an attempt to make one human life
more meaningful or more significant than it would otherwise be, left
to its own devices,
At least to bolster my own self-respect (though the proper term is amourpropre) as well as for the most part for the purpose of this poem.
15-16 April 2014
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Philosophies
Some things are less than real and hence unreal.
Some things are more than real and hence ideal.
Those few things that are real are surreal.
Those few things that are ideal are supra-real.
20-26 April 2014

In His Harem
In the harem of his mind
The bordello of his body
He will finger and fondle
Sonsie black girl of Ethiopia
Rangy blonde showgirl from Texas
Slim, long-haired geisha from Osaka
Brazilian bombshell bursting from bathing suit
Mysterious, kohl-eyed speaker of Farsi
Teutonic-appearing German Amazon
Emotional and moody French actress
Seraglios for the selves
Countenances for the characters
Physiognomies of desires
3 May 2014
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Quip
She takes him on a whim.
To him she is a victim or a heroine.
He takes her on a whim.
She has to be among the seraphim.
2-4 May 2014

Cold Mountain
Recalling Ronald Colman as Hugh Conway in the film Lost Horizon, and thanking
Anne-Marie and Stephen Grant

Path to the pathway to the trail to the route to the road to the roadway to
the street to the avenue to the boulevard to the highway to the turnpike to
the freeway to nobody knows where because nobody has ever been there
or nobody will admit to having been there or nobody has been there and
returned to tell us all about it.
It was described at some length by Hanshan, of whom nothing is known.
He admitted, paradoxically, that there is no clear way to Cold Mountain.
Does it follow as well that there is no clear way back?
Yet in his prose and poetry, it is a place, not someplace, not anyplace at
all, perhaps not space.
But Hanshan went away, and is long gone, so we may conclude that he
never did find the way or the byways.
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So in a way he may still be around,
Visualizing it, glimpsing it, approaching it,
Loitering about its foothills,
May be even scaling it
Or descaling it for that matter.
So I prefer to think ....
I have my hill,
You have your dale;
He has his peak,
She has her glade.
We have our conceptions;
You have yours and mine.
Wherever is our Cold Mountain? No Chinese Buddhist Daoist mumbojumbo here, if we recall the New England saying that goes like this: “You
can’t get there from here.”
16 October 1913 – 9 May 2014

Ditty
Books are made of paper.
Paper is produced from wood.
Wood is made out of trees.
Trees are protected by bark.
Bark is what books do,
When they are not biting.
1 November 2013 – 9 May 2014
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Progress of Life-making
First you open your duet of eyes
and only then do you extend your pair of arms
and only then do you part you upper and lower lips
and only then do you flash both of your thighs
and only then do you set apart your twin legs
and only then do you part your buttocks
and only then do you expose your heart too
14-15 December 2013 – 10 May 2014

Hitherto Unrecorded Sayings of a Sage
To wake from sleep is to awaken to wonder.
*
If today the world rewards you, dismiss the notion of tomorrow’s
rewards.
*
You may have more though it will be costly.
*
Sin is what you make of it.
*
Vain repetition in prayer is bad, but not as bad as vain repetition in life.
*
Those who do not wake will quake.
24 January – 12 May 2014
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Dirty Talk
The golden hind ... the promised gland ... tropics and subtropics ... down
under ... tush to bush ... akin to skin ... breast or bust ... cock to tail ...
triangle to tangle to twat ... Bangkok to Thailand ... thigh to sigh ... lips
to lips ... legs that lead to the ends of love.
1 November 2013 – 19 May 2014

In Love
Wherever, whenever, you are in love;
The whole world is a wonder to behold,
And you, my wife, a wonder to be held.
19 May 2014

Juno Beach
Canadian War Memorial, Juno Beach, Normandy, France

Whoever has been to Juno Beach will remember its sole sculpture,
The one that has been christened “Remembrance and Renewal.”
It is the inspired work of Colin Gibson, Quebec-born, Ontario-based
sculptor.
The interlocking bodies of five helmeted fighters form a circle of
protection.
Each warrior faces a different direction; each sees a danger of its own.
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One of the soldiers stares across the choppy waters of the English
Channel.
A furtive tear may be discerned to course down his right cheek.
6 June 2014

Berlin: Symphony of a Great City
Acknowledgements are due to historian Jacques Pauwels and novelist Erik
Larson

They are all dead now, all dead, the schoolchildren, the junk-collectors,
the labourers, the traffic directors, the train, the tram, and the other transit
drivers, the labourers, the factory workers, the pedestrians, the shoppers,
the sales clerks, the managers, the capitalists, the politicians, the
statesmen, the police, the soldiers, the party-goers, the frenetic dancers,
the acrobats and jugglers, the horses, the athletes and sportsmen, the
hockey players, and even the six or so cameramen and their film director.
All dead now. All gone. Time and tide and tyranny.
Even the crowds are dead. Not to mention the holes in the ground, the
churches, the apartment buildings, the factories and the night clubs,
tenements, hovels and homes. The buildings too are dead and gone, onethird of them anyway, though others are recognizably here and there by
daylight or by nightlight.
On the screen we see five acts, from Dawn to Dusk.
Today’s viewer, painfully wiser than yesterday’s, knows about the
unseen sixth act: The destruction of so much of the Inner City.
There appear on the screen the M words (well before Peter Lorre):
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Mord (murder), Börse (markets), Heirat (marriage),
And then not once but three times:
Geld ... Geld ...Geld. (Money ... Money ... Money.)
Walter Ruttmann, danka, for your cinematic, symphonic poem of 1927,
Courtesy of the silent screen, of Fox-Europa,
Your day-in-the-life of one great city, in motion,
Your garish black-and-white, super-exposed cinematography,
The swirl and swing and swerve of the German metropolis,
Your silent film, your symphony without sound
(Though it premiered with Edmund Meisel’s commissioned score),
So like Berlin’s great garden of beasts, Tiergarten,
Parks on islands without end, grasses without flowers,
Sixty-five minutes of the Weimar Republic,
To be followed by the Reich of the Thousand Years.
8 June 2014

If I Were
On hearing awful news
If I were an actor I would orate.
If I were an Adlerian I would predominate.
If I were an alien being I would mutate.
If I were an anarchist I would desecrate.
If I were an animal I would mutilate.
If I were baby I would regurgitate.
If I were a bandit I would lie in wait.
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If I were a bomb expert I would deactivate.
If I were a broadcaster I would communicate.
If I were a Buddhist I would obfuscate.
If I were a burglar I would Watergate.
If I were a capitalist I would syndicate.
If I were a Catholic I would pontificate.
If I were a celibate I would circulate.
If I were a chef I would expectorate.
If I were a deity I would consecrate.
If I were a demon I would desecrate.
If I were a doctor I would medicate.
If I were an executioner I would terminate.
If I were a Freudian I would compensate.
If I were a Hindu I would meditate.
If I were a jihadi I would detonate.
If I were a judge I would legislate.
If I were a Jungian I would complicate.
If I were a lawyer I would legislate.
If I were a liar I would prevaricate.
If I were a libertine I would be profligate.
If I were a loner I would masturbate.
If I were a lover I would be affectionate.
If I were a miner I would penetrate.
If I were a monarch I would abdicate.
If I were a mother I would cease to berate.
If I were a Muslim I would imprecate.
If I were a peon I would be insubordinate.
If I were a pharmacist I would reformulate.
If I were a Pope I would excommunicate.
If I were a professor I would perorate.
If I were a Protestant I would consecrate.
If I were an rebel I would fail to co-operate.
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If I were a revolutionary I would liberate.
If I were a scholar I would elaborate.
If I were a singer I would cantillate.
If I were a social worker I would try to relate.
If I were a spouse I would hug my mate.
If I were a statesman I would negotiate.
If I were a street person I would expectorate.
If I were a Sufi I would premeditate.
If I were a surgeon I would operate.
If I were a terrorist I would arbitrate.
If I were a Tibetan I would levitate.
If I were a unionist I would collaborate.
If I were a warlock or a witch I would confabulate.
But as a poet all I do is state, restate, and overstate!
1 April 2013 – 11 June 2014

Lines Perpendicular
Words mutate and migrate and mitigate with the years, decades, and
centuries.
For instance, nunnery once meant brothel whereas it now means, well,
nunnery.
Who knows what its meaning will be in the decades ahead?
Today I say, I love you, and we both know what that means or should
mean.
Tomorrow it might mean, I detest you.
Yesterday it may have meant, I lust after you.
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The same applies to such words as like and admire.
Yes, words, as well as men and women, worlds really,
Must mitigate, mutate, and migrate.
11-12 June 2014

Slough of Despond
I seem to be caught in a bog, a mire, a morass, a quagmire, or a quick of
sand, but I prefer it to be the Slough of Despond, if only for literary
reasons.
12 June 2014

Reading My Books
Free are you to read the palms of my hands, the bumps on my head, the
movements of my eyeballs, the courses of my thoughts, what is on my
mind, my emotions and my feelings, the hesitancy of my expressions, my
handwriting, my stance, the stresses and strains of how my bodily moves.
As well, you are free to read the lines formed by the words on the pages
of my books. But that is work, when it is not pleasure, so it is more
difficult, it is also more rewarding.
12-13 June 2014
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The Composition of This Message
If I could, I would compose this message, one that is dedicated to you,
dear reader, in an imperishable language, one that is primal and
primordial as well as coeval and coetaneous, hypothesized Ursprache or
imagined Nostratic; perhaps Senzar, the most ancient sacred speech;
maybe Enochian, the alchemist’s tongue; maybe the lost speech of the
Voynich Manuscript; possibly the assumed Language of the Angels or the
fabled Language of the Birds; or these days the phenomenon of “speaking
in tongues” with perchance interpretations of such speech; or glossolalia,
the uttering of speech-like syllables; even xenoglossia, the use in speech
of unlearned languages .... Except that I am modest and monolingual so
I am loathe to make such claims. Instead, allow me to use the vade
mecum of all living languages, not Tamil, which is held to be the world’s
oldest living tongue, but our English, a newbie, which is, for all its
shortcomings, the language that continues to keep alive the ancient Greek
word apophasis.
14 June 2014

Frontiers in Space
When I was young, I thought that I might wish to spend my retirement
years on the planet Mars or if adventurous I might elect to homestead one
of the Earth-like satellites of the ring-worlds of the planet Saturn. Alas,
the closest any member of my generation has come to entering Outer
Space has been to walk upon the surface of the Moon. A dozen male
astronauts have done so. Three days was the duration of the lengthiest
lunar visitation. No Earthling – only a Selenite – would ever expect to
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live on that sterile body of spherical matter and stare up at the planet
Earth. There are no Selenites or Lunarians around. Yes, the future was
more promising when I was young ....
14 June 2014

Speechlessness
The gods and the goddesses are gone. The oracles are mute. The muses
and the mistresses departed an epoch or so ago. The prophets of old no
longer proclaim or prophesy. The anima and the animus faded like the
shadows. The lineage of the shamans is no longer there. The time for
miracles has passed – if ever there was one. The saviours who worked
such feats as to inspire the multitudes are themselves conspicuous by
their absences, no longer in evidence. The persistence of the saints attests
to the existence of the credulity of the public with its latest certitudes. The
scribes have reduced the syllables of the sacred scriptures to senseless
sentences. The twin colossi known as Vocal Memnon, near Luxor, have
been mute for 2,000 of their 3,300 years. The wise men of old (except for
the sceptical philosophers) have been shown to be fools, whether inspired
or sottish. What remains is conscience, “the still small voice” – these days
drowned out by louder and louder voices of the mindless multitudes –
along with my simple handsel of dreams.
21-22 June 2014
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Cross of Conscience
W
GOD
M
A
N
22 June 2014
To Compose a Poem
To compose a poem I need to create its context:
Stars so simple and steadfast that they sparkle,
A Sun and a Moon to encircle us like twins,
Florets and midges, waves of buoyant waters,
Azure skies, verdant hills, creatures wild and tame,
An Earth like our own, people like you and me,
Especially you, you, to muse and to amuse ...
Only then will this poem be properly composed.
30 June 2014
Canada Day 2014
I am asked to complete this sentence: “My Canada is – ”
Here is my response: “ – yet to be.”
1 July 2014
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Stocktaking
There are great poets whose works in their entirety have been lost to
posterity.
There are great poets whose works have yet to be published or if
published yet to be translated.
There are great poets whose works while extant go unnoticed and unread.
There are great poets whose works are laboured and vain-glorious yet
great.
There are great poets whose great works –
1-2 July 2014

The Legacy of the Lost
The legacy of the lost is the legend of loss:
lost causes
lost chances
lost cities
lost happiness
lost keys
lost kingdoms
lost lands
lost liberty
lost lives
lost lyrics
lost loves
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lost mines
lost opportunities
lost paradise
lost ring
lost time
lost treasures
lost verses
lost wars
The heritage may or may not extend to the lost and the found,
Yet lost also means accursed and confused and helpless as well as kaput.
2 July 2014
Admissions
Some days I wonder if I will ever write another poem.
(See below.)
Other days I wonder if I will ever write a good poem.
(See above.)
2-3 July 2014
Sketch
Behold:
Branches, twigs, leaves, and blossoms of trees that stretch across sky’s
horizon above our brows.
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Imagine:
Corals of greenery strewn and sewn across the seams that knit together
the waves of our azure seas.
7-9 July 2014
Rhymes
The world is a wondrous place:
At times it seems to be arabesque, burlesque, carnivalesque, grotesque,
romanesque, statuesque,
All the way from its bequest to our final rest.
12-13 July 2014

Attitudes as Platitudes (and Vice-versa)
The constellations implode and explode.
The stars shine forever and a day.
The sun rises and sets without ceasing.
The earth renews itself season after season.
The moon downcasts her unearthly light.
Our lives come and go nonstop around-the-clock.
Triumph and tragedy go hand in hand.
Joy and sorrow join hands until they drop.
Our lot in life: no plot but a plot of ground.
13-4 July 2014
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A Problem for Us
Hitler continues to pose a problem for us.
We would see the world through his eyes.
We would, briefly, wish to live his life,
Breathe the air that he once breathed,
Gauge his thoughts, experience his feelings,
Sense his presence as an inhuman being.
We would learn a lot about ourselves.
We would never expect to respect him,
But would see ourselves in a harsh light:
The cowards we were or suspect we are.
Three lesser men, the Trinity of the Reich,
Pose the same problem, though manageably,
Namely, Goebbels, Göring, and Himmler;
Not to mention Hess, Heydrich, and Speer,
Among others. Then there is the problem
Of Inner Nazism as distinct from Outer,
Demonstrated by philosopher Martin Heidegger.
(Here the problem addresses intelligence,
Yet Göring too was a highly intelligent man.)
Problems? Character, criminality, depravity.
14 July 2014
Deliberations of St. Peter at the Pearly Gates
On the Subject of the Soul

This one is not one conceived for a saint or a martyr,
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This one never joined our denomination or congregation,
This one never gave a moment’s thought to me or to my brother Paul,
This one donated to charity only for the tax benefit,
This one broke all ten of our potty commandments,
This one actually believed in miracles and resurrections,
This one thought faith more important than deeds,
This one believed in the efficacy of a death-bed confession,
This one did exhibit faith but it was “bad faith,”
This one harboured lustful thoughts,
This one countenanced the murder of millions,
This one has no spirit that I am able to detect,
This one consciously conspired with what it supposed was evil,
This one mechanically acceded to that evil,
This one lacked even a rudimentary conscience,
This one was in wont of a whit of consciousness,
This work of deliberation is soul-destroying, even for me,
This work would be ruinous for all of us except
That every once in there will appear before me
The soul of a man or a woman who has avoided
The commission of base, vile, servile, or self-serving acts.
That makes it worth some while.
16 July 2013 –16 July 2014
What I Have
I have no investments in resentments, no savings in suffering, no desire
to advance or retreat, no need to plead or pout. What I do have in reality,
rather than strictly in subjectivity, is capital in consciousness.
16 July 2014
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Ontario
We have here the fiction of good weather conditions. As for the nonfiction of those conditions in the province, the marine effect is missing
from our tideless sea, the picturesque districts amount to pasture lands,
and there are no plains per se, no deserts, no mountain ranges, no ruins,
no buried or archaeological treasures, no sacred groves, no magic or
tragic castles, merely moraine and bushland, and the stark wilderness of
distance. As well, it rains a lot.
16 July 2014

My Writings Go Unread
My writings goes unread by
Conservatives and liberals,
Reactionaries and revolutionaries,
Monarchists and democrats,
Radicals and revanchists,
Irredentists and anarchists,
Terrorists and pacifists,
Critics and academics,
Reviewers and editors,
Authors and publishers,
Capitalists and socialists,
Gays and lesbians,
Blacks and whites,
Whites and ethnics,
Catholics and Protestants,
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Believers and sceptics,
Minorities and majorities,
Modernists and post-modernists,
Semioticians and deconstructivists,
Classicists and traditionalists,
Specialists and generalists,
Existentialists and essentialists,
Scientists and scholars,
Humanists and humanitarians ...
All and sundry.
Question: So who is left to read me?
Answer: Me.
16-17 July 2014

Advice to Myself
Resist making predictions, not because they will be wrong, but because
if they come true, you will gloat, “I told you so,” but everyone else will
complain, “I don’t recall you saying that.”
Resist giving advice for two reasons: It will be resented; it will not be
followed.
Resist supplying evaluations for the simple reason that they will be
judged to be too generous or too mean.
Resist taking sides as it involves fault-finding and then adopting extreme
positions.
Resist denying people what they want because they will insist on having
it anyway.
Resist criticism inasmuch as it will be dismissed as an ad hominem
attack.
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Resist praising because it will be regarded as either excessive and selfserving, or insufficient and insincere.
Resist advising oneself for a selection of the above reasons.
16-17 July 2014
A Woman’s Congeries
Loving and lacerating me simultaneously are ten toes with toenails, one
sole, one heal, two feet, two ankles, two legs, two thighs, two buttocks,
one groin, two labia, two hips, one waist, one navel, two breasts, two
nipples, two areolas, two armpits, two shoulders, two arms, two elbows,
two wrists, two palms, two hands with fingernails, ten fingers, one neck,
one laryngeal prominence, one chin, one face, one mouth, two lips, two
chins, one nose, two nostrils, two ears, two earlobes, two eyes, four sets
of eyelashes, two sets of eyebrows, one forehead, and one head of hair
with one hundred thousand strands, more or less.
18 July 2014
Exotic Place Names
My heart skips a beat, races, slows down, speeds up, heats up, cools
down, murmurs, pounds, screams, breaks, whatever,
Whenever I hear such place names, such words, such syllables, as the
nine that follow: Atlantis, Benares, Lake Baikal, Bokhara, Lhasa,
North Pole, Olduvai Gorge, Pangaea, Shamballah, Tell el-Amarna.
22-3 July 2014
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Advisory
I have not attempted to update my view of the world,
Except by affixing the following advisory:
I have not attempted to update my view of the world ....
22-23 July 2014

Migrations
In the past, my past,
My ancestors emigrated from Europe to America,
And now, generations later,
I have suffered the consequences.
In the present, my present,
I am free to migrate.
I am opting to do so in time, not space,
So I am suffering the consequences.
In the future, my future,
I will immigrate to a different, distant world,
Among the many rings of Saturn.
I will be ready to suffer the consequences.
4-5 December 2013 – 23 July 2014
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Down and Up
“We all fall down.”
So goes the child’s rhyme.
And we do! Like
Leaves from all the boughs of trees
Sunbeams from a summer of suns
Flakes from clouds of snow
Droplets from rain clouds
Sheets of hail from overcast skies
Lightning-bolts from deadbolts
Meteorites from meteors
Air planes from war planes
Contrails from missiles
“We all fall down.”
But what falls up?
Some things do. Like
Dew in the early morning sun
Elevators and escalators
Kites and reputations
Helium-filled balloons
Smoke from chimneys
Resurrectionists like Jesus Mary Elijah
A feather in the zephyr
A reputation through word of mouth
Word of mouth itself
5-7 December 2013 – 23 July 2014
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The Long Body of Man
I am a former ... foetus, infant, toddler, child, youth, adult, senior,
septuagenarian, octogenarian, nonagenarian, centenarian perhaps; indeed,
a former ... man.
27-28 July 2014

Whatever This Is
THIS IS NOT A POEM.
The metropolitan reader or listener will agree.
(The provincial as well.)
Yet the name René Magritte may be recalled
(By the metropolitan, who is cosmopolitan,
Though not by the provincial, who is rustic).
But I, conceiver or communicator, will agree
(Though I am neither metropolitan nor cosmopolitan,
Neither provincial nor rustic).
THIS IS NOT A POEM.
Indeed, I do not know what it is,
Neither do you, whoever you are.
What a poem is I do not know.
(Nor do you know what it is.)
So let us agree that this work:
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These words, ideas, sensations, feelings,
Perceptions, conceptions, creations even ...
Amount to something; something which
Includes a poem, excludes a poem,
Or comprises a poem. So permit me
To permit you to decide and me too.
28 July 2014
This Poem
This poem will end shortly.
Abruptly, really.
Our life will end abruptly.
Shortly, really.
Our society will end bruskly.
Really, poetically.
My life is now ended,
Already, really.
1 August 2014
Humour Plus Metaphor
“The q is the p coming back from a walk.”
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This amusing sentence was the inspiration of Ramón Gómez de la
Serna, the Spanish-Argentinian poet. He was a specialist in composing
what he called greguerías, short pieces containing “humour plus
metaphor.” His sentence was translated by Bill Zavatsky in 1997.
In that vein, I offer some variations of the conceit, employing a
selection of letters of the alphabet.
A is short for eh as in behold.
Two lovers, b and d are in search of an e.
Never say c unless you do see the sea.
Yesterday I felt high, like an I. Today I feel low, like an i.
J is the bluejay of birds, in all but colour the cardinal of all the birds.
The letter l may be the leanest character in the English alphabet, but it
was considered to be a bountiful one to the Romans, for quinquaginta is
the Latin numeral for the number fifty.
The Dromedary camel (from North Africa and the Middle East) has an
n. The Bactrian camel (from Asia) has an m.
She screamed “O” but all the while she passionately meant “Oh!”
Mirror opposites, pq are kissing cousins.
You r between q and s.
There is no t in China.
U came, luring me on ... u, u are temptation.
Does the character v miss a second v to turn it into the character w?
Or perhaps v is the top half of x.
Why is y not followed by a question mark?
Z-z-z. Asleep already?
1 August 2014
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Rise and Fall
The rise of the tide, the fall of the tide,
The birth and death of men and women,
The ebb and flow of civilizations,
The procession and recession of the planets,
The apparent circuits of all the stars,
The creation and the destruction of the cosmos.
What goes up:
Taxes go up.
Prices go up.
Expenses go up.
Blood pressure goes up.
Tempers and temperatures go up.
What goes down:
Income goes down.
Services go down.
Efficiencies go down.
Courtesies go down.
Quality goes down.
What remains steadfast:
Day and night.
Earthlight.
Moonlight.
Starlight.
Love bright.
7 August 2014
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The Composition of a Poem
A poem (like this one) is composed of sentences, words, sounds, senses.
Its composition includes statements, references, sensations, meanings.
Sentence is the statement,
Word is the specific reference,
Sound is the sensation,
Sense is the meaning.
A poem may or may not make literal sense, but it assuredly makes nonliteral sense,
The supreme sensation being one of affective movements, kinetics and
emotions.
A poem (not this one) may be an epic, a narrative, a lyric, etc.
This one is a somewhat philosophical discourse.
7-8 August 2014

To Make of Life What One Can
I am a goldsmith who labours over tinsel,
A cabinetmaker who belabours orange crates,
A craftsman who strives to create artwork,
A labourer who thrives on the work at hand:
I am the man who makes of life what he can.
8-9 August 2014
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Bad Cub
Drawn to my attention by Robert Bringhurst with thanks

It’s the name (or nickname) of the sculptured figure of a junior and
beaked raven figure, clutching its father’s arm. The smile is that of an
impish, bedevilled child. Bad Cub is a counterpoint to the figures of the
Chief, the Ancient Reluctant Conscript, the Dogfish Woman, and the
other wondrous and chimerical passengers crowded aboard the Black
Canoe in Bill Reid’s monumental sculpture “The Spirit of Haida Gwaii”
which is permanently docked in the courtyard of the Canadian Embassy,
Washington, D.C. Yet as Reid has enigmatically explained, “The boat
moves on, forever anchored in the same place.”
9 August 2014
Malady of Mankind
Mankind itself may be its own malady but not a malady of a specific
kind,
Except perhaps for automatism, another word for what may be called
mechanicality.
Yes, each one of us is prone to allow the preconceptions of other people
to conduct our own.
Thus are elaborate systems of justification constructed. It is a tragic
fracture and fact.
The psychiatrist Paul McHugh speaks about broken parts and missing
parts.
It is vaguely reassuring to be able to think about ourselves and other
selves in this way:
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He is a broken person; she is not all there. Damaged, defective, or absent
organs or functions,
Which may be will or conscience, perhaps both. Give some credence to
that thought.
12 August 2014

In My Day
In my day I have marvelled at many a sunbow and rainbow,
But I have yet to see a child born or a man die.
Other experiences are lacking. For instance,
I have never seen Smyrna or Samaria, Samarra or Samarkand.
I have never seen Angkor Wat or Machu Picchu.
I have never seen the Dark Side of the Moon.
I have never seen the Palomar Observatory in San Diego, California.
I have never seen the light from Alpha Centauri.
I have never seen the Northern Lights aka Aurora Borealis.
I have never seen anyone go over Niagara Falls in a barrel.
I have never seen a ghost or a ghoul, a Wendigo or a Thunderbird,
I have never seen a performance of the Rite of the Shaking Tent.
I have never been fortunate enough to see a miracle,
Other than those offered by life itself in its well-nigh multitudinous
diversity.
13-14 August 2014
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Summer Ends, Fall Begins
About ten years ago Summer abruptly ended at the start of the third week
in August.
I wrote a poem with the abrupt onset of Fall, giving it the title “Autumn
in August.”
This year, again, the climate is robbing us of three or four weeks of
Summer weather.
This year it seems Summer has ended on August 13 about six o’clock in
the evening.
13-14 August 2014

The World before Me
These are the very words that have caused me to pause:
“The world before me .... ”
Although four in number, these words carry two distinct meanings:
I pause before the world that came before me –
The birth of the Cosmos followed by the Precambrian,
The Jurassic, the Neolithic, the Holocene, etc.
I pause before the world that increases before my eyes –
The end of the Holocene, with its fatal fauna and flora,
With its monsters and ape men and cave men, both bestial and human.
Adam and his breed had it easy. There was no prehistory at all,
Prior to the demise of the Garden with its two trees and one fatal apple.
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I, on the other hand, no Adam, have to give a damn.
13-14 August 2014

Caressings
I love to caress your body ...
Where your halo gathers about your ears,
Where your wings attach to your shoulders,
Where your horns erupt from your forehead,
Where your tail grows out of your coccyx,
Where your smile curves into your smirk ...
Your body loves to caress mine.
13-14 August 2014

My Body and I
My body and I had a pact “from the word Go.”
He would function on cue; I would require precious few exertions.
He would operate according to the letter of the law,
In exchange for no exercises and a life of physical ease.
He broke that pact on May 23, 2000.
It was a stroke, like the master-stroke of 9/11,
Though it involved only two people, you and me, not 3,000.
That was more than fourteen years ago, years of peace.
In the aftermath I recovered with perhaps 98 percent of function restored.
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The punishment was exercise, exertion, with the need to keep trim and fit.
But my body is no longer regarded by me as my bodyguard.
He is not the guardian of my old age, but its embodiment.
It was an exchange of sorts, a buying of time and vigour,
For I am turning into he or (more grammatically) into him.
Together we are passing Go, but either of us will “collect $200.”
13-14 August 2014

Random Noises
Random noises combine to create the Symphony of Cacophony.
The composition is indeed a random, unrequested, dreadful opus:
Someone bellowing into a tiny helpless cell phone,
Streaming police-cars, ambulances, and fire-trucks, all with sirens,
Automobiles’ alarm systems going off,
The babel of construction-site and road-maintenance sounds,
The racket of raucous rock and rap music,
On the streets of most cities, whether city centre or suburban area.
14-15 August 2014

Outline for a Poem
It should be set in the world of our time, not in the past or the future, or
in other societies on other planets.
It should be populated with real enough people, that is, men and women
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who appear to be real, rather than those described in scripture,
mythology, legend, folklore, urban lore, or anecdote.
It should be focussed on the human emotions, love and affection,
including those of hate and disgust.
It should be expressed in the speech-like language of men, with no
Qabbalistic, Aesopian, Jesuitical, or Hermetic terms.
It should contend with the problems and possibilities of everyday life,
especially those that conflict with human ideals.
It should resemble other great poems, not necessarily disquisitions like
this outline for a possible poem.
15-18 August 2014

Marvels and Miracles
In the darkened room, with you, there occur any number of miniscule
marvels and minor miracles.
The mirror without light has no images to harbour or harvest.
The face of the clock seems featureless. Its sweep second-hand and its
hour-hand might be motionless at twelve o’clock, high noon or
midnight.
Drawn curtains and shut blinds render the window blind.
The lock on the door ensures the room is locked from the outside world.
Far is near or it is imperceptible. Spectacles are sightless. Sensations like
sounds and smells predominate. Shadowy seem to be the shadows.
You are alone. I am alone. Yet we feel less alone than we have ever felt
in the light.
15-18 August 2014
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Some Thoughts on Sights and Sites
I squint into the eyepiece of the microscope and imagine myself
eavesdropping on the doings of the denizens of the world of the golden
atom.
I stare into the eyepiece of the telescope and imagine myself voyaging
across the interstellar spaces to witness the circuits of the stars.
I gaze into the I-piece of the myoscope and experience myself to be the
manager of the atoms and the director of the constellations of the stars.
15-18 August 2014
C.P. Cavafy
He would write with evident relish about past orgies and present
debaucheries.
No doubt the orgies took place, if only because people and places are
named,
Yet the debaucheries are alluded to only in passing, with fictitious names
only.
He wrote his historical poems and his personal poems at different times
of day and night:
The sagas of the past were composed in the late mornings, when he was
clear-headed.
The private encounters were described in the late evenings, when still
dazed,
Having engaged in sadistic and masochistic acts in brothels
Hours earlier, in the past and private city of Alexandria.
18-19 August 2014
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Credo
It is not the poetry, not the art, not the craft;
It is the words in their surprising sequences:
The critic’s le mot juste, the chef’s l’amuse gueule.
No éminence grise, no enfant terrible,
But the weight, savour, scent and shadow
Of the ways the words do their work.
The words: their choice, sequence, rhythm, sound,
The surface meaning, the suggestion of symbolism.
It may not be much at all, but it is all there is.
19-20 August 2014

My Lines
My lines may be like the bars of a prison-cell,
Or they may be like the string on an archer’s bow,
Or they may be like the musician’s harp-strings,
Or they may be like the stanzas of a masterpiece,
One that far surpasses prison bars, bow- or harp-strings,
Or this poem, in power, without its sense of play.
19-20 August 2014
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What Lasts
There is so much that seems necessary for us. But with the scalpel of
time, we pare away that “so much” down to little and then to nothing, a
few hours here and there, over the years, without pain; a few moments of
crystal clarity about nothing in particular; a few instances of joy and
clarity; a few instants of regret. But all that is past. Or has passed. Or it
is passing. Or is in the past. So it no longer exists in the present or for the
future. Yet, oddly, it seems to last.
18-23 August 2014

Excursus on “Arab”
“A bra. A bar.” – Two anagrams for the letters “ARAB.” – Wikipedia

The ARABs consider their beliefs to be incompARABle.
Non-ARABians consider them to be unbeARABLe.
On dry and non-ARABle lands they are insepARABle.
They dress in robes that are eminently weARABle.
They have nothing in common with Egyptian scARABs.
Here is a dancing maRABout; there is an armed cARABiniere.
None at all know about the chARABanc or the sARABand.
ARABic, ARABian, and ARABist are compARABle,
Or unbeARABle or irrepARABle like, perhaps, BARABbas!
So please take none of this neither laxly nor literally –
It is like an ARABesque when it is not like a pARABle!
21-22 August 2014
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Some Talk
For once, no questions were asked. No points were raised. No
distancing took place. It was all small talk, shop talk. There was nobody
to talk turkey!
Given the choice between keeping one’s convictions and keeping one’s
opinions, I assume that in time I will forget about my opinions, not that
I can recall the convictions I once upheld.
No one asked me, no one inquired, no one suggested, no one proposed,
no one advised. So I have concluded that no one cared or even knew.
So I did what I wanted to do anyway, considering that that was what
I would need to do anyway. It worked out as well as I expected it would
work out.
If self-criticism, if self-hating, if self-loathing, if self-disgust, were
options, and not the shop-worn phrases so familiar to us from other
contexts, I might have resorted to one or more of them, i.e., put them to
use, whether for good or ill, only time will tell.
I have no clue. Nobody noticed, nobody was the wiser – including
yours truly.
What I did receive were congratulations from conglomerates.
22 August 2014

Periods of Picasso’s Art
Periods? Phases, really, though to a remarkable degree they do
correspond to developments in Western European artistic expression,
culture, and society, from approximately the year 1900, when Picasso was
nineteen years old, to his death at the age of ninety-two in the year 1973.
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That is close to three-quarters of the Twentieth Century.
Blue, Rose, Cubist, Neo-Classicism, Realism & Surrealism, Stained
Glass, Expressionist, Later Works.
Throughout it all, the eight decades and the eight periods or phases, given
the subjects and the forms and the styles, the works are readily
identifiable as the artworks during one span of time of one single man:
the artist and man who called himself Pablo Picasso.
24 August 2014

List Poem
... he talked about form and surprised me greatly by saying he thinks
endlessly about what form would best suit his subjects. Explained he wants
now in his poetry to write something which seems to the reader almost like
prose but in which he is playing an elaborate formal game ... he said that for
him poetry now meant (1) having something truthful to say, (2) exploring the
possibilities of the English language.
W.H. Auden’s preoccupation with form, described by Stephen Spender,
journal entry, July 6, 1962, Stephen Spender: Journals 1939-1983 (Faber
& Faber, 1985) edited by John Goldsmith.

Is it possible for a list to function as a poem?
Or is it possible for a poem to function as a list?
I suppose so, assuming an elastic definition of poetry,
Assuming, as well, the nature of the list and the intent
Of the resolute list-maker and the resourceful poem-maker,
Not to mention the expectations of the reasonable reader.
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Perhaps the key consideration is the latter consideration,
For the lock remains unlocked whatever the case.
19-25 August 2014

Mankind: A Vision
All of the children of Israel – past, present, future – assembled at the base
of Mount Sinai to receive the Ten Commandments. Christians of all ages
and climes stood on the summit of Mount Tabor, the Mount of
Transfiguration, to witness the ascension of Jesus Christ into Heaven.
Every single Buddhist (born, breathing, dead) seeks out the Bodhi Tree
and beneath its ample shade finds enlightenment. Moslems in muslin join
the Prophet on the Midnight Journey from the Temple Mount unto the
very Heavens. The spirit of the Hindu soul lives on and upon the battlefield of Dharma and then expires on the banks of the Ganges at Benares.
All of mankind, of whatever religion or philosophy or practice, has
passed, passes, or will pass through the amplitude of time from the Gate
of Eden through the Iron Gate of Auschwitz to the Pearly Gates of
Heaven. It is the road of return.
29 August 2014

End of Times
There may have been gods; gods may never have been. But if they did
exist, sometime, someplace, it is a certainty that they no longer exist now.
At least they are not in evidence these days. It is for sure that they no
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longer look down upon us, regarding us with their insect-like, myriadfaced, eyes. The same is true of their followers. The angels have ceased
their astral flights. The oracles, prophets, visionaries, and mystics
succumbed to silence. In their stead there are martyrs, but nothing is
saintly about them. Yet there walk among us, on city streets, in back
alleyways, down country lanes, through forest glens, across desert places,
upon the seas, and up in the atmosphere: those gowned and robed magi
(or those souls or spirits who believe themselves to be so), a species of
make-believe, a form of let’s pretend.
29 August 2014
I Spy
Sitting on the patio
I spy with my two little eyes
In succession:
One large mosquito,
One large gnat,
One large fly,
One large bee,
One large wasp,
One large bird,
One large human being.
Obviously there are two words
That need to be examined:
One large.
1 September 2014
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It Ends like This
It does end ...
It comes to its preordained end ...
Sometimes abruptly
Sometimes languidly
Peacefully
Painfully
Beatifically
Mournfully
Nobly
Ignobly
After much pain
After considerable peace
Alone
Amid many
Inevitably
1-2 September 2014

Comic God
My Saviour is Superman,
My name is Clark Kent,
My love is Lois Lane,
My sweetheart is Lana Lang,
My boss is Perry White ....
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I live in Gotham City.
I am the Man of Steel.
I am able to leap tall buildings
In a single bound.
But I am unable to fly.
I am unable to cloud men’s eyes
So they cannot see me.
Shazam is not part of my vocabulary.
I yearn to fly.
One day I may learn to fly.
1-3 September 2014

Induction
You dwell on the planet Venus and I dwell on the planet Mars.
The interplanetary distances are enormous and mind-numbing.
Yet we manage to communicate, whenever we wish,
Whether by telemetry or by induction, I am uncertain,
Efficaciously, wondrously, across the null and void of space,
One human being here, another human being there,
Despite the intervening interplanetary distances,
Which remain, I will repeat, enormous and mind-numbing.
6-7 September 2014
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Movie Shots
At first I see you in a LONG SHOT, then in a MEDIUM SHOT, and
finally in a CLOSE UP SHOT. These are STOCK SHOTS, and so for a
moment I think your name is DOLLY, if only because you send me into
a DUTCH TILT SHOT, so I find I am in need of an ESTABLISHING
SHOT. After that a HANDHELD SHOT is what I want. Then I go
BRIDGING and TRACKING. This is followed by the PAN. I am able to
LOW ANGLE you and then HIGH ANGLE you. The POINT-OF-VIEW
SHOT follows, with the STEADICAM for the TRACKING SHOT and
the CRANE SHOT and the ZOOM. With the TWO-SHOT and the
COWBOY SHOT, I go into an AERIAL SHOT followed by a DEEP
FOCUS SHOT. Later on (fingers crossed!) there may well be the
MONEY SHOT before there is the DISSOLVE.
8 September 2014
My Country
I live in a land without a story –
But I try to tell it anyway.
8-9 September 2014
Kathleen Raine’s “Collected Poems”
I am paging slowly through this substantial collection of poetry.
It will be for the last time, for I do not own the copy that I am reading.
It has to be returned to its owner and copies are expensive and hard to
find.
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I am not inclined to read it from cover to cover, neither thoroughly nor
carefully,
For the text is very repetitious (or should I say reiterative?);
Yet there is the need to reread a single poem here and there.
The poet is repetitive in the sense that she knows her theme intimately.
It comes through poem after poem, line after line, word after word.
The theme is this: The mystery of life is the mystery of the universe.
The shortest poems are the finest; the least ambitious are the most
successful.
Searching for a word to describe her insights, I would suggest surprisal.
(I would also suggest that references to her be capitalized thusly, Poet.)
I will end with three lines from her twelve-line poem “With a Wave of er
Old Hand .... ”
The ninety-year-old poet, “done with world’s ways,” “done with words,”
Closed her last written book
To ponder deeper themes
In unrecorded dreams.
8-9 September 2014

James (Jim) George
Rather than a fine priest, Anglican or Episcopalian,
He has become an even finer Doctor of Sacred Letters.
The diplomat within him had learned the drill:
There is no anabasis without katabasis.
No man or woman ever escapes his or her shadow,
Which lingers awhile before it lurches away;
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He and it will be heading far, far away,
Into the light of the night.
8-9 September 2014

42 Dell Park Avenue
I entered this house for the first time a comparatively young man.
I will exit it at some future time a comparatively old man.
Whose house is it anyway? Not necessarily mine (or ours).
It was built by someone else who lived here with his family.
Other people may dwell in its many rooms after I (or we) are gone.
It will be razed by yet another person (or some impersonality).
To whomever does it belong: Let it be blessed during the intervals.
Allow me yet some time to muse that it stands on liminal ground,
Near a park, near a plaza: secular, between sacred and profane.
8-9 September 2014

After a Line by Kathleen Raine
The poem I wrote was not the poem
That I wanted to write.
(I am quoting lines by Kathleen Raine.)
It failed in comparison with these poems:
“The Song of the Wandering Aengus”
“Sailing to Byzantium.” (As well it might!)
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I am sorry about that, but in the meantime,
I feel it is worthwhile to make this point:
To make something of this rune of words.
8-9 September 2014

Lot in Life
I began working the quarry where I found my first story.
I seized the golden cable and pulled in a golden fable.
I turned over the sheet of shale and found beneath it a bright tale.
I stumbled upon an imperative that transformed itself into a narrative.
I tried to work miracles but they turned into parables.
I respected the superstition and it worked like nuclear fission.
I heard about the Incarnation but recognized it as a confabulation.
I repeated the legendary stories and became a visionary.
I overheard that old yarn and it marked my point of no return.
I found the fabrication to be the basis of my salvation.
I wrote a work of fiction and it grew into a work of prediction.
8-9 September 2014
Iris
The world opened up to me. It was vast,
Much vaster than I could ever imagine ...
That could ever be imagined. Then just as decisively
The world closed down on me. Now I am vast,
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Much vaster than I could ever have imagined ...
That could ever be imagined.
19-20 September 2014
Someone Else
I wish I were someone else
Sometimes anytime
Anyone else whomever
It doesn't matter in the long run
Though in the short one
It does matter at least to me
Mightily at times
Though I hate to admit it
Even to myself
I wonder what it would be like
I wonder what I would be like
A child withdrawn or impetuous
Perhaps the original “bad cub”
An athletic male an appealing female
A tired old lady or an aged gentleman
An archangel or arch-daemon
Or a pure spirit or an impure essence
Perhaps the downfall of mana
That is driving that is contriving
This twenty-two-line poem
Not mine but someone else’s
19-20 September 2014
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Crowded Cosmos
There is too little space left
Not enough remaining time
Despite the talk of space/time
To do more than reflect
On issues of interest
Or matters of importance
Right here and right now
Timeless placeless spaceless
19-20 September 2014

Artwork
The individual work of art
Among the artworks of this world:
The icon in the lexicon.
20-23 September 2014

Face and Head
The body by means of the neck supports the head that presents to the
world the face of the human being. The head offers two eyes which
observe the spectrum of colours as well as the two sides (and no more) of
everything. The head offers one nose with two nostrils to detect odours
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unseen by the naked eye, not to mention two ears which respond to air
waves (also invisible) with meanings all their own. The single mouth
envelopes its sole tongue with its sense of taste (and distaste) and its
ability to form words that correspond to those received by the ears. The
surface of the skin separates the atmosphere of the Earth from the inner
workings of the body. That leaves the face which expresses what it will,
for it has a will of its own.
23 September 2014
It Has Been a Long Time
It has been along time since I have written or composed a poem.
In the sentence above, those words long time express a little or a lot,
Depending on a number of factors, largely personal and subjective,
Not general or objective. What I find I need to do, on a daily basis,
Is to tie a knot of words, or untie a knot of words, and in so doing
Undertake to express what I perceive or to perceive what I express.
To do the first is to write, to do the second is to compose.
Everyone does it, some ill, some well; I do it in words like these.
27 September 2014
Life
The actor George Sanders memorably referred to the world as “this sweet
cesspool” in his suicide note, 25 April 1972

I have no fear to spare, no joy to share.
Ours is this sweet cesspool of a world.
Here sweet and sweat are kith and kin.
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You hold the hub while I hold the rim.
For every life there is one death within.
28 September 2014

Life and Transfiguration
The halo is held in place as if by a hook found at the back of the neck. It
highlights the face and head with a circular outline in white, yellow, or
gold.
The aura emanates from the entire body. It takes the shape of an oval or
ellipse and it bathes the whole body and surrounding areas in its soft,
glowing radiant-like light.
The nimbus, the glory, the corona, and the annulus are different ways of
referring to radiations or emanations that are generated by the spirit of
the entire body, setting mankind apart from the rest of the natural
world.
25-30 September 2014

Prelapsarian Paradise
Was there ever a child born in the Garden of Eden? If so, the birth goes
unrecorded and hence unrecognized. Was there ever a child conceived in
this paradisaical garden before the Fall of Man and Woman? If so, the
conception goes unrecorded and hence unrecognized. So little has been
recorded, so sketchy indeed is the record of this prelapsarian era or
epoch! The language of the biblical account is so elusive, so puzzling. To
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make matters worse, it is not likely that biblical literalists and theologians, students and scholars of the Bible, whether religious fundamentalists or religious sceptics, are readers of poetry, classical or
contemporary, and hence are at a loss when it comes to coming to terms
with the Great Fall.
1 October 2014
Great Railway Journeys
Not even once have I boarded the Orient Express,
That is, The Venice Simplon Orient-Express,
Except in my head, i.e., reading and imagination.
I have taken The Canadian and The Ghan (Australia),
But not The Maharajas’ Express, The Trans-Siberian Railway,
The Twentieth Century Limited and then the Super Chief.
Some day I may travel the Eurostar from London to Paris,
Boarding at St. Pancras Station, disembarking at Gare du Nord,
Or reversing the direction, from Paris to London.
With the passage of years, the passing of the great railroad journeys.
Their days and nights are now in the past, their transits terminated,
As are mine.
4 October 2014
Lostness
The state of being lost: lostness. Some things, once lost, are best regarded
as forever lost and should never again be resought.
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I have in mind past loves, past times, past thoughts, past travels, past
friendships, past nemeses, past achievements, past fears, past hates, even
past poems.
4 October 2014

Over Time
We have no power over time, none at all, yet over time we change and
change in time accompany us: Before our time, a long time ago, on time,
in time, ahead of time, times to come, over and above time, time and
again, time on our hands. It is not the flow of time as much as it is the
change that takes place. In the natural word, as well as in the human
world, these being the two natures that we know, it amounts to both a
gavotte and a garrote. “Pretty is it not, we call it ‘La Gavotte.’” Pretty it
may be, but petty it is too. The end of time. Time has this power over all
of us and everything. We imagine it with indicative hands, like those that
inscribe the face of the wrist-watch or the grandfather clock, those being
two in number, sometimes three – for the second hand to “keep time”
along with the minute hand and the hour hand to mark the minutes and
the hours. Or it may have more hands – two, four, six, eight, to match the
multi-arms of Shiva the Destroyer of Worlds – or even Kali the Goddess
of Death! (It is the burning ghats and the barges on the Ganges at Benares
that come to mind.) Time does not advance clockwise or counterclockwise but ever otherwise. Its arms stand up to surrender: “Hands up!”
(high noon). Its arms are declivitous in death: “Hands down!” (midnight).
Time’s up: abrupt. Time stands still for us ... to mark the ominous instant
that lies between energy and entropy.
7-8 October 2014
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Invention and Discovery
The poem is both an invention and a discovery.
Thus the poet is both an inventor and a discoverer,
Devising and erecting new structures of words,
With materials at hand and age-old blueprints.
With this scaffold, for an observatory, let us say,
The poet becomes the surveyor, the discoverer,
Chancing upon and charting sensations, emotions,
Perceptions, thoughts, insights, images, symbols, etc.
Some of these are metaphors and others are archetypes.
Distinguishing between or among them is difficult,
Should one be so inclined. But now and then it happens:
What is latent is made manifest for its appearance here.
7-8 October 2014

Home Land
Neither fatherland nor motherland
Neither leader nor follower
Both healthy and wealthy
Both orderly and messy
Big and little (like a Big Little Book)
Iconic (like a Comic Book)
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Between the heartbeats
Between the breaths
One hundred and twenty
Over eighty
Systole and diastole
Among the stoles
29-30 July 2013 – 10 October 2014

A Poem, a Recipe
A poem printed on the page of a volume of verse resembles a recipe
printed on the page of a cook book.
The resemblance continues; the comparison extends. The poem develops
line by line and so does the recipe.
The poem ends with a challenge to the reader to ponder it, but not as a
collection of parts or particulars but as a totality, a single whole.
The poem marinates in the mind; the recipe begs to be prepared, step by
step, ingredient by ingredient, and then prepared,
Whether roasted or toasted, boiled or broiled, grilled or baked, even
sautéed, and then be allowed to stand before being consumed.
Yes, a recipe resembles a poem, with all those irregular lines of irregular
length. Both are food or fuel, nutrients for the body and the spirit of
man.
13-14 October 2014
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Fronts
It has been deemed necessary to open a Second Front, a Third Front, and
finally a Fourth Front; I write finally because I will not live long enough
to witness the opening of subsequent fronts: the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh.
Yet they will be opened too, as they will confront one another for a long
time, at least as long as it is deemed necessary for them to do so. Then in
time each one will be closed in turn, beginning with the Seventh, the
Sixth, the Fifth, the Fourth, the Third, the Second, but not the First, for
no vestige that it ever existed will ever be found.
21-22 October 2014

Idea for a Communiqué
I send an email to myself
I read it as it arrives
I do so with mixed feelings
The blessings are also mixed
Moments have passed
From composition to comprehension
I read it with a sense of unease
With the same sense I reply to it
Who is addressing whom
The words the data the words
Vast distances brief instances
From one head to another
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Now I send a communiqué to myself in the future
A nonsense message to be read in the now
What was said is of less importance than the fact
That something is being said
One half of the mind to the other half
There was the need to speak in words
To address oneself in private
What I say what I think what I feel is
Worth saying though hardly worth sharing
25-26 October 2014

Words
The link between my psyche and your psyche, between my nous and your
nous, between my spirit or soul and your spirit or soul, are these words
of this text on this page of this book: this transponder.+
1-2 November 2014

Self-description, Self-definition
I am an adventurer, a discoverer, an explorer, and an innovator, at least
in my own mind, for who else would make such a claim except an
adventurer, a discoverer, an explorer, or an innovator?
1-2 November 2014
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Right, Wrong
If I begin this poem in this way,
You will assume it will end in this way.
You are right. You are wrong.
You decide, yourself.
4 November 2014
Broken Part? Missing Part?
Broken part? Missing part? – Paul McHugh

Each human being’s brain has an exterior part and an interior part, a
surface and a structure.
Every person has a psychological part and a physiological part, and the
two sets of parts are not complementary for they interact in ways that
do well and ways that do ill.
One part is acquired and moving; the other part is inherent and
instinctive. This opposition creates problems but permits life to
proceed.
One part forms the object of consciousness; the other part forms the
subject of unconsciousness. This creates difficulties.
Difficulties are created in the best of cases because parts may be missing
or parts may be broken, or both conditions may occur in the same
person.
As well, it seems, that there are difficulties because men and women are
people of parts and not wholes.
4 November 2014
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Why We Are in Tune with One Another
throughout Space and Across Time
Our skeletons are like tuning forks, our nervous systems are like distant
early warning systems, our brains are like crystal sets that channel distant
audio and video networks, our eyeballs are like electronic microscopes
and airborne telescopes, our spirits are like the spirit cabinets of old, our
circulatory systems are like the ebb and blow of the tides, our vitality is
like the sun which rises and sets, our internal organs are like the off-earth
planetary and galactic systems, our homeostasis is keyed to the Earth and
its inhabitants both human and non-human, our souls are like our selves,
and all the while our hearts are like the incessant beatings of tribal drums.
6-7 November 2014

Life after You
To imagine life after you?
Next to impossible.
To imagine death after you?
A possibility.
To imagine existence without us?
After experience, nothingness.
10 November 2014
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Marriage
Visualize a horseshoe magnet
Visualize a tuning fork
Picture the magnet on top of the fork
Picture the fork beneath the magnet
Imagine me the magnet
Imagine you the fork
Fancy my magnetic waves
Fancy your sound waves
Waxing and waning and waving
One to another to one on one
10 November 2014

Missings
There is a word that is missing. It is remorse. It should be in hand and
heart, but it is not to be found there or anywhere.
There is a note that should be sung or sounded, a note like C sharp minor,
but that note is seldom heard aloud these days.
There is a dance movement called le grand pas de chat, yet dancers are
seldom called upon to perform its intricacies.
There is a song that is never sung, the oldest known to mankind; its
words and its music have been lost in the endless ether of time.
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There is a rhyme that is grievously missing from the English language.
Even the word with which it should rhyme is seemingly omitted.
There is a dramatic character who should make appearances on the stages
of the world, but she is unaccountably absent and sorely missed.
There is a text that should exist but for the fact that it is as yet unscripted.
It is the ur-script that stalks all the texts that do exist.
13 November 2014
My Star Turn
My star turn came in the year that I was born but I was unable to benefit
from it for half a dozen years. Then I was able to made something of the
exposure but it was not for another two dozen years that things came
together for me and then only in small part and at great price. Yet I
became what I knew I was going to be using what I had within me
imperfectly to be sure as well as what was surrounding me to some extent
at least. It was only then that I stabilized, crystalized. But only now many
decades later do I look back upon that experience and wonder why it or
I took so long, why I permitted it to head in the direction that it did, and
why I gave it no deeper thought than I did at that time. So much for my
star turn.
16-17 November 2014
Incomparables
House home
Soul spirit
Awe wonder
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Puzzle enigma
Enigma mystery
Facts information
Information knowledge
Knowledge understanding
Understanding Wisdom
Cognition thinking
Emotion feeling
Sense perception
Doubt belief
Belief disbelief
Affection disaffection
Version conversion
Should ought
Ought could
Could would
23 November 2014
Japanese Short Forms
1.
A haiku or not?
Definitely not a haiku,
But a senryu.
2.
No haiku either.
You are reading a tanka,
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All five lines in all.
The haiku (or senryu)
Has three lines, the tanka five.
3.
Metrics go like this:
Haiku: 5-7-5.
Tanka: plus 7-7.
4.
Haiku: high-minded.
Senryu: low-minded.
Tanka: mid-minded.
26-27 November 2014

Human Extents, Human Limits
We know that human beings have seven senses: vision, hearing, touch,
smell, taste, temperature, balance. Perhaps we have even more senses: for
instance, we may be able to detect magnetic and electrical fields, etc. No
doubt there are additional senses that we have yet to appreciate.
Consider sight. Imagine the colours, the scenes, and the sights that we
miss below infrared and beyond ultraviolet. Are there colours on the far
sides of orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet?
Consider hearing. Larger mammals and animals (elephants, whales)
respond to lower infrared pitches, whereas smaller animals (dogs and
cats, as well as moths, bees, and bats) respond to higher ultraviolet
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pitches. Human beings detect frequencies of sounds that are exemplified
by the eighty-eight keys of the piano, which range from 20 hertz to
20,000 hertz. Image the sounds below or above those keys. The tunes that
may be playing that may not be heard!
Consider touch. We respond to pressure (which includes texture).
Consider smell. Odours that go undetected by human beings are
detected by dogs and by man’s invention known as the smoke detector.
There are the odours of elements, chemicals, and compounds that we
cannot detect.
Consider taste. Human beings distinguish the four traditional tastes:
salty, bitter, sweet, sour. Add to these four the late-blooming fifth taste:
umami.
Consider temperature. We detect it and changes from cold to hot, from
hot to cold.
Consider balance. The body responds to propriocentric changes: the
sense of where we are.
Consider magnetic and electrical fields. Measurable electrical impulses
are generated by the brain and the heart. So the head and the heart (and
perhaps we may add to them the hand as well) share in being generators
of energy fields which may or may not be detectable, like those of plants.
Is the form the force fields take that of the human aura?
Reconsider this: Our limitations are as exaggerated as our extensions
are minimized.+
1 December 2014

Yin & Yang
yinyang
yi n y a ng
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yin yang
yin ang
yinang
ying
yg
4 December 2014

Lettrist Meaning
Now I am addressing U, and no other letter of the alphabet, and U are
listening to this address, Y neither of us knows for sure, although its
meaning seems to be that X is now known and that from A to Z, it is
obligatory for everyone to B and to C.
6-7 December 2014

Excavation of Me
Excavate me
While still alive and upright
Here is what you will find
A layer of detritus and débris
A layer of body and bone
A layer of excreta and excrement
That is all
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Whether a lot or a little
Remains moot
11 Dec. 2014
Riff on a Line of Gwendolyn MacEwen’s
You want to be bold.
You want to be ensouled.
You want to be held.
You want to be soiled.
You want to be sold.
You want to be told.
You want to be controlled.
You want to be uncontrolled.
You want to be new and old.
You want to behold.
You want there to be gold.
You want it all foretold.
12-13 December 2014
As We Age
As we age we go old and older and oldest.
The dead do it too; bolder as they grow older.
Methuselah’s now as mad as his kith and kin.
No matter when they die or have died,
No matter their ages at the times of their demises,
No matter how old you are at the end of your time,
The dead are deadlier than the dying.
12-13 December 2014
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Mock Man
I am not so much a artist as I am a gilder of works of art. I am not so much a
scribe as I am an illuminator of manuscripts. I am not so much an author as I am
a copyist, scrivener, or rewriter. I am not so much a portrait painter as I am a
forger of portraiture. I am not so much a dancer as I am someone who stands or
squats. I am not so much an actor as I am an impersonator. I am not so much a
composer as I am a singer who covers the songs of others. Gilding,
illuminating, copying, scrivenering, rewriting, forging, standing or sitting,
impersonating, and singing the songs of others ... all such activities come
naturally and easily to me. So call me an artist or sorts – an artful dodger, a
charlatan, a cheater, a con artist (or confidence man), a counterfeiter, a cozener,
a fraudster, a hoaxer, an imposter, a mountebank, an operator, a prankster, a
pretender, a scamster, a shark, a swindler, trickster, perhaps even a shaman (but
by no means a berdache). An imaginative writer and inventor? For when I see
myself as a crowned head, I am a pretender to a great many of the thrones of the
great and the mighty including the almighty from antiquity to actuality to
futurity.
12-13 December 2014

Despair in a Book Shop
I see the spines and covers of so many books that record so much pleasure and
pain, so rich are they in expression and introspection, in drama and description,
in art and analysis, so many hurts and hopes, so wrought and fraught with all
these accounts of people’s lives, their stories, and their adventures at home and
abroad and in faraway places. There are billions of words, millions of books
that I will never know through the lack of interest, time, eyesight, energy, but
also through the lack of conviction that art changes the world or even people’s
hearts and minds. After reading so many books, living so many years,
experiencing so many situations and personalities, though not a patch on the
plots of all the books in the bookshops and the libraries and the archives of the
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world, I have reluctantly come to the conclusion or conviction that things do not
change and will not be bettered (or worsened) from familiarity with the printed
word of page of words. No one ever committed a crime or avoided doing so
because he read Crime and Punishment, just as no one ever rose from the dead
after reading Resurrection, to recall only Tolstoy’s titles. No man or woman
ever entered a world of the past or a world of the future or a non-existent world
or a world with so many contradictions that it could never exist. Men and
women live in one, single, every-changing world. We are born in it, we die in
it, and we do so ... wordlessly, despite all the spines and all the covers and all
the pages of all the books in this weary book shop.
16 December 2014

Charles and Persia Dime: An Infatuation
Persia Dime catches the eye, every where, every place, every time, and ever
hereafter. Ever after? Maybe, as I will never, ever know for sure. I have yet to
set a single eye upon her, and only then when I do view her, it is how she
appears in a splendid grab shot, a creature beaming, full of gaiety and abandon,
expressively dressed, stylish and sexy to be sure, one that appeared in the
fashion pages of a daily newspaper and a monthly magazine. Perhaps one day
I will set both eyes upon her and view her as she is in life: depth of body to
indicate depths of being; then again, perhaps not. The wild abandon she
displays presumably takes her time and time again to the precincts of the
world’s fashion capitals, and who knows where they are? Miami, Paris,
London, Milan, Berlin, New York, Los Angeles? (In one instance at least,
Toronto.) She will be accompanied by her companion or beau or husband, lover
certainly, Charles Dime – the companion, neither tall nor dark nor handsome,
but tallish and fair and rivetting; like her, intentioned, unquestioned,
accomplished. Worldly. One dreams of her and him, of them, about them:
Socialite and special couple.
16 December 2014
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Indo-infinity
But India did not pass me by without a trace; it left tracks which led from one infinity
into another infinity. – C.G. Jung, “Travels,” Memoirs, Dreams, Reflections (1963).

India is an infinity.
Rajasthan is an infinity.
New Delhi is an infinity.
Connaught Place is an infinity.
Sudhir Panth is an infinity.
The first word of the Gita is an infinity.
Bhârat (the name of India in Hindi) is an infinity.
23-24 December 2014
Log of Visitations
Olduvai
Lumbini
Jerusalem
Athens
Rome
Byzantium
Vienna
Paris
London
Berlin
Moscow
New York
Benares
23-24 December 2014
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Into the Desert
Thar Desert, Rajasthan, India, December 2001
Space begins
Time suspends
Sand sky
Dunes air
Sun burn
Moon beam
Winds
Stars
Cardinally now ordinally
Directionless
Heart rate
Pulse rate
From silences
To silence
Men into man
Me into I
Into the desert
The one within
22-23 December 2014
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Tai Chi
Forward backward
Left-side right-side
Upward downward
Inward outward
Inside outside
Within without
On time in time
Out of time
Inward time
Outward time
Without time
No time Noh time
Timely spacely
Timelessness spacelessness
Chi Tai Tai Chi
25 December 2014

L’Envoi
An end is a virtual ending. The end is the actual ending.
Anything that is late in the day is at least later in life or simply quite late.
If you say there is no light of day between two positions, the meaning is simple:
They are irreconcilable in theory and probably in practice too.
31 December 2014
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Dream Diary (2014)
Wednesday, 1 Jan. 2014. I have resolved to change the coverage of the contents of the
entries in this new year’s diary, journal, or log. The diary was begun a decade ago as a
“dream diary” to describe and discuss the dreams I had or wanted to have, parallel with
the poems, aphorisms, and essays that I had been writing and preserving elsewhere.
Gradually, as my interest in prompting and promoting a dream-life dissipated, I began
to record random events, rather than leave entries blank, like those that I was also
recording in my desk calendar. In proofreading the 365 entries for the year 2013, I
realized that my comings and goings, generally accompanied by my loving wife Ruth,
were repetitious. I found myself commenting on the weather conditions and recording
routine visits to supermarkets, pharmacies, hospitals, libraries, etc. These were of
passing interest, even to me, though when I commented on the weather, it was often a
reflection of my own emotional state. “How are you today?” “I am like the weather.” (It
would elicit a smile and a nod.) No prior thought was given to writing literary entries to
do more than mention the memory of casual events, alas. I hope to change the nature of
these entries over the new year. In future entries there will be less about comings and
goings and more about emotions and feelings, as well as thoughts and intuitions. From
now on I will try to write about events of more moment, if any. Hence I expect the
entries to be shorter than usual. This entry is being written on Thursday, about
Wednesday, New Year’s Day, where we walked in the bitter cold to Rainbow (the
Japanese restaurant right around the corner) where we had a delightful and inexpensive
lunch and enough food left over to tide us over for another day. In the background is the
dislocation that followed Toronto’s ice storm which saw us take refuge at the Delta
Chelsea Inn for two nights running.
Thursday, 2 Jan. 2014. Extremely cold. We had to drive to five different food stores
to buy one bottle of soup and one fresh sandwich. Places were either closed (like Tony’s
on Eglinton near Avenue Road) or out of supplies (like Hartmann’s on Bathurst north
of Lawrence). It came as a shock to realize while I had edited and paged A World of
Differences, I had neglected to edit and append to that data the year’s “Dream Diary.”
I managed to proof it as far as May 1. A request from David Day to recommend him
(again) for a writer in residency program (at McMaster) diverted my attention. Reading
his curriculum vitae made me realize how productive he has been and how successful
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in a number of unrelated fields, including “platform” poetry, mythology, Tolkien studies,
Alice studies, scripts and scores for television and even ballet. I finished reading
Laurence Olivier’s memoirs and made a number of observations. The actor must love
his character, not just know him. The actor may change the audience’s expectations of
him through the addition of a moustache, say, or a lowered voice. The actor (or at least
Sir Laurence) needs to find a way to define a fellow actor; meeting Marilyn Monroe, he
found she was not a person, a personality, a character, or an actor or actress: instead she
was a model. He treated her as such and they “got along.” Late in the evening I disposed
of about $300 worth of food that had been in the freezer when the power was lost.
Friday, 3 Jan. 2014. It’s 3:30 p.m. of a bright and sunny day. The great relief this
morning was that the garbage trucks removed more than half of our junk and waste, but
not the half in non-regulation containers. Our garbage is diversified: waste in small
kitchen green pail; garbage proper in large gray container; recycled materials in largest
blue container. I drove to Sunnybrook to take in Ruth’s blood sample. Then I shopped
at Lady York for supplies. I have much to which to attend: The aforementioned diary,
the income-tax materials, clean-up of my study, which is clean but messy.
Saturday, 4 Jan. 2014. Bright sun above, bright snow below. Did not succeed in
accomplishing much on Friday. In the late evening we watched Netflix (which delivers
poor service: There were two “try later” messages, two blackouts, and two instances of
lack of synchronization between visuals and vocals, not to mention the poor selection
of movies). We watched The Other Woman with Natalie Portman and the scriptwriters
tried hard to focus on the psychological issues presented by a second marriage with a
child and a crib death; the writers wrought some serious surprises. Otherwise it was run
of the mill.
Sunday, 5 Jan. 2014. Sullen sky with the prediction of another ice storm. Lunch at
Yitz’s with Jonathan and Alex. Saturday: Summerhill Market, Friendly Butcher,
Loblaws. Unable to turn my attention to the income tax which is in cartons in the living
room, or do more than advance a couple of months proofing the dream diary for the new
book of poems. Kamal and Geoffrey will visit us in the afternoon. Catching up on TLSs.
Correspondence with Sheldon Teitelbaum about Kickstarter (the crowd-funding website)
as he wants to compile an anthology of Israeli SF to be called “Zion’s World” using this
sort of funding. I am finding proofing last year’s diary to be more interesting than I
expected, if only because many of the problems and difficulties that we face this year we
faced last year at the same time.
Monday, 6 Jan. 2014. Sunday morning: visits to three food stores (to replenish our
freezer). We host Kamal and Geoffrey and the two of them engage in a lively discussion
about Nepal where Kamal was born and where Geoffrey spent some months last year as
a development officer. Interesting discussion noted more for its details of Nepalese life
then any sociological or political insights. Geoffrey is an anthropologist and says in
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countries like Nepal he finds the fiction to be a better presentation of problems and
possibilities than reports written by foreign aid officers. Kamal has founded yet another
dental supply import companies – from Germany to Canada, to Ukraine, to Russia, etc.
In the evening we watch the long-awaited, two-hour launch of the new season of
Downton Abbey, with the regular cast of characters, less a few, plus a few, and new
complications. It was much too rushed for our taste. Warnings of dire sleet storms, but
today, Sunday, while cold, no new attack of ice.
Tuesday, 7 Jan. 2014. Yesterday was a day at home, for a change, and I was able to
complete the proofing of the diary entries. Making adjustments to the text of the rest of
the book, the pagination got unaligned, so I spent a lot of time making readjustments.
It was cold yesterday and, if anything, it is colder today, despite the fact that the sun is
out. There is something primordial about the cold that does not apply to the heat. I have
yet to print out the poetry manuscript. While on the treadmill I caught the beginning of
the Turner channel’s tribute to its chief host Robert Osborne, so I watched the ninetyminute documentary. His personal life goes unmentioned. On camera he seems genial,
versatile, gentlemanly, and relaxed. It seems he is so in person, though I suspect some
hidden depths (perhaps alcoholism in the past?). Ideal man for the Turner Classic Movie
Channel, rather like the late Elwy Yost for TVO.
Wednedsay, 8 Jan. 2014. Extraordinarily cold, but we are inside and the furnace is
running though some of the windows are drafty despite rolled up bath towels. Yesterday
I printed out the MS of the poetry and began to read the proofs of the Frye. I have now
finished A-C, which is a substantial batch. The pages look good though there are some
adjustments that I would make that the layout artist (I hesitate to call him a typographer)
resists for technical reasons. The “look” of the pages is contemporary and hence
practical and informal. I caught part of On the Waterfront while working out on the
treadmill and found it full of powerful feelings expressed by cut-out characters. Catching
up on TLSs.
Thursday, 9 Jan. 2014. Yesterday we skipped Tai Chi and instead went on another
shopping spree, buying a car connector for Ruth’s cell phone as well as a combination
record player, tape deck, and radio from The Source, the successor to the Radio Shack,
in our plaza. Groceries and also a kit to cut the drafts from the upstairs window in Ruth’s
make-up room. The latter consisted of a sheet of clear plastic and a roll of tape which,
when heated with a hair drier, fastens the plastic to the window frame. The problem is
that the tape adhered to the wall but not to the plastic. I ended up using duct-tape. I am
forging ahead on the Frye, which is a burden, and am now at Literacy. The record
player, etc., works. It even records and transfers from analog to digital, all for a little less
than $200. Chinese miracle.
Friday, 10 Jan. 2014. Milder weather but overcast this morning. On Thursday I
managed to finish proofing the Frye. To my dismay I discovered near the end that there
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were three duplicate quotations. I informed the editor and came up with three substitutes,
which meant I quarried the Collected Works until I found remarks that were on topic.
I hope that handles the problem. I also had time to check the pagination of the poetry
collection. I have to change about twenty page numbers but otherwise everything is as
good as it is going to be therein. Out three times on Thursday – to Plaza and back on
separate trips as well as a brief visit to Sunnybrook (where I had to pay $4.75 to park for
thirty minutes). I caught part of a documentary about the Atlantic Wall that the Germans
built over a period of three or four years that fell to the Allied army in three or four
hours. General Rommel, put in charge near the end of that period, was required to
commit suicide. Very tired in the evening. Reading TLSs and also NYRoBs not to
mention the Skeptical Inquirer.
Saturday, 11 Jan. 2014. Friday was a dreary day and Ruth is not well. I wrote a short
tribute to Rosi, whose birthday is being celebrated tomorrow in Collingwood, and
conveyed it, with regrets at being unable to drive there and back for the surprise birthday
lunch, to Milan’s daughter who is very helpful. We feel bad about that. Direct Energy
came to check our water-heater which we suspected was working under capacity (60
gallons of water) but which is working to capacity, so a larger one will be installed (75
gallons of water). In order to get outside the house, we drove to Tony’s on Eglinton, the
Scotiabank next store, and the Cheese Emporium on Orfus where we made minor
purchases. I corrected the table of contents for A World of Differences and settled down
with the jumbo Holiday issue of NYRoBs. Amazing articles, including one on Orson
Welles. Glum period.
Sunday, 12 Jan. 2014. The days are passing “faster than a speeding bullet.” Saturday
should have seen us in Collingwood, but we were so tired, Ruth was so unwell, and the
weather was so misty and slippery that we were ineluctably led to remain at home. For
a brief outing, we drove to Videoflix where Ruth borrowed The Crimson Petal and the
White, a British period mystery of some sort set in London in the 1870s or ’80s. I am
ploughing through another NYRofBs. I am not able to get much done. It is cold and
slippery but nothing like what it was for the last week.
Monday, 13 Jan. 2014. Sunday was mild but the ice which lingers was slippery so
Ruth had to walk with care. We had lunch (half a corned beef sandwich each with
coleslaw and one pickle, tea for her, Vernors for me) at Yitz’s and then visited the ATM
at Scotiabank. Then home. Exciting! In the evening we watched the second installment
of Downton Abbey and I found it more engrossing than the first installment of the current
series. I have been puttering around and not getting much done. I must straighten out the
trip to either Berlin or Moncton. For the last week I have been having dreams but these
are of the “flash photography” kind and all I recall of them is blocks or bursts of colour
or design. Yet on Sunday night I dreamt a more elaborate dream wherein I was taken by
automobile by some people from a deserted plain to an old building in a city. I judged
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the interior to be that of an abandoned opera house. Someone who was standing beside
and behind me was speaking to me. When I saw the interior, which was many stories
high and much deeper than wider, with the remains of seating visible on the raked
cement floor, the view reminded me of an opera house. When I mentioned this, the male
voice acknowledge that it was so. I said it reminds me of a Seville opera house, though
why I did so I do not know, as I have never been to Seville, or Spain for that matter, and
my visits to opera houses have been few and far between, alas. He agreed with some
reservation, but then pointed out what was obvious to me, that there was evidence on the
walls that there had once been a second tier of seating but that it was no longer in
evidence, such was the state of decrepitude of the interior. I remember staring at the
sizeable space and thinking that my first impressions were correct, but I also wondered
why I was there and why I was experiencing this dream. I could supply interpretations
of it but invariably they seem wide-of- the-mark or after-thoughts. Dreams do not exist
to be interpreted. They are gifts, some appropriate, some inappropriate, some due to the
dreamer, some unearned, that must not, a gift indeed that should not and cannot be
returned.
Tuesday, 14 Jan. 2014. Monday was a mild day and low-keyed. Dealing with
Moncton and also Berlin. We drive to Costco where, to our surprise, there are no toilet
rolls where they should be. There are packages of rolls, unopened, out of reach. I
complain about this but nobody deals with the problem. We manage to purchase almost
$200 worth of supplies despite this, the main reason for our visit. Then to Staples to buy
a carton of 9.5 x 11 white paper. I am so tired after our drink in the late afternoon that
I fall asleep for thirty-five minutes. In the evening we watch the second episode of the
BBC2 series The Crimson Rose and the White about a prostitute turned mistress turned
guardian (so far). Four episodes, period air and flair. Reading some short “philosophical
tales” by Voltaire which are clever in the manner of O.Henry or H.L. Mencken and are
surprisingly readable in period translations.
Wednesday, 15 Jan. 2014. Tuesday was a drab day. Ruth went to the Club to hear a
talk on The Duchess of Malfi and I devoted much of the afternoon to the preparation of
income-tax documents, a dreary undertaking. Ruth’s arthritis is again a problem. I am
wondering about the avalanche of bills. Direct Energy sent two fellows who were
prepared to install a new, larger, hot-water boiler, but found the existing wiring must be
upgraded though the switch-box is fine, and for that we need the services of an
electrician. In the late evening we watched the third episode of The Crimson Rose and
the White, one of the strangest miniseries that we have ever seen, based on the novel of
the same name by Michel Fabre, a Dutch-born writer of fiction and reportage who
resides in Scotland and considers himself a Scottish writer. I began to dip into
Patterson’s new and bulky book on GIG.
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Thursday, 16 Jan. 2014. Wednesday morning would have seen us at Tai Chi but Ruth
had a rescheduled medical appointment, one of five appointments this week. I bought
some groceries and noted the toilet rolls are narrower and the tissues fewer in number
than formerly. Also the bagels at various bakeries have been smaller than they once
were. Conspiracies? Worked at home but did not manage to find time to work on the
income tax. Instead, I found I was flooded with ideas for aphorisms on people I have
known. Memories of people whom I had formerly known, if briefly – Dick Higgins,
Gregory Baum, Ronald Gross, etc. – flooded back. This took a lot of time. I cancelled
attending the Souster launch arranged by Jim Deahl; I feel bad about that but I could not
face driving downtown yet again. In the evening we watched the last episode of The
Crimson Petal and the Rose and found it rather off-putting. It is the work of artists but
is singularly unappealing. My sleeps have been profound, my dreams non-existent.
Friday, 17 Jan. 2014. On Thursday, Ruth to and from Glencairn subway. Then we
buy lunch and bagels at What a Bagel in Forest Hill Village and visit bank and liquor
store. I find myself sorting material and corresponding with Ronald Gross, adult
educator, one-time pop poet of found work whom I knew in the early 1960s. Bill
Andersen produces a wonderful cover for the new book, which I will release to the
printer today or over the weekend. “Release” is a vivid word but all it means, in this
instance, is emailing a PDF of the data to the instant printer, a fellow named Stan at Print
Three on Dufferin south of Yorkdale. In the evening I watched an episode of Nazi
MegaStructures on the Smithsonian Channel. Last week I caught by chance an episode
devoted to the Atlantic Wall and how it fell. Thursday night I watched one about the uboat centre at Lorient in Biscay. The Second World War will never conclude as long as
television documentaries are popular. I finished reading Olivier’s On Acting and found
it interesting on a number of fronts: self-revelation, stage fright, the approaches of an
actor, a director, a producer, etc. The creation of a character is neat. As I was turning off
the computer I saw yet another iteration of the Frye proofs. I asked that the text run
continuously, with only nominal divisions based on design rather than pagination to
separate the alphabetical runs. The designer told the editor to tell me that this is
“impossible.” Anyway, there were bad breaks, notably with ends of the Ss and the Ws,
so I hastily found quotes to bulk out the nearly blank pages.
Saturday, 18 Jan. 2014. Ruth to Marika’s for dental work, then walk to and from
pharmacy in the afternoon, our sole outings on Friday, a glum day. Rummaged around
and found I was writing more aphorisms about people I knew, something of a challenge:
to encapsulate a memory in works arranged in memorable ways. Avoid sentimental and
ellipticality. Sent the printer the PDF of the poetry collection, as Bill has sent his cover
file. In the evening we disposed of the recorded Charlie Rose daily interviews that had
accumulated, about two weeks of them, then we watched Netflix to see House of
Pleasures, a serious film about a “closed house” in Paris in 1900. Nudity may be non-123-

erotic, as this film proved. It has vivid personalities and characters, but is quite
digressive.
Sunday, 19 Jan. 2014. Reasonable weather, which means one can walk on the
sidewalks, most of them anyway, without slipping. I am referring to Saturday. In the
morning I alone shopped at Lady York for basics. In the afternoon, we drove to the
Yummy Market, a supermarket on Dufferin north of Sheppard, which caters to the needs
of the Russian shopper. Interesting clientele: peasant types, sophisticated types,
intermixed. The range of Russians is greater than any comparable range of Canadians.
At Lady York the shoppers are elderly Italian immigrants in the main. At Loblaws (the
one we call Yuppi Loblaws, south of Hogg’s Hollow) there are youngish professionals.
At Fortino’s in Lawrence Square the customers are immigrants pure and simple. In the
Metro at Lawrence Plaza there is a mixture of lower middle-class Canadians and
immigrants, many of the former and the latter Jewish. The pleasantest mixtures of buyers
are the ones at Loblaws at St. Clair and Bathurst, not to mention Summerhill Market in
Rosedale and Pusateri’s where the people are self-centred but not time-wasters. Nortown
is smaller than a supermarket, exclusively Jewish. Harvest Fresh, or Fresh harvest,
whatever it is now called, is a small, high-quality, fruit-and-vegetable market. Tour de
markets! In the evening I watched, by chance, all of Hitchcock’s Lifeboat. Character
studies are expertly handled; a film of surprise rather than suspense.
Monday, 20 Jan. 2014. Daily weather report: cold, overcast, some snow on ground.
Sunday was cold too but intermittently bright. Drove to Nortown and Harvest Fair. We
did not know it but the osso-bucco Ruth bought was frozen. At 4:30 p.m., Jonathan
visited us for a relaxed conversation about children and grandchildren, as well as
international affairs. I spent parts of the day sorting income tax receipts, etc. In the
evening we watched Downton Abbey and found it gripping, superior soap opera that it
is. I read the TLS (long article on the poet Swinburne) and fell into a deep sleep. Woke
up refreshed at 4:00 a.m. and dealt with three issues of Maclean’s and other publications
that had accumulated. Ruth had a poor night, with dental problems, an arthritis flare-up,
and an infection. Another week of medical “rounds.” Exchanged emails with Dave and
Donna among other correspondents.
Tuesday, 21 Jan. 2014. Overcast much of the day. On Monday I drove Ruth to
Sunnybrook and then came home. I added more “personals” to my collection of
aphorisms. What was meant to be a short, sweet selection is now a long, ambitious
collection. Presumably it will be an adjunct to my next accumulation of aphoristic
remarks, though it would make a neat monograph-length book. I had recorded Wim
Wenders’ Wings of Desire and we watched it, though Ruth decided enough was enough
about three-quarters of the way through. I found it kept reminding me of La Dolce Vita
and movies directed by Robert Altman. Dipping into Orage’s lectures and finding the
collection repetitive, like a writer’s notebook.
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Wednesday, 22 Jan. 2014. Ruth to Marika then pharmacy then gasoline. Worked on
income tax and various files. At 6:00 p.m. we drove to the A&L Club where we attended
Dundurn’s post-Christmas party and we said hello to many authors and publicists.
Everyone looked prosperous. Ruth bought a copy of Julian Porter’s book on great
paintings in the art galleries of Europe, an odd subject and an odd interest for Ruth.
James Deahl’s tribute to Souster arrived; it is much thinner and less impressive than I
imagined it would be. In the evening I began to make notes about Patterson’s latest
volume, this one an opus. More about such matters at a later date.
Thursday, 23 Jan. 2014. I am keyboarding this shortly after noon on Thursday. The
temperature outside is minus 17, with a wind-chill factor that makes it feel like 23 below
(as the weatherman or weatherwoman says). Yesterday: Tai Chi (poor co-ordination;
stiff muscles, etc.). Village for bank, sandwiches, liquor. Dry cleaning, then Hartmann’s
for chopped liver. In the afternoon I wrote the review of William Patrick Patterson’s
ninth book, his study of G.I. Gurdjieff’s thought, system, and movement. I wrote the
review quickly by avoiding the central four hundred pages so I focussed on the endmatter, which is of genuine interest. The review is already quite long so I am toying with
sending it to Sophia, promising a second review to deal with the interior matter, which
recounts the narrative of “the coming of the wisdom tradition from the East to the West,”
quoting nobody but myself! Otherwise the review will be too long, or perhaps I should
simply summarize the nine chronologically arranged sections. The author WPP is a year
younger than I am but he has led a varied life, building on his relationship with Lord
Pentland. Read the current TLS in the evening.
Friday, 24 Jan. 2014. Today it’s bright and cold. Ruth to subway to take her to the
Danforth where she will have lunch with Robyn. On Thursday we were up at 6:00 a.m.
to go to the Upper Canada Lower Bowel Clinic (its emblem is an upside-down arch with
the words Anus Rectum Colon) where Ruth has consulted the brilliant founder Dr.
Murray M. Fisher. He produced a brochure titled “And Now, a Statement from Your
Lower Bowel” with an amusing essay on the lower bowel, his specialty. Then we drove
to Iqbal Halal Supermarket located in a strip mall in Thorncliffe Park. Curious how
Muslims recreate, even in the midst of Scarborough, urban landscapes familiar from
newsreel footage of the streets of the Middle East. Everything looks neglected, dumpy,
lower class, and vaguely mindless. The market itself is well organized but the meat
counter was so odoriferous we could hardly stand it, so unlike the meat counter at the
Yummi Market run by Russians and Ukrainians. We were unfamiliar with many of the
products and produce, odd beans, peculiar flours, strange syrups, etc. A middle-aged
woman was very helpful but she was exception, as the other clerks avoided eye contact
and seemed gruff, even with each other. In stark contrast about a quarter-mile away is
the Loblaws off Millwood Road, where everything is bland and clean and odourless and
colourless. Then Pusateri’s and then home. Correspondence with the Grants. In the early
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evening, while working out, I watch Nazi MegaStructures, an hour-long documentary
on Germany’s gigantic weaponry and defence structures, very dramatically presented.
Last night’s episode focussed on Pennemunde. One found oneself (almost) sympathizing
with Werner von Braun as his rocket and missile centre was repeatedly bombed by the
RCAF. Little attention was paid to the devastation brought about by his V-1s and V-2s,
which were the most advanced technology of the day, disregarding the still secret
Manhattan Project. Slept well.
Saturday, 25 Jan. 2014. Cold, very cold, snowy. Friday was not a red-letter day but
one for bruises. Ruth is unwell with a very painful gum-line. She had lunch downtown
so I drove her to and from the subway stations. I spent part of the morning without
email; the Rogers technician, after a fourteen-minute wait, dealt with the problem
expeditiously (which was one common to many callers as it has to do with changing
one’s password). Now it is restored. Electric light bulbs have been burning out, in the
manner of poltergeist-like phenomena. Replacing the one in the upstairs took a lot of
time as the fixture that encloses it was held in place by screws that had been painted
over. We are running out of cash so there was a joint visit to the bank; we are now on
short rations until the end of the month. Then I acted without thinking of the
consequences of the act: I closed the door of the small bathroom in the basement. Ruth
checked and found the pipes for the shower, toilet, and sink had frozen. I turned the
values open and turned a portable heater on. After three hours there was the reassuring
flow of water, first the sink’s faucets and then the toilet and shower. Everything all right
now, as the saying goes. In the evening we watched Manhattan on Netflix and found it
pictorially graphic and nostalgic but thematically weak and self-indulgent. I continue
with the texts of Orage’s talks. This morning, one of the two fluorescent lights in the
kitchen dimmed out and then went off, meaning the other one switched off as well.
There are replacements, slightly used, on hand, so I was able without fuss to restore lux.
Sunday, 26 Jan. 2014. It’s Sunday morning, a little after nine o’clock. Bright. On
Saturday we drove to the Friendly Butcher and then to the “yuppie” Loblaws, the one
picturesquely located overlooking Hogg’s Hollow. Then I worked on this and that and
at six o’clock we drove to the condo of Matthew and Shayona where we met with
Suparna and Matthew’s father, a retired accountant. Very pleasant dinner though
Suparna had recently suffered a fall and looked a little wan. Ruth is very knowledgeable
about public affairs and current events and is not retiring when it comes to arguing, so
the discussion was not mundane though not high-blowing either. I learned that there are
now more Jewish people living in Canada than in Britain, as Europe and the U.K. are
being “freed” of the Jews. Back by ten-thirty. Nearing the end of Orage’s book. This is
more a transit period in our lives; nothing much is happening. A day ago a line came into
my head: “I have yet to view Varanasi’s burning ghats.” I warned Suparna I would quiz
her about the ghats when we next met.
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Monday, 27 Jan. 2014. Very cold, snowy, semi-sun. Sunday GAV and Carol Winton
arrived about 10:15 a.m. an chatted until about 10: 50 a.m. GAV is feeling guilty about
doing nothing on the Jules Verne project and promises action there. We lunched with
Jonathan, who is in good spirits, at Yitz’s Delicatessen on Eglinton at Avenue Road. I
worked on various projects throughout the day and early evening. Then we watched
another episode of Downton Abbey. I dipped into an anthology of European science
fiction and read a story titled “Between the Lines” about a student who learns to see and
read with comprehension the texts “between the lines” of published books and printed
documents. It carried me along but afterwards I wondered what it was all about, as the
author, whose name escapes me now, as if I ever knew it, has nowhere to take the
metaphor. I thought of the movie Cosmos with its double layer of data. Ruth is having
painful dental problems.
Tuesday, 28 Jan. 2014. The cold continues. On Monday, I drove Ruth to Mount Sinai
from which she made her own way to Dr. Marika’s. Picked her up at the Du Maurier
Apartments (Yonge-Lawrence subway) and came home. Both exhausted, Ruth with good
reason. Failed again to return to all the income tax files on the living-room table. Cannot
focus on the trip to Berlin or finances. Read another story in the world SF anthology.
More about that next time.
Wednesday, 29 Jan. 2014. Another cold but reasonably bright morning. Tuesday was
the pits. I drove Ruth to the subway to lunch downtown with Barbara and then I drove
to Yorkdale Toyota for a recall having to do with the air conditioner but as I was fifty
minutes early, they said come back later. I picked up the dry cleaning on Bathurst and
stopped off at home only to learn that Barbara was delayed by a subway breakdown but
only by fifteen or so minutes. I conveyed that message to Ruth whose cell phone was
depleted, as was mine. Then to Toyota only to learn the changes would take more than
two hours, when I had been quoted one hour, so I drove away. I tried to pick up the
printing but the printer was overloaded and had not run the proofs off (though he did
offer to deliver then late last night, which he did; I have yet to examine them). I will
have to purchase extra fluorescent lamps for the kitchen ceiling. Spent part of the
afternoon with income tax documents. The biggest problem is there is no email. Rogers
said it was Yahoo’s fault as it dumped data into the system which did not allow for the
fact that people (like me) have two internet addresses, the internal Rogers one and the
Outlook Express one. Mine was not working, though curiously Ruth’s is working. I have
a standby Rogers mail server, so theoretically I can send and receive emails from and
to it, but not those from and to < jrc@colombo.ca >. Surprisingly upsetting. I caught part
of the movie The Awakening and then we watched A Simple Man by the Coen Brothers,
which I disliked though as farce it is fine and true to type. Exhausted in the evening.
Thursday, 30 Jan. 2014. Wednesday morning: Tai Chi, Forest Hill Village for
sandwiches for lunch. Home for the rest of the day. I took the bite between the teeth and
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cancelled the appearance at the Frye festival and affirmed that we would be going to
Berlin instead. The Moncton people wanted me to address primary or secondary school
students, etc. Immediately I felt relieved that an adventurous decision had been made.
Ruth said, “After all, how many years of travel do we have before us?” She is right. No
lights burned on Wednesday, though my word-processing program is malfunctioning:
the synonym creator on the tool bar is blank and words are underlined with a dotted red
line (though as I type this I realize that it must be some data files that are corrupted in
this way, as this entry presents no problems). While working out in the evening I
watched an excellent documentary on the political cartoonist Herb Block (who signs his
cartoons “Herblock”). I have never cared for his style, which strikes me as labour union
hatching, but it is certainly effective. Ruth rented Sara Polley’s Stories We Tell and we
found it intriguing in a way and true to human nature and life in the cities of Toronto and
Montreal in the 1970s and 1980s, but on the long side. Then, I caught the end of the
Frontline documentary called “League of Denial” which deals with the National Hockey
League’s unwillingness to confront evidence of brain damage due to concussion. I
decided to reread Brideshead Revisited which is a novel rich in style and social
observation.
Friday, 31 Jan. 2014. Yesterday: Sunnybrook, bank, Centro for lunch, Shoppers,
home. Driving around the city takes patience and endurance. Bill Andersen combined
his front and bank covers with my PDF of the poetry book and it occurred to me these
publications could be made available on my website. I have been thinking about this, as
the printing and delivery (postage) of these books is becoming increasingly expensive.
In the evening I watched Nazi MegaStructures about the Mouse (Hitler’s supertank)
which demonstrated that the Fuhrer’s obsession with size undermined his common sense
and his sense of warcraft. I have decided to reread Brideshead Revisited, slowly this
time, and am finding it a tremendous delight. Very tired in the evening and slept
extremely deeply. There was a dream of sort but it did not enter into the system of
memory.
Saturday, 1 Feb. 2014. Glad to see the passing of January, one of the worst months
on record for reasons ranging from the ice storm and its dislocations to financial
shortfalls and illnesses of various sort. Yesterday I drove Ruth to Mount Sinai Hospital
for a chiropractic treatment under medical supervision and then to Fortino’s where we
joined the hoi polloi in shopping for groceries. Ruth’s favourite digestive biscuits,
McVitti’s, disappeared from the shelves, replaced by the PC (President’s Choice) house
brand, alas. Tried to find a movie on Netflix that both of us wanted to watch but we
could find nothing to meet joint our needs. I read further in Waugh’s elegant and soulful
novel.
Sunday, 2 Feb. 2014. “Steep and crisp and even.” That describes the snow on the
ground this morning. Yesterday we would have felt snowed-in except that we walked to
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Lawrence Plaza where we visited Metro and a women’s handbag shop. Movements are
difficult. Lately the word-processor has been going into grid-lock. The programs
probably need overhauls. By chance I caught a Turner Classic Movies presentation
about Oscar presentations and I found it wonderfully effective, with familiar people,
healthy, people, young people, professional people, and wealthy people accepting
awards of incalculable value for negligible but well-known work in the arts and sciences
and crafts of filmdom. Folk art for postmodern folk. Then I read to the end of Waugh’s
novel and found it deeply moving, though the Epilogue (which does not seem so much
tacked on as it does lacking in the irony of what precedes it) reaches for a greatness of
effect and almost reaches it. Such is art itself. I have never been one to accept the
affirmation of the last line of Dante’s great inhuman comedy.
Monday, 3 Feb. 2014. Blue sky, warmish, snowy. Sunday was gloomy. We deferred
driving to an ethnic supermarket because of the slippery road conditions, but we did
drive to Yitz’s where we shared a corned beef sandwich, salad, pickle, and tea (Ruth),
Vernors (JR). Then we bought Drambuie and Scotch and returned home. I spent a little
time on the aphorisms devoted to personalities and the earlier group devoted to utopias
(and hence dystopias). I sent a Frye fantasy that I wrote about five years ago to Samizdat
Press which issues an online journal from the Hamilton area. I could not resist lecturing
the publishers on making use of their freedoms to do something ground-breaking, rather
keeping alive interest in Frye, George Grant, etc. In the evening we watched Downton
Abbey, which remains interesting to us. I put myself to sleep reading Waugh’s novel. I
often begin a novel in the middle and reading to the end and then doubling back to the
beginning to read to the mid point. I am doing this with Brideshead Revisited. I am
surprised to find the introductory chapter, written with considerable skill and in great
detail, surprisingly difficult to read in the sense that the author is unfocused. The first
paragraph is a good instance of his failure to visualize the scene. The same problem
presents itself, as I remember, with Childhood’s End. Tone of voice and perspective are
still being determined.
Tuesday, 4 Feb. 2014. Monday’s weather was surprisingly mild. We went for a walk
to the bank and the pharmacy and then home. Dealing with the travel agency, Jacques
Pauwels, about our planned trip to Berlin and the business of health and cancellation
insurance. In the late afternoon we chanced upon Peter Brook being interviewed by
Charlie Rose, a special treat. In the evening we watched two series, one devoted to
remarkable women, one devoted to divine goddesses. The first one documented the life
of Coco Chanel and did so in a rat-a-tat manner, short on visuals but strong on narration
and lack of moralizing. The second was an Oxford historian celebrating Aphrodite and
other ancient goddesses who represented women and personified the contradictory
aspects of femininity, or thought it was doing so. The narrative seemed all over the place
and no points of importance were established by the presenter or the various women
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scholars who were interviewed about the goddesses of antiquity. Ruth says it was
“associative” in its thinking. I found it “dissociative” in affect and effect. Read Waugh’s
account of Ryder and Flyte’s vacation in Venice, one of the novel’s many great set
pieces. Slept extremely well.
Wednesday, 5 Feb. 2014. Heavy snowfall last night and this morning. Tuesday was
mild and sunny. Ruth to subway and later back. Between those trips I had my hair cut
at the local barber shop and then bought three steaks at Nortown. Completed the main
body of work on the income-tax records and faced details connected with the trip to
Berlin. I examined two files of aphorisms that have been put to work to illustrate themes
or subjects: people I have known, notions of utopias and inevitably dystopias. My
enthusiasm for these projects waxes and wanes, but I am trying to do more for the
aphorism than simply drop it into a gift box or bag of “all-sorts.” In the evening we
watched on the Turner channel Coward’s Cavalcade which has acquired the patina of
age. We saw a competent, fair-to-good production of the play at Shaw last summer. The
movie captures the social inequalities better than would the director of any theatrical
production attempt these days. The poignancy of the human condition, as well as its
frailty and perversity, with its misguided patriotism in lieu of common sense, are
sensible subjects for the playwright. Enjoying Waugh who is never blah. Nor, come to
think of it, is Coward, who was never cowardly.
Thursday, 6 Feb. 2014. Wednesday it snowed and it took more than thirty minutes
to drive to Sunnybrook, although only twenty minutes to return. Ruth cancelled her
afternoon hair salon appointment. I worked on various projects and felt at a low ebb,
even napping in the late afternoon. In the evening I finished reading Waugh’s novel and
even reread the chapter devoted to Julia, a masterly piece of writing. I must read more
of Waugh, although last year I reread Scoop which is funny in the sense of comic
without being much more than that. This morning the sun is shining but the snow
requires even more shovelling.
Friday, 7 Feb. 2014. On Thursday, another gloomy day, I drove Ruth to and from
the subway station. Finished the filing of the income tax papers, not filing with the
accountant or the government but filing with my own file folders! I watched Nazi
MegaStructures about the construction of bunker-plants for the Messerchmitt fighter /
bomber. Ruth watched The New Sherlock, a terrible series set in present-day London.
Worked a bit on aphorisms about people I have and aphorisms per se; in the evening,
TLSs.
Saturday, 8 Feb. 2014. Weather report: Bright day, milder than usual, settled snow
which is hardening. Friday was pleasant, weather-wise, and involved Tai Chi, a visit to
Summerhill Market, and lunch at the Georges. Unfortunately the Tai Chi instructor, a
heavy set woman who takes a technical interest in the foundational exercises and the 108
moves, began to explore the psychological component of the individual practitioner
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working within the group milieu. She holds a doctorate from OISE and is a practising
psychotherapist of some sort. She began to probe motivation, and as she did so her
language coarsened, resorting to words like “shit.” When she asked for reactions and
responses to dealing with the fact the tempo might be too fast or too slow for an
individual’s experience, a number of practical observations were made. I offered the
section that the standard advice “to follow the ends,” a reference to veteran practitioners
who place themselves at the heads and tails of files, holds, and this reduces
“psychological anguish.” She found that to be acceptable on its level but not at the heart
of the matter. The direction taken surprised everyone, and during the break I listened to
some people complaining about the language, others about the direction she was taking.
I found it puzzling. Then we purchased two flans at Summerhill and took them to
Barbara and George’s, where we chatted and age pizza and salad (and flan) until 2:30
p.m. They seem in great shape and seemed to enjoy the ideas and experiences that we
introduced, including comments on the Tai Chi episode which I expect they contrast
with the Movements. Jim was appalled, and I could see him measuring the episode with
what happens at Movements. Master Moy, who introduced the Daoist work in Canada,
kept it clear of metaphysics. What fills the vacuum instead it seems is psychotherapy.
Long drive home, lengthened by road-work, construction, potholes, poorly co-ordinated
stop lights, and heavy traffic, and gridlock. In the evening we deleted the Charlie Roses
and watched the first episode of Fleming, a cheaply made series about Ian Fleming, “the
man who wanted to be James Bond.” Then we watched Bill Maher, who, referring to a
report on seniors and sex, said, “The new eighty is seventy-nine.”
Sunday, 9 Feb. 2014. Today’s overcast. Saturday was crisp but bright. The most
excitement we had all day was driving to A1 Market on Eglinton east of Warden in
Scarborough where we marvelled at the range of foodstuff from China, Japan, Korea,
the Middle East, etc. No Jewish cuisine. At one point I wondered if Ruth and I were the
only customers of Caucasian background or at least that appearance. The customers gave
us the impression they were no-nonsense, hard-working, lower-middle-class immigrants
who knew their own minds. They had no “social sense” in that they never “looked
around” or exchanged greetings. People seem distracted in supermarkets and while that
does not apply to the hundreds of people we passed in the aisles, they looked as if they
were in a hurry to be elsewhere. We are visiting ethnic supermarkets for the walking
more than the purchasing, as it is perilously icy outside. In the evening we watched a
Paul Newman-Sigourney Weaver movie called Twilight which was pretty silly but with
occasional moments of light banter and even high humour. I have at my bedside a
Penguin edition of Don Quixote and I have repeatedly tried to work my way into the
work, so far without success. Yes, the classic does measure the man.
Monday, 10 Feb. 2014. Sunday was a glum day. We met Jonathan for a pleasant
lunch at Yitz’s and then went to the bank and then home. Worked all day at various
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tasks, including planning for the trip to Berlin. Reading Waugh’s Vile Bodies but finding
it hard to concentrate, as the satire, irony mainly, is so thin. Watched another episode of
Downton Abbey and found I was caught up in it, as was Ruth. I feel I am coasting.
Tuesday, 11 Feb. 2014. Monday turned out to be quite bright for a while. Today is
overcast. The snow is turning crustier, and I have been quipping (entre nous) that I don’t
know what Ruth hates more, Muslims or snow, though snow goes away, and Muslims
do not “slowly steal away,” in the words of Longfellow’s poem. I mean that lightly, of
course. Ruth’s visit to Marika’s, Loblaws, Forest Hill bagelry, etc. Dullish afternoon. I
spent some time on aphorisms, including the featured ones, the file devoted to utopia and
the file devoted to people. The latter is more interesting and inventive than the former
which is somewhat repetitive. In the evening we watched a BBC series, the one that
brought us Coco Chanel and her collaboration with the German occupiers; this episode
was devoted to Mrs. Wallis Warfield Simpson, Duchess of Windsor, and it was expertly
done, with nothing maudlin at all. Edward seemed lost amid it all and she lost her mind
and then her health, or her health and then her mind. Slept well except that the night was
interrupted with bathroom visits, perhaps the result of somewhat spicy tomato sauce in
yesterday’s spaghetti dinner, which I had prepared. Not even the whisper of a dream.
Wednesday, 12 Feb. 2014. Bright, warmish. Yesterday was overcast. Alas, I felt
unwell, not sick but lethargic. Ruth was at the club and I attended to accounts and
reviewed the files of aphorisms. Slept in the early afternoon and in the early evening.
Growing tired of Vile Bodies, so I am reading, with considerable pleasure, The Hound
of the Baskervilles. Slept well. Blah.
Thursday, 13 Feb. 2014. Bright. Yesterday was another blah day. We cut Tai Chi and
lunched at Centro and then Ruth went to her hair salon and I picked up a light-bulb
socket and when I got home repaired the lamp. Then pick up Ruth. Try to apply for
licence plate stickers but it was 5:06 p.m. and the office had just closed. In the evening
we reviewed three Charlie Rose interviews, one with Donna Tartt that was of interest to
Ruth, and I read further in Doyle’s novel. His sense of locale reminds me of Jules
Verne’s, but not otherwise: the latter is slapdash whereas the former is earnest.
Exhausted again.
Friday, 15 Feb. 2014. Thursday turned out to be sunny and warm. Drove Ruth to
Women’s College Hospital and later met her at the Yonge-Lawrence subway stop. In
between I worked on various projects and was somewhat depressed by them as nothing
seems to be going anywhere very fast. Then the printer dropped off the cartons of A
World of Differences. It turned out quite well, of its kind, and I sent PDFs of it which
include the covers to various friends and fellow writers. I usually find an error on
opening a new book and the one I found here was the lack of an ISBN. Of all the errors,
this one is the silliest and the least important. A cheque from Dundurn came for the
second of three advances on the Frye book, a cheque for $94.16. This is a ridiculous
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sum, of course, for the work on any book, especially on a book as time and energy
consuming as this quote book. In the late afternoon I took the plunge and decided to
proceed with Uncommonplaces and this meant indenting and embolding the subject
headings and consolidating the entries themselves under a select number of those
headings. A lot of work but undemanding. In the evening I watched the “Fortress Berlin”
episode of Nazi MegaStructures and found it engrossing. Then I finished Baskervilles
and found the complications of the plot to be more ingenious than anything else but
ultimately weak on psychology.
Saturday, 16 Feb. 2014. Snow was predicted for Friday but there was no snowfall
and the weather was mild. Suparna arrived in her amazing blue Ford and we drove in our
Toyota to the McMichael Gallery where we toured the exhibition devoted to the work
of Mary Pratt, the show that Ruth was eager to see. The artist is a favourite of women
because of her struggle to establish her identity in the shadow of her husband
Christopher Pratt and also because her subjects are those that men do not generally
tackle: basting a turkey, wrapping it in tinfoil, bowls of fruit, women with cold cream on
their faces, etc. Her work borders on illustration, or her illustration borders on art, but
every once in a while some sensations and emotions of depth are revealed or displayed.
The burning trash-can is a good instance of an interior inferno in action. Then the long,
slow drive on 400 and 401 and especially the Allen Expressway back, with a trip to
Amaya to pick up some Indian food. Conversation about the corruption of the civil
service of India and in other countries, including the corruption in the Canadian Senate.
Both Jonathan and Theo are facing problems, Jonathan with the education of his
daughter, Theo with the well-being of his wife. Theo phoned to tell us of ongoing
examinations of Annie, who fainted at work, and later Ruth and I quarrelled over the
dispensing of ad-hoc advice. So it was a busy afternoon and evening but not really a
pleasant one. I have pretty well decided to make the text of A World of Differences
available on a complimentary basis on my website. I am not making the effort to sell the
book or find reviewers for it or read it in public, so that limits the readership to a select
circle of friends (who are not much interested) and fellow poets (who look to see what
they can crib for their own use) who receive free copies of the print book. The ebook
could double the readership. I will talk about it with Bill Andersen when we meet with
Bill and Danica on Monday. Meanwhile, the sun is shining and we have shopping to do
in preparation for the long weekend, as Monday is a holiday that is called Family Day.
Sunday, 17 Feb. 2014. It’s cold and overcast and the outdoors are uninviting. I salute
the aboriginal inhabitants of this land who endured months of this weather, largely
outdoors. Saturday we bought sandwiches at Phipps, banked, and purchased fruit and
vegetables at Harvest Fare. Then we were home for the rest of the day. I am formatting
“Uncommonplaces” and feeling good about the close to 4,000 aphorisms therein, having
decided to release the work as an ebook exclusively or in tandem with a print book. The
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aphorisms, in bulk, are less impressive than they are, in petito. I also chafe at the term
“aphorism.” Richard Kostelanetz has been urging me to troll through my collected
poems and isolate the short ones. I see no benefit to anyone emerging from this
undertaking. I am reading the central section of Patterson’s biography and finding it
awesome in the way that James Webb’s study is awesome, though not to the same
degree. In the evening on Netflix we watched two episodes of the new, second series of
episodes of House of Cards with Kevin Spacey. It has its moments, largely those that
emerge from the script, but has not a patch on the BBC-TV series many years ago.
Monday, 18 Feb. 2014. Weather report: Bright, cold, dormant snow. Yesterday was
about the same. We went to Costco (though it was Sunday and very busy; we were the
only Caucasians in view in some aisles) and then Lady York (which was not at all busy,
in stark contrast). Then we prepared a roast with trimmings for the rest of the week.
Amidst all of these distractions I was able to work more on formatting the aphorisms is
and I also checked CreateSpace on the Net to see how formats are handled. Bill
Andersen has agreed to prepare my website to offer the text of the new poetry collection
“compliments of the house.” Encouraging message from Simson about the new book.
Both Sophia and Simson independently commented on the cover photograph. In the
evening we watched Downton Abbey and then I read the Rope section of Patterson’s
magnum opus before falling to sleep, but not before my regular feast of half a container
of yogurt, the one in question being Greek style. No yogurt has tasted as rich as the
yogurt we ate in the tavernas of Bulgaria.
Tuesday, 19 Feb. 2014. Yesterday it was cold but sunny. Today it is overcast and
snowing. Monday, Family Day and hence a provincial holiday, there was little
automobile traffic and much parking. We had lunch at Yitz’s with Jonathan and Alex,
who has a deep voice but says little, and then drove to Bill and Danica’s charming house
where we admired their vast collection of Helen Andersen’s paintings. She was a very
talented and productive painter, amateur in the sense of having much ability and little
sense of direction, though every painting of hers is characteristic of her sensitivities and
abilities. Bill and I discussed the use of the Internet in giving poetry, my poetry, a
presence it currently lacks. Answered a query from Norman Allan, son of the cobiographer of another Norman, Bethune, and before I knew it the day was done. Moving
slowly through Patterson’s chronology of Gurdjieffian events. Impressed with his
marshalling and presentation of facts.
Wednesday, 20 Feb. 2014. Sunny though a snow storm is predicted. Tuesday, cold,
with dark clouds threatening storms that never appeared. A&L Club luncheon guest is
Don Gillmor, journalist and novelist, whose book Mount Pleasant was presented to a
small group. Decent man, decent journalist, decent novelist. He knows what he is doing
and is aware of his strengths and weaknesses. He has a good ear, much better than his
eye. Monologues and dialogues are finely handled, but there is a shortage of eye-134-

catching colour, movement, or detail. Shopped (again) at Loblaws and then to dry
cleaners. Out of sorts for much of the day. I continue to read Georgi Ivanovitch
Gurdjieff: The Man, The Teaching, His Mission, a cornucopia of a compendium of
information and some insights. We watched the next episode of the second series of
House of Cards, which is clever though over ingenious with instances of miscasting.
Excellent sleep.
Thursday, 21 Feb. 2014. Wednesday was mild and we practised Tai Chi. Since our
classes are in effect seniors’ classes, we seldom see the set of 108 movements performed
well. I began to forget about half a dozen movements but quickly caught on and caught
up. I was extraordinarily stiff, as was Ruth, because we had missed a week’s classes.
Then to Forest Hill Village for sandwiches and home for lunch. In the early afternoon
we renewed Ruth’s driver’s licence and my ownership plates (now an adhesive sticker
which says Mar 15 on it for March 2015). I declined purchasing a two-year extension,
as there is no discount, and nobody knows whether I will be there to require it. In the late
afternoon, it was a comedy of errors. We tried to take a nap but the phone kept ringing.
Then, preparing dinner, we lost Channel 61, PBS, as usual. That required a telephone
call, a reboot, and a follow-up call this Thursday morning. In the evening I did an
uneventful workout, as I had in the morning, and put myself to sleep reading Patterson’s
book. It has the structure of a mosaic, or a path of flagstones, full of interesting
observations based in the main on familiar material. I had a dream in which I was
rushing from point to point, but it is now erased from my memory, though at the time I
assumed (falsely) that I would remember it.
Friday, 22 Feb. 2014. Friday’s mild and rainy. Ideally the snow banks will melt
along with the snow on our driveway. Yesterday we drove to the North York Medical
Clinic where Ruth had a consultation with a gynaecologist who once worked at the
Morgentaler Clinic where she knew our daughter. The world of specialist professionals
is a small one. My wishes came through and I received the annual payment for the
maximum amount from the Canada Council for its Public Lending Rights Program. The
sum ($3,679.90) would be triple that amount but the Council placed a cap on payments.
At the same time, my quote books are considered ineligible, a point I have given up
protesting, and the Council is decreasing amounts of payments per title year by year. I
wonder about the ratio of costs-to-administer to payments-to-writers. Nonetheless, as my
bank account was under $100 for the last month and a half, I am grateful. I rewatched
Nazi SuperStructures and then lulled myself to sleep with Patterson’s book. I had a
dream, one that I am reluctant to describe. In the outdoors, on a stroll, I observed a
mound of stool, light brown in colour. I quickened my pace in the other direction. Then
I turned back and approaching the mound squatted and added to it, stool dark brown in
colour. I can almost smell the mound as I keyboard this description, but in the dream I
was unaware of any olfactory sensation. I walked away, vaguely discontented. Not a
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pleasant dream at all, especially as it is the sole dream that I recall well enough to
describe in a month and a half at least.
Saturday, 23 Feb. 2014. Very sunny on Saturday, very slippery on Friday. Dave and
Jane picked us up in the car and drove us to Rainbow, a distance of one block!
Interestingly, they are among our friends and other people who regard us as special or
at least vulnerable. Jane expressed amazement that I was able to step over snow banks
using a calculated fall. Ruth unfortunately keeps staring down, a sure sign she will trip
and fall. The ice is treacherous so both walking and driving are more risk-taking than
usual. Dave has finally left the hospital where he practised as an emergency psychiatrist
and is now able to make use of his computer competence in devising programs for
specific needs for use in hospitals admissions and record-keeping. We talked at length,
over Japanese dishes and tea, about family life, children and, in our case, grandchildren.
Then they drove us back. Ruth and I went to the bank in the Plaza, then to Lady York
for more groceries. We seem to spend a lot on groceries, a lot of time in supermarkets.
In the evening we watched two episodes of House of Cards, which is by turns baffling
and intriguing, and then I began to catch up on the TLSs that had accumulated over the
last weeks. Ruth is feeling better than formerly though she still has bladder pains. I keep
adding new aphorisms to “Uncommonplaces” despite the fact that these have to be
alphabeticized manually. I think it is a very strong collection. I have yet to fine-tune it.
Sunday, 24 Feb. 2014. Today it is somewhat greyish, but yesterday, Saturday, it was
bright and the sky was deep blue. We drove to Starsky, the giant Polish supermarket on
Dundas Street West, and the drive took us about thirty-five minutes. The drive back took
about fifty minutes, due to heavy traffic. The 401 Highway was not designed for the
volume of traffic that it now accommodates. The official website describes it as the most
travelled stretch of highway, cutting across northern Toronto, in North America. It was
not designed for that work load, for there are too many exits and insufficient lanes. Our
exit, Allen Road, connects to Lawrence Avenue and Eglinton Avenue where it abruptly
ends. In the last year or so the Lawrence exit is clogged, with waits to join Lawrence
extending to ten minutes or more. Half the population of Toronto comes from out of the
country, where most of the drivers were never trained, knowing little of metropolitan
driving patterns, and many of them bribed inspectors for licences and were simply
“grandfathered” in when they arrived here. Perhaps I am discriminating against
immigrants so I will say that poor training characterizes many home-grown Torontonians
too. Edmund Wilson makes this point in his book on Canadian culture. Failure to signal
a turn is rampant, coupled with last-minute turning decisions. Luckily, to some extent,
I can “read” the minds of drivers around me; defensive driving courses advise against
this, and I take heed of them and try to keep aware of the total situation in my gaze.
Starsky boasts that it stocks six hundred varieties of cheese, and I will believe it. The
meat counter, even without the display of sausages, is immense. The customers are well
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dressed and well organized and speak Polish, Russian, and Ukrainian. We heard no
Hungarian or Yiddish or Hebrew. They know quality and the pricing is surprisingly low,
given the quality. The counters featuring imported chocolates makes one’s mouth water!
Too bad it is located so far away from us. In the evening we watched two more episodes
of House of Cards, finding surprises in every episode though the vector of the action is
largely buried in fast-moving conversation. I could not outline the plot. Slept well. A
relaxed Sunday lies ahead of us.
Monday, 25 Feb. 2014. The sun is shining but it is frigid cold. Yesterday was bright
and warm. We made the mistake of deciding to walk through Yorkdale Mall, which is
close to us, but Sunday was not the day to do that. It took us twenty minutes to drive on
– and off – the property without entering the parking lot itself. Very poorly designed.
Over parked. So we drove to the Liquor Control Board of Ontario north on Avenue
Road and spent an agreeable twenty minutes examining labels of bottles of wines and
spirits. The Australian labels are audacious, the Niagara Region ones too. Typographical
design, witty copy, bright colours, clever names and copy on labels. The French vintages
seem to be classic – and drab – in comparison. In the evening we watched the last
episode of this season’s Downtown Abbey. I followed it with some minutes of Scam City
which has an English presenter travel to metropolitan areas on various continents acting
like a “mark.” I suppose most of it is staged, but the producers and writers have found
a great way to catch local colour – the colours of one-on-one crimes conducted around
the world. Sunday’s episode chose Mumbai’s various extortion rackets that prey on
unsuspecting tourists. No dreams.
Tuesday, 26 Feb. 2014. Cold weather though the sun does break through the layer
of clouds from time to time. Monday: Anabela (cleaning lady). Ruth to subway. JR to
Metro, postal station, bank, pharmacy. Worked quietly. I have now reached the E’s with
the aphorisms. The collection is a mixed bag, with some expressive statements and much
tomfoolery. Pick up Ruth. Nap. Dinner. In the evening we watch a BBC series on
outstanding women, this one devoted to Agatha Christie who is certainly remarkable for
her output of detective stories, murder mysteries mainly, and their intricate plotting. She
is a woman who needs a man by her side, not so much for sex, one would imagine, but
for love, affection, and support. Then we watched another episode of House of Cards,
which is well managed but all over the map. Reading TLSs in the evening. I remember
one dream out of a number. I am in a university-style building – cement walls, wooden
railings, open staircases, seminar rooms and small theatres. I am standing in a hallway
beside an alcove with a group of men and women in their thirties, forties, and fifties.
There is a lot of noise and we are chatting, waiting for the next room to empty. It seems
there was a lecture there, possibly a movie had been shown. We could see people
leaving. Suddenly there was a loud crash. Part of the ceiling had crashed. People cried
out and streamed out, none of them to my eyes hurt or injured in any way. People looked
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around, and at me. I urged people to enter the alcove off the hallway where we were,
should there be any further collapses. We did that. Then I realized we should make a
rush to the stairwell and leave the building, which we did. End of dream. I have no
explanation for any of it. Casting about for a possible “setting” for the dream, I recall the
stairs leading up to the second-floor foyer of Koerner Hall: that sort of setting. I will
think about this premonition of disaster, for that is what I take it to be, for the rest of the
day. I knew, while dreaming, I would have no trouble recalling the dream in the
morning. It occurred just before waking, 7:15 a.m., Tuesday.
Wednesday, 27 Feb. 2014. Very cold but very sunny: give and take, take and give.
Yesterday I advanced with the aphorisms as far as the middle of the G’s (to God, a long
section) but had to break off. Ruth to pharmacy, me to gas station, Ruth to bank, then to
A&L Club to hear a talk on the Royal Proclamation of 1763 delivered by the
constitutional authority and retired U. of T. Professor Peter Russell. It was notable as
one of the poorest presentations that I have ever heard delivered by a respected
academic. The paper’s argument was that the Royal Proclamation (mentioned in
Trudeau’s Charter) anticipates the BNA Act of 1867, when all it says is that “the Said
Indians” have claims on territory that the British Crown recognizes and agrees to enter
into treaty relationships with them as to the disposition of these rights. Russell jokingly
referred to the document as “confederal Viagra.” The presentation was ill-balanced, with
too much background, little foreground, and no future ground for effects and
consequences, as neither the U.S. nor Canada as we know them were yet in existence.
I was grievously disappointed and vaguely disgruntled for the rest of the day. In the
evening we watched PBS’s Frontline program devoted to “The Secrets of the Vatican.”
If the role of the Roman Curia in dealing with change is any indication, the future will
be disheartening for reformers and liberalizers. It seems everyone is in favour of
assisting the poor but not at the expense of the entrenched special interest groups. As for
the Roman Catholic Church, there is majesty and greatness in it, but the grotesqueries
and sexual and monetary excesses have long gotten out of hand. It is madness to think
any current Pope would commission a Michelangelo to enrich the Vatican. Netflix was
not working, so we could not watch another episode of House of Cards. Catching up on
TLSs and the current Skeptical Inquirer which includes two articles on how ill-equipped
is the U.S. Drug Administration to deal with messianic claims from qualified
practitioners. New to me was the idea of “pseudo-progression.” A condition will
“progress” and then improve with or without treatment, thereby creating the illusion of
cause and effect due to special medications, treatments, modalities, etc. Slept well. In
the background was the notion of rushing around, as if travelling by train or plane.
Thursday, 28 Feb. 2014. Bright. Cold. Yesterday was bright and cold as well. On
Wednesday morning, Tai Chi was precise and invigorating for a change. I am still stiff
and awkward and ill-coordinated, but less so than I would otherwise be. Then we went
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to What a Bagel in the Village, Kitchen Table ditto, Nortown for steaks, and then home.
Worked at desk for the rest of the afternoon. I am up to K’s in aphorisms. In the evening,
I tried repeatedly, for the second night in a row, to access Netflix. No luck. Something’s
changed. Slept well despite dry and itchy skin on legs. Rushed this morning to get ready
to visit Greg Gatenby.
Friday, 29 Feb. 2014. It’s a very bright morning but it’s to be a brilliantly cold day.
Yesterday the same. Drove to Greg Gatenby’s loft, had an espresso there, then we drove
to Dundas Street West, east of Lansdowne, to the storefront office and studio of
Someone, an imprint run by Deborah Barnett and others, the successor to Dreadnought,
a group that specializes in fine letterpress printing of art books and ephemera as well as
digital studio design and production. I felt I was back in the 1950s; Greg felt the group
feels itself to be a dedicated band of Artistes. There is a house style that is pastel and
sketchy, not minimalist so much as delicate and artsy (though not arts and crafts either).
Then home for lunch. In the afternoon, Paulette Volgesy came and shared with us
photographs, stories, and impressions of how in her early sixties she finally contacted
her half-sisters and half-brothers who live in Tel-Aviv. It was very emotional. Curiously,
Paulette, a now-retired highschool teacher, a pupil in Ruth’s first class at Parkdale
Collegiate Institute at the tail end of the 1950s, had always felt that she had a larger
family than the one she knew. She was born in the immediate postwar period at BergenBelsen, then a refugee resettlement area. It is really a miracle that she was able to make
contact with prove with saliva tests that there is certainty of the claim. We felt joy for
her. In the evening Ruth watched Sherlock (which I detest for its gimmicks and hectic
pace) and I read more in Patterson’s cornucopia of a book. Bill Andersen assisted me
with Netflix and I was able to access it again (by the simple expedient of disconnecting
it for thirty seconds from its source) though we did not watch it last night.
Saturday, 1 March. 2014. Overcast. Yesterday, not overcast, I drove Ruth to and
from the Yonge-Lawrence subway station, and then mailed the first copy of the Frye
book to Bill Andersen as he will prepare the feature for it on my website. I shopped at
Metro for some groceries. Then I advanced to the beginning of the O’s with the
aphorisms and handled routine email and income-tax related slips that are now
descending upon us like confetti. In the evening we watched two episodes of House of
Cards, always surprising but not always satisfying, and Netflix was “accessible” but it
did choke up once, albeit briefly. I continue to read Patterson’s account of the
introduction and the development of the Fourth Way in the West. I am toying with
reviewing the middle passage of the book, which I ignored in my last review for
Sophia’s website. Friday morning I finally opened the carton of the Frye books and was
relieved to see and to feel that it is finally in print. I cannot call it a labour of love, as it
was not that. It was more my private act of devotion to the man, to draw attention in a
popular way to the ins and outs of his great mind and admirable achievements. Because
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of the book’s appearance, his work may seem less substantial than it is. Ruth complains
about the small type for the quotes proper, but I have yet to examine a page. I have a
love-hate relationship with every book I publish, removing myself from taking credit (or
debit) for it until much later. Perhaps I feel about it as I do a newborn child, a neonate,
which may be touched but not held, so delicate and blemish-less is it. [Note: Here the
full forms for the months of the year are used, as changes to the computer’s program
instructions were changed later in the month. It is simply easier to click on the date on
the command bar and have it appear on the screen than to keyboard the abbreviated
form.]
Sunday, 2 March 2014. More snow on the ground this morning. Yesterday was cold
but no surplus snow. Highlight of the day was lunch at Rainbow with Jim George. He
is looking well and is certainly alert. When we first met he was wary of me. Now I think
he is surprised at the information I have and the insights that I share though perhaps not
the stands that I take. For instance, I defend Patterson against the charge of being “a
liar.” I approve of Grant’s extension of Gurdjieff’s writings. I could go on, but he has
decided I am a humanist, and to this end he passed on to me the current New Yorker
which includes Adam Gopnik’s review article of a handful of books on atheism,
secularism, and humanism, plus the author’s thoughts on the subject which I find to be
picayune when I understand them at all. In exchange I have him the NYRofB’s issue with
Michael Ignatieff on George F. Kennan’s Diaries as well as Fareed Zakaria’s poor
review of the same in the NYT Book Review. I also gave him my current book of poems
and the Frye (which caught his eye). I had always drawn his attention to the website that
presents the Aga Khan’s address to Parliament. He wants “my” humanism to include
“god” or higher consciousness which he suggests might be equated with “dark energy”
and “dark matter.” I suggested there are at least other terms to use for this substance or
energy and these are “ether” and “purana.” I also countered with Sagan’s statement that
we are composed of “star stuff.” Our Internet service provider is Rogers and it let me
down. I spent about thirty minutes on the phone with a technician to get my email
operating again. Then I spent forty minutes on the phone concerning Ruth’s system
which is still not operating, so time will have to be devoted to that later today. In the
evening we watched the third-last episode of House of Cards, which verges on gratuitous
sex (gratuitous in the sense that the viewer is unprepared for this revelation and the
characters as presented to date would seem to be uninterested in it if capable of it). Then
I watched Peter Mansbridge interviewing the Aga Khan. It occurred to me the reason he
is listened to and seems so reasonable is that he represents a small number of people (the
total being the combined populations of Ontario and Quebec) who have no territory or
country to call their own. He strikes me as being a genuinely good man, the 49th Imam,
direct descendant of the Prophet, if tradition holds.
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Monday, 3 March 2014. Sunday and today are very cold but also very clear and
sunny. Yesterday we had lunch with Jonathan and went to the bank and I anticipated an
afternoon of writing and editing and proofreading, but all went askew. I spent a total of
what must be three hours on the phone with various technicians from Rogers about the
fact that Ruth’s email was not working, specifically she could receive but not send
emails. In the end, after adjusting this and adjusting that, and waiting on line (listening
to commercials for Rogers services and products) for about forty minutes in all, the
worst happened. The senior technician – in medical practice terms the specialist – said
Ruth’s Outlook Express was damaged and would have to be patched or replaced. To
make matters “more” worse, my own email access was compromised, so I spent a further
hour changing the password, rebooting, etc. It is amazing how internet connectivity
becomes an extension or annex of one’s nervous system. I was exhausted by the early
evening and the entire day found me accomplishing beans all. In the evening we watched
the last two episodes of House of Cards. I feel Francis, the new President, is modelled
on Richard Nixon, just as the outgoing one is modelled on Jimmy Carter, to the extent
that there is a single model to inspire the audience and reassure the audience that “these
things happen.” I am relieved it is over. In the process, I discovered an email dated
February 1 from Stephen Grant that I had not seen because it was in the Rogers mail box
rather than mine. In it the Grants accepted our hospitality and discussed my review of
Patterson’s books.
Tuesday, 4 March 2014. Today is overcast and cold. Yesterday was somewhat sunny
and cold. Constantly interrupted yesterday with the cleaning woman and our handyman,
both of whom are fine people, but they do distract and have questions that have to be
answered. There is a little leak in the main-floor sink to which attention must be paid.
In the evening we took the soul-destroying drive to the Distillery District where we were
introduced to the Young Centre for the Performing Arts. The District itself, fine in
summer, is bleak in winter, especially during a winter’s evening, when only the bars are
open. The Young Centre is not to be confused with Yonge Street or with the Young
People’s Theatre founded by the late Susan Rubes. The Young Centre has about five
theatrical venues and studios used by George Brown College for its theatre department.
The architecture is brutalist without any redeeming touches. One of the signboards out
front was empty of any posters except for strips of duct tape. In the foyer there is a bar
and a cafe with insufficient, uncomfortable seating. The doors of storage areas were
carelessly left open. The three hundred patrons of the play ranged in age from the thirties
to seventies and were largely of the professional class. Ruth wondered how many of the
women were retired teachers. The whole place resembled a bunker. How I dislike the
“studio” setting with seats on all four “sides” of the stage, with no allowance for
dramatic entrances or exits, elaborate costumes, subtle lighting effects, soliloquies and
monologues. If an opera was staged in such a setting, that opera would no longer be
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“grand.” I felt we were back in the 1950s. Shades of Toronto Workshop Productions of
old! The play we saw was The Norman Conquests by Alan Ayckbourn, the first play we
have ever seen staged by this prolific playwright. He is the Andrew Lloyd Webber of the
stage. Apparently the title covers three full-length plays with the same characters and
actors; the one we saw was called Round and Round the Garden, and I felt it was a TV
farce with much physical comedy. So silly is it that it takes the arse out of farce. Clever,
calculated, and characterless. A critic once said that the sign of a poor musical comedy
is that the audience goes home humming the national anthem. We drove home rather
disgruntled. We are too old for this!
Wednesday, 5 March 2014. Cold, some flurries. Yesterday was cold. Dropped off a
copy of Frye to Jean, who seemed pleased to see it. Drive with Ruth to Yorkville to pick
up some clothing (but it was not ready). Bowls of goulash mit spaetzle (dumplings) plus
bread and butter (a luxury). Mailed a copy of Frye to Alvin Lee, in gratitude. Produce
from Harvest Fair, then home. TV set in the kitchen needed rebooting. Overhead light
in my study does not go on but it is not burnt-out bulbs. I hope it is only the light switch
on the wall. At 8:00 p.m., Jonathan arrived with Alex to review our genealogy for a
school project. They photographed the cabinet of family photos in the hall and Jonathan
took with him the immigration documents we acquired at Pier 21, another unique feature
of our marginal interest in our backgrounds. I read a TLS in the evening, especially the
review of the two-volume collection of W.S. Merwin’s poetry in the Library of America
series. Merwin strikes me as a more serious version of John Ashbery. I sent an email to
his agent who forwarded it to him and he emailed back, declining my request for him to
translate any of Saurat’s poems from medieval French stating that it was a long time ago
that he had translated from the Occitan. A novel idea; a reasoned response.
Thursday, 6 March 2014. Light snowfall. Yesterday was brighter than today. I went
to United to pick up lunch. Then we drove to North Toronto Hospital where I waited two
hours ($22.00 for parking) while she had a consultation. The staff at the hospital is quite
friendly; the clientele, middle-class, heavily ethnic, and large non-English speaking.
Then back home to greet the sales representative for Pelle, window replacement
company. The window in Ruth’s upstairs changing room is too drafty. Then I tried to
work but was continually interrupted. In the evening I read the latest issue of The
Gurdjieff Journal, with much information about Bennett, etc.
Friday, 7 March 2014. I am keyboarding this at 7:21 a.m., as we are up earlier than
usual because we have to drive to Sunnybrook for Ruth’s procedure. When we return,
Frank Spitzer will come to deal with the computer problems that we have. Thursday was
an exhausting and non-productive day. Nortown, Phipps, Home Hardware, Lady York,
All Stars (bakery), Pat’s No Frills Supermarket (Israeli). I was planning to exchange the
modem for the TV set in the kitchen at the nearby Rogers store but decided against it,
once I realized the number of connections that had to be disconnected and then
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reconnected. Nor did we visit the pharmacy or the gas station, errands that will be
handled later today. All Stars is the Russian bakery that produces a loaf of bread that we
bought at Starsky’s. We drove to their address off Dufferin north of Steeles, but the
address turned out to be that of their office and plant and not an outlet for any of their
products. Returning, we dropped into Pat’s No Frills, which is a general supermarket
that caters to Jewish clientele, another version of the Italian’s Lady York, where we
bought a loaf of All Stars bread (but it does not taste the same!). Steve Balaban, the
handyman, arrived and repaired the overhead light in my study – it was the switch that
was the culprit – and the leaky connection beneath the sink of the main-floor bathroom.
In the early evening we watched the streamed talk of that Irshad Manji delivered as part
of the Bluma Lecture Series at the Toronto Public Library. We had free tickets but
decided to watch it on Ruth’s computer once we learned it was available there. She was
interviewed by Steve Paikin, who is quite effective, but it was apparent Manji had not
prepared a talk or speech or address or presentation, or if she had, she preferred to chat
with people instead, largely women members of the audience, only a few of whom could
either ask a question or deliver a comment. What we heard was anecdotal, untheoretical,
non-controversial, incidental to what interests us: her struggle with militant Islam. Slept
well.
Saturday, 8 March 2014. Milder weather but still cold. The day got off to a riproaring start by taking Ruth to Sunnybrook for a cystoscopy which went well. Parking
was about eighteen dollars. Then Steve Balaban arrived to fix various things around the
house, including a swinging door on the bathroom shower stall. Frank arrived and spent
a couple of hours trying to establish Ruth’s email connection. He did it, in a way, by
bypassing her Outlook program and using our HostPapa internet supplier’s program. It
is too complicated for me, ditto for Ruth, so something remains to be done here.
Sunday, 9 March 2014. Bright day, cold day. I am keyboarding Saturday’s events
right now, at 9:27 a.m., following a “spring forward” notice. Yesterday, the highlight
was the visit from the Rogers technician to replace the digital box for the television set
in the kitchen. It now works but seeming misplaced is the control to describe programs.
I tried to establish a connection with a day-long webinar about Gurdjieff’s Second Shock
but failed to gain connection. That I must check into, as well as have Steve bore a small
hole in the bookshelf in the kitchen to hold the new, larger modem, which now occupies
its own shelf. We drove to the Locke Library for an “outing.” Ruth borrowed a number
of novels. I resisted borrowing any books, except for one, a popular book about
paradoxes of interest to physicists and mathematicians. I did succeed in writing the
foreword to Mark Lefebvre’s collection of ghost stories set in bookstores and libraries
called called Tomes of Terror. In the past I agonized over writing. Now I seem to write
without inhibition. Kostelanetz is trying to integrate my work into his series of
appropriations of the aphorisms of his favourite writers of short forms. He has always
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wanted to collaborate with me and I have always declined the invitations, as we lack a
reason to do so and the publisher or outlet to take the work forward. He is intrigued with
the table of contents of the three volumes of collected poems, also with the long list of
my published books. He wants me to assemble the material. I keep telling him to do with
it what he wants, including assembling it. Spent half an hour trying to understand “the
Monte Hall puzzle.”
Monday, 10 March 2014. Sunday was surprisingly warm, a fair day. Ruth was able
to walk on the sidewalk in shoes (she currently finds her boots, with orthotics, painful)
so we drove to the West End and spent an hour walking along Bloor Street West, taking
in the shops, the Ukrainian and Polish people, and buying one item, asparagus stalks! It
was pleasant. On the History Channel, at 9:00 p.m., we watched the first of the new
Cosmos TV series, hosted by astronomer and lecturer, Neil deGrasse Tyson. As I had
feared, it was the introduction to a series of a dozen or so popular science lectures.
Tyson possesses gravitas and is a hulk of a personwho is mano-a-mano, but he is not
a host with an overriding interest in SETI or any “cosmic connection.” Reading an
article in the NYRB about social and economic changes in the nature of the family over
three generations of families and how this has affected the notion of child-rearing. It
answers questions Ruth and I hae asked for years: How do we account for the way our
children are raising their children. The answers are there (but they are not going to be
summarized here).
Tuesday, 11 March 2014. Cold, overcast. Yesterday the time change (Daylight
Saving to Standard Time) and our early rising, to take Ruth to Sunnybrook for a blood
sample, meant the day was out of kilter. We bought some semi-prepared foods at
Cumbrae. Then home to work on aphorisms (there are now 3,294 general ones plus 282
devoted to people and personalities) written over the last two years. There is no
consistency but there is variety as they range from word play to philosophic and artistic
expression. Nap in the late afternoon. Watched a dramatic movie on Netflix about the
plight of the undocumented in London and how hope seems to be possible by returning
to Niger or heading for New York (on falsified passports). Glum but human. One is
exploited by one’s own people as well as by the citizens of one’s host country. The book
on puzzles is proving to be something of a puzzle itself.
Wednesday, 12 March 2014. Snowfall, heavy one predicted. Yesterday I drove Ruth
to the subway to attend the Club’s talk with Ted Barris, who put on a show about the
Great Escape, the subject of his latest book. Later in the afternoon I picked her up at the
subway and drove her to Eglinton where she visited a shop where she had clothes put
away. Then home. Worked a bit on aphorisms; indeed, I have now proofread the entire
text and added new remarks where they belong. It is a long collection: 3,294 aphorisms
per se; 282 personal aphorisms; a total of 3,576 as of early yesterday. That is two years’
work. (You would think I would run out of observations to make!) In the evening we
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watched, courtesy Rogers on Demand, Pale Jasmine, and found it wonderfully scripted,
designed, cast, and photographed. In later years it will be seen as a study in progressive
dementia, rather than as a dramatic motion picture devoted to life styles and social
attitudes. In communication with Larry Knapp, host of the Rohmer website. His request
for the text of “The Green Devil Mask” sent me (for the first time in some years) to my
cache of Rohmeriana with the result I faced the fact that my memory was leading me
amiss. In 1957 or thereabouts I cut and pasted the text of that work into a large red
scrapbook. It was not there, although some other stories about which I had forgotten
were there. It was not until I came upon a small black lined workbook that I found I had
cut and pasted the texts there. Odd. Over sixty years ago. A continuing interest. I
completed the reading of or paging through Paradox: The Nine Greatest Enigmas in
Physics by a mathematician and physicist named Al-Khalili. I still cannot make headway
with the Monty Hall puzzle (in the way that I baulk when it comes to coin tosses and
view toss- to-toss vs. overall tosses). Confession: I still count on my fingers, in some
instances. I have no fear of mathematics, only of arithmetic with its manifold operations.
Thursday, 14 March 2014. The sun is now shining but there is freshly fallen snow
on the ground. In fact, yesterday there was a blizzard and we were caught in it. On
Wednesday, we attended Tai Chi. I found myself, as did Ruth, stiff, as we had skipped
the previous week’s session. After about thirty minutes my muscles began to relax. A
huge snowfall was predicted and the prediction came true. Ruth slipped on the ice
opening the car door, but mercifully she slipped into a snowbank and, being bundled up,
reported no dislocation or breakage, merely a stretched muscle. We drove through a light
snowfall to our dentist’s and Ruth had some work done on a crown but because of the
blizzard outside, I did not have work done on my teeth. We drove home up Yonge and
across Lawrence to Bathurst and then to Dell Park, the idiot’s route, but the foolproof
route, yet even so that took us more than forty-five minutes. Not many cars were on the
street, very few were parked, but everyone drove cautiously. Some people had parking
lights on; other people had no lights on (and did not bother to use indicator lights for
turns: poorly trained). I cancelled my trip to Toyota, fearful of their chauffeur service
being out of commission. A friendly black fellow named Maynard knocked on the door
and we paid him $20 plus a tip of $2.00 to shovel the porch, walkway, driveway,
sidewalk, patio entrance: Well worth it. Could not concentrate on any serious reading.
The aphorisms are now up to date. What to do with them? I had nightmares but I slept
extremely well.
Friday, 15 March 2014. Sun is out. Yesterday was warm, despite weather forecasts
for a deep freeze. Some of the snow is melting. I finished the income tax documents and
now must deliver them to the accountant. I spent ninety minutes sitting in the car,
listening to an old interview with Leonard Cohen on CBC Radio’s Rewind, and then I
read further in The Dragons of Eden, Sagan’s foray into neuroanatomy, while waiting
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for Ruth at Sunnybrook. It is either that or paying $4.75 every half hour to park and read
in the waiting room. Later I corresponded with Treasa O’Driscoll concerning the
synonyms for “Irish” for my aphorism about her beauty. It seems “Erse” is some form
of slighting English reference to “Irish” and hence deserves to be dropped. Reading the
TLS and came across a collection of the short fiction of Stefan Zweig but by the time I
order the twenty pound book it will end up costing me close to sixty dollars. Must check
first. Slept deeply from 10:30 p.m. to abrupt wake-up at 5:00 a.m. dreaming confusedly
about Tony Hawke, long-time friend and retired publisher.
Saturday, 14 March 2014. Sun is out. Still cold. Yesterday Frank arrived and figured
out why Ruth was unable to send email. Basically he switched both of our email
accounts from Rogers to HostPapa, the service provider that hosts our website. We ate
lunch at 1:30 p.m. and that consisted, in part, of eating a day-old tomato, lettuce, and
bacon sandwich. I must have scratched the interior of my mouth and that coupled with
the using of the toothpick in the morning resulted in blood mixed with my saliva. The
condition persisted until about 6:30 p.m. Ruth pointed out that the blood thinner I am
taking contributed to the body’s slow response to stanching the flow. Throughout the rest
of the day I wondered if I had some internal problem, but my tongue kept catching some
tiny pieces of tomato or blood-coloured gum (hard to tell apart) so I felt there was
nothing serious about the flow. We checked Jonathan’s house: okay. Cumbrae butcher
shop. No Frills at Bathurst and Wilson, which caters to lower-class Jewish and ethnic
customers. A characteristic of the place is that there are always traffic jams both in the
aisles and in the parking lot. People do not seem to be aware of each other, or if aware,
they are discourteous. Back home, I was not pleased to discover that I had lost two
word-processing features: synonym generator and foreign accent generator. I assume
Frank will be able to refind these for me. I tried but failed. We watched Real Time with
Bill Maher. Rereading A Gap in the Curtain as I find myself in need of a distraction, and
Buchan provides that.
Sunday, 16 March 2014. Bright and sunny. Yesterday was a downer, although we
enjoyed a visit from our older son who had returned from six days in Paris. He found
food to be expensive, cabs to be surprisingly inexpensive. The city is booming. It was
overcast so, casting about for a place to walk in shoes rather than boots which Ruth finds
uncomfortable, we drove to Downsview Merchants and Farmers Market. Everything is
cheap and shoddy but the place has a certain mock-raffish quality that I enjoy for about
one hour, which is the amount of time we spent walking up and down the aisles. I
wonder how many of the men we saw have criminal convictions or are undocumented.
I bought a paperback copy of Rendezvous with Rama for $2.00 and began to reread it
last night. The day was sullen and we were depressed. I find myself between or among
projects and unnecessarily apprehensive, something I can handle without medication or
meditation.
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Monday, 17 March 2014. Very cold but sunny. I have today to look forward to
spending about five hours at North York General Hospital while Ruth has a procedure
and an examination. Fingers crossed. Yesterday we lunched with Jonathan and then
shopped at Loblaws, which has been redesigned in the style that I want to call
“international boutique hotel modern.” Last night Frank defragmented my computer as
much as he could by remote control from his home. We watched the second Cosmos and
found it disjointed in the extreme, lacking in warmth and coherence. We also watched
Hot Money, a BBC documentary on Vatican’s financial scandals. Why do I not find any
of this surprising? In the United States, a commentator noted, the Roman Catholic
denomination is the largest. The second-largest is the “domination” of ex-Catholics. That
surprised me, but why should it? Last night I continued to read Buchan’s The Gap in the
Curtain, which is not one of his better novels, but it is one of his better-natured works,
for there are no villains or conspiracies.
Tuesday, 18 March 2014. Overcast. Yesterday was sunny and crisply cold but it
happened to be a physically uncomfortable and emotionally trying day. North York
General Hospital is extremely well maintained and managed as well as a friendly place
both for patients and visitors. Ruth had a procedure that was an hour and a half delayed
but the procedure went splendidly and the outcome was most positive. I sat in the
patients’ reception area from eleven in the morning to five-thirty and succeeded in
reading much of A Gap in the Curtain and chatting with a middle-aged Lebanese
Canadiana who was accompanying his father (who turned out to be only one year older
than I am). The professional staff acquitted themselves admirably, and the support staff
seemed unrushed and helpful and friendly. Dreading the return at rush hour along the
401 from Leslie to Allen, we took York Mills to Wilson and down Bathurst. We made
marvellous time. Ruth slept well, and long, and I did so too. Nothing else of interest
occurred that day except that in the evening we tried to watch a TV production called
River’s Edge which I had recorded on PBS and found it a poor mixture of traditional
Irish dancing and Hispano-American dancing with some sentimental favourites thrown
in for good measure. The producers did not trust the performers, what with rapid cutting,
distracting backgrounds, etc. It made no sense, intellectual or emotional, although the
acrobatics were stunning.
Wednesday, 19 March 2014. Today’s overcast with rain and ice conditions predicted.
Yesterday I dropped off the carton of income-tax documents. Bought lunch at United.
Mailed the final payment for the trip to Berlin. Drove Ruth to Sunnybrook, came back
home, then drove to pick her up. Picked up Fermor’s second book on interloan at
Barbara Frum library. I mailed photocopies of Rohmer’s “Green Devil Mask” to Larry
Knapp, the proprietor of the Page of Fu Manchu website. Lovely letter from Ted Davy
appreciate of the latest collection of poems. I decided to dedicate the next collection of
poems to him and to Doris. I finished reading Rendezvous with Rama and fell fast
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asleep. Hard SF unlike Heinlein’s. I must attend to finances.
Thursday, 20 March 2014. Overcast but mild. Most snow has melted. Yesterday we
skipped Tai Chi, reluctantly. The handyman attended to small matters including the
cabinet that holds the television set and radio in the kitchen. Paid some bills, not all of
them by any means! Extra-vehicular activity: Postal station, beer store, LCBO, Friendly
Butcher. Then home. What did I do afterwards is what I call “catching up” for it
consisted to deleting excess files, proofreading poems written this year, and adding new
aphorisms to that collection. Exchanged emails with Geoffrey Clarfield about Paul
William Roberts whom Geoff sees as someone who renounced the Judeo-Christian
tradition without embracing any others and belittling “the half men” who live in the
underdeveloped parts of the world, particularly India. I borrowed two library books by
Patrick Leigh Fermor, Broken Road and A Time of Gifts. A marvellous sensorium and
an extravagant style at the expense of sense and common sense. It is not surprising to me
that in later years he was unable to assimilate the “gift” of the experiences he had,
unlike, say, Marco Pallis who was also drawn to monasteries (in Fermor’s instance to
those on Mount Athos and in Pallis’s to those on the Himalayan slopes of Nepal). Both
writers are artists (Fermor conscientiously so, Pallis consciously so) who “take you
there.” Great sleep, with the appearance, again, of Marika our dentists and much driving
back and forth: What gives?
Friday, 21 March 2014. I am keyboarding this at 10:34 a.m. of another overcast day.
I am doing so as an email because I no longer have access to my word files, alas. Frank
remotely controlled the control panel and we eliminated and consolidated files, folders,
and programs. One too many, apparently. Outlook Express (email) and Google (internet)
are working, but not WordPerfect 10. This is irritating to say the least, and the condition
cannot be allowed to persist, but I assume Frank will find the connection later today,
probably this evening. (Fingers crossed.) Our only accomplishment yesterday was a visit
to the Manulife Centre where we visited Dr. Barbara Caffrey to have our annual eye
examination. Ruth's condition is stable though she takes daily treatments for her
glaucoma; my eyesight is excellent. No new prescriptions were issued. This is scientific
medicine and its fruits are available to all Canadians. Then we shopped at the Loblaws
in the basement, a neat premium supermarket. In the evening I finished reading A Gap
in the Curtain, which is poor as fantasy (or science fiction or weird fiction) but strong
on character study and social mores. Ruth read to me, in sobs, a poem she wrote,
currently titled “John 87,” that compares me to an Apollo who has turned into a Hermes.
She distinguishes between change and metamorphosis and does so in a novel fashion.
It is written from the heart. Then we transferred Ruth’s corrections to her manuscript
Sisters of Earth, originally released as a QuasiBook, for a new trilogy. It is a work of
vast design and high-minded rhetoric and distinct argumentation. She is the poet in the
household. Last night, I opened our iPad and checked for email, and to my surprise I
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discovered that I had sent the pdf of World of Differences to the iPad, in an unexpected
format I scanned the skimmed the pages and was surprised to read what was there. It
seemed as if the poems and effects had been composed by someone else, someone not
me, someone with skill and perception, someone lacking a little in passion or perspective
but not in worrisome novelty of expression. Perhaps it was written by Hermes. Slept
well. I will be able to do no writing today until everything is in hand. Addendum: It is
now 5:19 p.m. Frank was here for about two hours and he reinstalled Corel WordPerfect
10, and we began work on reducing the clutter on the screen. I always forget the
technical term for the screen which displays the icons. We will finish that task and then
turn our attention to the slow start-up which loads too many programs. In the meantime,
Ruth lost the temporary crown for a live tooth and our dentist is not available. So it will
be a distasteful weekend.
Saturday, 22 March 2015. Overcast with some freshly fallen snow and intermittent
sunshine. I alluded to problems I had yesterday which Frank resolved. In the late
morning we went to People’s, Esso, Nortown, What a Bagel, Fresh Harvest. In the early
evening we went to Videoflicks and rented Crimes and Misdemeanors, which Ruth was
anxious to watch. She said she was rewatching it and that I had seen it, but I could
remember none of it, though I think the occasional setting was familiar, perhaps from
touring the movies late one evening decades ago. I will resist commenting on “Woody
Allen’s movie” as distinct from “Written and Directed by Woody Allen” or “A Woody
Allen Production.” The TLS and the NYRoBs arrived.
Sunday, 23 March 2014. Today the weather is cold but up above it is clear-skied.
Yesterday we returned Crimes and Misdemeanours, agreeing that it was a concoction
executed with great skill and some seriousness of purpose. The “crimes” part was
serious, the “misdemeanour” part was inconsequential, though at the end there is an
attempt to knot the two “stories” together. Mailed copy of the Frye book to our former
highschool English teacher, John Smallbridge and his wife Gayle. Then we drove to the
intersection of Sheppard and Don Mills Road where we parked and viewed the sculpture
called “Four Seasons” executed by Douglas Coupland. It consists of four 60-or-so-foothigh conicals in a row composed of rings of primary colours (like those of pencil
crayons) to depict the colours of the seasons of the year. Their novelty adds badly
needed novelty to the setting, which is bleak and suburban and traffic-ridden. I will dry
to locate Toronto’s other Coupland installations. With the passing from the scene of
Sorel Etrog, he could well become the city’s principal sculptor!
Monday, 24 March 2014. Sunday was cold, so our only outing was lunch at Yitz’s
with Jonathan and the two grandchildren, returned from France and South Africa (Alex).
They are non-conversationalists. I withdraw some cash from the bank; I bless automated
tellers, as they are indecorously called. In the afternoon I undertook to delete excess data
files and then tiring of the computer I tackled my study, removing about ten cartons of
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manuscript material and stashing it in the basement. My study seems less crowded and
the air seems less dense. The exercise was good for me, so I dispensed with working out
on the treadmill in the evening. I watched Four Rooms, CBC-TV’s program, a form of
Antiques Auction, which features four appraiser-buyer-dealers who independently bid
on rare and eye-catching objects (a roadster with Hollywood associations; a TrudeauElliott family tree; a life-size Star Trek object that led to the interesting distinction
between souvenir and memorabilia; etc.). I wanted to watch it to see Jessica Lindsay, the
companion of the collector of tribal artifacts and exotic objects, whom we once met.
Then I watched “Cosmos II,” my designation for the “update” or “reboot.” Disjointed,
though I did like the depiction of Ort, the fellow who identified the Ort Cloud, the source
of asteroids. Slept well. I am keyboarding this on my birthday. The sky is clear.
Tuesday, 25 March 2014. A lovely call from Doris and Ted Davy singing happy
birthday began the day. Visit to dentist where Marika presented me with a bottle of Asti
not Spumanti but Cinzano, which we will open when we have company. Ruth had her
tooth crowned. Then a visit to Summerhill Market and then home. Both of us are tired.
Over the weekend I managed to move about eight more cartons that were cluttering up
the floor of my study into the basement, and Anabela cleaned the study thoroughly. It
looks mores spacious and even smells better! At noon, rifling through the Rohmer
memorabilia and clippings I conceived the notion of compiling “A Sax Rohmer
Miscellany” to share my detailed knowledge of the man and his work with others, a kind
of fan’s collection. Later in the day I wrote the preface to the work and I plan to devote
some time each day to keyboarding some of the material that I have collected to form
a book. In the evening I paged through the current Maclean’s and found nothing in it.
I am allowing the subscription to lapse. Read much of the NYRoBooks, including a
fascinating review of a life of Paul de Man which reveals him to be an imposter in the
sense that he is able to reinvent his life in stages and do it brilliantly. The writer of the
review feels there is no relation between his theories and his past experiences, but this
is like arguing that celibacy of the clergy has nothing in common with pedophilia. Both
of us are melancholy.
Wednesday, 26 March 2014. Yesterday was cold but clear but we were in a glum
mood, both of us, for the full day. Ruth to Sunnybrook and I to Iqbal Market where I
bought the wrong tin of non-cardamon-flavoured tea. Bank at Laird. Ruth to subway to
go to Club, JR back home. Handyman is repainting the basement bathroom. Pick up
Ruth later in the day. Visit by Doug and Anna, his new girlfriend, a beautiful woman
from Columbia where she worked as a lawyer. In the evening I read the first three stories
by Stefan Zweig and was not entirely convinced the translation is first-rate. I feel the
word choice is a woman’s, whereas the fiction-writer’s choice of words (I should think)
is a man’s. The first stories are quite dated, long-winded, and so far lacking in the
Viennese flavour that I expected. Began amassing material on Sax Rohmer for the
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miscellany, the realization of a long infatuation. Today: Tai Chi, dentist, etc.
Thursday, 27 March 2014. Today’s somewhat overcast. Yesterday was cold but
somewhat sunny. Tai Chi: all stiffness. Dr. Marika’s clinic to have a filling replaced and
a small lipoma on the edge of my mouth excised painlessly. Then drive to Centro for
lunch. Drinks in the afternoon – one apiece – while we discuss Ruth’s coming birthday,
her poem written for me, and Stefan Zweig’s fiction. I recount the plots of two of the
stories that I read, expressing a little dismay at their backward-looking sentimentality.
(I was expecting the sophistication of Vienna. The stories are organized chronologically,
so maybe the later ones will reflect Zweig’s emancipated reality.) Earlier in the week I
set the carton of Rohmeriana in some order and am now reviewing each file folder and
keyboarding relevant items to build up the commonplace book or scrapbook or
miscellany that I plan. I really enjoy that task, as it brings back memories of freer days.
To sleep early.
Friday, 28 March 2014. Yesterday turned out to be sunny even though there were
some light and slight snow flurries in the late afternoon. Drove Ruth to Glencairn
subway station but there was so much smoke filling the air beyond Marlee that we
decided to play it safe so I took her to the Yonge subway instead. That meant doubling
back to the postal station at Glencairn and Bathurst to pick up the letter that was there,
which proved to be a parcel, it being (not a court summons or whatever!) but documents
from Pauwels travel agency. A relief! Ruth went to the athletic therapist at Mount Sinai
and later we met at Toronto Western where we both saw the lively dermatologist, Dr.
Rosen. Her staff is always exceptional: people with great smiles (and complections).
Ruth is treating an ulcer that followed a burn on her index finger and I have this painful
wart on the tip of my left toe. It was described as a wart by the fellow who saw me first
but by Dr. Carr as what might have been a wart (maybe it was removed by my over-thecounter treatment) but was now a thick blister. She cut away the excess flesh. We will
see. Long drive home followed by a drink and then (for a change) a frozen Presidents
Choice pizza which was so-so. Then I worked further on the Rohmer miscellany, to
much pleasure. Exhausted in the evening.
Saturday, 29 March 2014. Overcast, moist, mild. On Friday, bank and United Dairy,
then Iqbal (for tea) and Loblaws on Millwood (for assorted foods). Home. Working on
Rohmer. Wrote letter to National Post to add to the article on heraldic imagery about
the flying saucer on my heraldic badge: a world first. Published on Saturday in a slightly
abbreviated fashion with the loss of my heading “Up in Arms.” While finishing dinner,
there was a power flicker and then a blackout. It lasted long enough for me to reset the
computer and the clocks, all six of them. We suddenly felt vulnerable to power surges
and failures: nature and mechanical breakdown. Fell asleep after reading a story by
Zweig about a lower-class waiter who falls in love with a beautiful countess and commits
suicide instead of importuning her or enduring the situation. Saturday is Ruth’s birthday.
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I wrote a poem for her but wondered how I would print it when the power was down.
But the power returned in time.
Sunday, 30 March 2014. Cold but sunny. Yesterday remained overcast. We visited
the Barbara Frum Library, where half of the main floor is being renovated to include a
sorting machine of some sort. “There was money left over from the Frum family to make
this possible,” one of the pages informed me, after I expressed incredulity that there was
any extra money in the Toronto Public Library system for anything at all. Ruth (whose
birthday it is) borrowed another Barbara Leon mystery novel and by chance I spotted
Frederick Seidel’s latest book of poems, Nice Weather, published by Farrar, Strauss and
oddly co-published by Anansi. I found the poems to be too clever by half as they present
a persona who is quite unlikeable, elitist, irreverent, homosexual if not pederastic, antifeminine. He is clever in the sense a copywriter is clever. For instance, he rhymes
“penis” with “Venus” and reminds me of a mean-spirited rather than light-hearted Ogden
Nash. We celebrated Ruth’s birthday with lunch at Marcello’s, a cut above a
neighbourhood restaurant, the neighbourhood being St. Clair and Dufferin, east of
Centro de Formagio. Then we went to Pusateri where we bought a brown pound cake
of some sort and ate a piece apiece of it with Ruth blowing out two candles. We
eliminated the Charlie Roses that we had recorded but not previously watched and we
rewarded with an interview with Simon Shama promoting his forthcoming series on the
history of the Jewish people. He is losing some of his nervous ticks, limiting the
characteristic mannerisms to a lot of arm-waving (like an Italian). Then there was an
interview with New York Cardinal Dolan who struck me as someone who missed his
calling; he should be the managing director of a New York advertising agency, for he
was extremely skilful in polishing the apple, hiding the bruises, minimizing its
blemishes, fastening the price label, optimizing on how wonderful it will taste and how
wonderful is the anticipation that it will taste wonderful. The only sour note is to
discover Netflix needs attention I cannot now give it. In bed I read Zweig’s “The
Governess,” which is the study of two children and their emotional reactions to a
situation they cannot understand, the pregnancy of their unmarried governess. A
characteristic of much of his fiction is the characters go without names. The characters
are sketched in; the situation is rendered in pastels. Later today we lunch with Barbara
and Jim, an always rewarding experience.
Monday, 31 March 2014. Some sun, some cold. A day with no medical
appointments, though we are at home completing the 23and Me tests of biological
ancestry. More about this later. Also, last night I lost a tooth, upper left rear. It came out
with a liquorice all-sort, along with a sinking feeling. Yesterday was sunny. We bought
a delicious pot pie at Cumbrae and a lemon meringue pie at Summerhill and with a bottle
of excellent Lindeman’s Shiraz we visited the Georges. Barbara has cut her own hair and
looks lovely. Jim has recovered from his lingering flu and speaks well and shares his
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wisdom. Alas, he thinks I am someone who does not accept the reality of an unseen
intelligence. I replied that I am never asked what I believe or accept but am always being
told what I believe or accept. This is second-guessing. I pointed out that Gödel’s
theorem explains why statements about sets may be either complete or exact, not both
at the same time. He agreed. We are left with emotions and feelings, which bear some
weight, as well as theories, which may be beside every non-academic or scholarly point.
I said, “The difference between us is that you are a pantheist and I am a panentheist.” He
laughed. I added, “I am never sure whether I am a monist or a non-dualist.” Barbara
greatly appreciates music and film and even, we learned, popular television shows.
Email from Patty who has been offered publication by Sussex Academic Books for her
manuscript of psychological exercises. I am almost finished amassing material for the
Rohmer salamagundi, but cannot find the photocopies I prepared some years ago from
Yunte’s study of Charlie Chan, also a gratuitous reference in one of Rohmer’s novels to
a bad Canadian. I have paged through Bablon, Orchard, and O’Hagan, to no effect. I
will try Fennell next. Somewhere I made a note of the passage, but it seems to have gone
the way of Yunte’s work.
Tuesday, 1 April 2014. Yesterday was overcast when it was not sunny. No medical
appointments. We both felt exhausted, for reasons unknown. I worked on the Rohmer,
editing mainly, following the compiling. Ruth commissioned 23and Me, a company that
specializes in reading one’s DNA and Monday morning we expectorated (repeatedly)
into a vial, sealed it, and then called HDR, the courier service which picked it up and
will deliver it. Ruth wants to know about her racial ancestry. I find I am incurious,
especially as there is little that can be determined using the crude tests available for
roughly US $100 apiece. Trip to Lady York and then Home Hardware to buy a new
teflon-coated frying pan. The teflon on the previous one has been wearing off, or at least
its effectiveness has. On the web I was able to see a sign for “Kuhl’s Book Store” on
King Street in Kitchener, taken in the 1950s, courtesy of a nostalgic article in the Guelph
Mercury that was accessible through Google. I have written about trips to that book store
as well as to Walper’s Cigar Store which turns out to be well over one hundred years old
and even older than the adjacent Walper Hotel.
Wednesday, 2 April 2014. Warmer weather with clouds. Yesterday was something
of a reprieve though it was unseasonably frigid and windy. Ruth went to the Club and
I worked at home after visiting the bank in the plaza. I have the Rohmer MS in good
shape and am copy editing it now, a process I find calming. By chance we caught the
first episode of Simon Schama’s series on the Jews and it deal interestingly with the
contributions of the newly emancipated Jews in Germany and France but how residual
anti-Semitism ultimately undercut the legacy. From Enlightenment to Emancipation back
to Nativism. I am rereading Richard Usborne’s Clubland Heroes which examines the
social and psychological characteristics of the derring-do heroes of Sapper and Buchan’s
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adventure and suspense novels. Prejudice? Fascism? Dreams of revenge.
Thursday, 3 April 2014. Sunny day today. Yesterday was windy and intermittently
sunny. Tai Chi in the morning, an “open” session (i.e., no instructor, so a senior
practitioner took over unofficially), which was more enjoyable for its flow unhampered
by any instruction or oversight. (The instructor demonstrates the move three times, then
the student reproduces the moves three times.) Lunch at Centro. Pleasant suburban walk
along Lauder, then Ruth goes to her hairdresser. I drive home and work, largely on
Rohmer. In the late afternoon I drive back and return, but Eglinton Avenue West is
being converted into an LRT-friendly (Light Rail Transit) street which means a series
of construction sites in the short term and in the long term slow moving traffic (like St.
Clair). Finished reading Usborne’s Clubland Heroes. It is picky and prickly but
observant and intelligent. Began to read another story by Zweig, “The Countess,” but
switched off the reading lamp at 11:00 a.m. Wonderful sleep. No dreams to report but
there were (and have been for the last week of nights) many dreams, unobserved.
Friday, 4 April 2014. Yesterday was cold and very windy. At 1:00 we had a light
lunch at Columbus Centre, the first time there in half a year. Then Lady York, Nortown,
Sunnybrook, People’s, Esso. Back home at 3:45 p.m. Work on Rohmer and catchup with
filing of emails. Jonathan treated us to a dinner at Kama Sutra on Bayview Avenue,
where joined by Douglas Cunningham we had a lovely, relaxed dinner. Everyone
seemed happy. Back home by 9:30 p.m. Continued reading the Zweig story which is not
called “The Countess,” but I forget now what it is called.
Saturday, 5 April 2014. Intermittent light rain yesterday. Installation by Pelle of the
new, draft-free window in Ruth’s changing room. Light lunch at Columbus Centre. Drive
to Forest Hill Village: Bank of Nova Scotia, What a Bagel, LCBO. Home. Worked on
Rohmer; indeed, I have now written more entries and have twice reviewed the materials
I have been collecting since the 1950s. I finished reading Zweig’s story which is oddly
titled “Twilight.” It is more a character study than it is a story per se, though it does have
a beginning, a middle, and an end, though the end in sight is the collapse of the
Countess. In the evening I read part of the current TLS with a long article on the Roman
Catholic institution of the Confessional. At the time I thought it was grotesque and
ridiculous. It turns out to be the private version of the public, congregational confession.
There is a psychology behind it but it adds little to the stature of man.
Sunday, 6 April 2014. Today is sunny but cold. Yesterday was cold and windy. A
relaxing weekend so far. Haircut, Shoppers Drug Mart, Yummi Market. Worked on the
Miscellany which has expanded to include my writings about the man, more than I had
recalled, and also the use of illustrations. Bill Andersen sent me a fabulous cover design:
silhouette of the fedora-wearing pipe smoker with a wisp of smoke rising from its bowl
to assume the shape of a dragon. I am now proofing the entire text. I also started work
on the Verne, to the composition and publication of which George, after two years,
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returned. Anticipating the arrival of the Grants, I blitzed the basement, moved two of the
three exercise machines out of the big bedroom into the marble area and from the marble
area I moved the dresser into the big bedroom. Both rooms look larger than they have
ever look, and the bedroom now looks somewhat more comfortable than it has look
since the last of our children moved from home.
Monday, 7 April 2014. Milder and sunnier weather, what a relief! Sunday: Geoffrey
to return four DVDs of features directed by Sergei Paradjano. We watched them on
Saturday evening and found them to be simultaneously surreal and traditional in the
sense of ethnic. “They are the movies that Gurdjieff would have made, had he made
movies,” Geoffrey said. We found we could stand fifteen minutes of each, for plot and
characterization were minimal, overshadowed by locale, decor, and atmosphere.
Pharmacy on Eglinton for a change followed by Friendly Butcher then home. Ruth
distracted. I am still fiddling with the Miscellany, having to determine what to do about
illustrations, as I lack the layout skills to prepare the pages for illustration. Bill is helping
with advice. In the evening I returned to Zweig but found a long story about the
adolescent fixation of a young man on an enigmatic woman to be neither romantic nor
expressionistic, neither realistic nor psychologically sound. Yet the man is the master of
prose. In the evening we watched “Cosmos II,” and found it to be difficult to follow.
One is used to spectacular visual effects (coupled with mediocre music and sound
effects) but the dialogue has such ineptitudes as “reverberations echoing.” Slept
extremely well though I woke up vaguely tired.
Tuesday, 8 April 2014. I am keyboarding this later than usual on a somewhat warm
but somewhat rainy Tuesday morning at ten-thirty. The reason for this is I have just
returned from MedLabs where I had some blood work done. Breakfast followed. There
used to be an agonized waiting period spent in an overcrowded waiting room, but an
improvement occurred with the introduction of a computerized reservation system. Now
one arrives a few minutes before the scheduled appointment and is taken close to on
time. The work is being done for Dr. Paul Oh, cardiologist who has monitored my blood
pressure since A.D. 2000. Yesterday I drove Ruth to and from Sunnybrook Hospital for
a routine examination which turned out to be largely a lively conversation. It seems our
lives have been medicalized. I noticed the creeping medicalization beginning in when
Ruth and I, who are the same age, she being five days younger, when we turned seventy
and then, with a bang, at seventy-five. We heard from all three of our children
concerning the outcome of the provincial election in Quebec. I predicted a P.Q. minority
government, but the Quebec electorate, feisty since the unprecedented election of so
many NDP candidates a couple of years ago, which clubbed to death the “federal” party
known as the Bloc Populaire, which represented Quebec’s “interests” in Parliament –
an oxymoron, I should think – is up in arms and ready for blood. From the sidelines,
Ruth and I have endured the rise of separatism, then sovereignty-association, then threats
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of referenda, “knives at throats,” etc., until we are simply sick of all of it. I was cheered
to read Andrew Coyne’s column in Tuesday’s National Post in which he says, “An Ekos
poll midway through the campaign showed support for Quebec’s separation was higher
in the rest of Canada than it was in Quebec.” A remarkable statement. Yesterday I
accomplished little. I am stalling on aphorisms and miscellany and other matters, as we
have the visit of the Grants over the weekend and then three days later our trip to Berlin.
Wednesday, 9 April 2014. Warmish and sunnyish weather yesterday and today.
Yesterday was a driver’s marathon. On Tuesday morning I fasted until I had the routine
blood test at MedLab. Then I drove Ruth to the subway. Then I picked up the book on
Charlie Chan at the Frum library. I drove to Marika’s to have my broken tooth (upper
left molar) repaired. She is very skilled and modern dentistry is an advanced science, no
politics involved. Now the saliva tastes sweet again. Then home. Then pick up Ruth at
subway and visit People’s Drug Mart, and then home. Worked on odds and ends,
including reading for quotes some “Crusts and Crumbs” columns written by A.E.
Stafford in the 1910s and sent to me by Ted Davy. They are written in a style I want to
call “sermonic,” for the prose runs on and on, an amalgam of homily, evangelism,
speculation, more righteousness, and insight – non-inclusive list. In the evening I reread
much of Yunte’s book. Here the atmosphere is somewhat animated as there is much to
do before our house guests arrive and then we leave for Europe.
Thursday, 10 April 2014. Warmish-coolish weather. Today it is dry. Yesterday was
a little wet. Yitz’s for lunch (shared corned beef sandwich on dark rye, coleslaw, pickle,
beverages). Alas, they ran out of Vernors so I substituted root bear, a flavour that takes
me back to my childhood; Ruth takes tea, but their tea and their coffee are terrible.
Shopping at Costco and Lady York and then home. We are still tidying up the house,
turning the basement bedroom into a more-or-less comfortable area. Finished with
Charlie Chan and dipping into Van Vogt’s The Weapon Shops of Isher, which is
incoherent but inventive, dream-like, imaginative, fanciful, absurd, by turns. Good sleep
with dreams which of course vanished upon wakening.
Friday, 11 April 2014. Good weather with winds. Thursday was a day of running
around to prepare food, etc., for the arrival of the Grants late today, Friday. Bank,
Fortino’s Supermarket, Lady York Supermarket, What a Bagel, Pusateri’s, carwash on
Dufferin. That took us from l:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. In the evening we relaxed and at
Ruth’s request I watched with her a ninety-minute episode of D.C. Banks, the Scottish
crime series based on the characters created by Peter Robinson. The title of the episode
had the word “devil” in it. It focussed on a series of murders and the act of revenge
which comes as a surprise to one and all. Earlier in the day, while working out, I caught
an episode of Murdoch Mysteries that also focussed on details of character rather than
on violence per se. I have now reread Charlie Chaplin and made use of it with the
Miscellany which by now is pretty well complete.
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Saturday, Sunday, Monday, 12, 13, 14 April 2014. I am writing this entry on
Monday, 10:15 a.m., following the departure of the Grants. Last week was a little tense
and tiring as we did extensive shopping in order to have sufficient food in sufficient
variety for our house guests. We seldom have them. We visited numerous specialty food
stores and supermarkets. We had the bathroom in the basement repainted, the house
cleaned, two of the three exercycle machines moved into the hall, the dresser in the hall
moved into the bedroom, and the car washed! Stephen and Anne-Marie Grant arrived
at 7:00 p.m. on Friday, after a gruelling eleven-hour drive from their residence in
Millbrook, N.Y., ebullient but exhausted. We had a very lively dinner (lamb chops from
New Zealand) and much discussion. We lingered over breakfast Saturday morning and
then drove to the McMichael Gallery, the weather being ideal for the purpose. We
headed for the Group of Seven and paused over the Lawren Harris paintings. Luch at
Mr. Submarine, imagine that, in Kleinberg. There were motorcycles driving back and
forth, the only fly in the ointment. Nap in the afternoon. Early dinner as guests of
Jonathan and Suzanne at the Granite Club which was a little noisy for my taste. The next
morning salmon for breakfast and more discussion. Then we drove around central
Toronto, displaying the sights on the University of Toronto campus, focussing on
Victoria College and its two sculptures, the Crucified Woman and Frye on the Bench.
Then a brief nap, and dinner at Barbara and George’s with Barbara’s radiant daughter
Claudia. Much discussion. Viewed the dvd Stephen prepared called Remembering
Gurdjieff which focussed on Madame de Salzmann, then in her 101st year, addressing
the camera. Very focussed and attentive woman, full of intent. Up this morning at 8:30
a.m., breakfast, conversation about psychiatry, psychoanalysis, psychology, group work,
etc. Then we waved goodbye to them, turning the couple over to the traffic of the 401,
403, and QEW. Ruth and I are tired but relieved it went smoothly, though Anne-Marie
left a dress behind and when I checked the basement bedroom I discovered a light had
burnt out. Freud noted that when something is left behind it is a signal that the guest does
not wish to leave! I hope it is so.
Tuesday, 15 April 2014. We woke up this morning, pulled the window-drapes, and
beheld ... more snow! Galoshes, etc. Yesterday with bid adieu to the Grants who drove
from 10:00 a.m. and arrived at 7:00 p.m. in Millbrook, with little traffic and “only” a
twenty-minute delay at the bridge-border crossing. They left us with many impressions.
Both of us are exhausted, Ruth with a headache. I packed for Berlin and now must attend
to reserving the limousine to take us to the airport Thursday afternoon and advising
American Express I will be using my credit card in Berlin. Reading the current NYRBs.
Fine issue, though the article on Simon Schama’s TV series and book is eccentric. After
an hour’s sleep, I had a nightmare of which I remember hearing gunshot sounds, feeling
alarm, racing toward the sounds, trying to ward off Ruth who came into the room but
unable to scream though I did make some horrible sounds, apparently. I remember that
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part of it, the culmination of a nightmare. Shortly to drive to North York General
Hospital where Ruth has an appointment.
Wednesday, 16 April 2014. Bank for 200 Euros. Ruth sees Dr. Lackie at North
Toronto Clinic, then I drop her off at Sunnybrook for a blood test. I mail a parcel to the
Grants. Forty minutes later I pick up Ruth, buy gas, while she visits the dressmaker.
Home at 2:50 p.m. Ruth packs. An awful evening. I crawled into bed about 8:30 p.m.
to read the New York Review and was enjoying a review of Churchill’s Bomb when the
power failed. It was dark outside (and inside) the house and soon it was cold outside
(and inside) the house. We wondered what to do, again, but decided to wait it out. We
donned heavier than usual bedclothes and climbed under more covers than usual and
tried to fall asleep, as we did not want to try to read by candlelight or flashlight. Power
was restored to the section of the city that suffered the shortage, caused by a failure of
the hydro lines outside the city, the city’s hydro department assured the public, by 10:30
p.m., to our relief. Then the Pyrex measuring cup, from which I had eaten my yogurt, fell
to the floor and shattered into a thousand shards of glass. It took me more than half an
hour to clean up the mess. We were relieved to fall asleep even if it was a troubled sleep.
Thursday, 17 April 2014. Bright sunny day, steel-gray sky, crisply cold. That’s the
weather report for today. On Wednesday afternoon we reprised Wednesday’s trip for
Ruth: bank, library, dressmaker. Then we continued packing and I spent some time
updating the list of credit cards and other items of identification, both to leave here and
to take in our luggage. A diversion was watching while on the Treadmill and the second
half of The Remains of the Day, a wonderful adaptation of the novel that I plan to read.
A real evocation of the Cliveden set prior to the Second World War. Then the usual pretrip tensions set in and I found myself in bed relying on the “body scan” that I perform
from time to time to relieve, exhaust, or distract tension. There is nothing sensual or
relaxing about it, for it requires concentration as the mind continues to wander from the
task that I set for it by fixing on worries and pains. The simple act of returning attention
to a succession of body parts drains the excessive, misplaced, and misused energies that
the body is producing. Woke up all right but Ruth has various ailments that are not so
easily treated. We leave for the airport at 3:45 p.m. This is as good a place and time as
any to list some writing and computing particulars. For the Dell computer, the most
active file is: WordPerfect 10\My Dropbox\My Files. Found there are Curious
Canadiana (finished), Ghosts over Canada (2012, finished), Home World (poems of
2014 to date), Jokes & Anecdotes (newer ones), Miniatures-2 (newer short forms),
Proses (uncollected essays), Quotations (for next quote book) Rohmer’s Miscellany
(finished), Uncommonplaces (finished), Words in Brief (ongoing). This “Dream Diary”
is found on WordPerfect 10 - D\My Dropbox\My Files\zzzzz – Dream Diary (2014) –
02.wpd – and is not on numerically the final file which ends abruptly.
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Friday, 18-27 April 2014. Here is an off-the-cut description of the trip in the version
prepared for the Grants and the Colombos. Berlin in Brief. 27 April 2014. We returned
from Europe yesterday, exhausted, but our spirits were buoyed up upon reading the fine
and refined “thank you note” from Anne-Marie which gave expression to the sentiments
of a wonderful couple, new and fine friends. Stephen expressed interest in our Berlin
adventure. Here are some details that might be of interest. We had long wondered about
the city of Berlin in the 21st century, as various friends of ours had visited the German
capital and even worked there as artists. Then we learned that a agency which specializes
in small-group, guided-tour travel was offering a ten-day, eight-night stay for “Berlin in
Depth” from April 17 to April 26. The price was reasonable for high-quality
accommodation. When we expressed interest, friends of ours who had taught at the
University of Toronto praised the agency and its tours and in particular its tour leader,
Jacques Pauwels, who holds twin doctorates from York or University of Toronto in
history and political science. He conducts the tours himself and lectures on and at the
sites from the vantage-points of the founding of the German state, the rise of Berlin,
World War II, partition, the Wall, the Economic Miracle, etc. We decided if we would
ever see Berlin, it would be now or never. It was surprisingly inexpensive. Jacques
Pauwels is a short, vigorous Belgian (who assured us he is no kin of Louis Pauwels, the
author of The Morning of the Magicians). His tours attract professional people about our
own age, both couples and single women who are largely retired teachers. We numbered
about twenty-two, when all were together, which was not often. Everyone was courteous
and friendly. We met in the hotel lobby each morning, boarded the modernistic bus or
walked the one block to the Underground station or three blocks to the bus station, and
then rode to a platz where we listened to a short lecture about what was in the vicinity
(the Brandenburg Gates, Check Point Charlie, Pergamon Museum, etc.), and then we on
our own, with passes for museums and public transportation. Cream-coloured taxis were
plentiful and neither cheap nor expensive but always clean. Traffic was surprisingly
light. We met again in the evening for dinner. We stayed at the Kemplinski, a renowned,
five-star hotel, which is managed by friendly staff, and conveniently located on the
Kurfürstendamm, near inexpensive ethnic restaurants which were relaxing places to eat.
The Kur-Dam is fashionable and features shops for Lagerfeld and Hilfiger, etc., so there
was not much to be bought in the neighbourhood. It also has a gigantic Apple outlet with
sixty immense tables, each with ten installations. What we inadvertently missed was
travelling to the district that features shops with off-beat clothing and jewellery, etc. We
underestimated the amount of walking required, and Ruth was visibly affected, being
unable to exercise as she had in Toronto to limit back and leg pain. Luckily she struck
up a close friendship with a single woman in the group, a retired lawyer, who presented
Ruth with some therma-care pods which, when worn on the affected areas, relieved the
pain. They are going to lunch at the Arts & Letters Club in Toronto in the future!
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Basically we enjoyed a tremendous breakfast each morning, visited two museums each
day, partook of a light lunch, then napped in the afternoon, readying ourselves for a short
walk and the evening dinner. After a few days we were “museumed-out.” After all, there
are said to be ninety-nine museums in the city. We saw the Bauhaus Museum but the one
devoted to Art Deco was unexpectedly and unfortunately closed in preparation for a
major exhibition. Berlin covers an immense area with innumerable parks (all greenery,
no flowers). Its population is less than Toronto’s, there is no sense of menace, and the
streets and sidewalks are wide and spotlessly clean, at least in the half-dozen or so areas
that we visited. There is little if any public advertising. Remnants of the Berlin Wall are
visible in the Centrum area and are cherished. There are numerous museums devoted to
East German lifestyles, even the much-cursed, now-loved Trabi automobile. I see Berlin
as a city that has been designed by CEOs for life on the Moon. There are gigantic plazas
or platzes, many of them with immense offices designed by architects named Piano and
Mies, erected by gigantic corporations (Sony, Mercedes-Benz, etc.). With four or sixlane grand avenues connecting them. There is no diesel pollution, parking lots are
underground, public transportation is excellent. Everyone speaks fluent or “a little bit”
of English. Yet the streets, for all their utility, are over-sized, barely walkable. There is
none of the sense of mystery (of say Prague), romance (Paris), history (Rome), or civility
(London). Berlin represents power and might in terms of technology and design. There
is no joy, mystery, or exuberance. We checked out the Pergamonmuseum’s chief
exhibits, the Ishtar Gate and the Gate of Miletus, both of which are gigantic and
resemble “installations” by New York environmental artists employing antiquities. I
finally saw the bust of Nefertiti at the Alte Nationalgalerie. I had fallen in love with her
profile when I was about twelve years old and almost a lifetime later I finally saw the
wife of the Pharaoh Akhenaton, “the first individualist in history” (Breasted wrote), not
in the flesh but in marble with art nouveau colours. The unknown sculpture was so
perceptive and daring that he caught all details, even her facial wrinkles. Ruth ruptured
the romance by saying, “She’s Audrey Hepburn.” Alas, the likeness is extraordinary. In
the New Museum, I finally saw Arnold Bocklïn’s “Isle of the Dead,” which is
surprisingly classical in composition for a romantic and symbolist painting, and not
largea t all. Ruth was particularly moved at the Jewish memorial and the Jewish
museum. The former, located atop Hitler’s Chancellery and bunker, consists of 2,300
slabs of stone (in sight of the American embassy beside the Brandenburg Gate), with
subterranean chambers with displays of images and artifacts of Jewish life. The latter is
the Jüdisches Museum is Daniel Libeskind’s diploma piece: an old villa which serves
as an entrance to a zig-zag building on various levels that tries to simulate the deathcamp experience. The self-directed videos that we watched were excellent, but we found
the architecture itself to be full of clichés (and rather like those of the architect’s addition
to Toronto’s Royal Ontario Museum). We found particularly meaningful the trip to
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Potsdam (the city is actually adjacent to Berlin) where we toured Frederick the Great’s
Sansouci palace (a grease-pencil version of innumerable delicately painted French
palaces; it was here that he met his male friends) and then the Scottish-style palace
where the Potsdam Conference was held. We paused in front of the Wannsee Villa
where the “final solution” was exposed. If Hitler could not hold on to Continental
Europe and had to go down in flames, he would do so taking with him the Jews and the
Bolsheviks. I could go on, but we found ourselves exhausted, especially as we had two
flights each way (Toronto to Frankfurt to Berlin; Berlin to Frankfurt to Toronto) which
were wearying and soul-destroying, although Lufthansa is a very efficient airline. We
have much to remember. Ruth adds the following: I admire Berlin, I congratulate the
German people on Berlin. I recognize the excellent design of Berlin, but I cold never
celebrate the spirit of Berlin. I’m not sure there is a spirit. To me the city invites savage
satire in the spirit of Bertolt Brecht’s The Threepenny Opera.
Monday, 28 April 2014. We’re in recovery mode. It is surprising how much the
flights back from Europe took out of us. Sunday we picked up groceries at Nortown and
Lady York. This morning I walked to the bank to withdraw from Ruth’s accounts funds
to pay Anabela, our friend and cleaning lady. I have a mound of papers on my desk and
it will spend me a day to deal with them, including correcting “A Sax Rohmer
Miscellany” which I proofread at the Kemplinsky Bristol Hotel in Berlin. Weather is
crisp and cool, rather pleasant.
Tuesday, 29 April 2014. Awful weather: rainy, cold, like yesterday. Very tired, went
to sleep at 7:30 p.m. and woke up about 2:00 a.m. Then read some more in The Weapon
Shops of Isher which Van Vogt wrote with gusto, but it is so discontinuous that it reads
like it was influenced by another Kafka who was influenced by science fiction. Two food
stores: Nortown and Lady York. Ruth unwell, with stomach flu. Catching up on
correspondence. Later I will report on the results of 23andMe, the genetic testing
program.
Wednesday, 30 April 2014. We decided to skip (yet again) our Tai Chi, as I am still
somewhat exhausted and Ruth is combatting the flu. It is raining again. Yesterday was
uneventful except for the fact that I finally paged the “Miscellany,” leaving gaps for the
illustrations, and waited in the car at Sunnybrook reading the conclusion of The Dragons
of Eden. Parking costs are so high ($4.95 each half hour) that this is one way of
eliminating them. Why read in the waiting room for two or more hours when you can do
so in your own car! It is okay when the weather is fine but Tuesday it was drizzly. Visit
to pharmacy.
Thursday, 1 May 2014. More rain. Yesterday was devoted to odds and ends,
including visits to Loblaws and What a Bagel in the Village, as well as arranging
Toyota’s recall of the Camry (plus oil change and tire change), electrician to rewire the
water boiler, change date of dental appointment, etc. I found on YouTube in their
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entirety the two films based on the Wannsee Conference and I watched them in their
entirety (on the small screen but nevertheless with considerable interest). In the event,
frustratingly, I found that I had recording fourteen hour-long programs of Jamaican
music rather than interviews by Charlie Rose. I read the latest issue of the Skeptical
Inquirer, with mixed feelings, and also three issues of Maclean’s, with displeasure. I am
thinking of dropping the subscription to the former.
Friday, 2 May 2014. Another overcast day. I read my horoscope in one of the
morning newspapers this morning and it predicted a woeful day for finances. How right
it was. I spent twenty minutes writing out checks. The pile of invoices and statements
seemed to grow in height as I tried to diminish it. I left some of the heftier invoices for
the last and hence have those to deal with on another day. Then I drove Ruth to the
subway station. I will pick her up later. Ruth is slowly recovering and on Thursday
afternoon we walked to the plaza mainly for an outing during the one hour of sunshine
that we have enjoyed since our return from Europe. I have cleared up most of the
accumulation of magazines and journals on my bedside table. I am in a quandary: should
I page the MS of “Uncommonplaces” because I am still adding to it. At some point I will
have to declare the MS closed and begin a new MS of aphorisms. But when?
Saturday, 3 May 2014. Yet another overcast day. Ruth to and from the subway. In
the late afternoon we had a visit from the Mathesons, a lively couple from Orillia. LeeAnne is very lively, and Kevin is laid back. She’s writing her second young adult novel
and he’s a agreeable and hard-working chiropractor. I know nothing about writing for
younger people but Lee-Anne is working hard at her fiction so I can help her with
encouragement. I know nothing about chiropractic, but I recognize someone who “heals”
and is concerned for the health of other people, especially his patients. Ruth and I like
them a lot and may visit them in Orillia where they have their clinic and a boat. In the
early evening we watched computer-streamed the Munk debate on society’s need for
surveillance for protection from terrorists. Everyone recognizes the need for
surveillance; it is degree of it that is in question. Allan Dershowitz defended the need for
it being done intelligently, and an investigative journalist spoke against being done
holus-bolus: hardly a surprise. Ruth and I had bad nights, with frequent bathroom visits.
We caught some bug in Berlin or in the air on the way back, Ruth severely, me minorly,
if that is a word. I paid bills in the morning and spent time polishing the collection of
aphorisms which now exceeds 300 pages in length.
Sunday, 4 May 2014. The sun is finally out, though it threatens to go out at a
moment’s notice, its grasp on the sky being imperilled by passing clouds, not currently
rain clouds. Yesterday was rainy and dismal. To get out, we drove to Videoflicks but
could not park so we drove to the Friendly Butcher where we found parking. Then we
drove back to Videoflicks and a parking spot opened up for us. We rented The Wolf of
Wall Street and I found it gross. Then to Shoppers in the Plaza to buy my medication for
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Wednesday only to find they had sold out of Bi-PegLyte’s bowel-prep kit. Then to the
Shoppers at Lawrence and Avenue Road only to find the same and then to Shoppers at
Dufferin to hear the same message. The phamacist at Avenue said he would have it in
on Monday. I need to take it on Wednesday to prepare for Thursday’s routine colorectal
examination at Toronto General Hospital. The running around took close to three hours.
I worked at random at the computer and spent part of the evening reading TLSs and
NYRoBs. Much impressed with Krugman’s review of Piketty’s book on the formation
of economic elites in advanced capitalist states.
Monday, 5 May 2014. Today’s sunny, as was yesterday, though cold in the morning,
warm in the afternoon. Lunch at Yitz’s with Jonathan, pleasant. Shopper’s on Eglinton
for PegLyte (thank goodness!) And Harvest Fare for some fruits and vegetable and
return video. Much traffic. Late afternoon I spent trawling my gigantic working file
which has preliminary entries of quotes, aphorisms, essays, jokes, etc., that goes back
some years. I am idly trying to determine how to create a master printout of the useable
material. Exchange of emails with Stephen Grant. We may meet in Montreal in the early
fall for a trip to Quebec City. Currently I am thinking of devising some categories and
then creating new categories for all the material. It has taken two weeks to recover from
jet-lag, but I am still waking up at four o’clock in the morning. This is a mixed blessing,
as I can make my lavatory visit and then catch up on my reading, currently of TLSs.
About ten days ago I had a dream that I was searching for a man who was more ordinary
than mysterious. I never found him but I remember clearly his name: Mylar. In my youth
I knew a taxi driver named Milo; but Mylar?
Tuesday, 6 May 2014. Hazy sun, like yesterday. You would think by now that jet-lag
would pass, but I am still waking up at 2:00 a.m. or 4:00 a.m. or 6:00 a.m. I am also
fraught with apprehension: taking the car into the garage! Fasting on Wednesday!
Colonoscopy on Thursday! I am able to contain these emotional responses in excess of
any danger or discomfort but it does take an effort. Ruth is less able to contain them but
she tries womanfully. Yesterday, Anabela, bank, postal station, Nortown. I am proofing,
once again, the “Miscellany.” I keep adding aphorisms to my long collection of them.
I have been doing no serious reading or thinking lately. Interesting email exchange with
Greg Gatenby about Berlin where he was the guest at a literary festival, and also
television crime dramas, oddly.
Wednesday, 7 May 2014. Ruth was downtown most of the day so I experienced an
afternoon of calm – no mail except for junk mail, no phone calls except for “an
independent survey organization” and a “charity with a message.” I finished proofing
“Miscellany” and then began to review the file I have of ideas and texts that never made
it as aphorisms, poems, essays, q&a’s, observations, etc. It was like this when Ruth
taught at Centennial College: calm. I took the Toyota Camry to the dealership for
service: oil change, tire change, recall replacement of defective part. The latter was free
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but the former services cost $180 or so. The car has gone 15,125 kilometres. Auto travel
is expensive. It was in at 9:10 a.m. and ready at 6:45 p.m. with shuttle service both ways.
I am reading Zweig and find when he writes about the peasantry I am depressed. He
certainly sees clearly and feels deeply, too clearly to proscribe improvements, too deeply
to realize it could be otherwise. Shiny sun. I have not had breakfast – it is now 9:15 p.m.
– and I have a full twenty-four hours of no food. Thinking about eating is a habit. I
weighed myself this morning for the first time in a couple of years. I weigh 190 pounds;
even if it is too much for my height, but not for my build, it is a relief, as at one point a
decade ago I exceeded 200 pounds.
Thursday, 8 May 2014. It’s now11:52 a.m. The weather is warmish and while it
threatens to rain, it has not rained all day yesterday and half of today. Wednesday was
a dead loss. I was fasting and drinking a solution that induces the ejection of fecal
matter, the smell of which is alone enough to induce vomiting if not shitting! I find I
struggle to keep an active file of passwords for various web functions. I tried again to
access AppleTV’s Netflix, to no avail. As well I tried to run Kostelanetz’s DVD of
Berlin’s cemeteries, also to no avail. This morning we rose before 5:30 a.m and took a
taxi to Toronto General Hospital where, in rapid succession, I was registered, examined,
prepped, and colonoscopied. One very minor polyp was removed, otherwise everything
is fine. As I had not eaten in about thirty hours, but had defecated first turds and then
clear water perhaps forty times, I was weak and beyond hunger. We walked to Fran’s,
one of Toronto’s established restaurants, and had bacon and eggs with chips and coffee,
Ruth tea. Then subway to Lawrence West stop and then eight minute walk home (which
took close to eighteen minutes, as Ruth found it painful). Now at my desk, wondering
what to do with the rest of the day and the rest of the weekend. Complication: Sunday
is both Mother’s Day and our wedding anniversary (fifty-fifth).
Friday, 9 May 2014. Sunny but chilly. Thursday’s entry describes what happened in
the morning. Nothing happened in the afternoon except that I felt relieved and Ruth felt
rejuvenated and we had a pleasant afternoon. I am mulling over what to do with all the
essays that I have written over the last dozen years and am trying to work out a way of
organizing the material to minimize last-minute decision making. Back reading Zweig,
principally “Amok” and “Fantastic Evening.” The sense I have of him as a man and a
writer is that he shows weakness of will but profound empathy, though his characters are
inclined to be more outlines than personalities. I must think about this.
Saturday, 10 May 2014. Reasonably warm weather. Centro for a light lunch, then
Loblaws for $170 worth of groceries at its newly redesigned supermarket on St. Clair
just east of Bathurst. It also has a small LCBO which does not stock Drambuie. Then to
Dave Young on Eglinton to buy an orchid, Ruth’s favourite flower. Emails to and from
John Porter, long retired as an English professor whom I met at Mohawk College. He
is an interesting isntance of someone who loves literature and writes warmly about it. I
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feel that what he lacks in depth of response he makes up in excitement and commitment.
Crad Kilodney died. He was the original “street person,” a person who was obsessive,
paranoid, childish, etc. I always felt he wanted to argue. I would chat with him and
purchase his monographs. His writings were unmemorable. There is an “appreciation”
of his life and work by the long-time literary of the Globe and Mail who never paid
Craig any attention during his entire editorship. I am still mulling over how best to
proceed with organizing my columns and articles.
Sunday, 11 May 2014. Sunny and warmish, like yesterday. Yesterday we drove to the
Yummi Market to buy some Lithuanian bread, etc., and then went for a short walk in
Shermount Park about eight blocks from where we live. I was tired in the morning, tired
in the afternoon, and tired in the evening, but otherwise I had lots of energy! Today is
Mother’s Day, an American expression of and imposition of family values, as well as our
anniversary, our fifty-fifth. That seems like a good many years, and it is. We have
celebrated together every anniversary day and that is something for which to be grateful.
Ruth elected to have a dim-sum lunch; the earliest I could book it is 2:30 p.m. Then we
are invited to visit Jonathan and Suzanne.
Monday, 12 May 2014. Bright sun. Yesterday the same. In fact, between Saturday
and Sunday came the colour green. Suddenly, as if by the conductor’s downbeat, there
appear verdant buds on trees and bushes. Toronto looks like it is alive again after a long
winter’s nap. We celebrated Mother’s Day and our wedding anniversary, just ourselves,
with a lovely late lunch at Lai Wah Heen, enjoying the quiet and the dim sum. Ruth and
I were the only ones to dress up, she in an Annie Hall-style outfit, rather teacherish and
hippish, and I in an old, light-coloured suit with purplish shirt and tie. To our surprise,
our children had arranged to pick up the tab. Then we visited Jonathan and Suzanne and
had pieces of chocolate cake. A relaxing day to put an end to the running around and
frustrations of the fall and winter and early spring. I watched Cosmos and found it poorly
hobbled together. The use of cartooning was vivid enough and the presentation of Davy,
Faraday, and Maxwell, and their innovations, was memorable in a way, but force fields
had little to do with the cosmos, and try as he might, Tyson was unable to link them
together, over-gesticulating every line of the narration.
Tuesday, 13 May 2014. Damp, cold, rainy. Monday was lovely. Highlight of the day,
alas, was a visit to our dentist’s. A lower left tooth, filled with mercury, was an eyesore,
but every time we planned to refill it, there was a dental emergency that took
precedence. However, it has now been filled and my mouth feels better and my selfesteem has improved too. Afterwards we drove to Cumbrae to purchase a tortière. The
electrician to upgrade the connection between the breakerbox and the to-be-installed
water boiler was supposed to arrive between 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. He phoned at 5:40
p.m. to say he would be there “in ten minutes,” but questioning established that it would
take him forty minutes to get here. He’s agreed to come today at 4:45 p.m. We’ll see.
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Tradesmen have a difficult lot in life, I guess. They are never early. Ruth is without
energy and listless. I am tired much of the time. I finally updated the aphorisms and
printed out the 400-page manuscript in its paged format and finished proofing the first
letter of the alphabet. I am surprised at how interesting the text is, though there is hardly
another person on the planet who will find it as interesting as do I. It will take me five
or so days to proofread all of it. The task of adjusting the pages will take an hour.
Wednesday, 14 May 2014. Sunny with rain in the evening on Tuesday. Today is
overcast. Yesterday I drove Ruth to the subway and then back, visiting the dry cleaners
and the library to return overdue library books. In the afternoon I visit the cardiologist
Dr. Oh at Toronto Rehab, close to Sunnybrook, for my regular half-year consultation.
I am in peak health, he says, and I “look good.” The admission of lack of energy did not
cause him to pause. Then back home. After dinner I drove to Jonathan’s where we
watched Gravity on his home theatre screen. Technically the projection system is
accomplished and overwhelming, ideal for spectacle, less than ideal for interpersonal
reactions. Special effects are no longer “special” as they seem to be quite ordinaire and
de rigeur these days. It is mainly a two-actor show – George Clooney looks masterful
and playful in a space suite, and Sandra Bulloch does seem the withdrawn and
unreflective scientist. I should say it is mainly a one-actor show, a woman’s “Leinigen
versus the Ants” without any feminist overtones. Returning home, I discovered Frontline
was featuring the first half of its documentary on data surveillance and the White House:
expertly done. The coverup was successful for a good long time. In the meantime I
continue to proofread aphorisms, having finished the C’s.
Thursday, 15 May 2014. Wednesday was overcast. We attended our first Tai Chi
session for the first time in six weeks. Our absence had been noted. I had no problems
recalling the majority of the 108 moves for the first thirty minutes but thereafter I
reverted to being a clock-watcher. My movements are stiff and mechanical but I feel
better for “the workout.” We bought sandwiches in the Village and then returned home.
At 2:30 p.m., Kamal visited us bringing with him a bag of Himalayan Java, as it is
called. (I used the ground beans this morning and found they have a kick, which I like.)
His personal life and his professional life are messes. In the evening I read Zweig’s
classic “Letter from an Unknown Woman” which is a stunner. I knew about it – it has
been filmed – but until now I had never read it with care. It is finely written and full of
revelations. In the long run it amounts to a study of an obsession and of lack of
awareness, obsession on the part of the woman, unawareness on the part of the man. I
am in the midst of the D’s in proofing. Ruth has finished proofing the third of her three
books, so that will have to be attended to as well.
Friday, 16 May 2014. Rainy, like yesterday. Yesterday Dr. Dave arrived and in 2.5
minutes had us using Netflix again. I had tried to connect AppleTV and Netflix with our
WiFi using the wrong password. Then we lunched at Rainbow and had a lovely time.
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Now that he has taken early retirement from St. Joseph’s Hospital, where he was the
psychiatrist in charge of the Emergency Ward, he is launching an initiative, Ko Node,
“HealthCare Apps to Fill the Gaps,” and is meeting with programmers, sponsors, etc.
Then I drove Ruth to Bayview where I sat in the car reading essays by E.M. Forster and
listing to Michael Enright, host of CBC Radio’s Rewind, enjoying radio reporting on the
Royal Visit of 1939. Greg Clark was an accomplished broadcaster and he caught the
glamour of Their Britannic Majesties without going overboard. Not a note of cynicism
was sounded. Back home we put in time until we drove (through the rain) to the Faculty
Club for a meeting of HAPA which happily was devoted to two presentations on sex,
love, affection, marriage, etc., and one on “laugh yoga.” It seems all the feelings and
thoughts I had about sex when I was thirteen years old were “right on target” and
everyone who tried to talk me out of these ideas and the expression of them – parents,
friends priests, ministers, etc. – were wrong. Masturbation, pornography, experience ...
these are now the norm, at least among sex therapists, whether medical doctors or social
workers.
Saturday, 17 May 2014. Overcast but not raining. Yesterday was the same. Quick
walk to the bank followed by drive to Guest House where Walter Meyer zu Erpen was
waiting for me. He turned out to be a delight, an archivist by training and employment
(at the University of Victoria) who looks a little like Edward Snowden. He is a specialist
in the documentation of psychical phenomena. We lunched at Country Style and chatted
for close to two hours. Then home. In the evening we watched Bellamy, a family mystery
starring Gérard Depardeau, coutesy Netflix. Walter was quite interested in locating
caches of manuscript material and took an immediate shine to the Alexander Watt
material but also to my suggestion that it is “about time” that someone prepared a
bibliography of the work that I have done in the psychical and paranormal field. He had
not realized there were more than thirty-six titles in the field. He suggested that Special
Collections at the University of Manitoba might created a JRC Fonds to feature these,
with some commentaries. I stressed that I do not want any more projects that are preemptive. He understood. I am in the midst of the H’s with respect to “Uncommonplaces.”
Sunday, 18 May 2014. Bright day, cold. Yesterday was a little overcast. The
highlight was lunch at Marcello’s, an Italian restaurant on St. Clair at Dufferin where the
food is good and where we often dine with Beverley Slopen and John McQuaker. We
meet each May to celebrate Bev’s birthday, a long-time custom. We do not discuss
literature any more, we hardly chat about writing, though we do consider literary
agencies and personalities and current bestsellers, though mainly the discussion focuses
on the failing health of senior writers and friends. In the late afternoon I proofread and
have now reached the M’s. I also keyboarded changes to the third of Ruth’s trilogy on
the Greek goddesses, an amazing work. I must now turn my attention to paging those
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books which will be published as a set. We watched American Hustle on Rogers on
Demand, a mistake, as it is an over-the-top and ridiculous movie about a confidence
trick that goes awry.
Monday, 19 May 2014. Holiday. Sunny. Warm. Yesterday was overcast. Lunch with
Jonathan and Alexander; the father is mellow, the son saturnine; relaxed lunch at Yitz’s.
Then we spent slightly over $200 on groceries at Loblaws newly designed supermarket
at St. Clair and Bathurst, slightly upscale with intelligent and helpful staff. I spent the
balance of the day making corrections and paging Ruth’s Trilogy. There are over 900
pages of epic poetry about the Greek goddesses. I also put some “finishing touches” to
my Rohmer miscellany. I have advanced to the P’s in “Uncommonplaces.” I have to find
a way to keep all the computer passwords in order and in place. Saturday night, on
Netflix, we watched American Hustle and found it awful. Last night we watched
Cosmos: A Spacetime Journey and found it good-natured but badly disjointed. The
special effects are pleasing to the eye but otherwise forgettable. This morning I tried to
pay all the bills that are due: to limited success.
Tuesday, 20 May 2014. Bright sun. Yesterday, bright sun. I paid bills; what a semirelief. We went for a walk in the ravine west of Forest Hill Village and Ruth did so for
forty-five minutes without discomfort. I read Jack Cain’s A&E presentation on
hypnotism and found it engaging, if all-over-the-map. At his request I included some
comments, only one of which was negative, and that is to tailor the reference to “memory
water” as it has been systematically discredited and is a bellweather: every healer I know
recalls it being touted in Nature; every sceptic, being withdrawn from the same journal.
Jack’s response was interesting: The New York Times denounced the notion of heavierthan-air flight a year before the Wright Brothers proved it was possible. Interesting
rhetoric. I am debating commenting on it, as the debate about “memory water” takes its
place alongside “cold fusion” as fraud, hoax, or, more charitably, delusion. In
proofreading I am up to the Q’s.
Wednesday, 21 May 2014. Sunny, bright, warmish. Ruth to subway, pick up Ruth at
St. Clair with packages of Ishigal (for the stomach), drop off specimen at Sunnybrook,
library for interloan, home. Very tired in the afternoon. In the early evening I watched
a PBS documentary on androids in SF and life, with talking heads, including Brian
Aldiss and early interviews with Arthur C. Clarke. Clips from movies, some of which
I have never seen, like Westworld. Like many of these television specials, they begin
with rapid-fire clips, settle down to interviews with academics, writers, and producers,
and then rush to judgement (with weighty warnings about the pleasures and perils of
human-computer dalliances). More successful was Part II of The United States of
Security, a Frontline production, with their proven amalgam of voice-over narration,
lengthy and recurrent interviews, and mind-arresting visual. Edward Snowden emerges
as a saviour, and the National Security Agency and the Obama administration, including
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the President himself, as liars. Who will save us from our protectors. Surveillance? Who
will save us from the surveillors (if that is a word)? Slept well, though I woke at five
o’clock and read another story by the Austrian writer and then I began on The Myth of
the Good War by Jacques Pauwels, our tour guide. He is intelligent and cocky but not
as crazy as Michael Bradley.
Thursday, 22 May 2014. Bright, not hot, a relief! Yesterday was a relaxed day but
one that found me burdened with proofreading, including “Miscellany” (Bill Andersen
found he could work with my PDF and inserted the images in their right places) and
“aphorisms” (I am now up to page 345, the midst of the W’s. The latter MS is too long.
I am thinking of excising the last section, aphorisms about people; we will see.
Yesterday I took Ruth to Sunnybrook and waited for her there; then we picked up the
dry cleaning. Finally, we lunched al fresco at Cafe Cinquecentro at Columbus Centre for
ten dollars and change: Ruth had what she wanted, a piece of tastyy pizza, and I had
what I wanted, a hot plate of veal with vegetables. No coffee, as we had Tassimo coffee
later at home. In the evening I watched part of a TV documentary on Allied bombing of
German dams and how the technology was recreated by a Cambridge engineer and tested
in northern British Columbia: a rolling bomb that skipped over the waters to reach its
target at water level. Then we deleted a week’s interviews conducted by Charlie Rose.
Friday, 23 May 2014. Thursday was sunny but cold. Hartmann’s for chopped liver
(not very good) and then Peoples Drug Mart. Worked all day, largely with proofs. It
never rains but it proofs! I checked Bill’s addition of illustrations to the “Miscellany”
and completed proofing the volume of aphorisms. I hope the former is ready to go and
the latter’s changes can be made today. Then it has to be paged. I spent the people
section to Kostelanetz to encourage him to collect his paragraph-long appreciation of
writers, including the present one, into yet another book. He too is at the gathering stage.
Today Ruth is lunching with Suparna and then visiting the textile museum to see an
exhibit of kimonos. Unfortunately Ruth’s printer is seriously off-kilter: print spooler
service is not running. That has to be checked into today.
Saturday, 24 May 2014. Warm day with threat of showers. Today seems to be
gearing up to be hot without threat of rain. Yesterday I was successful in completing the
proofing of the aphorisms and the correction and paging of the same. I am also checking
the revised PDFs of “Miscellany.” The aphorisms strike me as a medley of silly puns and
striking insights, largely of a verbal nature. Emails from Simson and Geoffrey about
“Frye,” as the result of prodding Geoffrey and mailing a copy of Simpson, who find the
construction sturdy. Simson thinks that Frye is an atheist, Geoffrey that Frye is
unresponsive to Judaism and the tradition of the ballad. I replied to Simson that Frye is
critical of Christian theology, not Christian ideals and social action, and to Geoffrey that
he is weak with the emotions and characters in theatre and probably in life. Ruth enjoyed
the textile gallery and also visiting Costco where we spent only $120, an all-time low.
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No afternoon nap. Tired in the evening. I did dream that I was part of a tour of Guelph,
Ontario, oddly. I chatted at some length with the husband of one of the women on board;
he ran what he called a printery but which turned out to be a publishing office. He
enjoyed it when I accused him of having a Heidelberg printing presses in his basement.
Lately I have been entertaining dreams, but they have been evaporating upon waking.
Sunday, 25 May 2014. Looks like a great and sunny day. Yesterday we shopped at
Lady York (a little over $90 worth of fruits and vegetables). In the evening I watched
on TVO a BBC-HBO documentary The Man Who Shot Beautiful Women, a biographic
study of the life and work of the photographer Erwin Blumenfeld, whose career covered
fashion photography, portraiture, Dada and Surreal photo and other collages, etc. I tried
to read Joseph Boyden’s The Orenda, which is widely praised and highly prized, but I
found the novel defeated me. I have not read more than a few pages of the 480-page
work, so all I am doing is describing my non-reaction to it, when I say it strikes me as
impressionistic and mainstream and written in the present progressive tense (not a bad
sign but not a good one either) about non-characters and magical contexts. I wonder why
it is so popular.
Monday, 26 May 2014. Wonderful weather, not too hot, not too cold. Sunday we
bought under $20 worth of fresh fruit and vegetables at Harvest Fare and went for a walk
on the Beltline, beginning at Avenue Road, turning around before we reached Bathurst
Street. Ruth was tired after forty-five minutes of walking but not exhausted. She had a
nap in the afternoon and I continued to work, researching the life of John Calder and
ordering two transcripts of Gurdjieff’s talks. Frank Spitzer arrived and within three
minutes dealt with Ruth’s printer; apparently the spooler mechanism was overloaded.
He then talked at some length about his connections with Berlin, which include his
mother, who was the first Jewish woman to be appointed a German superior court judge.
He is bitter about the anti-Semitism he found in Germany and throughout Europe on a
motor trip he and his wife Felice took two years ago. In the evening we watched The
Monuments Men, a mainstream movie, modelled on The Dirty Dozen and The Seven
Samurai, etc., about a disparate group of men brought together by circumstances and
motivated by selflessness, in this instance rescuing art looted by the Nazis and threatened
by the Russians. It has structural problems but about three-quarters through it puts them
to one side and turns into a “feel-good” movie that might have been directed by Frank
Capra.
Tuesday, 27 May 2014. Monday was our first hot day. Perhaps coincidentally it was
a day that I felt very tired. Cleaning woman in the morning. Lunch at Columbus Centre’s
Cafe Cinquecento, outdoors: we shared a soup dish and a veal dish with assorted
vegetables, taking our coffee later at home. In Lawrence Plaza, we bought bagels at
United Dairy, walked to the library to renew my library card so I could interloan books,
which I did later in the day, ten of them for Ruth, two for me, and then bought about $23
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worth of groceries at Metro. In the late afternoon I dashed off some theatrical
impressions for Gary Baslaugh who is finishing a book on Shakespeare and the theatrical
experience in our day. In the evening I began to read Nathalie de Salzmann de Etievan’s
A Sense of Wonder When I Do Not Know which is a remarkable book in a number of
ways. I woke up this Tuesday morning relaxed but still somewhat tired.
Wednesday, 28 May 2014. Today it’s overcast and cold. Yesterday was very hot but
not without its showers mid-day. Drove Ruth to and from the subway so I had the day
to myself, but I wasted it, as I was so tired I napped four times throughout the day and
early evening. I mistook the day of Jack Winter’s launch of his collected plays for
Toronto Workshop Productions, as the invitations were unsettled about it, and we
discovered that the launch takes place on Thursday and not Tuesday on Bathurst half
way between Eglinton and St. Clair. I was the printer at the old TWP and had a
Challenge-Gordon press to work. Writing a lot of emails. Finally finished the last story,
“The Debt Paid Late,” in The Collected Stories of Stefan Zweig. I was under the
mistaken apprehension that Zweig wrote about sophisticated people in Vienna. Instead
he writes a lot about unsophisticated and obsessed people from the countryside. Very
fluent, very powerful, very humane. I sent Gary Bauslaugh my views on theatre, or an
account of my experiences as an infrequent theatre-goer, and he says he is going to use
them in his next book which looks at emotion and theatre.
Thursday, 29 May 2014. Not pleasing weather. Pick up books at library. Tai Chi.
Lunch at home. Ruth to hairdresser, JR to Dufferin-St.Clair library (book on occultism
and the Third Reich). At five, Nick Troupis, the electrician, increased the wiring for the
waterboiler that is yet to be installed. In the evening we watched an interview with
Edward Snowden on NBC that was cut-and-paste and dullish, except for the subject of
the interview who was careful, intelligent, trained, and fully knowledgeable about what
he had done and was doing. In the evening continued reading the book on occultism.
Friday, 30 May 2014. Sunny and warm day already, it being 9:12 a.m. Yesterday was
exciting and even the weather co-operated. Quick trip to Shopper’s (for its last Thursday
of the month discounts) and then drive to Beach Hill to visit Bill and Danica in their
lovely cottage-like home. We walked to Occasions, a neighbourhood diner, where we
had a real lunch and much conversation. On the way back we walked past a heavy cast
statue commemorating victims of child abuse which has no permanent site, so it sits on
the parking lot of the church where Edith Fowke’s death was marked. Then Bill and I
discussed the Rohmer (in the works) and aphorisms and Ruth’s trilogy. He has agreed
to design their covers. Then we drove to Alexander Street at Yonge where we attended
the launch of Jack Winter’s My TWP Plays. Jack was a playwright and dramaturge who
taught literature at York University until his marriage broke up and he met and married
an English woman and moved to England. I helped him find a publisher, Fiddlehead
Editions, for his book of lyric poems about life on Prince Edward Island. It was turned
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into a short film, starring his daughter Pamela, which was nominated for an Academy
Award. They settled in Bath, England. He contributed some reviews to The Guardian
and wrote one book that consists of the heroic-verse treatment of the traditional founder
of the city of Bath, as I recall, seeing the book for an hour or so more than twenty years
ago. The Alexander Street locale is that of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre, the one-time
site of TWP, run by George Luscombe, which is dirty, smelly, and dark. Considering it
is a theatre, one would think they would have made adequate provisions for talks and
launches, but no. Jack, his head now wreathed in curly white hair, is as avuncular as he
ever was. He read an account of how arsonists burned the theatre prior to the
performance of his play about the plight of Chileans post-Allende. I found the text to be
well written and well delivered but so laden with sarcasm as to be indigestible and selfdefeating. We left at half time. Working out I watched the last half of Citizen Kane on
the Turner Classic Movie Channel and found it overwrought, like Jack’s prose.
Saturday, 31 May 2014. Bright and sunny. Plans for today consist of driving Kelly
Gotlieb, Phyllis Gotlieb’s husband, to Robert Sawyer’s reception to mark the thirtieth
anniversary of the founding of Hydra North by Judith Merril and a bunch of
professionals in the SF field. Friday, another nice day, found us picking up yet another
reserved book at the library, lunching at Columbus Centre, shopping at Fortino’s and
Nortown, and back home by 2:30 p.m. In the evening I finished reading Hitler’s Occult
War by Charles FitzGerald. It is written with verve but no reserve as most of the
outstanding quotations come from The Morning of the Magicians and other such
sources. The author argues quite well that Hitler’s pedigree in a medium-ridden part of
Austria may account for his mediumistic gifts, or at least his openness to such expression
and manifestation.
Sunday, 1 June 2014. Ideal weather. Yesterday morning and afternoon saw me
working at my desk, contentedly, though it was somewhat dull scut work. Kelly Gotlieb
drove here at 6:30 p.m. and we drove to the penthouse condominium of Caroline Clink
and Robert Sawyer where we celebrated the thirtieth anniversary of Hydro North, a SF
social group established under the aegis of Judith Merril with the participation of people
like Rob, Terry Green, who were present. Terry has returned to his former love, teaching
part-time, at the University of Western Ontario. I am always impressed with the
knowledge of Robert Knowlton, once known as Bob Hadji, which is not limited to rare
books and genre fiction but extends to current topics, subjects, and events. Ruth and I
feel “ducks out of water” at these gatherings and I find myself trying to entertain rather
than drink soft drinks, wine, or beer and eat pizza and salty chips, etc. Rob Sawyer is the
ideal host and is and always strikes a positive note, at least on public and friendly
occasions. He seemed amused when I told him I was finally coming “out of the closet”
and identifying myself as a fan of genre writing with the publication of the Rohmer
book. “I would have been a fan but for the fact Kitchener when I lived there had no
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fannish community.” He smiled. “I knew it all along,” he said.
Monday, 2 June 2014. Lovely day. Lunch with Jonathan at Yitz’s – corned beef
sandwich, cole-slaw, pickle, Vernors, shared. Then we voted in the Ontario election,
advance poll, at the Barbara Frum Library. Poorly organized, late in opening, slow
duplicated services, the height of amateurism. As I emerged from the room where the
actual voting took place, I faced a lineup of perhaps thirty people and announced, in a
semi-loud voice, “It doesn’t hurt at all!” Perhaps five people spontaneously laughed,
while the rest of the crowd pulled long faces, looked elsewhere, or appeared stony faced.
In the evening we watched all five episodes of The Story of the Jews written and narrated
by Simon Schama. Schama is a brilliant man but rather too quirky to play the role of the
presenter. He appreciates the appearance of Hebrew lettering and the architecture of
synagogues. He is also appreciative of the strain that Jews feel, baggage-ready wherever
they live. We would have enjoyed the five, fifty-minute episodes, with a break over the
supper hour, but for the PBS network’s fund-raising drives every twenty minutes or at
least two an episode. They also truncate the credits for the shows, and over-rode the final
roll of credits with extraneous matter. I felt sorry for Schama. The series was serious but
hardly on the level of those Kenneth Clark or Joseph Bronowski or Carl Sagan. Tired
in the evening. Read reviews in the latest NYRofBooks.
Tuesday, 3 June 2014. How changeable is the weather. I woke Ruth up fifteen
minutes earlier than usual as she had to be at Women’s College Hospital for a course of
exercise procedures followed by lunch at the A&E Club. It was cold and blustery and
promised to be rainy. Now it is 10:09 a.m. and the sun is shining between or through the
clouds and it promises to be hot. I visited Home Hardware and bought weather-stripping
tape to replace the tape in one of the storm windows. Yesterday was a busy day. I drove
Ruth to Dr. Trope at Toronto Western Hospital who delivered the bad news that she
would be blind in her her right eye in five years. This is not unexpected news but the
confirmation is upsetting. Then I went to the post office to mail some books. Mailing
costs now exceed the costs of books. It cost almost six dollars to mail a copy of World
of Differences to Robert Priest who kept praising the ebook edition that I sent him
angling for the print edition, and over twelve dollars to send the Frye to Gary Bauslaugh.
I must explore ebook editions and making them available on Amazon. I also learned that
Doubleday, which recently declared books of mine to be out of print, despite the fact
that they were effectively so more than a decade ago – they included the two original
q&a books as well as Mysterious Canada, all of which had been reprinted a number of
times – accepts submissions from agents and not authors. This is one way publishing has
changed in the last ten years. In the late afternoon I walked to the shoemaker to have
batteries replaced in my two cheap wrist-watches. Then I walked through Taps, the
newly opened kosher supermarket that after a period of at least five years replaced
Pearl’s which suffered a fire. Then I bought a hamburger bun at Metro and back home,
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sweaty from the walk and inhaling the carbon monoxide. In the evening I began to read
In the Garden of the Beasts, which we picked up at the library through interloan. The
author takes an unusual approach to the subject – the rise of Nazism in Berlin after 1933
for a few years – from the coigne of the U.S. Embassy in Berlin – through the eyes of
the American ambassador, his wife, and their daughter. Human interest and absurdities
abound. His name is Dodds. I kept thinking of Dodsworth, the character in the novel. I
must research this connection, as the real-life Dodds is dullish but good natured, rather
like Sinclair Lewis’s representative American male, Dodsworth.
Wednesday, 4 June 2014. So sunny it seems sinful after the penitential gloom of
winter and early spring. Ruth to subway to Toronto Western Hospital for an eye
examination, and I go to Home Hardware to buy some weather-stripping for one of the
upstairs windows, then to bulk food store for some chocolate- coated peanuts, a treat to
be sure. At 2:35 p.m. I pick up Ruth and while she visits Peoples Drug Mart I wait at the
Esso station (where I buy forty dollars worth of gasoline) and then she goes to Metro and
I go to Scotiabank where I deposit the Dundurn royalty cheque of just under $1,400,
about $800 less than I had hoped. Many bills to pay. I the evening I caught, by chance,
all of 2001: A Space Odyssey and found it surprisingly up-to-date and engrossing though
less awesome than Elwy Yost and I and our wives found it when we watched it at the
Glendale Cinema after it was released in 1968. Elwy and I marvelled at its symbolism,
though that has stood up less well than its understated acting and its magisterial
invention and the audacity of some of the sequences. I put myself to sleep reading In the
Garden of the Beasts, not that it is soporific, for it is engagingly written and surprisingly
revealing about life in Berlin after 1933.
Thursday, 5 June 2014. Lovely weather though threats of rain on Wednesday. Tai
Chi, Columbus Centre, Lady York. After Tai Chi, I feel about the same as I do before
Tai Chi. I believe that my body benefits from the exercise but it does not seem to reward
me with any “rush.” Come to think of it, the noun “rush” for that expression that refers
to the “physical high” does not pertain to me. I do not feel depleted after the hour-long
session (after all, it is a senior’s session) but the notion of doing it for two hours would
exhaust me! It is nice on the patio of Cafe Cinquecento at Columbus Centre. Lady York
is an Italian-based supermarket which specializes in routine products and prices. In the
late afternoon and early evening I began to reformat the data for The Occult Webb. I fell
asleep after reading more in In the Garden of Beasts. I am nurturing the book, as the
unlikely view of Berlin in the mid-1930s is fascinating, just the right amount of research
and reserve. This diary or log has the word “dream” in it. I have been dreaming lately,
elaborate dreams, involving people, even in one instance Margaret Atwood! I cannot
recall any of the dreams upon awakening. I wish I could and suppose I should direct
myself to do so before dropping off to sleep.
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Friday, 6 June 2014. Today’s bright and sunny, whereas yesterday turned out to be
somewhat overcast. We went for a brief walk in Glenmount Park and then bought some
food at United Dairies / Bakeries in the plaza. I spent a fair amount of time reformatting
The Occult Webb from its instant-printing format to print-on-demand. In the evening I
continued to read In the Garden of Beasts by Erik Larson and am enjoying it, as unlikely
as it might seem because it offers an odd and unexpected perspective on the years 1933
and 1934 in Berlin.
Saturday, 7 June 2014. Lovely weather. On Friday I took Ruth to physiotherapy and
it was a hop to the printer’s where I checked the page proofs of the Rohmer book and
then wandered through Staples Office Supply, buying nothing. Then back home for a
leisured afternoon and evening. I finished reading In the Garden of Beasts and found it
engrossing, though the arc of the story declines twice: with the death of Dodd and his
wife; with the daughter’s marriage to Stein, trip to Russia, etc. Dodd’s instincts were
right: the Nazis were to be feared, but hardly anyone feared them. Erik Larson
researches well, writes well, and probably would make a first-rate scriptwriter for the
movies, as he has an eye for character, colour, and conflict, as well as setting. Having
seen some of the sites in Berlin, the “book about Berlin” turns out to be unexpectedly
relevant.
Sunday, 8 June 2014. Sunny. Yesterday was hot and found us lunching with Marika
and Vlad on his boat docked at the Mimico Cruising Club. The exposure to the outdoors
did us a world of good, as we both slept well Saturday night. Our hosts are dentists and
most European, Marika Georgian and Russian and Vlad Czech though he was raised in
Toronto since his early teens. We drove back along Ellis Park Road where we passed
our residence for two years in the early 1960s. In the evening, feeling doppy, I watched
Destination Moon, which I had recorded for later viewing. I first watched it in its year
of release 1950 when I found it thrilling. Now I find it embarrassing. Chesley Bonestell’s
drawings and landforms, entirely imaginary, turn out to be the most enduring dimension
of the movie. The psychologies of the characters are simple-minded in the extreme and
I suppose this should be laid to the door-stoop of its co-author, Robert E. Heinlein. After
that, coursing through Netflix (for the first time in a month) I happened upon a TV
documentary on Hitler’s “super weapons” which focussed on the research undertaken
by an Italian journalist on the express orders of Mussolini. This is an unusual angle, but
aside from suggesting that Hitler’s scientists had perfected a nuclear device, for which
scant evidence exists, there was nothing of substance in the documentary. Reading the
current TLS. Fell asleep promptly.
Monday, 9 June 2014. The sun is out as it was not out on Sunday. We met with
Jonathan for lunch and then bought some vegetables and came home. I tried to work but
succeeded in accomplishing very little. I should begin to divide all the files in the folder
that collects all the prose writing I have been doing since 2000 but I hesitate to invest
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the energy as I realize time is in short supply with frequent interruptions. TLS and
NYRoBs. I plan to review Ocke de Boer’s Higher Being Bodies and Gurdjieff’s Early
Talks but find I am reluctant to begin in a piecemeal fashion at this time. I am still
anxious about dreaming, as I am doing it – long, narratives, not short sequences –
without let or hindrance ... or let up.
Tuesday, 10 June 2014. Hot. Ruth to Dr. Caplan for the first time, JR to LCBO and
wait in park. Lunch. Ruth to Sunnybrook, Videoflicks, plaza for bank and drug store.
Not in a mood to work on anything serious so I copy-edit The Occult Webb yet again.
In the evening we watch a Dutch political thriller series. More about this later. In the
evening I read parts of Claudio Magris’s Blindly, which reminded me of the movie
Cloud Atlas which has cinematic moments, as Blindly has novelistic moments, but the
overall structure strikes me as contrived.
Wednesday, 11 June 2014. Rainy. Yesterday was fine. Ruth to Club, JR to barbers
and Metro for miscellaneous items. Pick up Ruth. Did not do much but kept busy. Began
to read in earnest the compilation of Gurdjieff’s talks. I have made the decision to read
them and only afterwards take notes for a review of the publication. We watched the
second, hour-long episode of the Dutch parliamentary series Bogan. It is surprising in
many ways, being witty, fast-moving, and at the same time low-key, with politicians as
people with problems and personalities rather than as stock figures motivated by greed,
like House of Lies.
Thursday, 12 June 2014. Rainy today and yesterday. Yesterday to Tai Chi (extremely
stiff and tired for the first thirty minutes, then merely tired for the last thirty minutes),
What a Bagel, Nortown, Shoppers, bank in Plaza, a typical morning. At night I dreamed
but I have yet to make a resolve to record the dreams. Spent otherwise idle minutes
reading Transcripts of Gurdjieff’s Meetings, very authoritative though there is the
question of who is speaking, especially in the early pages, and who is listening
(throughout). I will explore the issue of the authorial voice at a later point as I plan to
review this book along with Higher Being Bodies. Slept very well.
Friday, 13 June 2014. Rainy this morning. Slept extremely well. I don’t recall a
single dream. Yesterday Ruth walked to the x-ray clinic at the intersection, two blocks
away, and I drove to Print Three, about ten blocks away and picked up copies of A
Rohmer Miscellany (cover) or A Sax Rohmer Miscellany (title page), the only problem
I have discovered so far. The monograph looks good. But it is an indulgence. We
watched another episode of Borgen, the Danish political drama series, and enjoyed it.
Then we watched the incoming returns of the Ontario provincial election. To everyone’s
surprise, Kathleen Wynne landed a solid Liberal majority, after a year and a half of
minority status, at the expense of the argumentative Conservatives, with the mincing
NDP advancing marginally. A relief. In the evening I read more of Gurdjieff’s talks. On
page 104, he says, “We are only sincere in our imagination.”
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Saturday, 14 June 2014. Cold, intermittent sun. Yesterday Bill visited us, checked
out where in the downstairs hall we had hung his mother Helen’s twin landscapes, and
approved the location. I can see them now as I stare out of my study into the hall where
they appear, one under the other, in our hallway near the door to the bathroom and to
Ruth’s study. We then went to Centro for lunch and dropping Bill off at the St. ClairBathurst station, went shopping at Loblaws. At lunch we discussed the outcome of the
provincial election. Ruth and I admitted to feeling relief at the election of Kathleen
Wynne’s Liberals. Worked at my desk, very tired, but in the evening we watched the
fifth episode of Borgen, the Danish political series that cleverly combines no end of
television conventions with great characterization (for a TV series). Read more of
Gurdjieff’s transcripts. Much interesting if undigested information and material. Also
reading Gary Lachman’s chock-full website, as he wrote a perceptive article on Webb’s
short life and abrupt death.
Sunday, 15 June 2014. Saturday was cold and overcast. Short visit to Lady York and
walk on the Beltline for a short distance. Turned really cold thereafter. Paid some bills
but not all the bills by any means. Correspondence with Bill Andersen about preparing
texts for press for Amazon. In bed we watched Borgen, sixth episode, which neatly
advances three storylines: prime minister and husband and family; news anchor who is
secretly seeing the prime minister’s political advisor; visiting Slav prime minister who
pressures Denmark to detain and deport to his Eastern European country a suspected
terrorist who also the country’s leading poet. Very fast-moving. TLS with two long
articles about Oscar Wilde whose work is ever in vogue. In a review of a minor poet’s
work, he wrote that her work would not harm anyone even if it was translated into
French.
Monday, 16 June 2014. The morning’s showery. I took out the patio table and extra
chairs and noticed that the eavestrough on that side of the house (the east) is loose and
must be fastened back into position. Sunday was overcast but it was Father’s Day so
Jonathan treated us to our regular light lunch at Yiti’s. Then I went to the bank and we
walked a short stretch of the Beltline Trail from Orchard Park to the children’s park at
Duplex and back. I have been reading how to launch books on Amazon and with the
help of Bill may be able to master the skill, as the data for the Rohmer miscellany is
ideally handled for Instant Printing and for forwarding as a PDF, it is not in ebook
format. Watched Borgen, which never ceases to entertain. More texts of Gurdjieff’s,
which reveal new paths and bypaths. Two nights ago I dreamed and do recall two images
from it, one of Gerald Owen and one of Kenneth Owen. Their names have never
appeared in one of my diary entries so I must explain that Gerald and Kenneth are the
sons of Ivon and Patricia Owen. Ivon was the publisher at Oxford University Press and
a founding editor of The Tamarack Review, along with his wife Patricia. Kenneth
disappeared. He had a scholarship to Cambridge, I recall, and he disappeared from the
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face of the earth. Gerald qualified in Law and has been employed as an editorial adviser
with the Globe and then the National Post, as I recall. The older brother’s fate remains
undetermined, but effects of the disappearance broke up the marriage and contributed
to Ivon’s loss of his position. When I think of the Owens I think of poor Kenneth, a
suave young man, and wonder about his fate. I must be wondering about not so much
about his disappearance or his probably death through foul play, but about how one
person’s absence from life affects family and friends. As a youngster I feared the pain
and the alarm of dying. As a husband and father I dreaded the possibility of having
created a situation that I could no longer handle. As a senior I am concerned only with
the effects first on my wife, should I predecease her, and only then on our children who
are now grown-ups and truly adults.
Tuesday, 17 June 2014. Yesterday was rainy in the morning and sunny and hot in the
afternoon. Anabela arrives, thank goodnes! Visit to Netflix to renew the first season’s
episodes of Borgen, then visit to library to renew some library books. I am taking
advantage of this period to interloan books from other branches of the city’s wonderful
library system, in an attempt to catch up with backlist items, or at least those that the
system has, those that it interloans. I almost finished reviewing (before completely
reading!) Gurdjieff’s Early Talks and what a motherlode of psychical material it offers
the unwary reader. Finally turning my attention to Ursula Franklin, whom Ruth has met
and who was a good friend of Judy Merril, and I find her Reader to be quite impressive.
She brings to her passions – science, pacifism, etc. – the clarity and depth of the research
scientist and the resources and wide knowledge of the professor and lecturer. Ruth met
her at the Falls Prevention Workshop at Toronto Western Hospital and felt compassion
for her, as she seemed quite feeble and a little impatient with the simplified explanations
of complex interactions offered by the semi-professional clinicians at the hospital.
Wednesday, 18 June 2014. Last night a terrific rain storm. Coincidentally the roofer
arrived to fix the eavestrough and measure the east sloping roof to come up with an
estimate of the cost of replacing the shingles to match the newer ones on the west roof.
Ruth said, “It’s wonderful having no errands to run.” She was right as Tuesday was the
first day in some time that we did no running around. I sent Sophia my review of Early
Talks. Watched Borgen and read chapters of The Myth of the Good War which is hard
to swallow except in little doses for it is rhetoric and argument disguised as analysis and
criticism. “If a fool would persist in his folly, he would be wise.”
Thursday, 19 June 2014. Bright sun right now, 9:45 a.m. Yesterday was overcast
with sprinklings of rain now and then. Tai Chi (stiff limbs, great effort on my part).
Mabel’s Fables (to buy books for a youngster whose birthday party we will attend).
Marika’s to celebrate Daniel’s birthday. Tales of woe from young mothers and absentee
fathers, more Ruth’s cup of tea than mine, alas. Nearby Summerhill Market (for some
odds and ends). Not much accomplished but I am devoting time to clearing up files, both
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paper and electronic. In the evening we watched a television documentary on Matilda
and Eleanor, two would-be queens whose sons assumed the throne of England, while
they did not. The myth of Eleanor of Aquitaine, presiding over a Court of Love, is gently
buried with all due honours. Reading Jacques’s Good War.
Friday, 20 June 2014. Ideal weather. Thursday was a day of note. Phone call from
roofer that it will cost $6,800 to reshingle balance of roof. (It cost some $4,000 to do the
other half about four years ago.) Visit to Peoples. Unable to drop off and pick up videos
at Netflix due to armoured truck shooting and police cordons, which led to traffic
gridlock and it being the day of garbage collection, many delays. Delivered cheque to
accountant. Picked up interloans at library. Ruth back to house to take Sat-Ishigal.
Relaxed lunch outdoors at Cafe Cinquecento. Shopping at Lady York. Home Hardware
– no battery for Ruth’s cordless phone. Netflix still locked up. The Source in the Plaza
had battery but at roughly $30 was almost more expensive than an entire new phone
including battery at $40. We bought the entire set. I gave the clerk a lesson in talking to
customers, stressing that he will never be a manager given the level of his
communication skills. He seemed nonplussed, though the manager smiled at me as he
was aware of what was happening. Sat on patio, at last, when we were “invaded” by the
landscaper and his assistant noisy clippers and blowers. In the evening we watched a
sixty-minute, recorded documentary devoted to Hitler’s so-called charisma. Sir Ian
Kershaw was the advisor. Familiar footage of private man and public leader but no
attempt whatsoever to discuss the characteristics of charisma, even though the term is
hardly the word to apply to the man and the movement. The few attempts to discuss his
strategy and his luck – taking the opportunity to eliminate competitors (like Ernst Röhm)
in the name of public order – conducting a blitzkrieg rather than sustaining a sitzkrieg
– were of interest. Then we watched the first episode of the second season of Borgen
that dealt with Danish deaths in the Iraqui war. All in all an interesting but exhausting
day with no real accomplishments.
Saturday, 21 June 2014. Weather report: fine yesterday and today. On Friday, our
sole outing was walking to the library to pick up more loaned books (from other
branches) as against interloaned books (from other systems) and then a visit to the Shoe
Company in Lawrence Plaza as Ruth wanted three pairs of thick black socks. I could not
help but notice that our plaza has three commercial vacancies including one that was
supposed to be filled by the LCBO but which zoning regulations or residents’ objections
stalled. The area is very conservative, what with Italian immigrants of Roman Catholic
background and fundamentalist Jews from Crown Heights and Eastern Europe. We
rented the DVD of The Grand Budapest Hotel because I had been reading Stefan Zweig
and the movie by Wes Anderson is said to be based on it. The Weltschmerz maybe. It
was little more than a stylish and muddled flic about a hurried journey, chase, road
picture, and physical comedy; it would be a screwball comedy (for its pertinent
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dialogue) but is not for the fact that it has no discernible romantic interest. Then we
watched the second episode of the second season of Borgen which was scripted with
considerable skill. The episode deals with the appointment of Denmark’s EU
ambassador. I completed the day by beginning Memoirs of a Dervish (2011) by Robert
Irwin, which I loaned from the library. It is lovely to read and makes me feel that I had
a lonely adolescence and early manhood, not sharing experiences like those described
by Irwin and, by extension, Gary Lachman, Colin Wilson, etc.
Sunday, 22 June 2014. Great weather, not too hot, not to cold; warm days, cool
evenings. Would that it would be like this year round: Pasadena or Santa Barbara
weather. I used to idolize the Mediterranean, at Grasse, above Nice, but have not been
there for so long, I am sure even the weather there has deteriorated in the intervening
years. Lunch al fresco at Columbus. Returned video. In the evening we watched two
episodes of Borgen, which is well plotted and focussed on characters with problems that
they recognize, in the main. Turned more pages of Irwin’s book: a delight.
Monday, 23 June 2014. Weather report: ideal. The only activity on Sunday was a
walk along the Beltline from the park near Duplex to Mount Pleasant Cemetery and
back. Pleasant. I finished Robert Irwin’s Memoirs of a Dervish and my suspicions
(opinions, perhaps) confirmed that the Sufis engage in mind-altering activities that found
and find their counterparts in psychedelia and brain-washing, not that medications
entirely are absent from the behaviours of the Sufis. His last chapter is required reading.
I had a dream, or at least a scene from a dream. I am in an academic setting of some sort
– a sterile “oxbridge” or odious “plate-glass” meeting area – looking down at a
registration desk, where I see my old English teacher, John Smallbridge, who is
expressing concern and it has to do with his wife Gayle. Ruth and I are attached to the
two of them, though why I should think of them, unprompted, is inexplicable. I have
been grumbling about this phase of my life which seems to me to be characterized by “a
dreamless sleep,” being unable to recall what must be a series of images or sequences
of actions. Every so often Irwin recounts a dream, usually one with a novelist’s eye for
telling details, and finds it significant or at least interesting. Perhaps my poems, written
concurrently with these diary entries, perform the same function. Though he has taken
it with the nth degree of seriousness, in the end he finds himself wondering, for he wrote
as follows: “Well, I have lived with dreams for so long and dutifully recorded so many,
but at the end of it all I am disillusioned. The dream is not only a liar, it is also an
incompetent narrator. I cannot think of anything useful I have learned from dreams, or
any instance in which a dream has served as a valuable inspiration.”
Tuesday, 24 June 2014. Rainy. Yesterday, drove Ruth to Toronto Western for an
appointment and later picked her up at the Glencairn Subway Station. In between I
reviewed the texts of one of the volumes of her trilogy and arranged to interloan books
from the library, some by Robert Irwin. I’m at a low ebb. By exercising for an hour each
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day, Ruth is able to keep the pain of her arthritis to a minimum. I have almost finished
reading The Myth of the Good War, “America in the Second World War,” by Jacques
R. Pauwels. I found the key sentence, or at least the key phrase (p. 186): “This scheme
has been given names such as Military Keynesianism, the Pentagon System, the War
Economy, or, in contrast to the welfare state, the warfare state. Thanks to this system it
could be ensured that after the war American industry would not slide back into a crisis.”
He stresses at each turn of events in history from the 1920s to the 1950s how the
American capitalist system was able to capitalize on unrest, conflict, and World War II.
Decisions to keep the Soviet Communist system at bay influenced the last years of the
war with Germany and with Japan and then fuelled the Cold War. At a later point I may
turn my attention to his style and research.
Wednesday, 25 June 2014. Overcast. Yesterday was a muggy day. I am able to
remember next to nothing about it, without straining. We attended a reception in the
garden of the home of A&L Club members from 12:25 to 2:45 p.m., enjoying the brief
reprieve from overcast weather, bright sunshine, flowers, conversation. I find the latter
is so low key it almost puts me to sleep, unless I decide to conduct the conversation, to
the annoyance of some listeners. Then we visited the Friendly Butcher and then Loblaws
(the one in Hogg’s Hollow that we call “the yuppi Loblaws”; it too is being upgraded).
Ruth and I had a long talk about finances. I find I have no pressing work at all; in fact,
no work. For the first time in much of my life I have no books “on the go” except those
that I decided to promote and no one publisher is there to be encouraged or to encourage
me. The Myth of the Good War is finished and I plan to write to the author about it. I like
less well Beneath the Dust of Time, his other book. In the evening we watched two of
the second-last episodes of Borgen.
Thursday, 26 June 2014. Much rain last night and early this morning. Wednesday:
Tai Chi. The instructor, a former teacher of Latin and Greek, regularly corrects a
movement, as there is much to correct. She did so on Wednesday, but only after she had
congratulated me in front of the whole class for performing one of the movements
correctly. A little praise goes a long way, as does a little correction. What a Bagel and
drug store and home. Ruth continues to proofread and finish volume two of her trilogy.
Now we must make the corrections. I wrote to Jacques Pauwels expressing my
appreciation of The Myth of the Good War and identifying some of its characteristic
strengths and weaknesses. I have yet to read his book on place names. Ruth’s well-being
has taken a turn for the better now that she has refrained from the use of Splenda as a
sugar substitute for coffee.
Friday, 27 June 2014. Hot weather these days, good. Yesterday: Columbus, library,
video bank, drug store. Then worked at home. Low ebb, as I have no major projects on
the go, the telephone seldom rings, the mail consists of bills, and the email is
perfunctory. No outlet for outstanding manuscripts, and no commissions. I do not feel
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forgotten or ignored, as much as I feel out of the picture. Reading Pauwels’s book on
onomastics: an excursion through foreign territory led by an intelligent if ill-directed tour
guide with an ill-tested theory to guide him. Tired at three o’clock, drink at three-thirty,
nap at four o’clock. In the evening I slept until we watched the second in the series on
England’s queens. And I thought Scottish history was weird!
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 30 June 2014. Great weather for Niagara-on-theLake. Traffic was heavy but there was no actual stoppage for a change. We stay at the
Bernard Gray Hall which is comfortable and friendly and has a pool in which I splashed.
The Shaw Festival’s production of When We Were Married was extremely well acted
and directed and although the script is well-worn, I enjoy J.B. Priestley and feel, like
Somerset Maugham, that he has been given short-shrift. There is an “old-fashoned
appeal” to his work, in this instance about three couples who are celebrating their
twenty-fifth wedding anniversaries only to discover they are not legally married. I kept
wondering, “Did we come from Toronto to see this?” and I kept answering, “It’s good
to see it but .... ” That was at two o’clock. At eight o’clock we watched The Philanderer,
one of Shaw’s lesser-known plays. Again, well mounted and performed. The production
is basically a debate with an extra act tacked onto the end should the audience not yet
realize the desirability of a “manly woman” and a “womanly man.” Saturday we tried
to drive to Buffalo to visit the Albright Knox Art Gallery, but the line up to cross the
Peace Bridge was so long we would have had to wait more than an hour to cross, so we
ended up driving to Niagara Falls and back along the Niagara Parkway, which is scenic
in parts. At high noon we drove past the Falls in all their moist glory. Sunday we drove
back and were exhausted, quite why I do not know, as aside from a lot of walking (and
sitting in the Toyota Camry) we did little else. We did have rich and wonderful gelatos
at Gelato de Carlotta on Queen Street near the Royal George, Ruth’s was deep
chocolate, mine smooth pistachio. We find we are less impressed with live theatre than
we once were.
Tuesday, 1 July 2014. Yesterday, the last day of June, was very hot. Quick trips to
Videoflicks for the third season of Borgen followed by a bank visit and a library visit.
Eight books I loaned appeared, many of them by Robert Irwin. I am currently reading
his anthology of Arabic literature, which is more a history of that literature (as distinct
from Persian and Turkish writing) with commentaries on a popular academic level. Very
good. Ruth had lunch with her fine friend Paulette. I “checked out” Alberto Manguel’s
fine website and read some of the essays that appear there. I worked on various files but
am rather at loose ends these days. I am keyboarding this on Canada Day, which began
with an overcast sky but which shows promise of being bright and beautiful.
Wednesday, 2 July 2014. Rainy this morning, sun somewhat out now. Canada Day
was spent quietly. Light lunch with Jonathan and his son Alex who has become a young
man with opinions of his own (which he largely keeps to himself). Then bank and
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Harvest Fare for a few groceries. I am reading Dangerous Knowledge: Orientalism and
Its Discontents by Robert Irwin, after paging through An Anthology of Classical Arabic
Literature and finding it somewhat disappointing, not for what Robert Irwin has
accomplished – that is quite extraordinary – but with the material he had to work with,
which I find lacking in psychological content though rich in social and intellectual
materials. The study of Orientalism is classy and gossipy and opinionated and corrective
of prior assumptions. Borgen again last night.
Thursday, 3 July 2014. There is a reason why I discuss the weather or at least
describe it and that reason is that it affects my mood and outlook for the day. I love this
hot weather. We sit on the patio, indoors we keep the windows open and the forced air
system (we have no air conditioning system) off, so we are comfortable. In the early
afternoon: Ruth to drug store, clothes to Tanya, JR to Beer Store to return empties,
library to pick up another loaned book, postal station to mail copies of Miscellany to the
National Library, and Metro to buy a hamburger bun as we are having de luxe
hamburgers tonight. I am really enjoying Irwin’s Dangerous Knowledge which gives the
low-down on the Orientalists and the lower depths of Edward Said, whom I have always
distrusted. I paged through the book on the Hajj to which he contributed an historical
sequence in great depth. What is missing from that book: no description of the interior
of the black cube of the Ka’aba; no discussion of the state of elation experienced by
pilgrims as they walk around the most famous stone in history. What is missing and
unaccounted for from contemporary commentaries is as interesting and relevant as what
is present and accounted for. A few facts disguise the absence of contexts and questions.
In the evening we enjoyed Borgen as the former P.M. founds a new political party called
the New Democrats.
Friday, 4 July 2014. Yesterday alternated between being cold and hot: curious.
Drove Ruth to and from Sunnybrook. While I waited I tried to read Frances Yates’s
book on the Rosicrucian Enlightenment but, as usual, while I found her prose to be
sturdy and her research to be impeccable, I found little of genuine interest, not really
being interested in the subject. One 17th-century illustration shows in outline a naked
man and a naked woman that brings to mind the couple depicted on the Voyager Record.
From the library I picked up a study of Athanasius Kircher and his work by Joscelyn
Godwin who is a remarkable researcher (whose prose shows sudden bursts unlike
Yates’s). Very tired in the latter part of the day. Borgen again.
Saturday, 5 July 2014. Wonderful weather yesterday and today. Yesterday, I drove
Ruth to her hair dresser after we had lunch at Centro de Formagio at St. Clair and
Dufferin. Then home, then pickup again. In between I dropped her dresses off at
Tanya’s, the dressmaker on Bathurst Street. I absent-mindedly clicked onto an upgrade
website and it locked me into a hostage situation: purchase a remedy or face gridlock.
It took some time but I managed to evade it and delete the malware through the control
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panel and then one of its prompts for advertising: what a nuisance. I always find the
procedure scary, a type of fear unknown to the ancients. Then I took the plunge and
attempted to create an ebook through Kindle, using “Ghosts over Canada” as the text,
as Dundurn has twice taken a pass (without a word to the contrary) on it. I managed to
register the property and fill out the U.S. Revenue form declaring its earnings are nontaxable by them. All this is premature because I was unable to download the data in any
form available to me. I finally turned to Bill Andersen for some suggestions. In the
evening we watched the episode in the third series of Borgen concerned with changes
to Denmark’s laws regulating prostitution. I also paged through Joscelyn Godwin’s
oversize picturebook Athanasius Kircher’s Theatre of the World: The Life and Work of
the Last Man to Search for Universal Knowledge. He is a very thorough researcher and
thoughtful writer with a gift for exposition that has little in common with showmanship,
thank goodness! He effectively skewers those students of the Western occult tradition
who believe Kircher was on to some secret or other. His books were heavily illustrated
in the tradition of emblem books. I find them somewhat scary, to reuse the word that
appears above, as I am sure most readers familiar with New Age imagery are too.
Sunday, 6 July 2014. Great weather yesterday; today too, so far. Walked to the bank
to deposit a cheque from Ruth and then bought some bread at United Bakers. At five
o’clock we drove to Lake Wilcox for dinner with the Adamses and the Knapps, longtime friends. We sat on the Adams patio overlooking the lake and dined there,
continuing the conversation in doors. Food was first-rate, thanks to Marie, and
conversation lively, engaged, personal. A curious event occurred to Ruth and me as we
were driving there along 403 to Bloomington Side Road. I was so busy telling Ruth in
detail how I was trying to prepare a Kindle-compliant text, when the two of us ignored
the turnoff. The result is we drove another fifteen minutes north. That is the first time
such an occurrence has happened to me, though I did notice that earlier, while driving
along the 401, I was somewhat distracted, failing to plan for turns ahead, etc. Bill came
to the rescue in the afternoon by turning the text into a DOC after Kindle failed to
recognize my PDF and HTML as well as my plain text. Bill prepared an arresting cover,
one that turns ghostly into ghastly! I am now proofreading the data and hope later today
to have it accepted and then “published.” I am late in turning to this outlet, having
moved from self-publishing through commercial publishing through QuasiBook Editions
through BSDB items. Now C&C will produce ebooks and maybe even POD books
available through Amazon.com.
Monday, 7 July 2014. Heavy rain at night, wet this morning. Yesterday was hot and
busy. Columbus for lunch, Lady York for food, Nortown for steaks. I spent much of the
day negotiating the first of the ebooks. Bill came to my rescue with a WP-DOC
conversion program which worked the first time. Now I am waiting to see if Amazon
Kindle accepts the data and lists it as a book at $9.95. Suspense. In the evening I
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continued reading Dangerous Knowledge and then we watched Borgen. We were
exhausted as there were many interruptions throughout the day.
Tuesday, 8 July 2014. Gloriously hot weather but it seems to lead to heavy rainy
weather. Okay now. Yesterday gloated at mastering Kindle’s requirements though the
webpage still fails to recognize the change. Ghosts over Canada was not written by
“W.L.M.King” and illustrated by “Bill Andersen.” I returned to the control panel and
requested both changes take place. I am not anxious to refer anyone to the page for the
book until those changes are made. Bill was amused ... amazed is a better way of
describing his reaction. In the evening I paged through Frances A. Yates’s study of
Giordano Bruno and the Hermetic Tradition which I found like her earlier book to be
somewhat uninteresting despite the inherent interest in the subject-matter. Yet there is
no denying her scholarship and detachment. I also paged through Martin Lings’s widely
celebrated book, Muhammad: His Life Based on the Earliest Sources. It is wrong to
describe this volume as biography, for it is hagiography; but having made that
distinction, let me add that it is well and stylishly written, extremely so. It reminds me
of those retellings of Bible stories for young readers, Jewish or Christian. In its pages
there is nothing critical at all, nothing explanatory either, nothing but the straight-faced
presentation of marvels. The Prophet’s Night Journey is presented as fact, the guidance
of angelic beings and all. It is a seamless web of much fantasy and little reality. I thought
of Frye’s phrase “the educated imagination.” There is imagination aplenty but none of
it has been educated. It may be enlightened but it is not educated.
Wednesday, 9 July 2014. Yesterday was ridiculous: the Works Department cut off
the water on the street for five hours. We drove to Columbus Centre for lunch, only to
be rained upon. No water at home, water in the streets. My progress with Kindle is
scarred: I cannot edit the description of Ghosts over Canada, and I am stymied with
turning Miscellany into an illustrated ebook. I continue to savour Dangerous
Knowledge. Amazing, between those paper covers, the amount of research and
information, the judgement calls, and the fluidity of expression plus the occasional
flashes of wit. Watched Borgen, but we are nearing the end of the three-season series.
I saw four raccoons walking the edge of the fence in our patio. They are busy on our
roof, gnawing away. We called the pest-control company which promises to come later
today. The last company did not reply to the email message that I left on its website.
Thursday, 10 July 2014. Yesterday was cold and rainy; today it is sunny and may be
hot. Terrible Wednesday. There is a family of at least four raccoons that lives in the
district and it seems to cross and recross our roof at around 9:40 p.m. and walk across
the top of the fence beside our patio and molest our garbage. We were worried their sett
was in our closed-off attic, so we had a specialist check the roof. No problem, but tell
that to the raccoons. Then, about 2:15 p.m., we lost Internet, television, and telephone
connections. Rogers said it was an “outside job” and then the earliest they could send
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a technician was Friday between 4:00 and 6:00 p.m. I complained and so did Jonathan,
another Rogers user. The result is we were put on the cancellation list and, low and
behold, we were promised a technician at 8:00 a.m. the next morning. There was a phone
call (which I took on our cell phone, as the land lines did not function) and two fellows
arrived and succeeded in reconnecting our house to the hydro pole. Ruth had noted a
huge truck of some sort stopping in front of our place at 2:15 p.m. It must have
inadvertently cut the line. We felt alienated and “outsidered” at the loss of connectivity,
though we do have two cell phones which do work (as long as they are kept charged).
I finished reading Dangerous Knowledge and find it is the U.S. title of the Penguin book
The Lust for Knowledge, poor titles: excellent study of Orientalism. I wish I could recall
the details that Irwin has at his fingertips. We watched the second-last episode of Borgen
and will miss it after tonight when we watch the last episode.
Friday, 11 July 2014. Great weather. Yesterday: arrival of Rogers technicians to
replace the cable between the telephone pole across the street to the eaves of our house
for digital service. Arrival of pest-control technician to pronounce our house raccoonfree, though he did advise trimming the overhanging tree-boughs and recommended a
reshingling of the roof. Then visits to library, drugstore, butcher’s, Loblaws. Quite
evening. Ghosts over Canada is now listed on Amazon Kindle, correctly this time.
Correspondence with Bill Andersen concerning the downloading of illustrations for
Miscellany, which I hope to do today to make it available to Kindle buyers / readers too.
I learned the Kindle “language” in one day, but my grasp of it is shaky and the abovementioned treatment of illustrations is non-existent. Began to read Written in the Flesh:
A History of Desire by Edward Shorter. It is an odd book, popular scholarship, that
examines desire per se, lust I guess, rather than love or sex or romance. More about it
later on.
Saturday, 12 July 2014. Weather great, to reverse yesterday’s word order to no
appreciable change in meaning. On Friday, we went to Columbus Centre for lunch but
the cafeteria was so crowded with summer students that we went to McDonald’s, a
mistake. When McDonald’s first appeared on the scene, the Big Macs and Quarter
Pounders were something special. Now they are skinny and insubstantial and would be
tasteless except for the inclusion of artificial flavours. Fortino’s for some overlooked
shopping. Dry Cleaners. Videoflicks (to return Borgen). Ruth to a lingerie shop on
Eglinton. Then home. I found an hour and a half and was able to download Miscellany,
so I now have two books of my own on Amazon Kindle. Reading Marina Warner who
in her book Phantasmagoria acknowledges an indebtedness to Edward Said and Robert
Irwin, even alluding to the latter’s vendetta against the former whom she finds agreeable.
Warner, whom Ruth says judging by the photo of her on the dust jacket of her book on
the Arabian Nights is a “sweet young Hungarian girl,” is very capable and retails the
already known. Her book is an “anatomy” (thank you, Norrie!) which discusses all
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aspects of issues and concerns with illuminating if over-familiar details. I finished
Shorter’s Written in the Flesh and found it conceptually awkward. He never does define
“desire” and its destination which he claims without cause to be “total body sex,”
whatever that is. The argument limps from report to report. He seems to believe that
while the body’s constitution remains the same over time, society’s willingness to permit
free expression does change quite often. Much attention is given to deviant or extreme
behaviour, as it supports his thesis that social permissiveness permits its relatively free
expression. A book laden with problems without a raison d’étre.
Sunday, 13 July 2014. Saturday was ideal weather. Low-key lunch with Jonathan, trip
to Cheesworth’s (invisible menders) and Cumbrae (for a quality meat pies). Then home.
Checked the Kindle account and found I had already sold one copy of each of the two
books. Now I will try to create an author’s page. I paged through Phantasmagia and
found it a fine and faultless work, though knowing Marina Warner’s source materials in
many instances, I knew she had made many assumptions and not bothered to argue them.
She is very bright though not, in the present work at least, very deep. Tried to watch Life
of Brian and reached the quarter-mark when we gave up; it is witty and wild and
energetic and irreverent, but it is also pronouncedly silly.
Monday, 14 July 2014. Sunday was very sunny and very hot. Returned interloaned
books and rented videos and then walked in Cedarvale Park for about fifty minutes.
Then I worked on my author’s profile on Amazon and accomplished very little except
data housekeeping. In retrospect, the highlight of the day was in the early evening when,
catching purely by chance part of the movie Ender’s Game while working out on the
treadmill, I decided to continue to watch it. Andrew “Ender” Wiggins, a space cadet, is
of little or no interest in himself, but the plot, which involves a conspiracy that results
in the destruction of an entire civilization as well as its home planet, raises some
disturbing questions. The admixture of science and psychicism (space travel, enhanced
weaponry, visions, telepathy, etc.) is questionable (yet they go unquestioned in the film).
A hawkish work that turns on moral justification through a planned act of repentance.
Right now the computer is giving me problems, delayed function, and no internet
connection. I hope this is temporary. [Addendum: It turns out Frank Spitzer must have
modified my start-up procedure through remote control, as the computer now starts up
right away, without loading unnecessary programs, and Internet connection is secured
quickly.] Today, Monday, nothing special is planned.
Tuesday, 15 July 2014. A few minutes ago it was pelting, now it is beaming, the “it”
being the weather. Remained home all day. Ruth and I worked on corrections to Sisters
of Olympus and when I repage the MS, I will forward the data on all three of them to Bill
“Beach Hill” Andersen who has prepared wonderful cover designs for the three volumes.
Bill is responsible for designating the area of the Beaches where he lives as “Beach
Hill,” an imaginative and appropriate name to be sure. I printed the aphorisms in “To the
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Point,” the working title of the latest ones I have been writing. There are about twelve
pages of them already and I think they are among the most lyrical of the lot as well as
the most psychologically probing.
Wednesday, 16 July 2014. Lately I have been reminded that Toronto has a marine
climate, for it is overcast and sometimes wet in the morning and then the sun manages
to break through. Yesterday was a drab day: Costco, Lady York, Bulk Foods. Worked
on Ruth’s three manuscripts which I hope to forward to Bill as PDFs today or tomorrow.
I made corrections to the current aphorisms and found many of them delightful, which
has not always been the case in the past. I see TheatreBooks will be closed. Specialty
bookshops and specialty research centres are fast dying out. There is something
infectious or contagious about modern life; I would not call it cancerous for it does not
spread across the entire body. It does not carpet-bomb. Instead it strategically bombs.
It attacks communications centres, turning them into supply-and-demand centres.
Thursday, 17 July 2014. Yesterday had rain and sun and a surprise or two. Tai Chi
was its usual mix of exhaustion and endurance. I like to compare it to Buckley’s Cough
Syrup: It tastes awful but it’s good for you. In the village we met Helen Singer, Ruth’s
friend from Kitchener, who married a Holocaust survivor who became an extremely
successful importer of electronic goods (Jutan International) and thereafter a residential
and commercial property developer (Madison Group). She talked our ears off, goodnaturedly. Then a little work at home before leaving for Jean O’Grady, who is taciturn
in reality and especially so in comparison, who invites us for tea (Ruth had gin and
tonic) in her garden. Gardening and raising domesticated pets are two pleasures that are
foreign to me, but Jean has a dab hand at gardening and she finds it particularly relaxing.
An unpromisingly shaped backyard has been transformed into a small “pleasure garden”
complete with semi-working fountain and statues of maidens and gnomes or whatever.
We talked about family, mostly. She asked about the reception of the “Frye book” and
I told her “it is zilch.” Zero interest, possibly to be chalked up to zero promotion or
publicity on behalf of the publisher and the editor. I finished 99.9% of the changes to
Ruth’s trilogy and will fire off the PDFs to Bill. He will add the covers and pass them
on to the instant printer. As well he will prepare PDFs that include the splendid covers
that he designed and make them available to us to share with friends. I told Jean (and
Ruth obviously) that I was so reluctant to be involved in commercial book publishing
that I was exploring new avenues. I contradicted myself by sending ECW Press (which
will read unsolicited outlines unlike Doubleday and Penguin and other companies) an
outline of the long-completed MS of “Curious Canadiana.” Last night I spent catching
up with two TLSs.
Friday, 18 July 2014. Daily weather report: Yesterday it was intermittently hot and
cold with some sprinkles of rain. Today looks to be hot. Yesterday I drove Ruth
downtown, making the round trip between Dell Park and Toronto Western Hospital in
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about sixty minutes. Then I had a relaxed day until I met Ruth at the Glencairn subway
station and we bought some vegetables at Metro in Lawrence Plaza. Surprise visit from
Geoffrey Clarfield, who is one of the brightest people I know. Other very bright people
are Robert Bringhurst, whose career embraces both typography and poetry and
ethnology but whose achievements far outstrip mine, and Robert Irwin, the British
historian and author of the study of Orientalism. I loaned another half dozen books that
are in the Toronto Public Library System, and these will arrive one by one or two by two
over the next weeks. Geoffrey is extraordinarily well read in sociology, anthropology,
current events, Jewish history, etc. Lively discussion, as he is blessed with the ability to
think fast, retain phrases, and summarize ideas. Liberalism has been overtaken by the left
and the left is soft on the Muslim menace, eschewing moral measures by embracing
“moral equivalence.” Israel wins the military battles but loses the ideological wars.
Saturday, 19 July 2014. Overcast today. Yesterday: Peoples Drug Mart; return video
to Videoflicks; Sunnybrook for dropoff; Cheesworth’s for pickup; Ruth to friend’s for
lunch; JR to Barbara Frum Library, 12:35 p.m. Work at desk, then pick up Ruth, and
home. At the library I arranged with the librarian in charge of special circulation to have
duplicate copies of books in Reference released to the Frum branch, which is two titles
out of five. Six more titles will be interlibrary loaned by Metro Reference. I am hacking
away at the backlog of titles that I will never see unless I take pre-emptive action.
Marika and Vlad phoned and came over for dinner, arriving around 6:45 and staying
until about 9:30 p.m. We discussed their trip to the Czech Republic and Moscow where
they found that the media here, which stresses the poverty of these governments, is
“lying” because their economies are booming, despite the sanctions against the Russian
Republic, and even the quality of the food is superior, as there are stringent regulations
governing the tampering (genetic modification) of the food supply. Paging through
Marina Warner’s study of the Arabian Nights, which sets selected stories and their
“stranger” imagination of the Orient in the context of outlier bizarre contributions of the
Occident. Fell fast asleep. No dreams.
Sunday, 20 July 2014. Intermittent light rain yesterday, overcast today. Yesterday we
entertained twice. Daniel Kolos in the late morning, Jonathan in the early afternoon.
Daniel has an extensive background in magical rites, having been both a Freemason and
a Rosicrucian. He is quite knowledgeable about Western occult thought and he regards
himself as a Sufi. He takes pride in writing Sufi-like poetry, but really it is Coleman
Barks-like poems that he writes. He has a novel that is yet to be published. In an email
a week ago I recommended Kindle. When I raised the subject on our patio on Saturday,
he admitted he was “thinking about Kindle.” He listens but I wonder what he
appreciates. He is of Hungarian background and holds a Master’s in anthropology,
notably Egyptology. He surprised me by saying he had hired a “life coach” to help him
to decide what project best meets his creative needs. Decades ago, when he ran an occult
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bookshop, I described him as a would-be “mystagogue.” I think he was thrilled, though
not as much as being greeted by a Sufi poet in the United States as “Dervish Kolos.” I
found himself extolling the merits of Robert Irwin’s memoirs; Daniel seemed sceptical.
After lunch Jonathan arrived with his new Audi, a very sleek, black, and expensive
vehicle. He is a little embarrassed to have it, to be able to afford it really, but one is
inclined to purchase what one can afford. Ruth asked me if I would like such a vehicle,
“even if we could afford it.” I said no, as I have taken no pride in my vehicles, judging
them solely by their records for safety, utility, economy, and attractiveness, in that order.
In the evening Ruth and I quarrelled, for the first time in decades. The quarrel had to do
with the fact that I accidentally found an unopened letter that had found its way to the
blue box for refuse which is kept in the crawl space beneath the stairs. It was there, also
accidentally, because of the mess of magazines, newspapers, notes, and correspondence
that adorns our kitchen table and chairs: Ruth’s mess. In the evening I read another issue
of the TLS. One book reviewed that I would like to read is Alberto Mussa’s The Mystery
of Rio, a novel about offbeat life in Rio de Janeiro. The novel is interesting to me or at
least the reviewer made it out to be. Today I plan to complete forms for the library
interloan of books from the TPL (Toronto Public Library). I completed Stranger Magic:
Charmed States & the “Arabian Nights” (2011) by Marina Warner, who is very
accomplished, great at juxtaposition, fine at summary, in charge of the “bigger picture,”
but otherwise not a deep thinker. I would grant her originality when it comes to unlikely
comparisons and contrasts.
Monday, 21 July 2014. Yesterday the sky was overcast, but today seems clear skied.
For a drive, we returned a book to the library, purchased a ceiling-mounted fire-alarm
from the hardware store to replace the one bought a year ago which is kaput. Walk on
the Belt Lines for about twenty minutes. Barbara and George arrived at 5:30 p.m. and
we walked to the corner to dine at Rainbow only to discover the landlord had raised the
rent and it was relocated a mile north, which is an irritation. However we had a light
dinner at the new location, with long discussions before and after the meal. Both are in
good health, making genuine and heart-felt efforts to contribute to the conversation.
Their lives seem dominated by Work-related events: evenings, weekends, travels to
Rochester, Philadelphia, San Francisco, etc. It’s an international confraternity. It
exhausts us thinking about it! As two individuals and as one couple it has benefited them
immensely, and no doubt it has reaped benefits for their pupils.
Tuesday, 22 July 2014. Nothing much done on Monday, overcast. This morning the
sun is shining and it will be hot. I report on the weather because the weather acts as the
objective correlative of my psyche and constitution. When it is cold, I am stiff; when it
is warm, I am pliant, etc. Yesterday I filled out the forms for the library interloans and
will take them to our local branch today. In the meantime I finished reading A Story as
Sharp as a Knife and Nine Visits to the Mythworld, works of incredible industry and
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devotion as well as a ranking intellect if not as sharp as a knife at least as sharp as a tack.
Robert Bringhurst has performed the feat of literary archaeology, unearthing the world
view of the Haida based on interviews and reports of performances of oral lore recorded
by ethnologists more than a century ago. I am not unfamiliar with the material, as I
examined it when I prepared the two volumes of Poems of the Indians. My “dig” was
a once-over-lightly; his is an entrenchment. I have yet to read the third book in the series
called “The Classical Maida Mythtellers and Their World.” What Bringhurst has
revealed is a world view rooted in words and metaphor (a word he seldom uses) at odds
with our own secular and material one, except that it is close to other world views, like
those of Islam and Judaism, that have survived into our own time. The poets he has
praised, like Ghandl, are orators of narrative lore, tellers of traditional tales, sagas,
legends, etc. I find their “writings” to be decidedly unpoetic, even problematic as what
is currently regarded as “poetry” in the West, not that Ghandl et al. are not of the West.
I thought, in comparison, of the excess annotation accorded the radio talks delivered by
E.M. Forster over the BBC, lovingly annotated by two scholars independently. Yet
Bringhurst’s contribution is quite mighty. In the evening I watched a program I had
taped: a documentary (well done) on Camp X which, it seems, is the genesis of the
U.S.’s espionage expertise. OAS? SOE? I can never remember the abbreviations or the
proper names of the spy agencies.
Wednesday, 23 July 2014. Very hot outside. Felt very hot inside and, coincidentally
or not, I feel very unwell. I limped along, as I had sprained my right ankle after wrapping
it around the leg of a chair at Rainbow on Sunday. It still hurts when I walk. I also have
a left-elbow problem; about four weeks ago I tripped and landed on the elbow. Now it
is sensitive but only when pressure is applied. I picked up new books from the library,
including Stroll, a walker’s guide to Toronto written by a journalist named Shaw
Micallef. I thought so much of it I ordered a used copy for Bill Andersen. Bill sent
complete versions of Ruth’s three books to us for emailing purposes. As well, he
forwarded the data for the covers and the text to Stan at Print Three. Jack David of ECW
Press declined to consider “Curious Canadiana” saying, in effect, “no enthusiasm is
shown by the editorial department.” This is courageous publishing these days. We tried
to lunch at Phipps on Eglinton Avenue but the my egg sandwich was largely bread, the
background music was tense-making, and one of the other diners had a sharp, highpitched voice that granted on our nerves. Ruth’s sandwich seemed to be okay, but she
left her iced coffee behind. I threw half of my sandwich away. Then I waited for ninety
minutes at the Ophthalmology centre at Toronto Western where Ruth had a customary
examination. No unexpected good news or unexpected bad news. Metro on the way back
for vegetables. Both of us are edgy. Ruth informed me she did not want me clearing up
the meal dishes while she continues to eat, so I agreed to do so later. Paged through
Hopkins’s book on the Great Game.
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Thursday, 24 July 2014. Wednesday was rainy, today sunny. Yesterday was mucked
up, for we had to skip Tai Chi. Ruth to Sunnybrook. JR to library. Ruth home, drugstore,
Marika’s dental office, visit to Triste (for undergarments for Ruth), bank, drugstore,
home, 4:15 p.m. In between work done on mortaring the porch by Master Balaban and
conversation by phone and then visit by Roberto who will add an iron handrail to extend
from the steps to the street. In the evening we watched The Alphabet Murders, a movie
based on the Agatha Christie novel, and it was terrible, banal script, some physical
comedy, overblown characters, no atmosphere, but with plenty of ridiculous camera
angles, such as shooting diners in a restaurant through an aquarium. From Advanced
Book Exchange I ordered a copy of Stroll for Bill.
Friday, 25 July 2014. Threat of rain this morning. Ruth to subway for an
appointment at 12:30 p.m. at Mt. Sinai Hospital. Pick up books at library. Take my shirt
to dressmaker. Pick up Ruth at 2:00 p.m. Peoples Drug Mart (again). Worked on various
projects including proofing of the 2014 collection of poems. Ruth has contact dermatitis
and it makes her nervous. I have a blemish on my right cheek, my right ankle has
improved, though my left elbow remains sensitive. The two of us are at a low ebb. I have
been devouring books loaned from the TPL system and await word on a dozen books
I wish interloaned from what used to be called the Baldwin Room and other library
systems. Ruth’s three books are with the printer who has yet to contact me about
checking the proofs.
Saturday, 26 July 2014. Overcast at 7:30 a.m., now at 10:00 a.m., semi-sunny.
Yesterday: LifeLabs for Ruth at 8:30 a.m., Balaban makes repairs, library books,
Cumbrae for chicken, Columbus for lunch, and shopping at Lady York. Glum afternoon
with noises aplenty (construction at the Catholic school on the next block around the
corner) and sirens and de Havilland aircraft flying overhead as well as the ubiquitous
and “soundiferous” lawn-mowers. In the early evening we watched the movie Cabaret
and found it disagreeable and even distasteful. It is also clever and manipulative, moving
from one “shock” to another “shock.” Robert Fosse is an outstanding choreographer but
the book upon which the musical is based has not survived all the hands manipulating
it, from Isherwood to its present incarnation with gobs of Brecht thrown in. The sole
episode we liked was almost parachuted in: “The Future Is Ours.” I had dreams: the post
office or courier left a carton on the porch of oversized books, is oversized in format that
I refrained from looking at them. I woke up around two in the morning, again, and paged
through Once Upon a Time in Paradise and Stardust and Shadows. The first looks at
“Canadians in the Golden Age of Hollywood” and the second at “Canadians in Early
Hollywood.” Both are the work of Charles Foster, and they trace the careers of actors
and other film personalities, doing so through publicity releases and some in-depth
interviews. I had read the second title years ago. I did not find quotes, as I had
anticipated. Jack Carson, it turns out, was a nice guy.
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Sunday, 27 July 2014. It kept threatening to rain yesterday but never quite managed
to do so. Lunch with Jonathan. Bank. Magic Bean for coffee. Shoppers Drug Mart on
Eglinton at Chaplin Crescent. Home Hardware for an air purifier. Visit to condo
development named Treviso. The largest suite has 1,200 square feet. We have now
about 1,800 plus patio, yard, garage, etc. Back home about 2:45. Found the instructions
for the air purifier were missing, which necessitates a trip back today, Sunday. Bright.
Grandson Nico’s birthday. Left a message. Last night we watched Saving Mr. Banks, a
feel-good movie about P.L. Travers, the author of the Mary Poppins books. An opening
shot shows a jacketed copy of The Teachings of Gurdjieff, an edition we have here. That
is the sole nod to the Work. It was a relief to watch it after the “heavy” day, as both of
us felt exhausted. This morning I weighed myself for the first time in a year and found,
to my dismay, that I am gaining weight, though I am still under my benchmark two
hundred pounds. I am stocky, not tall, but not really heavy, though other people might
disagree.
Monday, 28 July 2014. It’s raining now, as it did last night. Yesterday it was very
hot, always a prelude to thunderous showers. Lunch at Minto Place with Rosie and
Milan who spend some summer weekends in the city. He is a well established dentist in
Collingwood and Rosie is a real-estate appraiser who now works with Milan. Milan is
the most technologically minded person I know; he loves hi-tech and feels it has
lightened the load of everyone. He dictates his texts rather than keyboards them. Driving
back I felt somewhat feverish. I find I need my reading glasses for some everyday
functions, like driving and supermarketing. Picked up missing instructions for the
Sunbeam air purifier at Home Hardware. Exhausted in late afternoon, and fell asleep
about seven o’clock, to waken this morning, reasonably rested, at six-thirty. Pleasant but
non-productive day.
Tuesday, 29 July 2014. It has turned very cold and overcast. The summer that never
was (except for a perfect day here and there). Monday morning was very disorganized.
Direct Energy finally replaced the hot-water tank, after agreeing to do so for more than
two months. Bureaucratically inefficient though the technicians they send are nice
people. Then Anabela our cleaning woman arrived and helped to clear up the mess. We
could not walk to the Plaza and it threatened to rain, so we drove the two blocks, and
then picked up books at the library and mailed a copy of the Miscellany to William
Patrick Maynard. I was horrified to discover that the cost of mailing a book (worth
maybe $12.00) was over $21.00. From now on it will be ebooks. This is no sacrifice, as
I seem unable to place books with commercial publishers. Paged through Being in
Being, which is Robert Bringhurst’s brilliant recreation of the life and work of the Haida
poet Skaay. I searched in vain for the source of the three words used in the title. I will
write to him about it as I regard them as most powerful. Bringhurst has the type of
intelligence foreign to me: the earnest labourer. Al Moritz is another, a plodder. But I
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have used pejorative terms: for labourer, substitute craftsman; for plodder, substitute
scholar. They state the obvious, and the obvious needs to be restated, so that when what
is not immediately obvious is really revealed. Began a novel about the murder of a
prostitute in Rio de Janeiro in the 1910s, the subject of a wildly enthusiastic review in
the TLS. The translation and editing are wobbly. The work itself keeps this side of Magic
Realism, for the subject matter itself is unbelievable (or at least worthy of Ripley).
Finished paging through Lachman’s A Dark Muse: A History of the Occult, which is an
exceptionally carefully written survey of the imaginative writings of alchemists, mystics,
visionaries, poets, etc., contributors to the occult tradition in the West. I think the
“tradition” is bunk, but the recital is always worth reading, although in this case, it is
mainly rereading.
Wednesday, 30 July 2014. Yesterday was alternatively warm and cool, not hot and
cold. Columbus Centre for lunch outdoors. Pick up a video for Ruth which we watched
last night and found to be a romantic comedy (a “rom com” in today’s parlance) suitable
for television (though an earlier generation might strain to call it a farce or slapstick). I
paged through a number of borrowed books, including McLuhan’s Probes, a book of no
value yet not precisely trash. The acknowledgements page (at the end instead of the
beginning) proved its weight in gold, for it had the address of Michael McLuhan, Eric’s
brother, who handles the estate. I sent him a letter outlining my interest in compiling
“The Marshall McLuhan Quote Book” and he replied immediately saying he would
“float the idea,” presumably to Matie Molinaro, the long-time agent for the family, and
other interested parties. I assume it will go nowhere, unless I come up with a publisher
and an advance large enough to reward everyone in advance. I paged through Vanguard
of the New Age: The Toronto Theosophical Society, 1891-1945 written by Gillian
McCann, a revised form of her doctoral dissertation which I read many years ago as a
thesis. I met her at one of the Society’s anniversaries, and recall her as a cool and
attractive young woman intent on being the scholar. It was after May of 2000, after my
stroke, my first outing alone, I believe, so my memory of the occasion is both vivid and
inexact. I am reading the novel about Rio and there will be more about it in a later entry,
presumably tomorrow’s.
Thursday, 31 July 2014. Yesterday was warm and hot and cold and rainy. Tai Chi:
first half hour swept by without thought; second half hour lagged. I mentally divide the
sixty minutes into fifteen-minute segments or alternatively into twenty-minute segments
to deal with the entire sixty minutes. Felt sweaty and exhausted thereafter. Drove Ruth
downtown for lunch, then drove to the food mart in Rosedale, then home to put the cold
pea soup in the refrigerator, then to the library to check the two books that were
interloaned, to find that only one was there, a disappointment in two ways, The
Broadview Book of Canadian Parliamentary Anecdotes. It includes paragraphs from
books I had read at the Reference Library in the 1970s, or copy-edited in the 1980s,
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none of which have copyright cleared. I took one page of notes. Ruth at the subway, then
home. In the evening I paged half way through Short, an anthology edited by Alan
Ziegler of short literary works, as well as Alberto Mussa’s The Mystery of Rio, which
is one of those crazily written novels, about which more later. Exchange of emails with
Robert Bringhurst about the origin of the words “Being in Being,” the title of his
collection of Skaay’s narrative poetry. I find the phrase evocative. It is not the Haida
poet’s coinage but Bringhurst’s, in an attempt to define how two spirits may occupy a
single body, as depicted in many Native sculptures with a body of heads. I missed the
visual correlative. Bringhurst also excels as a correspondent.
Friday, 1 August 2014. Today’s sunny and may well be hot. Lunch at Rainbow (now
located a mile north of us, unfortunately) with Ruth, Dave Gotlib and his son Noah, a
student of architecture at Ryerson University. Very pleasant, entirely social, with a
discussion of Japan, where Dave loves the ethic, the design, the decor, and the food.
Purchases at United Bakeries in the Plaza and Loblaws on St. Clair followed by What
a Bagel. Drink on patio. In the evening we watched the second part of Heritage, a ninepart television series on “the journey of the Jews” hosted by the late Abba Eban. The
series was released in 1983 and is quite dated. Very heavy going, minimal imagination
used in documentary-style dramatization, heavy musical score. I finished paging through
Alan Ziegler’s Short, “An International Anthology of Five Centuries of Short-Short
Stories, Prose Poems, Brief Essays, and Other Short Prose Forms.” As its subtitle
suggests, it is an editorial mess. Apparently 1,250 words (or so) is the maximum length
of an excerpt, though one (by Lydia Davis) is two sentences in length. A review in the
TLS drew my attention to Alberto Mussa’s The Mystery of Rio and to my surprise
TPLibrary had a copy, which I read in part (first quarter) and skimmed the balance. It
is written with verve and quite exotic. Then it hit me that Mussa, of Arabic background
though born in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, is writing a version of the Arabian Nights.
Everything odd that he knows about the city finds a place, helter-skelter, amid the
narrative. A little is a lot.
Saturday, 2 August 2014. Great thunderstorm yesterday, nice today. Yesterday.
Picked up proofs of Ruth’s three books. Lunch at home for a change. Visit to library,
Esso station, Peoples Drug Mart, LCBO on Avenue road, Locke Library for browsing,
home. Now 3:00 p.m. Drinks on the patio. Miscellaneous work, none of it significant.
I am appalled that I am able to find no copy of Footloose and no data for it. I wrote to
Peter Dorn on the off chance that as the designer of its cover he kept his two copies. I
would like to release it as an ebook. In the evening we watched the third (of nine)
episodes of Heritage: heavy handed. Reading The Riddle of the Sands; rereading it,
really. Very heavy but atmospheric and oppressive prose. An amazing work that is
predictive of events that will come to pass a decade later: German rearmament.
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Sunday, 3 August 2014. Hot yesterday followed by thunderstorm after dark. Visit to
Summerhill Market (Ruth loves the cold mint tea, a summer specialty, and so do I).
Walk through Chorley Park, shady, pleasantly irregular, grass-covered surface. I decided
to work towards releasing two of the three editions of Uncommonplaces, and I managed
to handle Kindle to the point where I needed the cover design, so I requested it from
Bill. I think I will redo the text as it is full of extra spaces corresponding to page breaks.
I wonder if it will ever appear in print.
Monday, 4 August 2014. Darkness and rain this morning around 8:00 a.m. Soon
thereafter the storm clouds withdraw and the sun breaks through. Yesterday was
supposed to be a relaxed day, but it was anything but that, though it is part of the long
weekend of summer. No desire in the morning on either of our parts, a change! I spent
about thirty minutes removed extra line spaces in “Imponderables” so I can feature it on
Kindle. Then I found no end of difficulties creation a DOC. It is still a WP file; I groan
at the prospect of trying again this morning. Leaving for lunch with Jonathan and our
two grandchildren, I knocked the dishwasher cycle for a loop; luckily, on my return, it
responded to the usual commands. In the afternoon Ruth and I checked the pages of the
Trilogy. They look great ... except that the Elysium volume has two page 8s, with the
result the double-page spread pagination is off. The left page should be even numbered,
the right page odd numbered. That took a while to straighten out and check to see if the
index was affected. Sent the printer the revised data. Light dinner. Nobody wants to
cook, although we do have a delicious pot-roast which we are savouring. I paged
through Wendy Doniger’s On Hinduism and find it informed, well written, up-to-date.
Her approach turns on the fecundity and adaptability of what is called Hinduism. She
reports on the recent study of yoga to find that the practice that is recognized in the
United States is a contemporary version unknown in India. In fact, the suggests the
posture or asana-style yoga derives from muscular Christianity and the YMCA in India
in the 1890s! So much for ancient traditions, customs, and practices. Slept well though
I did have a dream that I was arranging some festivities or cultural activities with some
success. I again neglected to jot down or write up the details. We watched an episode
of Last Tango in Halifax, the city being in England, not this country. It concerns families
and generations and examines the lives and feelings and relationships of people who try
to get by with dignity.
Tuesday, 5 August 2014. Yesterday it rained all day, that is, from time to time, with
a tremendous amount of water. I succeeded in the morning creating a document using
the conversion application, after discovering that my initial file was corrupted so that
nothing worked. Now I await a resized cover for the collection of aphorisms. At the
same time I await Peter Dorn’s response as to whether he has a copy of Footloose, as I
have been unable to find my own copies, not to mention the data. Fell asleep in the midafternoon. Watched a documentary on Maria Montessori, a woman of single vision and
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great determination, in a series on remarkable women that including Mrs. Gandhi (well
done; sad life) and Heddy Lamar (poorly done; sad life). Paged through Flanagan’s
Persona Non Grata, Diebert’s Black Code, and Ignatieff’s Fire and Ashes, in search of
quotable quotes (though why I bother is conjectural, as there is no chance of hardcover
or softcover publication, though I could proceed to Kindle creation, something of a
comedown though it at least has the attraction of a novelty).
Wednesday, 6 August 2014. Sunny and warm; Tai Chi; roofers? Yesterday was
awful: overcast, rainy, clammy. Roofers cancelled. Drove to bank to collect cash, then
to library. Ruth to Dr. Rosen at Toronto Western at 1:00 p.m. Vegetables at Metro;
home 2:30 p.m. Exhausted. Drugged sleep in late afternoon. A treat in the early evening:
watching PBS and seeing a three-hour documentary about Muhammed the Prophet that
was done with intelligence and tact with many astonishing images of contemporary
Mecca and Medina. We never saw the Prophet, of course, for he, like Muslim women
today, was veiled when depicted in early images. He was presented as an Arabian leader
whose mission was to replace clannish or tribal affiliations with religious affiliation, and
he succeeded, being a man of reason and restraint and a brilliant military leader. Even
without the revelations that led to the appearance of the Koran, he would have been
outstanding as a leader and motivator men and moderator of vile passions.
Thursday, 7 August 2014. Yesterday it was a hot day but also an unpleasant day. The
roofer cancelled with an elaborate excuse (that seemed to make sense). The morning’s
Tai Chi was what is euphemistically called an “open session,” i.e., no instructor (because
of various activities elsewhere in the city connected with public demonstrations).
However, one of the participants led us in two sets. Both he and I kept forgetting various
sequences. It all seemed impromptu and disorganized. Tai Chi may be practised solo but
group activity is de rigeur at least for the two of us and judging by conversations with
the other participants (a seniors’ group) for them too. To the bank and What a Bagel in
the Village. Lunch, then drove Ruth to and later from Sunnybrook Hospital for followup of creatine tests: everything okay. No answer to my emails from the Dorns. I am
irritated I can find nothing connected with Footloose. I must push Stan on the print job.
Email from Bill who has been tied up with the visit of relatives, so promised delivery of
the “Uncommonplaces” cover. In the evening we watched an accumulation of recorded
interviews conducted by Charlie Rose, including a fine one with Bruce Riedel, a former
CIA employee and an authority on the current history of the Middle East with respect
to the Russian and American incursions. He introduced me to the term Global Jihad.
Such a wealth of intelligence, yet the results are such shambles.
Friday, 8 August 2014. Pleasant weather, what a relief! On Thursday the roofers
arrived around 9:00 a.m. and worked until 5:30 p.m. but not quite finishing the job of
stripping off three layers of old shingles and applying one new layer. The reason? They
ran out of shingles and will be back on Friday. At least it did not rain last night, as about
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one-fifth of the east roof was entirely unshingled, the area over the little bedroom and
my study / office where I am now. At the library I paged through Sounds Assemblying,
the collection of poems and some prose by Bertram Brooker that was published by
Turnstone Press in Winnipeg in a tiny edition. I assumed the title referred to a biblical
text, but was unable to locate it if so. The poetry is pastel and the prose is pedestrian, yet
there is an authenticity here that I quite like. Columbus Centre for lunch (at least it was
not noisy) and then the Grande Cheese Emporium. Noisy and dusty here, so we were in
a rotten state by the evening. I watched The Mummy with Boris Karloff as “Ardeth Bey”
the reincarnate. Very straight-forward and hardly scary by modern standards. After all,
the movie was made in the 1930s, some eight decades ago. Then we watched an episode
of Heritage, Abba Eban’s Civilization-style series. Unfortunately Eban is no Sir Kenneth
Clark, Lord Saltwood, and none of the statesman’s incisive intelligence and verbal
dexterity was on view. Good sleep. Busy day today, unfortunately. We both feel
depleted.
Saturday, 9 August 2014. Lovely weather yesterday and today. Yesterday the roofers
arrived an completed their work laying shingles. Visit for both of us to Dr. Torgerson
who has a fashionable clinic with fashionable and beautiful assistants opposite Pusateri’s
on Yorkville Avenue west of Bay Street. Corey Torgerson has the slim build and lithe
movements of a ballet dancer with a disarmingly charming gaze. He told us how much
he admires the two of us, regarding us as a “cute couple”! My acid reflux is under
control and so is Ruth’s problem with it. He suggested an audiologist’s examination of
my hearing and that happened next. Hearing in the upper registers is slowly declining,
especially in my right ear. The hearing test was interesting. Even I noted that the words
were longer than the sounds I could hear, such as car (which I could hear) but not bon,
as in carbon. The condition is not serious enough to warrant a hearing aid, despite the
fact that the audiologist suggested that learning to use or wear a hearing aid is easy
earlier than later in life! Back home. Various tasks. Nap. Drive down to the Bloor
Cinema where we were the guest of Doug Cunningham, who had returned from driving
to and from Kitchener for a brief court appearance on behalf of a client, the drive there
and the drive back taking 2.5 hours apiece. I told him before the opening of the 401, it
used to take that long to drive to and from Toronto and Waterloo County. Progress? We
were Doug’s guest who knew of my interest in psychical phenomena and its debunking.
An Honest Liar, a lively and human documentary about James (The Amazing) Randi,
with a surprise appearance by Uri Geller who turned out to be very charming indeed.
Apparently he no longer identifies himself as a “psychic,” but as a “mystifier.” I loved
the line included close to the end of the credits: “No spoons were harming during the
making of this documentary.” Randi had always been a two-dimensional figure, but he
leapt into life and into the third dimension with the revelation about his love-life and
how the life partner had committed a crime a quarter-century earlier. Drive home.
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Watched Heritage about leaving the ghettoes of Eastern Europe and entering the
workplaces and salons of civilized society in Western Europe.
Sunday, 10 August 2014. Lovely weather yesterday and today. All we did on
Saturday was drive to Moore Park and walk on the BeltLine, first north into the Garden
of Remembrance of Mount Pleasant Cemetery, then south into the Moore Park Ravine.
Amid nature: street sounds are muffled, buzzing of insects, absence of birds and wildlife,
algae on the ponds and streams, the arresting sights of decay amid abundant life. Drinks
in the mid-afternoon. Discussed a list for talks about heroes that included only one I did
not identify by name (though Ruth did) and that is Celica, the heroine of The Colour
Purple which I had never read but which Ruth had taught. It occurred to me that
superheroes are saviours and that saviours should probably be ranked ahead of gods and
goddesses in Frye’s pantheon, defying the progress of history. Read The Black Canoe
and Solitary Raven. Bringhurst’s affectionate dedication to Denis Reid is infectious. It
is amazing how the world is richer for their collaboration. In the evening we watched the
episode about “The Golden Country,” the appeal of the United States to immigrants
from Eastern Europe. Ruth complains of stomach cramps in the wee hours of the
morning, though the problem seems to have been relieved by itself and by half a can of
settled Canada Dry ginger ale. Bill came through with the cover for Uncommonplaces,
and it is now posted with Amazon’s Kindle. I shared with him Bill Maynard’s
informative yet over-the-top appreciation of Miscellany.
Monday, 11 August 2014. Lovely weather. Lady York for groceries. Theo and Annie
and their two boys, Nicol and Tom, arrive around 5:30 p.m. Children are appealing but
exhausting and with them you enter in their arbitrary lives. They left to stay at Jonathan’s
for three or so days before returning to Montreal. I was unable to print a PDF of
Incommensurables so I have to redo the spacing, a tedious process. In bed, I paged
through a picture book on Berlin, lent to me by Doug, and found it depressing, though
it was written (to accompany poorly reproduced photographs) by the historian wife of
historian John Keegan, as we did watching the episode of Heritage devoted to the
Holocaust. The latter is like a sensitive tooth that attracts the probing tongue. We may
comprehend one death the way we appreciate one sun overhead, but we are unable to
comprehend killings as many as the visible stars in the heavens. Feeling punk as my diet
(avoiding eating between meals; no snacks, etc.) is proving to be wearisome and
enervating. Ruth has stomach cramps. Enough!
Tuesday, 12 August 2014. Hot yesterday, thunderstorm overnight. Looks like it will
be hot today, Tuesday. Yesterday; bank, drug store, library, Theo takes family to
Ripley’s Aquarium. We have lunch at Columbus Café Cinquecento, i.e., outdoors.
Problems preparing a PDF of the aphorisms collection that Bill can package for private
use. Theo returns from the Aquarium; we go out to Rainbow for dinner. Both of us are
exhausted. We watched the last episode of Heritage, a disappointing series, lacking the
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wit of Abba Eban, heavy with gravitas and historical backgrounds. Paging through the
current issue of Parabola. Jim George’s article is characteristically graceful and
insightful. Both of us are exhausted.
Wednesday, 13 August 2014. On Tuesday, mild with threats of rain, we met Theo and
family at Mabel’s Fables and bought our grandchildren a selection of books. Then we
had an outdoor lunch at Café Cinquecentro and coffee at home. They leave and we
purchase more Drambuie at the LCBO, return Heritage to Videoflicks, check library for
no book, Esso, and drug store. It is now three in the afternoon and we are tired! I worked
on aphorisms, pleased that I had found a way of preparing a PDF that could be exported
and opened by avoiding the WordPerfect converter for the Adobe converter. My selfimposed diet (in essence a restriction on eating snacks throughout the day has resulted
in a weight lost of almost three pounds over the last three weeks). We are skipping Tai
Chi this morning in order to say goodbye to Theo, Annie, and Nico and Thomas. Any
dream life that I have is very much a secondary life as I have not a clue as to what is
happening, given that something is happening. A sad admission.
Thursday, 14 August 2014. Unseasonable weather except that it seems we are moving
into Fall earlier than expected (though now we do so even earlier than we did in past
years). I have a book titled Autumn in August, I remind people. Lunch with Theo et al.
at Columbus Centre yet again. Library has reserved books for me that must be consulted
on the premises. I wrote a short speech to be delivered at the plaquing of the Souster
Stairs and the Sousters’ Residence, both on Mayfield Avenue. At 5:00 p.m. we drove
past Mayfield Avenue at the South Kingsway to the yacht club where Vlad held
Marika’s birthday party. The place was flooded with Czechs and Russians and we were
quite at home there. Both Ruth and I paid tribute to Marika. Returned home tired.
Today, medical visits.
Friday, 15 August 2014. Yesterday the weather turned from warm and muggy to
cold, which it is today. Yesterday was a muck-up: From 11:00 a.m. to 3:45 p.m. we were
at Sunnybrook. Ruth had a meeting with the podorphist and I read in the car, Daniel
Kahneman’s Thinking Fat and Slow. Then we drove to a Second Cup in Laird Plaza for
lunch. The food was awful, including the coffee, and people talked at great volume and
at great length on their cell phones, repeating themselves so much that a tax on
redundancy would have raised money to run a number of charities (or not-for-profit
organizations, as they are now styled). Then I took Ruth back to the hospital and on a
sidestreet parked the car and continued to read about the two levels of cognition: fast and
intuitive, slow and deliberative. The points made are somewhat simple-minded yet the
consequences of unexamined “base lines” are surprisingly consequential. Then I drove
back and it was my turn to have an annual checkup and did so. I am in great condition
except that I weighed in at 202 pounds (clothes, no shoes). So much so for my betweenmeals fasting. Also my body-mass figures are above the recommended level, as I always
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suspected, but then I do have a bulky build. Then I waited for Ruth’s checkup; she’s in
fair to good condition. Then home for a drink. Cold. I fell asleep about 8:00 p.m., read
a bit at one point, and this morning rose at 6:00 a.m. Much to do today, as Cathie and
family arrive this evening and tomorrow morning we drive to Stratford to see two plays
and spend one night.
Saturday, 16 August 2014, Sunday, 17 August 2014. Today the weather is
reasonable, unlike the weather on the last two days. Saturday we drove to Stratford
without being held up on Highway 401 and found our room was not ready at The Parlour
Inn so we had a quick lunch at Features, the local diner, as usual, and then I checked in
while Ruth perused the souvenir shop at the Avon Theatre. We sat through Noel
Coward’s Hay Fever and found the script to be silly but the production was acceptable.
It was hardly worth the trip to Stratford for one night and the payment of $96 per seat,
though the other members of the audience seemed to enjoy the antics. It was Coward’s
first play and is “a social slapstick,” if I may coin a term. It seems he wrote it without
revision in three days – a phenomenal achievement. Drizzle. We dined at the Inn and
found the food expensive but merely acceptable. Then at the Tom Patterson Studio
Theatre (I liked the man immensely but the theatre named in his honour not at all), we
watched Antony and Cleopatra, a “scenario” of a production. I am not familiar with the
script but everyone recognizes the great passages, especially those delivered by
Enobarbus (Tom McCamus). Mark was played Geraint Wyn Davies and Cleopatra
Vanna McIntosh. I felt Davies’s interpretation was successful yet he lacked nobility and
struck me as being a decent Fortinbras in some other play by the Bard. The skin colour
of McIntosh worked in her favour, as she represents Egypt in all its mystery, and she is
very animated and a sexy being though not particularly beautiful (which works in her
favour too). I wrote “scenario,” stealing the term from a review that appeared in one of
the newspapers, as it seemed we were being treated to highlights of the play, one episode
after another, and the surface was skimmed. The script is great but productions of it
make for difficulties, as it is not a history play, a romance, or a true tragedy. It is
certainly eye-catching in this production and ear-pleasing for its language (well
delivered by all the players except for some of the interns cast as common foot soldiers
who could barely utter their lines). It was worth the price of the tickets. Fast asleep.
Breakfast in the morning at Features and then the long drive home, two and a half hours
in length, due to senseless delays on the 401. Lunch, such as it was at Columbus, then
home, then to Nortown for chicken and the fruit and vegetable store, Fair Harvest, for
the rest. Cathie and family are somewhere, we know not where. I am keyboarding this
at 5:57 p.m., Sunday evening. Clear blue sky for a change.
Monday, 18 August 2014. Prepared breakfast for everyone and now at 9:05 a.m., I
have a few minutes on the keyboard. Two grandchildren running around demanding
attention, etc.
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Tuesday, 19 August 2014. It’s 9:27 a.m. on Tuesday, sunny. Cathie, Stuart, James,
and Findlay have finally left for Montreal, after four nights of noise and delight in
children and grandchildren. We bought books for them at Mabel’s Fables but never did
visit Ripley’s Aquarium as it was, again, overcrowded. Today we clean up the house and
then purchase specialty groceries at various supermarkets for a lunch tomorrow with Rod
and Hans and Marie and Robin. We are exhausted.
Wednesday, 20 August 2014. Overcast, threatening to rain. Up to pick up bagels and
milk for a lunch that Ruth has arranged for our friends. No champaign in the house
(plenty of Asti however) but the local LCBO never opened and the one a mile and a half
away does not open until ten o’clock, thirty minutes from now. Another trip. Yesterday
saw us at the library to pick up a book on the Queen Charlotte Islands, now Haida Gwaii,
with a foreword by Jacques Cousteau that is useful for my quote-collecting. Then to the
Yummi Market and then Lady York and then the Bulk Foods, all party purchases. Both
of us are very tired and beginning to wonder about it.
Thursday, 21 August 2014. Early morning was overcast. Now the sun is shining
between the clouds. Running around Wednesday morning followed by a lovely sit-down
lunch and much conversation. Finished reading “Images of God” edition of Parabola
with an interesting piece on the evolution of the thinking of Huston Smith and Jim
George’s well-written article on a Ceylonese yogi. Finished paging through Edmund
Keeley and Philip Sherrard’s translation of the collected poems of C.P. Cavafy. It
offered me many ideas for my own poems. Cavafy’s masterpieces are undeniably
effective, for they reflect a strong light on the present, couched in the settings of the past,
but the mass of his poetry celebrates affairs in back rooms with beautiful youths in his
youth and acknowledges battles fought and lost in the ancient past.
Friday, 22 August 2014. Heavy rain last night. There’s a leak in the roof or in the
bathroom plumbing as there is water on the hall floor outside my study and the ceiling
is dribbling. The rain has stopped so let’s hope the leak is okay (for the time being).
Yesterday was a day devoted to cleaning up the house following our entertainment
arrangements, plus a short visit to the bank and the pharmacy. Thursday night I had two
dreams. In the first dream I was living in an orphanage of some sort as a caretaker or
caregiver, surrounded by young children who looked like imperturbable dolls. In the
second dream I was living in a boarding house and cleaning pieces of porcelain from my
teeth, whether they came from the tea cups or my teeth, I do not know. This is a wet and
noisy and noxious period. To add to it all, there is the ongoing construction with noise,
noise, noise, on the Catholic school on the next street. It seems it is being expanded.
Saturday, 23 August 2014. Overcast and cold. Yesterday was the same but with
sunshine at times. The upstairs shower seems to be leaking and water drips through the
mainfloor ceiling. Our handyman visited, the roofers visited, and I phoned two plumbers
but so far no action is scheduled. We can bypass the upstairs shower by using the one
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on the main floor, but action will have to be taken. From the library I picked up Stephen
Spender’s diaries, and paged through much of it, pausing over his over-the-top
appreciation of Robert Bringhurst’s poetry, quite insightful really as for intent if not
achievement, but was disappointed in his reference to his appearance at the International
Festival of Authors: “I was in Toronto 17 to 21 October. On 21st gave a reading together
with a Portuguese poet, whose English was almost incomprehensible. On 22nd went to
University of New York at Buffalo.” That took place in 1980, and Gatenby and I drove
him to Rosedale to the swish home of Ann Tyndal, one of Harbourfront’s executive, who
never showed up, and then on my own steam I drove him to the McMichael Gallery
where he admired the same artist I did. J.E. H. MacDonald, especially his smaller oils.
I wonder if he wrote about this experience. His legs were so long and the front passenger
seat of the car would not be moved, so he had to sit in the backseat, the owner’s seat, as
it happens. The McMichael’s had us as guests for lunch, unexpectedly. Oh, almost
forgot. The evening redeemed the day, more or less. We watched recorded interviews
by Charlie Rose, including one with James Levine, the music director of the
Metropolitan Opera, and another with the actor-singer Mandy Patinkin (who appears in
Homeland, etc.). Levine fascinates me, one reason being his musical immersion (first as
a pianist and then as a director) which was recognized in his very early teens and a series
of maestros took him under their wings in a rapid succession, so that he spent the first
ten years of his career not in college but in concert halls and opera houses and the next
forty years at the Met. His life moves by musical measures. I found him to be without
anecdotes, without show-business, without name-dropping. I cannot judge his qualities
as a conductor, though I doubt that he is an important one, except in the sense of his
dedication to hard work, fair dealing, exploring the scores and texts. No innovator, no
classicist; very American. Patinkin is a blow-hard, but quite likeable, though he bellows,
rather like the late Robin Williams. There is great talent in both men, but it
overshadowed common sense.
Sunday, 24 August 2014. Clammy, rain-threat weather, yesterday and today. Saturday
we faced the fact that finding a plumber is going to take some time. I cancelled the
expensive tree trimming, as we are currently not being bothered by raccoons and they
have not established a nest in our attic. Saturday we appeared at 4:30 p.m. at Fraser and
Alison Sutherland’s to meet them following their return from China. It was dispiriting.
Fraser looks no one in the eye, even when laconically speaking; Alison seemed flustered.
To my surprise, she performed what I had called the Muslim Gesture to illustrate
gratitude; she seemed surprised that I was surprised. (I subsequently sent her my essay
on the subject, but it did not give her any pause.) Their house around the corner from our
Daoist centre has looked better, the fruit of having house-sitters to neglected the place.
Only one other person turned up before we left to visit Jim and Barbara George. That
also was dispiriting like the weather. Jim is suffering from the flu, spoke a few words
from across the room, trying to appear gallant and courteous, and then retired to his
bedroom. Barbara introduced us to the restaurant across the street. Sfizio Pizzeria and

Wine Bar has some class and food of some quality but high prices. With tip, Ruth’s
pizza and salad, my veal dish, mineral water, and two cappuccinos, came to $83.28.
Unfortunately they had a singer with a sweet voice who took no break, until we were
finishing our coffees. He played all the standard compositions in Spanish and Italian
with recorded background music with considerable amplification. We talked generally
about the rural retreat at Tyrone, weekends, intensives, and the Enneagram. Dreary drive
home. I enjoyed dipping into Spender’s journals; I found Jack Winter’s The Tallis Bag
to be disconcertingly and irritatingly arch and pretentious, though in the last section the
affection he showed in the unwell folksinger was affirming.
Monday, 25 August 2014. Sunny. Yesterday was intermittently hot. Tried to check
my interloaned books at the library, but this branch is shut on summer Sundays. I finally
dipped into my Penguin edition of Persian Letters and found it clever and somewhat
silly. It has dated but in the process has acquired the patina of Orientalism. I am also
reading some of the essays of Montaigne, again in a green-covered Penguin edition. He
is great on the subject of imagination which, unlike any other writer of the past, links the
imagination to impotency and intercourse without being salacious. He would have made
a first-class clinician. His essays never seem to go out of favour. We are driving to the
East End to lunch with Bill and Danica.
Tuesday, 26 August 2014. Lovely day yesterday. Ideal weather. Drove to Beach Hill
where we gave Bill and Danica some gifts, including a book about the city’s walking
tours, then lunch at Occasions, a ’50s diner (not ’50s “style”), and more talk at their
secluded and lovely residence on Normandy Avenue. Even the drive home during early
rush hour was leisured. In the evening I read through the current issue of the Skeptical
Inquirer. I found the coverage of the new Cosmos TV series of interest but uncritical in
its coverage. At dinner, Ruth had real coffee for a change, weathered the storm, and slept
well too.
Wednesday, 27 August 2014. Tuesday was extraordinarily hot. Bank. Ruth to
shoemaker and dressmaker, JR to library to borrow four books, notably The
Autobiography of Melvyn Douglas which is of interest to me for two reasons: I enjoy his
screen portrayals and he spent a couple of years at Upper Canada College. The
autobiography is essentially a collection of memoirs stitched together by a family friend,
Tom Arthur, who used it as a doctoral dissertation. I assume it was unsuccessful because
of the poor editing and proofing. It lacks the finesse of the actor, but is worth reading for
its anecdotes about life as an actor in the boondocks: community theatre, little theatre,
and touring groups. Cafe at Columbus was too crowded, so we purchased groceries at
nearby Lady York and brought home a barbecued chicken. Feeling apprehensive,
perhaps because of the heat.
Thursday, 28 August 2014. Yesterday was very hot: good. Tai Chi. We did the
regular set (which takes about fifteen minutes to perform) followed by the fast set (which
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takes about half that length of time to complete). The experience took us back to our
original sessions at Columbus Centre with Giovanni Tullo who trained under Master
Moy, the founder of the Daoist organization. I felt exhilarated: it was exuberant exercise
as distinct from exacting exercise required by the regular set of 108 moves. Lunch at
Centro. Ruth to hair salon. I pick her up after. Drinks on the patio. I finished reading The
Autobiography of Melvyn Douglas and in the end felt a little sorry for Mr. Douglas, who
polished his own performances but had no occasion to do so with his appearances in this
quasi-memoir. His marriage to Helen Gahagan, a beauty who stared in one movie, as She
Who Must Be Obeyed, seems to have met their different needs but not been otherwise
a close one. I still feel the consummate romantic lead and character actor has eluded me,
and certainly his biographer.
Friday, 29 August 2014. Hot yesterday; overcast as I write this on Friday. Yesterday:
Ruth to purchase Isagal, dentist, Haber’s pharmacy, Shopper’s. Dinner. Quick trip to
Costco (only $142.50 this time, half the usual amount). Surprise call from DrainMaster
which offers to come here Friday between 11:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. That upsets today’s
schedule. I have to pay bills. I finished reading Defending Archaic Springs, essays by
Kathleen Raine, and found the collection to be familiar enough, in detail and approach,
not to mention appeal, as they date from the 1960s and recall the Structuralist approach
without the admixture of Deconstructionism or PostModernism. From my Fryegian
perspective they are associative and bear features of the “anatomy” which goes back to
Sir Thomas Browne when not earlier. Kathleen Raine is a dry stick. An earnest school
marm.
Saturday, 30 August 2014. Friday was a tense-making day. I dropped off a urine
sample at Sunnybrook, then went to the ScotiaBank and Metro. With Ruth I picked up
clothes and shoes. Then we waited for Chris from DrainMasters. He diagnosed the
problem quickly and then demonstrated that the pipes were sound but that the seat in the
shower was leaking water onto the floor and it was flowing along to floorboards to the
point where it was seeping through the downstairs ceiling. Alternatives: have a
contractor remove, fix, and reinstall the marble shower seat; use clear silicon on the
leaky edges. Relief. I have to allow the area to really dry before sealing the seams. It
turns out the outcome was predicted by Cathie who had faced similar problems with her
older house in Montreal. Then we picked up The Family at Videoflicks. It stars Robert
De Niro and Michelle Pfeiffer and is directed by Luc Besson, but is hardly worth
remembering. It concerns a former Mafia don from New York who is in a witness
protection program in Normandy, of all places. Earlier in the evening, while working out
on the Treadmill, I caught the beginning of Journey into Fear, a Mercury Theatre
production starring Joseph Cotten and written by him. It has its suspenseful moments but
is nowhere as compelling as the novel. The character of Josette in the movie, though
well cast and well played, is not a patch on Eric Ambler’s descriptions of the character
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in the novel. Now reading Lings’s Sufi biography, about which more later.
Sunday, 31 August 2014. It’s muggy. Yesterday had a full-fledged rainstorm but
turned out to be hot and otherwise pleasant. Columbus for al-fresco lunch, Videoflicks
to return the Robert De Niro movie (ugh!) and then the Friendly Butcher for frozen
soups and meat pies. Then we read on the patio where I finally napped, as did Ruth. In
the evening she tried to watch Sherlock but gave up so we both watched Last Vegas, an
over-the-top comedy that had some good moments but was too feel-good for my taste,
like a too-rich dessert. Reading Lings’s life of a twentieth-century saint, Shaikh Ahmd
al-‘Alawî of Mostaganem, Algeria. This is the zäwiyah where Robert Irwin studied, if
that is the word to use for the techniques he learned there and the doctrines he digested.
Bibliographical and historical footnote: The first edition in 1961 was titled A Moslem
Saint of the Twentieth Century. The second edition, revised and enlarged, was titled A
Sufi Saint of the Twentieth Century. Lings is not much of a biographer, or even a writer
per se, but he gathers serious materials together and understands what he is describing.
The text is hagiographical.
Monday, 1 September 2014. Yesterday was hot but I was indoors all day. Today is
overcast and I am at home all day. A week ago Jonathan phoned and asked me if I would
like to accompany him to Fan Expo at the Toronto Convention Centre. I was surprised.
He explained he had two tickets to the event (worth over $40 apiece) plus he had paid
for a photographic session (at the cost of $240 or so) with “the Two Captains” – Captain
Kirk (William Shatner) and Captain Jean-Luc Picard (Patrick Stewart). I suggested he
take one or other of his children but they were surprisingly uninterested in the event.
Then I suggested that he take Dave Gotlib (a Star Trek fan from way back; he even has
a mock-up of the Enterprise’s space deck), but Dave was busy and preparing to take the
family to Japan. Ruth said, “It’s an opportunity to bond with your son.” So I agreed. It
was arranged I would drive to Jonathan’s and then we would drive in his car to park it
in the Scotia Tower where he works. We walked to the Convention Centre which was
teeming with people, some ten percent of whom were costumed in garish outfits. The
south bloc was teeming with merchandisers: a mechanized version of an Indian bazaar.
The north bloc teemed even more with higher end merchandise. We wandered around,
glad to gawk at the fans of science-fiction, fantasy, horror, and gaming. The noise and
the sensory overload was overpowering. I was hoarse and could hardly hear what was
being said. We finally found places to sit. The photographic session was scheduled for
3:45 p.m., but delayed for 30 minutes. There were probably 400 people ahead of us and
500 people behind us, in well-organized lines. People were courteous. I would say the
education level was community college; the average age was thirty, the sophistication
level very low, the knowledge of entertainment kitsch very high, and courtesy level very
high. There are two races of women: fashion models (the few) and regular woman (the
bulk). Even plain women with elaborate make-up, exotic wigs, extraordinary dresses,
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some with some skin exposure, were not so plain after all. A few men were stylishly
turned out but the majority came as what I used to call Bohunks, a word not associated
with outer space. We stood in line for 90 minutes. Each photographic session took about
five seconds (Jonathan’s estimate) or perhaps ten seconds (my estimate). We were
instructed where to stand, denied handbags, told to take our positions. We agreed I
would stand to Shatner’s right, Jonathan to Stewart’s left. Assuming my position, I said
to Shatner (who looked resolutely straight ahead), “This seems weird to me,” stressing
that word, as it comes from his syndicated television series Weird or Not?. He mumbled,
“I feel it too.” A sudden illumination and it was over. Leaving, I said, “Thank you.” He
replied, “Thank you for coming.” Jonathan’s exchange with Stewart was even briefer:
“Hi.” Within a minute or two Jonathan picked up his 8x10 glossy print and I paid for a
PDF and then a glassine envelope to protect this Relic of the Encounter. We were a little
dazed and a not a little chagrined, as we made our way through the crowds to Front
Street. We were cats who had swallowed some species of canary. It was not a religious
experience but it packed not a little charisma. Ah, the tenuous connection with celebrity
and immortality. Driving back I told Jonathan that the experience may not have been
“memorable” but it was “unforgettable.” He had been and has remained a Star Trek fan.
Not me. I had watched some episodes as they appeared, and since then I have been
mildly amused to read about the phenomenon, the mythos, but there is no denying the
lasting glamour of the “enterprise.” The photograph shows Shatner half-asleep but
Stewart vigorously awake, plus two very bright-eyed, happy “fans.” Back home, Ruth
was irritated that the undertaking had taken so long – from ten-thirty in the morning to
close to six o’clock in the evening. I was sweaty and exhausted. After a drink and a
dinner of Australian lamb chops, I read in bed. My feet, which are usually cold when I
am horizontal, felt as if they were encased in cement. This persisted until the morning
when the sensation from the feet returned to normal.
Tuesday, 2 September 2014. Hot weather. Yesterday: Anabela, trip to Videoflicks
to pick up the fifth series of The Good Wife for Ruth to watch. I finished reading A Sufi
Saint of the Twentieth Century and wrote up about a dozen points mainly critical of this
imperfect yet interesting biography of a modern-day, so-called “saint.” Pleasant reading
on the patio despite the noise of construction, as Our Lady of Assumption Catholic
School is being enlarged and it is located but a block away.
Wednesday, 3 September 2014. Yesterday was hot with a tremendous shower in the
late afternoon. Subway and back. Picked up from the library a book on the metaphysics
of Coomaraswamy edited by Roger Lipsey. Handyman caulking the shower. Subway
and back. Pleasant evening reading. The collection of essays, one of three volumes in
the Bollingen Series issued by Princeton University Press, is the one devoted to
Metaphysics; the others are devoted to traditional art and symbolism and His Life and
Work. This volume is called Coomaraswamy: 2: Selected Papers – Metaphysics. Since
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it arrived by loan, I am trying to figure out how to loan the two companion volumes.
Metaphysics certainly defeats me as it seems more a repository of selected references
from Ancient Greek and Roman philosophical writings led off by Hindu scriptures with
a few Islamic works added to the hopper. I feel I am reading or trying to read an
“anatomy” rather than an essay, talk, paper, article, or whatever. Coomaraswamy had an
awesome ability to collect and present passages and to write in a clear yet complex
fashion and to entertain traditional ideas, but I doubt anyone will actually read these
essays; study them, yes, but read them? As a scholar, Lipsey is self-effacing, though
there are lapses in judgement: for instance, no translations of many quoted passages. The
only mistake I found was in the index: a page number for Guénon that fails to yield a
reference on that page: picayune. Lipsey does a song-and-dance number concerning the
“annotations” that were never completed by the author’s widow, so they were dropped,
though not all of them!
Thursday, 4 September 2014. Yesterday: Tai Chi, Forest Hill Village for bank and
bagels and then Harvest Value, then home for lunch. Handyman visits. Noisy
construction sounds. Miscellaneous work at home. Not accomplishing much. Today: hot
weather. Bathroom shower seems still to be leaking; problem. Last night I read further
in Zona which exerts a fascination all its own, with its parallel texts treated as footnotes
the same size and font of type as the main text.
Friday, 5 September 2014. Thursday was hot. It began with the discovery that the
upstairs shower is still leaking when turned on. Lunch at Columbus, Lady York,
People’s, Esso gas, library. Worked on various projects but accomplished little. Finished
reading Geoff Dyer’s Zona which received a surprising amount of coverage, surprising
considering how it personally and stylishly recounts the author’s experiences watching
Stalkers, based by Tarkovsky on the Strugatski’s Roadside Picnic. I saw the movie once
in a movie theatre and once again on video. I would like to rewatch it, preferably on the
big screen, but that is unlikely to happen. My feeling is that what the two works of art
share is “the Zone,” a version of Room 101 in Orwell’s 1984. It is where one’s hopes
are dashed and one’s fears are realized, and if there is a meaning, an objective
correlative, it is that by facing one’s mortality one achieves both of those ends in one
swift move. Amusingly Dyer points out that to the extent that Stalkers has a plot (beyond
that of a road movie) it shares that plot with The Wizard of Oz.
Saturday, 6 September 2014. It was extremely hot yesterday. I drove Ruth to and
from Sunnybrook Hospital for a minor procedure. Steve Balaban our handyman
appeared and did some more calking in the upstairs bathroom. Everyone is dubious that
this will solve the problem of the puddle that forms on the bathroom floor when the
shower is in action. In the afternoon we drove to the dressmaker’s, to the library, and
then to the bank, it being too hot to walk at all. I have been reading miscellaneous works,
including a set of tributes to Carl Sagan to mark his sixtieth birthday. He had the knack
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for friendship, and accomplished and learned people were drawn to him. More on this
collection at a later point. All last night it rained. I was worried that our basement would
spring a leak so I checked twice that night and morning. No leak. Must drive to Swansea
to attend the unveiling of the plaques that celebrate Ray Souster’s former residence on
Mayfield and Willard Gardens Parkette. Very uncomfortable weather. It discouraged
Lee Anne and Kevin from driving from Orillia to dine with us in the early evening. Lee
Anne has serious asthma, I seem to recall.
Sunday, 7 September 2014. Bright morning, clear skies, cool. Yesterday began with
rain but by 10:00 a.m. the rain clouds blew away and the sun came out and the weather
was lovely, warm, just in time for the unveiling of the two plaques to mark the Souster
Stairs at Willard Gardens Parkette (also known as Lollipop Park for its characteristic
shape with a narrow laneway leading to a circular coulee). Perhaps fifty people gathered
and the Poet-Laureate of the City of Toronto m.c.ed the proceedings. I was the first to
speak, followed by Donna Dunlop who read poems, Dennis Lee who reviewed the city’s
commitment to honouring the contributors to its culture, etc. It was a casual occasion,
West Toronto rather than Mid Toronto or East Toronto in spirit. By way of introduction,
I suggested the steps (about 43 in all), which takes one from Mayfield Avenue to the
circular park, could not be counted because they could not all be seen at the same time,
like the Standing Stones in Britain and the boulders in Kyoto’s Zen garden. I also
suggested that Willard’s name will now be coupled with Souster’s. I also suggested that
Ray would have despised the word “parkette,” much preferring the common noun
“park.” Chatted with Bill Toye and Greg Gatenby and other people who were in
attendance and respectful and happy. Bill Andersen came and snapped multiple shots
of people. By mutual agreement we returned via College Street and had a lunch (actually
their all-day breakfast) at the Free Times Café. The rest of the day was dribbled away
and in the evening I continued reading the scholarly tributes to Carl Sagan. The upstairs
shower seems not to be leaking.
Monday, 8 September 2014. Yesterday and today: sunny, coolish. Yesterday we
walked along one of the trails that begin at Forest Hill Village. On the way back I
inadvertently, in attentively, took the wrong path back, adding ten minutes to the walk,
a strain that Ruth felt. We used to walk for more than one hour; now we are down to
thirty or forty minutes. I am reading through the collection of papers Cornell University
published to mark Carl Sagan’s sixtieth birthday. It is sobering to think his life was cut
so short thereafter. Fell asleep about 9:45 p.m., woke up about 4:15 a.m., and rose at
7:45 a.m. I am feeling the strain of not eating between meals; I miss the candies, cookies,
biscuits, etc. Reaching for a treat was a habit. It has ceased to be that, at least for the
interim, but I feel a death of energy with no pick-me-up in sight. I lost a little more than
five pounds in six weeks.
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Tuesday, 9 September 2014. Yesterday was warm; today is a little cooler but pleasant
though cloudy. Enough of the weather report. Monday was a handyman’s delight. The
fellow named Roberto finally came and installed the ten-foot railing from the foot of the
stairs along the edge of the driveway to the foot of the roadway. Steve Balaban, our
handyman, arrived and repaired the edge of the wood on the roof-line on the front of the
house that had rotted away. Chris came from Drain Works and replaced the upstairs
toilet that was not flushing properly. While this was underway we had our cleaning lady
here and I drove to Sunnybrook twice as Ruth had an appointment with a specialist in
orthotics. By four-thirty in the afternoon I was exhausted and so was Ruth. The leak
seems to have been scotched or staunched, if those are the words. In the evening I
finished reading all the speeches and papers in Carl Sagan’s Universe, edited by
Yervant Terzian and Elizabeth Bilson. I had a pretty good idea of Sagan’s achievement
before I read a page of this collection of tributes, all of them of considerable length, but
I had not taken into account his charm and friendship and also the depth of this work on
planetary physics. I even found a quotation or two. In the evening I read my tattered
paperback copy of Ray Bradbury’s sole anthology (I think) called Timeless Stories for
Today and Tomorrow. Many of the stories focus on loners, male, who go crazy. They
seem quite dated. The language is somewhat stale but not rancid. Society was in low
gear though the characters seem to regard it as difficult even then. I have had the copy
of the anthology since it was published, more than a half-century ago.
Wednesday, 10 September 2014. Yesterday was relaxed. Ruth was so tired she slept
much of the morning and much of the afternoon. We did drive to the dressmakers and
to the library where I picked up John Calder’s memoirs. It is an extraordinarily detailed
tome full of fascinating information about opera and literature and publishing as well as
marriages and extramarital affairs. It even has a strong Canadian connection. I am
engrossed in it. It appeared at the library on loan from another branch on the right day.
No dreams. I do a lot of writing, aphorisms and poems, and also rewriting of my study
of the “Moslem Saint” biography.
Thursday, 11 September 2014. Yesterday: Tai Chi, bagels, Loblaws. Quiet afternoon
during which I attended to editorial chores. Visit to dentist: two teeth polished. In the
early evening I watched a rerun on Turner Classic Movies of Ninotchka, marvelling at
the witty script, the deft camera-work, and the glimpses of the actors. This is a romantic
comedy that reveals just enough of each character’s personality to make it tick like a
watch and stick like a burr in memory. From library borrowed The Dervish of Windsor
Castle. Hardware store to purchase a new mat for the bathroom, an expenditure of $4.95
plus tax. In the evening I continued to turn the pages of Pursuit: The Uncensored
Memoirs of John Calder. Amazing recall. Currently reading about the first Edinburgh
literary festival.
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Friday, 12 September 2014. This morning I could not access the computer because
the screen now light blue in colour showed only a series of files: “checking file system
on C drive,” it said. I turned the computer off and tried again; same problem. I allowed
it to run by itself while we went to two appointments with Dr. Torgerson (eyes, ears,
nose, throat) and then the bank, fruit and vegetable store, and then Nortown for soup and
chopped liver. Avira Fire Antivirus is not working! Fast trip to Sunnybrook to have
blood sample taken prior to receiving a renewal of prescriptions for various medications.
The Mathesons arrive to put a happy spin to a rough day. Much discussion of Lee
Anne’s Destiny’s Gate which looks lovely and reads well. Discussion too of chiropractic
as practised by Kevin, her husband. Early dinner at Boccaccio, sole diners, guests of the
Mathesons. Tired.
Saturday, 13 September 2014. Rain. Mailed a copy of Shaking Tent to Sudbury
University which ordered it. It is much easier to require payment in advance by cheque
or PayPal than to issue invoices. Purchased bagels and cream cheese at What a Bagel,
northern branch. Await Rosi and Milan, guests for the night. No internet connection.
Dinner at our expense at Boccaccio, where we battled the noise generated by a fullblown reception of loud Italians.
Sunday, 14 September 2014. Lovely brunch with our guests from Collingwood, much
discussion of ebooks (an obsession with Milan) and family (of particular concern with
Ruth and Rosi). Weiders have apparently sold their interest in Blue Mountain. Computer
half works. I receive but cannot send email. No “Start” switch on desktop page.
Apparently the computer’s memory is “corrupted” for there is certainly “not enough
memory” to operate some functions. I feel a limb has been amputated or an organ has
been anaesthetized. Heavy heart. Fall weather: cold, damp.
Monday, 15 September 2014. This new, flat keyboard gives me problems. It has been
a miserable period and I find, to my consternation, that my dieting has resulted, after five
weeks, in a weight loss that went from 200 pounds to 190 pounds, the last four pounds
in the last few days. This is somewhat scary! Monday morning found me at Best Buy in
Yorkville where I purchased a new computer, hence the “flat keyboard” mentioned
above, manufactured by Acer, visited the Beer Store to return empties, and returned
books to the library. We wanted to hear Naomi Klein speak at the Toronto Reference
Library but lacked tickets and were too tired to do so anyway. Fiasco with Direct
Energy, the company I wanted to insure our furnace and supply maintenance. After the
visits from two technicians to clean it out for the winter, and after two telephone calls,
it turns out that Direct Energy does not deal with oil, only gas. I am now negotiating with
Laird which does make oil deliveries but they insist on a credit inspection (no problem)
but also on a technical inspection (perhaps a problem). Everything seems to be difficult.
I find myself suffering amputation of limbs as the result of being unable to check sites,
handle email, and wrote poems and aphorisms. It is a half-life. I find I am more
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depressed than I can recall. Non-clinical depression, let me add! Ruth is also unwell,
with persistent bladder pains.
Tuesday, 16 September 2014. I cancelled Direct Energy. To Sunnybrook for a dropoff. Then I drove Ruth to the Club and went to Best Buy to pick up the new computer.
I did so with a heavy heart, as the total cost, with a WordPerfect Office x7 program,
came to over $800. There will be other costs later on, as well as the expenditure of time
and effort. I fear a loss of fluency, as keyboarding for me has become a way of
externalized thinking, sans effort. Dr. Frank will not be back until next week. Bill
Andersen has been phoning and emailing with useful points of assistance. Right from the
first he sensed my sense of dread that all the WordPerfect files of poems and quotations
had been lost; all along he assured me that they were not “lost” at all. He was right. Dr.
Dave generously offered to drop over and did so Wednesday morning. Picked up Ruth
after the Club and a doctor’s visit about 4:45 p.m. Desultory evening. Lack of energy
along with loss of weight. Read through the NYRBs and enjoyed a gracefully written
article by Michael Ignatieff on the world situation, beginning with lines from a poem by
John Ashbery, the first time anyone has quoted him in a meaningful context, this one
about thinking ourselves plays in the game of society but finding ourselves to our dismay
to be its spectators.
Wednesday, 17 September 2014. Warm days, cold evenings. Promptly at 9:30, Dave
arrived on a mission of mercy and worked two hours, restoring email, locating missing
files, etc. Exhausting for him, as he suffered the flu, contracted in Japan. Visit to drug
store and Lady York for groceries. This keyboard continues to give me trouble, and I
find myself wondering where files are located.
Thursday, 18 September 2014. Quiet morning though Ruth is having a difficult time
with her bladder. Drove to Free Times Café where we lunched with Frances Bender,
widow of my speech guru, Peter Urs Bender, and had a relaxed time. Then a visit to
Home Hardware where I bought a sheet of clear plastic and a roll of clear plastic duct
tape. In the early evening I taped up the shower stall where it is leaking. So far so good.
Late in the evening Ruth complained about hearing the sound of running water
somewhere in the house or immediate outside of it. I made two tours of all the room and
around the house to ascertain that everything was fine ... and dry. Reading a Sicilian
police procedural and some of Yourcenaur’s Oriental tales and stories, but I could not
concentrate. Trying to master this keyboard, so my speed is non-existent. Maybe I can
find an adaptor for my sturdy, old-fashioned, IBM keyboard. Tomorrow the maintenance
man comes to examine our oil-burning, hot-water boiler.
Friday, 19 September 2014. Service call from Rick of Laird who okayed everything
and cleaned the so-called furnace. I cancelled the deliveries of oil from Petro Partners
and then had to reaffirm my decision with someone with a gruff accent who kept asking,
in effect, why. I told him the place was being sublet and it was up to the new tenant to
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deal such arrangements, miffed that I was being pressed for an explanation. I have
learned to be abrupt. In the afternoon we parked in the plaza and I went to the bank, the
library, and the pharmacy – the tripos of my daily routine! The handle on the screen
front door came off and needs to be replaced. What next? Bill Andersen gave me the
info on the adapter I need to operate with my old keyboard, the sturdy IBM one, rather
that this flimsy Acer board. One great success was my ability to connect with the Brother
printer-fax-copier, etc. I watched an episode of The Good Wife and found it clever but
dispiriting: unexpected shock effects and reversal. Slept well.
Saturday and Sunday, 20 and 21 September 2014. I sign of mild confusion is the fact
that the dating of these entries is out of kilter. I am keyboarding this at 9:35 a.m.,
Sunday, and discussing Saturday’s events, a simple task, as we went to Best Buy but
were unable to purchase the adapter for the keyboard and mouse and then we went to
Home Hardware where we were able to buy the replacement handle for the screen door.
It took me half an hour to secure it in place. The rest of the day found me trying to
handle my email, without a contact list, and exploring elusive functions and files. I was
able to locate Footloose entirely by chance which was unaccountably stored on the other
area of a divided hard-drive. For the first time since 2008 I read the introductory pages
and found them ... charming ... not demanding ... not probing ... but gracefully written.
When I have things in hand I will prepare an ebook edition of the tribute to Gordon
Sinclair. Watched part of His Girl Friday and found it corny but clever with substantial
lead performers and well-cast character actors. Fell asleep about ten o’clock and rose to
a wet morning at 6:30 a.m. I have “lost” almost ten pounds and have shelved the need
I had to constantly nibble though I am still hungry and lacking in any more than basic
energy.
Monday, 22 September 2014. Sunday the weather was warm, even hot. Today is
rainy again. Lunch with Jonathan and Alex at Yitz’s, then coffee at Mad Bean, then
Harvest Fresh and Nortown for odds and ends. Relaxed afternoon (for a change). At
Mad Bean, I bought, for a quarter, a paperback copy of Koestler’s book on the conflict
between the Darwinians and the Lamarckians. It is an interesting work structurally, as
it is well organized, though so complexly that it seems disorganized, yet the author has
the ability to write and think simultaneously, and with grace, carries the argument along.
More about this later. In the late evening I broke my “fast” and at an energy bar that had
languished in the refrigerator for months. I lost about nine pounds in about seven weeks.
No pangs of hunger, just constant craving.
Tuesday, 23 September 2014. Monday was a relaxed day, for a change. Anabela,
walk to bank and postal station, with a drive to Pusateri’s to buy some decent coffee
beans for a change. Spent most of the day on the computer, reviewing and proofing the
text of the sprightly Sinclair commentary. I am unable to attach the text to send it to Bill
who is designing the cover for the ebook edition. I drew up a list of eleven points that
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are still difficulties with the computer. I finished reading Arthur Koestler’s The Case of
the Midwife Toad, a most unusual text, something of a detective story with no
perpetrator and hence no culprit. I find it oddly disconcerting that so much attention
should be paid to an anomaly, the surviving pickled remains of one toad, which
supposedly supplies proof of acquired genetic modifications. I will reread one of the
appendices, the one that deals with “seriality,” i.e., non-causal connections.
Wednesday, 24 September 2014. Yesterday: fine weather, leaves beginning to turn
into colours besides green. Columbus for lunch, drugstore and gasoline, dressmaker,
pleasant walk along rustic residential streets west of Heart Park on Avenue Road. We
almost bought a house fifty or more years ago on Otter Crescent, instead deciding on the
practicality of our present residence on Dell Park Avenue. The park two houses west of
us has been upgraded by the city to great effect but also at great expense. Drinks on the
patio. Correspondence with Stephen Grant. Quiet evening. We are recovering from our
series of difficulties over the last month, indeed last half-year or longer. About three
mornings ago, I woke up from a dream, yelling, as I was sitting in our car at an
intersection, Ruth beside me, worried that she was exhausted from the events of the early
afternoon, knowing full well she would be shortly flying alone “to Winnipeg.” Why?
Who knows. I woke Ruth up. Our dentist Marika finds signs of bruxilism, grinding of
teeth, but I am not aware of any such tensions.
Thursday, 25 September 2014. Pleasant weather. For a few hours in the midafternoon I was imaginatively wafted away to Santa Barbara, California, during its
winter season. Tai Chi with a male instructor this time, who had an excellent handle on
bodily function and sensation and a light touch. Sandwiches and bagels bought in the
Village and after lunch at home, groceries at Lady York and dressmaker again. The rest
of the day I spent trying to use the keyboard and mouse adapter that connects with my
old keyboard and mouse but the keyboard fails to register certain letters, like P and F.
As well TurtleDirect sent me two adapters and that mistaie took twenty minutes on the
phone to straighten out. The second one goes back. Perhaps the first one should be
returned as well, but I will wait for Frank’s visit, following the ill-positioned Jewish New
Year holidays. Slept very well.
Friday, 26 September 2014. Very pleasant weather. We had lunch with Michael
Currie, with Nesbitt Burns, an annual meeting, usually not over lunch, and had to pay
$23.00 to park in the building where I was course leader at the Management Centre.
We’re solvent unless we spend much more money than we are now spending, which is
difficult, as we need more special services and are used to eating out (not dining out!)
for lunch, etc. The city is in gridlock; traffic is terrible. It took us more than one hour to
drive back from downtown, the main northern routes, Bathurst, Spadina, Avenue,
Yonge, were clogged because of road-maintenance work, illegally parked automobiles,
distracted drivers, etc.: nothing unusual for the late afternoon. Kensington Market, where
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we bought cheese and a tin of biscuits, looks shoddy though cleaner and less smelly than
it once was. It was and is a hive not of bees but of immigrants. Letter from the Sheriff’s
department requiring me to qualify for possible jury duty.
Saturday, 27 September 2014. Dentist, bank, Shopper’s, lunch, UPS (to return the
extra adaptor). Ruth and I had our teeth descaled and polished, with no cavities reported:
good news for a change. Lunch at Columbus Centre on the pleasant patio. Returned the
extra adapter from TurtleDirect and had to pay more than seventeen dollars to do so,
more than the adapter is worth before taxes, etc. I have been rereading Sens-Plastique
by Malcolm de Chazal and finding many points of interest and attitudes to emulate.
Through writings like his we are able to inhabit, perceptually and intellectually,
momentarily, psyches other than our own in a world of strange and secret or at least
hidden correspondences if not other worlds entirely. A living being from the
constellation Orion may well find his sensorium unalien.
Sunday, 28 September 2014. Lovely weather. If it continues it will spoil us. I had a
dream last night but cannot now recall it, though it entertained me at the time. Dollar
shop and linen shop. Hardware store on Avenue Road. Videoflicks. Renew Ruth’s book
at library, The Divorce Papers. Working on poems and aphorisms; unable to settle down
to work on any larger project. In the evening we tried to watch August: Osego County
(or whatever) but found Meryl Streep to be over-the-top, while the other characters were
intent on creating stiff stereotypes. I am rereading Rohmer’s Tales of Secret Egypt and
find the characterization to be so thin as to be off-putting though entertaining enough
given the late 1910s and 1920s, the period of their popularity.
Monday, 29 September 2014. Lovely weather: not too hot, not too cold, during the
day, the evenings being cold. Pleasant Sunday lunch at Yitz’s with Jonathan with
discussions about politics, law, family, friends, etc. Then we drove to the cemetery
where Ruth’s parents are buried. Melancholy interlude. It is the same Labour Zionist
cemetery where the remains of Nathan Cohen are buried beneath a headstone which
identifies him, quite correctly, as a big man who was not averse to doing little things as
occasions warranted. Back home. Bad news is that I will not see Frank to deal with the
email issues until Tuesday afternoon or evening. I read two more of Rohmer’s stories.
I found I have enough for the time being of Chazal: he is supersaturated with insights:
best to be taken by a level tea spoon, not a heaping soup spoon. Slept well.
Tuesday, 30 September 2014. Mild weather. Pleasant and profitable morning. I
coached a candidate for City Council for almost two hours in the morning on
presentation skills. They all came back to me – ten years of intermittent work, without
prompting. The candidate, an attractive woman in early middle age who was a teacher
who had dealt at two points in her life with a stammer (it did not show except that she
spoke with great clarity and conviction), was an apt pupil and showed her newly
acquired skills to great benefit. Then lunch at the café at Columbus Centre and then
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home where I struggled with this keyboard. In the evening we watched part of a new TV
series called The Good Woman (kitsch) and a Moses Znaimer production with Conrad
Black that was so heavily edited it made little sense. It was a debate (a forum really) on
terrorism and its causes and consequences. The only person who stood out was a woman
broadcaster who said “more religion” is the answer, especially Christ’s message. Tarek
Fatah fought the good fight. It was a medley of nonsense, really. I returned to Rohmer’s
stories, which are nonsensical in another way. About the only useful undertaking, as a
viewer, was watching the second, forty-five minute episode (lecture) by Frye on the
Bible. I watched the first episode, thanks to Bill Andersen, the previous day. Slept well,
too deep for dreaming.
Wednesday, 1 October 2014. We skipped Tai Chi this morning so it is now almost
eleven in the morning and I am keyboarding this entry. Yesterday I dropped Ruth off at
the Eaton Centre where she tried to buy some black panties but failed to find them in
stock at Mark’s Work Warehouse there. Then she joined me at the A&L Club where I
chatted with Peter Russell the political scientist and Peter Harris the English teacher and
Dorothy and Brian Parker and Ezra Schabas, etc. Old gaffers all. Richard Gwyn
introduced the political columnist and biographer Paul Wells who spoke about his study
of Stephen Harper called, oddly, As Long as I am Prime Minister, a terrible title for a
fine biographical study. As Richard pointed out, the keyword that applies to Wells’s
writings in Maclean’s and between the covers of political studies is “fairness.” He
presented Harper in terms of Harper’s concerns and interests, which seem to be to
reduce government involvement, government expenditures, corporate and personal tax
rates, and he goes about this avoiding the headlines, incrementally, advancing step by
step but when faced with obstacles he halts or retreats to regroup. He seldom acts
otherwise and should be judged, at least in part, on the basis of how well he has stuck
to his guns ... er, code. As Wells said, both at the Club and in the book, which Ruth had
me read, Harper studies other politicians, whether Liberal or Conservative, as long as
they are “successful.” He asked me about the availability of my quote books as ebooks
or on line. Drove Margaret McBurney and Bob Beardsley to their residence in Christie
Place. Then we shopped at Nortown and Harvest Fair. At 8:00 p.m., Frank Spitzer
arrived, and huffing and puffing he tried to download Live Mail and then Windows
Essentials and even Outlook Express, but failed. He did handle my “attachment”
problem, in a tricky fashion. I find myself with an unfamiliar keyboard, with files here
and there, and with my attention being distracted. At the same time, the Acer works will
and I have the feeling there will be no more crashes.
Thursday, 2 October 2014. Glum day like yesterday. On Wednesday I dropped Ruth
off at the subway, bought a Mr. Sub sandwich for lunch, visited the pharmacy and the
adjoining Esso station and was back at my desk at 11:45 a.m. I worked on various
projects, being fearful of beginning any new one, as I keep making discoveries, such as
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the fact that there are two Dream Diary files, and that I must distinguish between them.
Picked up Ruth at Glencairn at 4:30 p.m. In the evening we watched a well-made British
production of the life of Agatha Christie with David Suchet as host. Beautifully videoed,
but we found ourselves napping during parts of it. We await the arrival of Bill Andersen
who out of the blue offered to visit us, by subway, to assist with the computer.
Friday, 3 October 2014. Overcast in the morning, sunny and somewhat hot in the
afternoon. Bill Andersen visited us and devoted from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. exclusive
of a break for a lunch at Viet House, a restaurant new to us on Dufferin, where we
chatted about all and sundry as we ate pho, the specialty of the house. He is a wonderful
friend. He succeeded in activating the resident email program, which is awkward to use,
but unable to establish the address book of contacts for it, despite phoning Geek Squad
at Best Buy. I was exhausted. Then Ruth and I watched Frye’s fourth lecture in the series
devoted to the Bible and Literature which the University of Toronto makes available in
all its parts free of charge. Somewhat dullish and without any artifice; for instance, Frye
fails to repeat listeners’ questions, not understanding that the questions are unheard by
the viewing audience and in my experience by those in attendance too. Slept poorly.
Completed a jam-packed issue of the NYRofBs with much to recommend it especially
a lively “review” of the life of Coco Chanel.
Saturday, 4 October 2014. Sun is shining, as it always is, although it is often
obscured from us by cloud cover. Friday morning we had Tai Chi with a different
instructor who stressed feeling and flexing muscles to allow them to set their own rather
than mental limits. I felt moderately refreshed afterwards. Forest Hill Village for bagels
and sandwiches and banking. In the afternoon a quick trip to the library where we paid
for Ruth’s overdue fines and I picked up two interloaned books, a novel by Robert Irwin
and anthology compiled by Doug (now George) Fetherling. The rest of the day was
devoted to catching up and trying to master the computer program’s email function
which is counter productive, as noted by Bill Andersen when he encountered it for the
first time. I now have two separate email programs, both with limitations. Frank by
phone proposes replacing it with a new Outlook program that resembles my old one. A
real mess as I still have no address book.
Sunday, 5 October 2014. Yesterday was sunny but cool, today the same. We returned
two videos we did not watch and walked west of Heart Park on Avenue Road south of
Lawrence, a pleasant enclose-like area where we almost bought a house umpteen years
ago. In the evening we watched The Lady from Shanghai, which I had seen decades ago,
but which, upon reviewing, I found excruciatingly silly with flashes of pure cinematic
genius. We listened to part of Peter Bogdanovich’s commentary, though it was not a
commentary but a reminiscence of his conversations with Orson Welles, a most
complicated or complex person. I cannot gain traction, and this has been the case for the
last month, not to mention for the last year. I am slowly mastering this computer, despite
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its limitations and mine. It is training me. “I am the master.” Famous SF quote.
Monday, 6 October 2014. Overcast and moist. Yesterday: Lunch with Jonathan and
Julia. Drove to Ex-Toggery beyond Laird where Ruth found no black jacket that would
fit her. I see they stock shoes and as I always purchase second-hand (used) shoes, I
should bear this outlet in mind. Tried to buy a meat pie at Cumbrae but they were sold
out, so we drove north to Sheppard and Yonge where we visited that Whole Foods outlet
for the first time. A disappoint of an experience: helpful sales help but chaotic layout of
produce and product, with unappetizing displays of prepared or semi-prepared foods.
Paid $3.00 for one-hour street parking. There is underground parking but we discovered
that too late; I wonder about its cost. We purchased a standing rib roast at an inflated
price plus a few vegetables, worrying about carrying everything across busy Yonge
Street. North York’s mini-downtown is a real mess. I am not sure which is more
unslightly, the old, low-rise buildings, now decrepit and ill-maintained, or the new condo
developments like Emerald Towers with its bilious green tiles edged in black. I finished
reading Robert Irwin’s novel Prayer-Cushions of the Flesh and found it to be silly in the
extreme, though written with power and precision. It deals with the sexual training of a
young Turkish sultan but seems far removed from anything remotely reasonable. I also
paged through Doug Fetherling’s The Broadview Book of Canadian Anecdotes which
has a pretentious introduction (it goes back for definitions to the Roman essayist Livy)
and the “usual culprits” (Sir John, etc.). The paragraph-length essays are good
distillations of the biographical and political facts, but the focus is on political
anecdotes, all of which are dated. Slept well.
Tuesday, 7 October 2014. Mild, threatening to rain on Monday. Walk to bank, to
library, and to Metro. At 5:00 p.m., we left for the CNIB where we attended the AGM
of the Glaucoma Research Society. Ruth is the member and we have attended the last
six or so annual meetings. The society is a model of its type, co-founded by Dr. Gerald
Trope of the Toronto Western Hospital, who has the ease and grace of an Anglo-Jewish
ophthalmologist from South Africa and shows great concern for the people for whom
he cares. He is Ruth’s eye doctor. The scientific address was wonderfully delivered by
Karim F. Damji, who is not only an ophthalmologist at the University of Alberta and the
holder of the degree of Master’s of Business Administration but also a pioneer in
“teleopthalmology,” that is, diagnosing using the latest in technology including the
cameras of cell phones. Not everyone will see an ophthalmologist right off the bat, but
will have to sit for examinations that may determine the course of treatment in typical
cases. It was very encouraging, being altruistic and super-intelligent, given widespread
need and limited resources, especially in Ethiopia and Kenya where Dr. Damji, an Ismail
Muslim, has undertaken pilot projects.
Wednesday, 8 October 2014. Rained last night, overcast this morning, though the sun
is in some evidence. Handyman arrived but unprepared to install the trellis beneath the
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shrubs beside the driveway. I did have him do some more calking in the bathroom before
I replaced the black duct tape with the clear duct tape. Everything with him is done in
easy stages. Drove to pharmacy and gas station and then to the Kimbark area where we
walked for twenty minutes, dispiritedly. Found again I could not access Facebook. Read
“The Daughter of Huang Chow” by Rohmer and found it intermittently effective, with
too much information deposited on the final page. I have been sleeping well, with no
dreams, though Ruth had a nightmare last night about attending a dinner party. Other
details are unclear. We have hardly any social life and I am finding it difficult to take
any projects seriously as publishers for them are not in evidence.
Thursday, 9 October 2014. Crisp, sunny. Yesterday rather rainy. Tai Chi and
Loblaws (almost $200 worth of basics) and What a Bagel and drugstore. Slack afternoon
though I tried and failed to download the Doc version of “Footloose.” No sooner did I
master the Kindle format but I now have other commands and considerations to handle.
In the evening I read some of Rohmer’s stories from his three collections, Egypt,
Chinatown, and East and West. Very much a period pleasure. In the evening we watched
In a Lonely Place about a man (Bogart) unable to control himself. Gloria Grahame
modelled her performance on the style of Lauren Bacall. Slept well.
Friday, 10 October 2014. Ruth to Sunnbrook, John to parking log at Rehab to read
James Moore’s study of Gurdjieff and Mansfield, which I had bought when it first
appeared but had not read. Very thorough, very opinionated, quite baroque in style and
reference, somewhat annoying, but certainly worth time and attention. It will accompany
me in the evenings in bed this weekend. After Ruth’s visit, we walked in Sherwood Park
and had the wilderness pretty well to ourselves. It is one of the city’s blessings that it has
these ravine-like parks and they are well maintained by the city works department with
little fuss and bother. In the late afternoon and early evening I again tackled the task of
creating a Kindle of Footloose. I researched and wrote the book to pay tribute to my
youthful infatuation with foreign correspondent, travel writer, and broadcaster Gordon
Sinclair. I spent happy hours reading and rereading his travel books so I decided to
comment on them the way I did on Denis Saurat’s metaphysical writings, assuming no
one else would bother to do what I was doing. (Quite right with respect to Saurat, and
probably right with respect to Gord’s prose.) I had perhaps a dozen copies printed and
that I was it. There is a copy of the book in the house, but where it is, I do not know.
Peter Dorn prepared the cover but even he could find no copy of the book. To make
matters worse, I lost all the data. However, it turned up to my surprise and delight when
the data from the old computer was transferred to the new computer. Bill Andersen rose
to the occasion and prepared a delightful cover design. Then I had problems transferring
the design to the Kindle format, then preparing a document of the WordPerfect file, and
then transferring the doc to the Kindle format. Wednesday evening nothing worked.
Thursday evening it worked. Amazon Kindle informed me this morning that the ebook
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is up and running. One small victory for man, one great victory for mankind.
Saturday, 11 October 2014. I am keyboarding this while waiting for the webinar to
begin, the one sponsored by the Theosophical Society of America that features
Gurdjieffian studies, this morning’s streaming lecture being by Richard Smoley. It is
already forty minutes late. Drive downtown yesterday to Kamina at Yorkville to pick up
slacks for Ruth, then a walk through Kensington Market to purchase cheese and coffee
beans. Sales outlets keep less and less inventory these days and were fresh out of the
beans Ruth wanted. Then Food Fare on Eglinton and then home. Lovely weather, brisk
but bright. In the evening I continued to read James Moore’s book, full of extraneous
detail that deflects the theme. Intelligently done if overwritten. I had a dream last night
that culminated in a vivid image: our car was half way in and half way out of the garage
and it seemed to be wedged in; but that was not so, as in a later episode, the next one
presumably, although any sense of causality was missing, I simply drove the car into the
garage. At the same time the vehicle seemed to be salmon coloured or pale yellow in
colour. No continuity. Webinar begins now.
Sunday, 12 October 2014. Ideal fall day, pale blue sky, thin white clouds, sprinkling
of coloured leaves yet green predominates. Cool. Yesterday ditto. Webinar on Askokin
and Kundabuffer. What impressed me was that Richard Smoley was able to distinguish
what G. Said about the subject of the coating of bodies in Fragments and then in
Beelzebub. Consistencies? Hard to come by when dealing with analogies and
mythologies. Jonathan dropped in unexpectedly for a chat as he was passing by, having
purchased pasta on Dufferin. Lunch outdoors at Columbus. Too cold for Ruth. Picked
up library book, visited butcher, and then went for a pleasant if short walk in Wanless
Park. The city is blessed with community parks and ravine-set walking trails, and few
of them are known to the general public. They compensate for the flatness of the city’s
topography and its unimaginative domestic architecture, though I do approve of the
sprinkling of Bauhaus-inspired new constructions on old properties. Hard to believe
these designs are close to one century old. Some of them are done with taste as well as
a recognition of the beauty and strength of structural components and features. Back to
parks: We have them to ourselves in the main. In the evening I continued reading very
closely the text of James Moore’s book.
Monday, 13 October 2014. Yesterday the weather was wonderful so we went for a
walk in Chorley Park after purchasing turkey and trimmings at Summerhill Market,
joining the Thanksgiving Day crowd of shoppers. Promptly at six o’clock, Jim George
arrived for dinner, and we had a pleasant time. He is ever the diplomat and was most
gracious in acknowledging his pleasure at being invited to dine with us. Barbara is in
Colorado and Jim is a bachelor for about ten days. He expressed considerable interest
in Sy Ginsberg’s online seminars and webinars. We discussed Kundabuffer and related
matters, subjects raised by Richard Smoley in his webinar. Fell asleep reading about the
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antics of Katherine Mansfield and John Middleton Murray. Yesterday I woke up with
a sore throat and it has been present ever since. I used to have bronchial infections but
for the last years have been (up to now) free of them. I am still fasting in the sense of
eliminating “noshing” between meals, though in the evening, in bed, I have been
savouring a bag of all-sorts that I bought half a year ago. We have much to be thankful
for in this part of this country at this time.
Tuesday, 14 October 2014. Monday was Thanksgiving Day but the weather was
glum and overcast all day. We went for a walk – around Dell Park, two houses away
from us – to read the works department’s new signage (which identifies a string of small
suburban parks and to read about the residential concept about the development of this
tract of land in the 1950s). Perry’s residential plan, a contained mix of houses, shopping,
schools, and parks. Sore throat. Slept for more than one hour in the afternoon. Then I
devoted time to 23 and Me, which now identifies one’s health status in terms of a saliva
sample and also preparing a report for our financial advisor and broker, Mike Currie of
Nesbitt Burns, who has helped us attain over 6.5 percent interest on our modest
investments. Finished reading Gurdjieff and Mansfield; everyone dies and is buried in
the end. Solemn except for the author’s peccant way of writing.
Wednesday, 15 October 2014. Yesterday and today: intermittently rainy. On
Tuesday, drug store, library, walk in Baycrest Park, within the shadow of the 401 system
so very noisy; voted in advance poll. We cast our ballots for John Tory, holding our
noses, but we felt it was the better way to defeat Doug Ford. It’s liberating to vote in
advance, as one feels “above” the fray. Terrible night: sneezing, wheezing, mucusproducing. We are skipping Tai Chi this morning as Ruth has an emergency chiropractic
appointment at one of the major hospitals. I feel awful, which is rare for me, as I am
usually on top of things.
Thursday, 16 October 2014. Yesterday and today: overcast. Wednesday we took a
“rain check” on Tai Chi, as I was and still am stick with the flu. Ruth to subway for a
chiropractic appointment. I paid the printer’s bill for printing the trilogy. Pick up Ruth,
then buy one or two items at Pusateri’s. I spent the rest of the day napping. TuesdayWednesday night was the worst night, Wednesday-Thursday much better, with only
intermittent coughing, phlegm, mucus, etc. In the evening I wrote the script for the talk
I am to give in Brampton next Monday on ghosts and spirits. My heart is not in it, my
head neither!
Friday, 17 October 2014. Thursday was mild weather but I slept in the morning, in
the afternoon, and in the evening, trying to maintain an equilibrium or not expend what
energy I had, having no reserve. Lady York, Ruth to Salon 1066, JR to bank on Dufferin
and then to Zito’s to purchase one cantaloupe (Lady having none for sale). Rainstorm
in the late evening. Water seeped in from the dormer of the roof and dripped from the
dining room ceiling onto the floor. “We’re not done with it yet,” Ruth exclaimed.
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“Maybe the house is possessed by the dybbuk!” I felt and feel the same. Today is mildly
overcast, with one things planned: pick up pea soup and gefilte fish at United to take to
Jim George who is a bachelor this week. Today, Jonathan and Suzanne leave for Tokyo
for eight days.
Saturday, 18 October 2014. Today is overcast. Friday was pleasant. United Dairies
for gefilte fish and pea soup for Jim and me at lunch and then Chocolatier on Mount
Pleasant for a chocolate treat for Ruth. Jim and I chatted easily in his condo on Bloor
Street East, just around the corner from the mansion that hosted the famous Philip
seances, from noon to two o’clock. He is innately courteous, perhaps even
ambassadorial, in manner and we talked at length about Work related issues, exclusive
of his group role, notably about Martin Lings and the Traditionalists. I felt tired and
exhilarated afterwards, both at the same time. Jim looked forward to his nap. Back home
everything went well, but I decided I would not be able to attend the Sawyer tribute in
Mississauga as I needed to relax in the morning. I feel bad about that, but late this
afternoon we have Will’s bar mitzvah to attend with the reception afterwards. In the
evening we watched a rerun of Real Time with Bill Maher, an episode that featured Sam
Harris who has written a new book about spirituality without religion, an old enough
topic (I think of “the religion of no religion” with respect to Esalen). I have taken to
reading through all the end matter of Marco Pallis’s great book on peaks and lamas. He
has a tough time arguing that Tibetan Buddhism is so pure when he has to face the
elements that characterize it known as Lamaism, Bon, Shamanism, Tantra, not to
mention Daoism and other imports from China and even India. Hardly indigenous. His
book may now be read as a eulogy of a long gone traditional civilization. He can hardly
blame the West for that, yet he fails to blame China which delivered the coup de grâce.
Had he tried, one may imagine his arguments: tainted with Western materialism,
secularism, atheism, ideology (Marxism, Communism), etc.
Sunday, 19 October 2014. Still feeling punk, both of us, with the result we are not
enjoying life very much or accomplishing much at all. Four-thirty found us at the
Wolfond Centre of the University of Toronto where we attended the bar mitzvah of
William (Will) Gotlib, the younger son of Dave and Jane. It was a very loving occasion,
conducted by the cantor of the Holy Blossom and perhaps sixty of their friends, hardly
any of them professional friends. We repaired to L’Espresso for an elaborate dinner with
short speeches, an open bar, and a great variety of foods. Talked at some length with
Peter Rojcewicz, the scholar, who is married to Jane’s sister Amy, about values. Peter
is attempting to define that absent quality called leadership. I suggested that leader
means ladder. Trying to talk above the din of the crowd was difficult and left both of us,
Ruth and me, with headaches and an alcohol-less hangover this morning. The bar
mitzvah ceremony is meaningful for youngsters and young adults and is an admission
into the confines adulthood from the carelessness of childhood. I later whispered to Will,
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“Now you have become a man, you can revert to being a boy again.” Will’s older
brother Noah, now a student of architecture at Ryerson, is very congenial and I am sorry
I did not have time to chat with him, as I am curious about his take on Rye U. Noon will
be spent at the Allodi’s in Wychwood Park.
Monday, 20 October 2014. Slept in the morning and in the afternoon and in the early
evening. I have recovered except I am still expelling phlegm. The weather was
intermittently pleasant and sunny. Helen Allodi sponsored Federico’s eightieth birthday
party to a mixed group of long-time friends, family members, and professional and other
associates (like Ruth and me). Perhaps thirty people were present in all, including
Abraham Rotstein. A few tributes were paid to Federico including one prepared tribute
from me which was formed of anagrams from his names, to equal amounts of
puzzlement and amusement. Federico seemed rather despondent and Helen
apprehensive, though that might be our interpretation of their expressions. I continue to
read the very rich appendices to Peaks and Lamas. I sent Jim George the texts of my
review of Lings’s biography of the Muslim “saint” or “sufi.” Jim’s only response was
to suggest it should have included a reference to Schoun, but as he goes unmentioned
in the biography and does not figure in the work, this seems an odd suggestion.
Tuesday, 21 October 2014. Monday was a miserable day for its weather and for the
late afternoon drive to Brampton, a speaking engagement arranged four or so months
earlier. There was the problem of establishing contract with the librarian at the Cyril
James Branch of the Brampton Public Library whose contact email proved to be nonresponsive. I finally communicated with the manager. It took 90 minutes to travel the 25
or so miles along 401, up 410, along Sandalwood Parkway, etc. This was leaving at 4:15
p.m. We had to eat “quarter pounders” at the nearby mall. Driving back took 30 minutes
leaving at 8:15 p.m., despite the closing of the Allen Road juncture of 401. The talk
went well enough – three youngsters sat in the front row, the rest of the thirty-odd
listeners scattered throughout an attractive if undistinguished 200-seat auditorium in a
beautifully designed and sited building. Most of the members of the audience were
members of the library’s various book clubs, not to mention library workers. I spoke on
“Ghosts and Other Literary Matters” and began by punning on “Boo!” suggesting it
meant “Book!” and also “Boon.” The talk skimmed the surface. Ruth said I did not
condescend and did not confuse. I have no fear of public speaking because I displace the
tension to “the need to arrive at the venue in time.” Once there I relax, beatifically. All
for $250.
Wednesday, 22 October 2014. I am keyboarding this during a somewhat overcast
day, reporting on yesterday which was also somewhat overcast. Ruth to subway, JR to
hardware store (to purchase 100-watt lightbulbs, AA batteries, etc.). Ruth attended the
Club to hear Eva Stasniak, a Polish-born novelist whom Ruth appreciates. Ruth found
her to be very professional and not very bending. Ruth wanted to ask her about “life
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lies,” the subject of one of her noels, but Stasniak was having none of it, concerned with
promoting her current novel which is about Catherine the Great of Russia which Ruth
is coincidentally reading. When I picked her up at the subway station, we went to
Pusateri’s to buy some food. I spent a most frustrating late afternoon and evening trying
to send emails. Gmail jammed my system so I had to re-register and I partly did so but
now, of course, cannot come up with a password, though I have had half a dozen or so.
This morning I registered to hear Karen Armstrong who speaks next month at the
Toronto Reference Library but that took too much time and energy. I feel hamstrung
wondering what will be the next attack. The roofer came and diagnosed our problem:
raccoons chewed away at two places, admitting rainwater. Another expense. This
afternoon we go to Sunnybrook where we have our flu shots and Ruth has a meeting
with a specialist. At five o’clock we should appear at Jonathan’s and have food brought
in for our grandchildren and their other grandmother, Monique, who has come from
Montreal to live in the house and look after the grandchildren. Today’s the birthday of
my late father who was born in 1909; he died in 1982, seventy-two years old. Like many
sons, I wish I had known him better. I thought he was old at the time. I often wonder
whether the religious quest is really a displaced and disguised version of the quest for
the father and / or a way to assimilate the notion of one’s death. Tiring times.
Thursday, 23 October 2014. Yesterday was a terrible day with the assault in Ottawa
and an insight into the mentality of the terrorist and the incompetence of our police and
security personnel. Ruth and I felt that “young Trudeau has lost the next election,” and
while a year hence is a long period of time, his unpreparedness to brand terrorists as
enemies brands him cowardly and ill-equipped to be commander in chief, if that indeed
is what a prime minister is. Roofer pronounced the verdict on our leaky roof: raccoons
burrowed two holes in the facia of the dormer window. These are stopped up for now
but will be repaired next week. More expense but unavoidable expense. At Sunnybrook
we had our flu shots and Ruth visited the colposcopist and had a specimen taken for
examination. This does not look good and she is unhappy and apprehensive. At five
o’clock we were at Jonathan’s and had dinner – Swiss Chalet chicken – with Julia and
Alex and their grandmother, Monique. The grandchildren loosened up a bit, in the
absence of their parents, I guess! I was exhausted in the evening. Everyone is talking
about “how things are going to be different from now on,” with respect to the terrorist
threat, yet I wonder. After 9/11, except for homeland and aviation security, things have
continued as much they did before the event. After the Ottawa assault, security on
Capital Hill will be tightened, but neither the P.M. nor the Leader of the Opposition, in
their addresses to the nation, had anything to say about Islamism. They were grim, teethclenching, rather than red-faced and furious, as if the Leafs have lost again. I am not
surprised that Netanyahu phoned Harper; I am sure he did not say, “See what we in
Israel are up against day after day.” Instead he said, “We’ll work together even more
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closely than in the past.” It strikes me that we are dealing with “long wolf” terrorists, the
type Hitchcock presented in his move Sabotage. The evils of ideology, the evils of
dementia. The only good feature of the day was the weather, but the joys of the bright
sun and the even brighter leaves were lost on us.
Friday, 24 October 2014. Lovely brisk weather. Usual expeditions on Thursday:
Bank, Nortown, Lady York, lunch at home (one sandwich from Yitz’s). One of my two
email programs is out of commission due to the Gmail configuration. I am lucky that the
other one, which Bill Andersen activated, is still working. Ruth is unwell, resulting from
the flu shot and the procedure conducted by the colposcopist. We missed Tai Chi on
Wednesday because of the roofer; now we will miss it this Friday morning because of
sickness. I am reviewing the references to books I want to loan and interloan from our
branch library. This has been a trying period for the two of us. I cannot seem to find
traction or time to work on any extensive project. I wonder if I will ever launch another
book of any consequence. But I should ask myself, “Why should I worry about the
situation, as there is no publisher and no readership waiting for whatever I produce?”
Saturday, 25 October 2014. Lovely weather yesterday, yet I felt awful: irritable,
weary, tired, short-tempered. Ruth is making a valiant effort to be on top of things, as
the saying goes; I think I am failing, though no flailing about. Walked to the library and
Metro; busy, noisy, unappealing scene, yet it is convenient. I asked to interloan another
dozen books, in addition to those that I have loaned for future delivery. Ideas that
Matter, the Jane Jacobs’ reader, arrived and is more interesting than I had expected.
After an early dinner, we drove to the Toronto Public Library where we joined about
five hundred young Torontonians, or so it seemed, at the Bluma Appel Salon, where we
heard Stephen Pinker promote his latest book devoted to the elements of style. He read
an indifferent passage of about six pages in length and was then interviewed by a
talented, youngish man-of-letters whose last name is Medlay, as I recall. Pinker, with his
halo-like hair style, reminiscent of Martin Gladwell’s, kept rubbing his reddish nose. I
wonder if he is addicted, like the Nobel laureate poet who did the same at Harbourfront
so many years ago. Pinker is bright and able but is no essayist or stylist like Stephen Jay
Gould, though he is familiar with the scientific studies surrounding speech and writing.
He talked airly about the “urban legends” surrounding puritanical strictures against split
infinitives, etc. The audience was with him, and the hour plus it was a pleasant diversion.
There was no charge, but you have to arrive early to claim a seat near the front; parking
nearby came to six dollars.
Sunday, 26 October 2014. Saturday was overcast with the threat of rain, whereas
Sunday is cloudy but bright. The day was devoted to shopping, alas. No Frills and Bagel
World at Bathurst and Sheppard. Then Kitchen Store and LCBO on north Avenue Road.
Lunch at Country Style and visit to Queen Video where Ruth picked up the DVD of
Stephen Fry’s infatuation with Wagner and Bayreuth, which was babyish rather than
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adolescent but bright and fun. Downtown to Bloor and Dovercourt to purchase a
Frigidaire Panini Press. Nap in late afternoon. Then I read an inconsequential short story
by E.M. Forster about a school which decides to homogenize its courses. It seems
ultimately silly though written with class and style. Slept well.
Monday, 27 October 2014. The weather was wonderful but the sole enjoyment of it
came about when we walked to the bank and the library to pick up two loaned books,
one by Dewdney the mathematician and another by one Endicott about another Endicott,
the medical missionary. Frank was scheduled to arrive at 10:00 a.m. but appeared at
11:00 a.m. having driven to and from Bolton to pick up a disk for loading Microsoft
Office that included their entire Outlook email program. It turned out to lack some
features so Frank had to fiddle until close to 3:00 p.m. Much of the time was taken up
working with HostPapa, the server. I now have a program like my old one but with bells
and whistles and everything is apparent and working. What a relief. Aside from being
tired and suffering a dry throat, I am well. I have no arthritis but Ruth has it in spades
(as the once-popular saying goes) which means even the three-block walk was difficult
for her. In the evening we rewatched Stephen Fry’s Wagner and Me. It well rewards a
repeated viewing, and although Fry mugs it much of the time, he is really very sly and
intelligent. It 9:00 a.m this Monday morning I was able to download two tickets to
Conrad Black’s talk at the Toronto Public Library scheduled for next month.
Tuesday, 28 October 2014. Mild and intermittently sunny. On Monday I booked
tickets for Conrad Black’s talk / interview at the Bluma Appel for November 24.
Anabela came, a relief. Lunch at Columbus, dry cleaners, food mart, gas, Ruth to
drugstore. Back by 2:00 p.m. Thank goodness the computer is working properly, I
understand some of its peculiarities, and I am able to negotiate the new, improved
Outlook email system which works through Rogers and HostPapa. I keyboarded about
forty email addresses, all current ones. I have phlegm in my throat but otherwise have
regained energy. I find I am swamped with passwords, protocols, etc., with hardly any
time to think. I did read Dewdney’s 200% off Nothing and am almost finished reading
James G. Endicott: Rebel out of China which I have wanted to read ever since it was
published in 1980. The author is Stephen Endicott, political scientist and son of the
medical missionary and peace activist. Very informative about the years and distortions
of the Cold War. Preachers are much out of fashion but Endicott Sr. was, it seems, a
great one who, over the years, became more than that: a symbol. Entries in this diary
have been personal but neither subjective nor objective. I have made no mention of
Ebola or of the Quebec or Ontario or Toronto elections. Various scandals, like the
Senate investigations and Jian Ghomeshi’s sex life, are not commented upon. I have
little interest in mentioning them except to make obvious points: It was apparent that
Ebola would take on the shape of a plague, despite what officers of health said; the
results of the provincial elections took everyone, including pollsters and politicians and
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pundits by surprise, happy surprise I might add; the outcome of yesterday’s election in
Toronto at least rids the citizenry of the spectre of more years under the Fords but the
slim victory of seven or so percentage points is depressing; and as for the media
personality’s difficulties, the willingness of a major cultural organization to circumvent
legal and criminal protocol is depressing, it being a triumph for political correctness.
Wednesday, 29 October 2014. Yesterday (cloudy, rainy): Ruth and I quarrelled about
departing times, a rare occurrence. Visit to dressmaker and then Metro for some
supplies. The only item of interest was attending a talk on Arctic ice and the discovery
of the Erebus, sponsored by the Alumni department of the University of Toronto and
held, a novelty, in the Barbara Frum library from three to five o’clock. Professor Dick
Peltier talked about the melting of the ice, noting that the exact location of the Erebus
is the hottest spot on the planet with respect to the melting of the ice cap. Curious
coincidence. Andrew Prossin, a participant in the three-ship expedition, talked about
practical matters. About two hundred alumni were present, a grumpy looking lot who
were anxious to leave in time to prepare dinner! It was an adventure that lacked any
heroism, and also any images of the actual wreck on the bottom of Victoria Strait.
Watched a Frontline on the genesis of ISIS; remnants of Iraq’s Bath party plus
disempowered Shiites coupled with the inaction of the “global community” and the nonleadership of the Obama administration. Failure has many step-fathers.
Thursday, 30 October 2014. Wednesday was a lovely fall day. Tai Chi in the
morning. Return video of Stephen Fry on Wagner. Soup at Country Style on Bloor
Street. Bank at Castle Knock and Harvest French. Dressmaker. Home for the day at 1:00
p.m. I am finding out the hidden riches of the email program and encountering no
difficulties with it. In the evening we watched an interview by Charlie Rose with Richard
Haass, a very intelligent political observer and another interview with a journalist named
Cohen who wrote a book questioning whether Israel is a “good thing” for the Jewish
people: a rare polemic. I finished reading Kathleen Raine’s The Lion’s Mouth and found
her memoir to be like her person (judged by her poetry and prose): irritating. The
discussion of the Traditionalists must go over the heads of most of her readers but it is
quite insightful. I compare Raine with Edith Sitwell. Both put on airs, both write
heedless of fashion, but whereas Sitwell is distinctly literary, Raine is strictly
confessional and religious. In later life both became, I believe, Catholic converts. Both
should have been mother superiors. My immune system was down and I acquired an
opportunistic germ: a sty in the left lower eyelid. One swab of Polysporin has reduced
it in size. Also a canker on my left side.
Friday, 31 October 2014. Thursday was a pleasant day. We met Danica and Bill at
the Art Gallery of Ontario and we spent close to two hours touring the Alex Colville
exhibition. It is a major one, with a great many drawings and paintings, not to mention
video interviews with commentators. Many of his works are imbedded in memory: once
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seen, never forgotten. A few points to make: memorable images, stenciled figure that
seem to hover above the ground. Shadowless bodies. Obscured faces. Birds, dogs, one
illuminated tree stripped bare of its leaves. Perspective is important but sometimes it
seems “off.” Sense of menace in the everyday. There are no “decisive moments,” merely
moments that seems ominous. One French critic is quoted as observing that there seems
to be meaning, menace, or perhaps mystery that lurks beyond the horizon. Then we had
the all-day breakfast at the Free Times Café. Then home. In the evening “polished off”
the library books that I borrowed, including A Great Idea at the Time by Alex Beam
which examined the Great Books of the Western World, doing so with intelligence but
no sense of drama or understanding that these are literary and scientific texts haphazardly chosen and in part translated. A lost opportunity. I contrast it with Harvey
Einbinder’s The Myth of the Great E.B. – the classic in the debunking field.
Saturday, 1 November 2014. There used to be Halloween hijinks in our neighbourhood but none for the last decade or so. Jews have yet to add this celebration to their
lengthy list of holidays. Visit to pharmacy again and then to Sunnybrook Hospital where
Ruth met with a dietician and I had a bone density test. Three curious occurrences that
mark my inattentiveness. In the hospital’s underground parking lot, I could not locate
the route to more parking so I had to exit and explain to the attendant what the problem
was. Apparently it was a common one but I am still surprised. Then making my way to
the clinic I misread the admittedly poorly designed directions and turned up on the sixth
floor for mammography, when I should have been on the ground floor (actually the
basement floor) for the bone reading. I knew I had at least once before been in that
examination room but I did not know that I had had such a best. When the technician
said that I was in the records for the same test in 2011, I realized it was one of the tests
that I had taken after my transient ischemic attack, not the stroke of 2000. When she
mentioned the year, I made the connection, albeit slowly. My height remains the same
(5'6") though I was once 5'9". My weight dropped in the last three years (it is now 193
lbs.), a testament to my effort to refrain from eating between meals as well as to
watching what I do eat and to regular exercising. Yet I am surprised that I had halfforgotten the 2011 episode. Then to Cumbrae for a pot-pie and then the slow drive
home. Heavy traffic. Rain. Tired in evening. Ruth’s health has dramatically improved.
Finished reading or skimming the seven library books that I had loaned, but on Saturday
I have to check the interloans. My email is stalled: no sending or receiving. Luckily I
still have the old system installed and it seems to be working, at least in part.
Sunday, 2 November 2014. There were snowflakes falling through the air and
hoarfrost coating the shingles of the roof of the house across the street. Yet the weather
is fine: clear, cold. Saturday: shopping at Lady York. Work for forty minutes in the
library paging through Mario Bunge’s selected essays. I keep forgetting that philosophy
was my major at university; the spirit of directed yet disinterested inquiry meets
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psychological needs that I have, especially when coupled with a style or expression that
is aphoristic and somewhat striking, as is the case with Bunge. Watched part of the noir
thriller Unsuspected during my twenty minute-afternoon workout. I would have watched
the balance of it but Frank phoned and graciously offered to come and fix my email.
Which he did. It turns out the Gmail and the blue Outlook had compromised my
HostPapa supplier’s connection. It took about twenty minutes to reach a technician by
phone, but after that it was a matter of trying out a number of new connections. I believe
it works, as I have yet to test it this morning. Lunch with Jonathan and a walk are
planned.
Monday, 3 November 2014. Sunday: lovely weather. Lunch with Jonathan. Across
the street from the Mad Bean, where we have coffee, there was a fire truck, two police
cars, and an ambulance. Emergency personnel were fitting a young woman in a neck
brace, the victim of an automobile accident. So near and yet so far, as we were observers
of the aftermath. Nortown and dry cleaners. Home. Soporific. While working out on the
Treadmill, I watched part of Non-Stop, an action movie, but then later on the first part
of the miniseries which is a depressing depiction of derangement in a small town in
Maine in the 1950s. Well scripted and acted. I read through Whittaker’s Theatricals
which I found to be well written, well researched, and high spirited as well as
nationalistic in a way that seems almost gauche these days. There are always reasons not
to take Canadiana very seriously, including the fact that it is marginally economic. The
stye in the eye has subsided but the site is still pink. I have a chanker in my mouth so
something is off. Also, I feel somewhat short-tempered.
Tuesday, 4 November 2014. Ruth to Toronto Western Hospital for a field of vision
examination. Returns at 1:30 p.m. Roofers arrive to patch up the facing eaten by the
raccoons. Walk to bank and back. Reading Brian Fawcett’s Disbeliever’s Dictionary
which is unbelievably bad. Then opened The George Grant Reader and found it
reassuringly good. It brings out the student of philosophy in me, whose development was
rerouted by a romance with Canadiana and employment in publishing, now reduced to
printing. Phlegm and stye and tired but otherwise okay.
Wednesday, 5 November 2014. Rainy day. Ruth to Club. Balaban and I confer on the
trellis to be installed in the front of the house. Pick up Ruth in the rain. I order tickets for
the HD Met opera for December. Trying to clear up the mess on my desk – not a mess
as much as a mass of papers. I am paging through The George Grant Reader, edited by
William Christian. I find much that is naive about human nature and society. Lately I
have been worrying about, wondering about really, the nature of evil, as not all of it is
banal, for some of it is radical. Grant is less bothered by this “imperfection” than he is
about the fact that “the good” seems not to attract all that many people these days. He
avoids words like “faith” and “belief” and even “God.” Yet he trips over himself
attempting to reconcile Platonism and Christianity even if of the Eastern variety,
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courtesy Philip Sherrard. More about this later, no doubt. It takes him a long time to
inhabit a philosopher from head to heels but he does so, finally seeing the failing or
contradictions or perhaps contraindications. He would turn Leo Strauss into a Christian
if he could but he can’t.
Thursday, 6 November 2014. A day at home. Yesterday Tai Chi, Loblaws, bank,
bagels, LCBO in Village; library, postal in Plaza. We watched the Munk Debates
streamed from Roy Thomson hall in the evening, with Fareed Zakaria and Anne-Marie
Slaughter making the most sense about Obama and his foreign policy. Zakaria is
intelligent, informed, and nimble on his feet. Slaughter was given to making minute
distinctions about the bias of the debate format (the Opposition has to prove that things
were good and are bad, etc.) yet she was frequently cited by the other debaters to suggest
she had “changed sides,” which is a debatable topic! Opponents were Bret Stephens who
is sharp and Robert Kagan who is witty and heavy but informed. We lost the livestreaming connection at the conclusion. Later, while exercising, the TV set in the
basement lost all but the banner at the bottom. I was able to restore function this
morning. Then I discovered that the subscription to the National Post had lapsed. That
I was able to restore as well. Phone call and email from Milan about HAPA and his trip
to Africa with Rosi. I have been wondering what to do about these entries that I have
been writing for the last decade, and I have pretty well decided to drop the word
“dream” and reconsider the word “diary.” As well, rather than record mindless shopping
expeditions and then short-changing any events or experiences of interest, it occurs to
me I should dispense with recording the day’s events (these are listed in the day book
that I have) and simply record current special thoughts or experiences as they occur to
me. Such new entries will be shorter than the current entries and at the same time more
challenging to write and of greater interest to any reader who may come upon them.
Friday, 7 November 2014. Walk to plaza, library, etc. Cold. Ruth suffers with each
step yet believes in pressing on. I find that walking so slowly to be an anguish but it is
good training for the future. I finished scanning and skimming George Grant’s
collection. He has a good command of moralistic rhetoric that remains on this side of
reason, but is saved really by his ethical stand and his radical need to understand and
then empathize with the subjects of his inquiry, including Simone Weil, Leo Strauss,
Heidegger, Nietzsche, Dennis Lee, etc. I read the Wikipedia entry on Weil and find I
side with those who regard her as a talented and willful neurotic. She should have been
a nun, but of which order I do not know. I am selectively reading Anatomy of a Seance
which I find to be surprisingly well argued, researched, and written. Kitchener-Waterloo
it seems was one of the hubs of spiritualistic practices, though all this took place prior
to my residence there. I seem to be regaining energy. Last night I wrote out a series of
checks which means my bank balance again overs in the low hundreds.
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Saturday, 8 November 2014. Yesterday was blustery; today is rainy. Yesterday we
drove to Centro de Formaggio, on St. Clair west of Bathurst, and had lunch. Then we
went to Nortown for grocers, the Esso station for gas, while Ruth bought
pharmaceuticals and related sundries at Peoples Drug Mart. I am keyboarding this entry
at 12:30 p.m., Saturday. I spent ninety minutes watching a webinar on fear as seen from
two viewpoints: a therapeutic point of view and the Fourth Way point of view.
Interesting in a way but mainly introductory.
Sunday, 9 November 2014. Unpleasantly heavy weather yesterday. Same in
Montreal, our children there tell us. Webinar in the morning delivered by a therapist with
experience encouraging people to share their experiences and insights. I did not watch
it in its entirety being distracted by other needs. We felt the need “to get out of the
house” and this we did by driving to Home Hardware on Dufferin at Risa where we
bought a replacement mop and then to Shoppers where Ruth picked up a nonpharmaceutical of some sort. Frank came in the evening and made adjustments to my
computer and to Ruth’s. With the latter he re-established her email and web connections
and with mine he succeeded in downloading my 2,000-address contact list. Now I have
the dolorous task of eliminating duplication and deleting dud entries. I feel better about
it and my health has taken a turn for the better, as has Ruth’s. Synchronicity or seriality?
I have experienced no stellar thoughts for the last half year.
Monday, 10 November 2014. Sunday was overcast again. Lunch with Jonathan and
Julia. Pick up two keyboards from Frank as the Acer one is unusable for any serious
keyboarding, being too tiny and light-weight. It also has the disadvantage of being
wireless, which means the battery has to be replaced about once a month. Lady York for
basics. The afternoon seemed to vanish before our eyes. Nap in the late afternoon; woke
up still tired. Annoying phlegm in throat and sty in the eye is not yet gone. Neither
keyboard works. I continue reading Stan McMullin’s Anatomy of a Seance and finding
it well researched and even handed with underhanded attempts to dispose of Spiritualism
in the late 19th century as an emergent religion, though he does have interesting insights
into the ritualistic nature of the seance which he sees as something of a sacrament (my
word). Very dullish period in our lives.
Tuesday, 11 November 2014. My journal entries invariably begin with an account of
the prevailing weather conditions. Sunny. The entries have been bereft of topical
references. Today is Remembrance Day and I have never been so aware of it, its
recurrence, and its continuing importance as I am today. As one grows older one grows
in spirit to identify with the fallen and also with the veterans who in addition to dealing
with the hazards of age have had to deal with their memories on the beaches and the
battlefields, in the air and on the waters, with a mixture of relief and embarrassment that
they survived whereas other men and women did not. This week also marks the fall of
the Berlin Wall. I remember watching television newscasts of the dismembering of the
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wall – chisels at work on the cement – massive crowds – perplexed soldiers –
overwrought citizens. As the result of our visit to Berlin, it takes on added interest and
emotion. Then there is the centennial of the outbreak of the Great War (as well as the
introduction of the Special Doctrine to the West). I am keyboarding this with the new
/ old keyboard and it clatters but my fingers find its keys to be comfortable. I am still
amazed at the quality of Stan McMullin’s Anatomy of a Seance: A History of Spirit
Communication in Central Canada. It is written with economy and an ecumenical spirit,
if I may use that word. I must make some notes from it before returning it to the library.
Wednesday, 12 November 2014. Yesterday was a warm and sunny day. We should
have gone for a walk, but Ruth wanted to have lunch at the Club, so there was no walk.
I spent time filling out, on line, the passport renewal forms. In the evening I relaxed with
the New York Review of Books. Very disappointing review article on two book about
Wonder Woman as feminist idol, written by a magazine writer with an annoying
preference for the passive voice and backward constructed sentences. I finally opened
two books that I had ordered, studies of Sax Rohmer, and added them to Rohmer’s
Wikipedia entry. Slowly recovering. I am using the old / new-to-me keyboard and
finding it noisy and somewhat clunky but decidedly superior to the new Acer board. My
driving was erratic on Tuesday going to and from LifeLabs where blood was drawn. Did
I leave something behind? Some millilitres of blood?
Thursday, 13 November 2014. Bright day. Yesterday the weather was erratic (like
my driving!). Tai Chi was a strain as usual. Then Summerhill Market in North Rosedale
and then home. Spent some time preparing on the computer applications for passport
renewals. Began to read Christopher Frayling’s remarkable book on “Chinaphobia,”
about which more later. Our gloom has lifted but Ruth’s health remains “in the dumps,”
if those words bear any meaning at all. Today lunch with Dave and a multitude of
errands in Lawrence Plaza which, by the way, was opened in 1952 (said to be dedicated
by Queen Elizabeth II), the first in the city.
Friday, 14 November 2014. Yesterday was sunny and rainy and all upset. Pleasant
lunch with Dave at United, where it was as noisy as the food is tasty. Photos taken for
passports, to be picked up later. Walk to library to return book and pick up forms to fill
out for interloans when the power failed and I am uncertain whether or not the book that
I returned, the one on seances, was credited as returned. To People’s where Ruth’s order
was incompletely filled. Then back to pick up photos but there was a backup because of
the power failure so rather than wait for them I reluctantly agreed to pick them up today,
Friday. Power failures, generally about ten to twenty minutes in length, have become
increasingly frequent. Ruth reports that subway service is always being shut down or
delayed. I am still miffed. Returning home the clocks had to be reset as well as the
programmed dishwasher and the air circulator in the basement. In the evening I
continued reading Frayling’s book which is extremely detailed. I feel as the result of the
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power failure (which lasted about twenty minutes) I lost almost three hours. Wrote a
poem called “Missings.”
Saturday, 15 November 2014. Drive Ruth to Don Mills to have lunch with Paulette
Volgesy. Photos from Sutters where the credit card system is still not operative (because
of the power outage) though the prints were available. I looked like a Mafia don five
years ago, Ruth like a housewife; this time I look rather dramatic, Ruth rather washed
out. Mailed the documents at the postal station and then took my request sheets to the
library. In the afternoon I booked off and watched Nightmare Alley for which Dave had
praise. Indeed is a fine motion pictures, film noir, well written, cast, filmed, with
minimal background music and fine depth of field photography. A surprising number of
Hollywood movies were made in the forties and fifties that have to deal with mentalists,
magicians, illusionists, spiritualists, confidence men, etc. An attempt to pierce the “iron
veil” of the Cold War? I fell asleep about 9:50 p.m., after reading some more chapters
(on heroine, Chinoiseries, etc.) in Frayling’s remarkable book. I feel I am putting in time
but am feeling better about it, oddly.
Sunday, 16 November 2014. Yesterday the only outing was to Lady York and the
hardware store where Ruth wanted a twist-bottle opener. We ended up purchasing a
circle of rubber which allows one to grip the bottle of mineral water but it does not
sufficiently increase the friction to twist the cap to the right to loosen it. At home I found
a pair of pliers which will serve the purpose admirably. That was about the degree of
inspiration I had yesterday. In the evening we watched a Bogart-Bacall movie which was
tightly edited and well photographed with a slew of outrageous characters. I forget the
title for a moment; it is the one with Sternwood and his daughters. What I like about
these mystery, crime, and detective movies is that some of them offer the viewer a
genuine sense of the radicality of evil. More about chinoiserie in Frayling’s exhaustless
book. Slept well with a multitude of dreams, for a change: a female president who is
shot; colours like yellow and green; working hard to little effect; exhausting.
Monday, 17 November 2014. Lunch at Yitz’s, just the two of us, as Jonathan is
between Arizona and Darmstadt on business. Coffee and cake with Jim and Barbara who
are also between travels. I examined Jim’s manuscript collection of his occasional papers
and reviews and pronounced it quite interesting and well worth publishing. In the
evening I read the Frayling book and learned that it is his view that Dr. Fu is more
Mongolian and Manchurian and that his appearance owes much to Rohmer’s music-hall
and variety experiences. Snow today.
Tuesday, 18 November 2014. Snow with bright sunshine. Accompany Ruth to
colposcopy examination which confirms an isolated basal cell sarcoma which will be
dealt with in an operation in less than one month. Bad news but in light of what the news
could have been, not quite fully bad news. Talked on the phone for some time with Scott
McClelland who is the founder and star of Carnival Diablo, for which I prepared an
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entry for my collection of questions and answers which is going nowhere. He seems to
be a cheerful fellow, despite the macabre nature of his work and art. Corresponded with
Dave Gotlib about the Monty Hall problem. Dave’s view is that the mathematical
presentation of the problem is error-free but counter-intuitive and hard to accept. We
were at the Tiff apartment complex at 5:30 p.m. where joined Marika’s HAPA meeting
– Holistic Approach Professional Association. It was what was billed as an “author’s
evening,” and indeed five members of the group who had published or self-published
their own books each spoke quite well for about twelve minutes apiece. I then spoke,
pointing out that hapa was also a noun that meant, in Hawaiian, “mixed,” as in Metis,
an interesting use of the word in this context because the practitioners here were anxious
to establish the spirit-body connection and find a middle ground between evidence-based
medicine and experience-based practice. About fifty people were present. I focussed on
Milan’s book and was able to supply free copies of them. It was a long day and early
evening for us.
Wednesday, 19 November 2014. Cold and windy. Ruth to the Club at 11:00 a.m., to
be pick up at Locke Library at 2:45 p.m. Her visit to her gynaecologist. Basal cell
carcinoma, squamous skin condition. Quite treatable. Yet no cancer is welcome. Dullish
evening.
Thursday, 20 November 2014. Sunny and not so cold. Yesterday Tai Chi, bank,
bagels, booze in the Village, a routine by now. Tai Chi went well but I find myself
exhausted after one hour which consists of foundation exercises, set of 108 moves, and
then close work on selected moves. Each “move” by the way consists of a number of
sub-movements, so there is a lot for the body to assimilate and my bodies is slow to
assimilate movements. The instructor, Anna, a retired Classics professor, wants everyone
to come two or three times a week and enroll in weekend intensives, whereas Ruth and
I come for half the two-hour session once a week. We are not her favourites but she is
working on us! I find I am exhausted after one hour, possibly because I have already
exercised for twenty minutes on the treadmill (and will do so again in the early evening
for another twenty minutes). I am one of the few people who admits he does not “like”
Tai Chi. We had tickets to hear Karen Armstrong speak at the Toronto Reference
Library but I took one look at the weather – snow, ice, wind – and decided we would
stay home. I felt I would have problems if I drove downtown and back home. I have
grown cautious. As the result, nothing happened. I proved a negative, I suppose. I
finished, finally, reluctantly, the study of Sax Rohmer. More about that later, as I am
keyboarding this at 10:15 a.m., after taking the car to the garage for a recall, a tire
change, and an oil change.
Friday, 21 November 2014. Frigid weather but cloudless sky with reasonably bright
sun. Yesterday I took the car to Toyota Yorkdale for needed work and waited for some
time for the valet service; I would have been irritated but for the fact that the elderly
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driver was an interesting and entertaining fellow. Jonathan arrived at noon and we drove
to Viet House where Ruth and I had soup and Jonathan a plate of varied fare. We like
the restaurant and had a good adult conversation, notably about Ruth’s problem. He
drove us to the dealership where I picked up the car – driving it now with its winter tires
is like driving a boat; up till now, with its summer tires, it was like steering a hydofoil
– and at the hardware store I bought 23A batteries (for the garage door remote) only to
discover it did not need new ones. In the evening I caught the last half of The Birds and
found it quite contrived but done with a great popular feeling. I am dipping into Serial
Fu Manchu which turns out to be about “seriality,” annoyingly so. The only lively prose
appears in patches quoted from Rohmer’s writings; the academic author Ruth Mayer
cannot write her way out of a textbook. She tells us nothing about Rohmer, about his
other works, about racism, about Chinaphobia, or about genre fiction. She is caught up
in her little world of key words like “seriality,” “techno-Orientalism,” “Futurism” (for
science fiction), “actor-network theory,” etc. She has a tin ear and actually used the
pseudo-word “dissassembled.”
Saturday, 22 November 2014. Yesterday was sunny and cold, today cold and
overcast. Ruth to subway, JR to library, People’s, Esso, to arrive home to our handyman
installing the props for a lattice to cover the exposed shrubs that made way for the iron
railing that was installed so many months ago. Then pick up Ruth. During the hours in
between I was able to survey computer files like the file of Canadian quotations. To my
surprise the number awaiting me exceeded five thousand: 5091 it seems. Duplication,
repetition, etc., will assuredly reduce that number. Currently 1,7044,154 words in length.
Attempting to sort the entries, I ran into difficulties with italicization and bolding
(embolding?) with ingrained characters. To be continued. Very tired and fell asleep
while watching old Charlie Rose interviews, notably with the director of the Hermitage
and the directors of MOMA’s show of Matisse’s cutouts.
Sunday, 23 November 2014. The two outings were to Lady York and then to
Jonathan’s and thence to the Granite Club where Ruth and I had a relaxed dinner with
Alex and Julia. Alex is in highschool and is taking a course on Genocide. I find this
incomprehensible. I surprised him by asking him, “Are you in favour of Genocide?” He
stared at me in shock. When I asked him if he knew why Genocide was practised, if not
popular, he parroted what no doubt the teacher had told him about powerful leaders
hypnotizing people. This does not account for much. Students should be studying
History, not Genocide. Decades ago a colleague newly hired in the Humanities division
of Brock University boasted that the department he hired a “narratologist.” He found this
laudable in a careerist way but laughable in all other ways; I wondered whether he ever
knew that his students were unable to read beyond the primary school level.
Monday, 24 November 2014. Drizzly, sunny, successively. Yesterday we purchased
a marinated chicken which will last the two of us for two days and one luncheon at least.
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I had a breakthrough of sorts. I sorted the quotations that I have been collecting at
random since the appearance of the last quote book, the Penguin one in 2006. That is a
long time and there are many quotes, 5,091 to be exact (prior to pruning). I feel secure
in WordPerfect X7 to proceed, so I sorted the quotes, only to find some sequences were
in italics, others in bold, and some in underlining. The italics proved resistant, as I had
to hunt through all the codes to find where there was duplication and there was. That too
about two hours. I am now, intermittently, adding to the format – bold for contributors’
names, bold for headings, etc. The sinking feeling I have is that I will be reduced to
issuing the work myself as a Kindle. I am identifying it as the “last,” number eight,
marking forty years of collection and compilation.
Tuesday, 25 November 2014. I am reading What Went Wrong? by Bernard Lewis
during periods spent in waiting rooms. Ruth had an athletic therapy appointment in the
morning, near Staples, so afterwards we purchased a work-calendar for her and a 2015
day diary for me. The 2014 one, a cheap one, had sequences of days in the wrong order
(an indicator of what was wrong with the calendar year!). We had a light meal at Star
Anise before hearing Conrad Black being interviewed for eighty minutes at the Bram
and Bluma Appel Salon at the Toronto Public Library. Sold out house (free tickets).
Perhaps 500 seats filled. Newspaperman and broadcaster Brian Stewart interviewed him,
a meeting of professionals. Black looks increasingly like John Turner: wild white hair,
husky rather than bulky build, executive manner. He spoke amusingly about prime
ministers and generously about Jean Chrétien whose prime ministership he described as
“distinguished” despite their personal “differences.” At the end, when asked about his
next project, he airily suggested he was giving the book publicists a “rest” and instead
concentrating on some “other matters,” the implication being he wanted to turn his
attention to making money. The whole affair was amusing, rather like Michael Enright
interviewing a serious-minded celebrity on Sunday morning radio, but this time live and
in person with pictures that move – a huge screen to watch the two men close up. About
eleven questioners stood before the microphone, ten of them women, all of them
inarticulate. Answering a question is easy, framing and delivering one difficult.
Wednesday, 26 November 2015. Overcast. Ruth to subway. Royal Electric to
purchase two u-shaped florescent kitchen ceiling bulbs; they had one bulb only. Then
library, then Home Hardware, where I bought two more, and then bulk food where they
discontinued their 10% discount on Tuesdays but are now open on Sundays.
Appointment with the cardiologist Dr. Oh at Rehab; everything has been clear sailing
since 2000 (except for a blip in 2011). Then pick up Ruth and have a drink. Her choice
is a Rusty Nail (equal parts Drambuie and Scotch on ice), mine is Scotch on ice
(preferably a blended Scotch for daily drinks as I found these have more body than
single malts). In the evening, after working out, I watched the balance of a documentary
on the MGM musical on the Turner Classic Movie channel. Very cleverly and
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appreciably handled. Then I watched TCM’s documentary on fantasy films, a disappointing presentation by George Lucas who spent most of his time trying in vain to
distinguish among the genres. The clips were good but there were no talking heads,
except for Lucas, who may be a genius director but he is untalented as a thinker and
presenter. Slept well, though Ruth says I cried out in fright at one point and had to be
shushed up. I have no recall of this. I spent about half an hour reading Jung’s account
of his trip to Uganda in his memoirs. Very vivid.
Thursday, 27 November 2014. Sunny yesterday, somewhat overcast today.
Yesterday: Tai Chi (stiff muscles), Country Style (for soup with dumplings), Kensington
(coffee and cheeses), King Street (for store), drug store (prescription), gas station
(refill). Six o’clock: Boccaccio, Maryanne Shaw and her husband Barry, where we had
a delicious meal and chatted with the food manager, Joe. I am reading last or latest
thoughts section in Jung’s memoirs. I realize what he is writing: a sermon.
Friday, 28 November 2014. Yesterday was heavily overcast whereas today is bright
though the skies are grey. Ruth for lunch at Trappers next to Loblaws. We shop there
and then at the Friendly Butcher and then home I worked on the preface to the quote
book and have only finer points to make, including referring to some of the stunning
quotes in its pages. Correspondence with Jim George concerning his collection of
essays. I found his lost essay, through email, using the resources of the Parliamentary
Library and the Department of Foreign Affairs. In the evening I read some case histories
in Jung’s memoirs. They are startling to the extent that they are dramatic and presumably
true to life.
Saturday, 29 November 2014. Somewhat sunny. Yesterday: Handyman comes about
the baffle erected beside the driveway. Trip to Costco ($240 for supplies like multiple
bottles of hand-soap, mouthwash, as well as cheeses and New Zealand lamb chops, etc.)
and Bagel World on Wilson at Bathurst. Part of the evening spent trying to find
something to watch on the movies on demand channels, but their selections are as
terrible as Netflix’s. Reading the TLS with great articles instead. I spent about forty
minutes on the next quote book and felt sick at the amount of formatting I have to do.
There must be a faster way of treating the headings, bodies, and tails for the quotations
than the piece-meal approach that I am taking.
Sunday, 30 November 2014. Slept in by one hour or more both Saturday and Sunday
morning. Dreamed on both occasions, in brilliant colour, but with the usual problem:
lack of recall. I wonder if reading Jung has been doing this, though Saturday night I read
The Singing Sands by Jacqueline Tey, which I borrowed from Locke Library. We spent
a long time in the library, as Ruth wanted to browse, and then we walked in the adjacent
parks, which were deserted and pre-wintry. Brisk, almost brusque. Proposed Robert
Priest for librarian in residence at Metro Central, at his urgent request. This Sunday
morning we listened to Michael Enright interviewing Karen Armstrong at Metro Central,
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the talk we missed because of the suddenly icy conditions. In my youth in Waterloo
County she would have been known as “a battle-axe.” She has one thesis and backs it
up with jim-crack scholarship (like the number of references in all of the Koran to
“jihad” in its two apparent meanings). It is not that she is an apologist for Islamism or
Islam or the Koran or Muslims or Wahhabis; it is that she pursues her thesis with what
may be described as “religious zeal” and “zealotry.” Very tired last night. In fact, a key
to this last year has been tiredness, not so much of life as of vital energies.
Monday, 1 December 2014. November was an awful month: health, weather,
finances, artistic and professional prospects, etc. Sunday: lunch with Jonathan and Julia
at Yitz’s followed by visit to bank, coffee at Second Cup (I decline), Fair Harvest for
fruit and vegetables. Then home. Still bothered by how to proceed with the quote book,
specifically the formatting of it. Ruth is under the weather, as the saying goes. Resumed
reading The Singing Sands but found my interest declined once the American has been
introduced, but I am still reading it with pleasure and anticipation. Watched last half of
a documentary on the making of 007 – how the concept of James Bond changes with
each new actor and each new period of time, especially after September 11th, 2001, when
it became less jokey and darker. Then we watched Cocteau’s inimitable Beauty and the
Beast, wealthy in epiphanies. And so to sleep.
Tuesday, 2 December 2014. Monday was cold but sunny. Walk along BeltLine for
about twenty minutes. Bulk Food for candy and nuts. Phone call from Passport Canada
about credit card for Ruth – in my name. That was cleared up. Two weeks without a
passport. I finished reading The Singing Sands and it held me despite the fact that at
about the two-thirds point, the focus was shifted for reasons of plot and background to
the Middle East. Full of fascinating details, such as Zoë Kentallen’s pain at Alan
Grant’s decision to return to London thereby signalling his lack of interest in her.
Beautifully accomplished. Only a woman would see such hurt and pride. I have been
trying to recall the protocols for changing formats, as I have at hand the immense and
time-consuming work on the quote book.
Wednesday, 3 December 2014. Frigid. Reading The Man in the Queue, another
Inspector Grant novel. Cerebral. Chance. Yesterday, on the channel that shows old NFB
documentaries, I caught The End of the Line and noted it dated from 1959, the year we
graduated from university and entered, for us, a new world. The documentary, produced
by Terence Macartney-Filgate, whom I met on one occasion at Fran Fairley’s home, is
redolent of the past, and it deals with the passing of the past, specifically the phasing out
of the steam locomotive for the diesel engine – indeed, the phasing out of the word
“locomotive” too – and the arrival fo the sixties. Spent from 3:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
the Toronto General where Ruth had an MRI and we had dinner afterwards at the Free
Times Café. Dark, cold, an anticipation of greater darkness, greater coldness, to come.
My newly minted passport arrived with the photograph that makes me look even more
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like a Mafia don. Ruth’s is being delayed because I assumed I could pay for it with my
credit card; apparently it had to bear her signature. A phone call cleared up that
complication; now we wait. Watched much of Out of the Past, which I caught by chance
and found it strong on atmosphere and complication and reasonably strong on
personalities and characters but weak on logic and drive, though it is considered to be
one of the best of the film noirs.
Thursday, 4 December 2014. Cold on Wednesday. Ruth to Sunnybrook for
consultation. JR to Metro. Back at 10:45 a.m. Ruth at Sunnybrook, drive to Centro on
St. Clair west of Dufferin for lunch. Back at 2:00 p.m. Reading The Man in the Queue
and finding it amusing and reassuring, though I notice that Grant is described as being
thirty-five years old. Telephone conversation with Geoffrey Clarfield about work he may
do in the future and his gradual shift from left to right, nothing that it is society that is
shifting, not the individual, with the passage of the years, a phenomenon that we have
long noted. Still puzzling over how best to handle the quotes. Quite tired.
Friday, 5 December 2014. Cold. Yesterday I drove Ruth to the Yonge subway station
at 11:30 a.m. and picked her up at the Glencairn subway at 4:30 p.m. In between I
worked on various subjects, including beginning to write a review (the first in more than
half a year) of Paul Beekman Taylor’s latest book on Gurdjieff’s use of words. More
about this later. I continue to read the over-long Grant novel, The Man in the Queue.
Saturday, 6 December 2014. Cold but not unpleasant Friday and Saturday. Yesterday
we drove to the Yummi (Russian) Supermarket and then to what used to be called
Highland Farms, where we purchased about $120 worth of food, including cubed
stewing beef which I prepared in the slow cooker this Saturday morning. I am forging
ahead on Taylor’s book and, as is my wont, have written about fifty percent of the
review, ignoring the central chapters, concentrating on context, extra-chapter material,
etc. In the evening we watched the last-of-the-season Real Time with Bill Maher. I
thought Bob Hope was a sometime sniggerer; Maher is a full-time sniggerer. His oneliners differ from jokes in that jokes are stories that can be told and retold, whereas oneliners are sarcastic remarks based entirely on performance. A joke may be badly told and
remain funny, whereas a one-liner requires timing and context otherwise it lies down
dead.
Sunday, 7 December 2014. Today’s bright and sunny but cold. Yesterday was
overcast. We had a walk to the library to pick up a book and purchase some vegetables.
It was difficult for Ruth. I worked some more on Paul Beekman Taylor’s book and
should have the text ready in two days. I am still stalling on the formatting of the
dictionary of quotations. I sent Stephen Grant information on the Castalia Foundation
which flourished in the mid-1960s in Millbrook. According to one account of its
activities, Search was being used as a source of exercises.
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Monday, 8 December 2014. Bright day. The only diversion was one o’clock lunch
with Jonathan at Yitz’s and then coffee at the Mad Bean. Some purchases at the
specialty food market across the street. At home I worked on the Taylor review. He is
very perceptive, industrious, insightful, and academic, though not really very literary,
as if that is a drawback! Early to bed, catching up on reading: A.B. McKillop’s A
Disciplined Intelligence: Critical Inquiry and Canadian Thought in the Victorian Era
and Tim Ward’s Arousing the Goddess. I am sure McKillop is a fine professor, for he
is organized and he expresses the points he wishes to make with clarity. There is nothing
much about him in the book, though he admits the structure of the text came to him in
a dream or trance or fugue state. He is the author of the book about Mrs. Deeks vs. H.G.
Wells in which he mounts a good argument for the Crown, showing what was possible
and impossible but not what was likely and probable. McKillop’s book has a lack of
interesting characters, or at least characters who are of interest today, as their
achievements are quite well known. Ward writes smoothly but so dreamily it is difficult
to take him seriously, though I did like the notion that he acquired that sexual desire
could be combatted by breaking down into ever smaller parts the desired body, showing
that the source of the desire does not like therein. For the last five or six days I have
been trying to remember the name of the district in Montreal where our children live,
which is indeed the name of the street that has shops they use all the time. The name
keeps eluding me. Two nights ago I woke up and saw against an indiscriminate
background a rectangle with a burst of light and I heard the name. I instantly resolved
to remember it, but it never occurred to me at the time that I would wake up
remembering the vision but not the message. I told Ruth the problem I had but asked her
not to tell me the name of the street. I could easily check on a map of Montreal but I
have decided not to do so. The data is there but why is it inaccessible? Sometimes the
most minor mysteries are the most puzzling mysteries. [A later note, 22 December 2014:
It occurred to me, five days later, as I reviewed the alphabet, the district in Montreal is
known as Monkland Village.]
Tuesday, 9 December 2014. It’s overcast today, like yesterday though it had some
sunshine. On Monday we drove to Richmond Hill and dined with Marie and Rod and
Robyn and Hans. Lovely evening, fabulous food, warm friendship. The day was one of
low-grade tension, and today is gearing up for mid-grade tension, as Ruth is fearful of
her procedure on Wednesday. While on the Treadmill, I caught the last half of a
documentary on Dai Vernon, close-up magician, narrated by Patrick Watson.
Wednesday, 10 December 2014. I am keyboarding this entry on Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30 p.m. On Tuesday: library, Esso Peoples Drug, Nortown. Ruth out of
sorts, like the weather. We have been up since 4:30 a.m. to drive to Sunnybrook for the
6:35 a.m. procedure, only it is actually scheduled for 9:30 a.m., and it is finished at
11:00 a.m., and we are driving home at 12:30 p.m. No report from the surgeon; that will
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require another appointment. Otherwise Ruth is well and much relieved. We will need
a nap later this afternoon.
Thursday, 11 December 2014. Wednesday’s events speak for themselves, as they are
described above. Ruth is responding better than ever with no real pain and no real blood.
I spent much of the afternoon and evening reading periodicals and handling routine
correspondence, of which there is less and less, as I am less and less involved in work
as an editor, writer, reviewer, author, etc. I remain a reader and a reviewer of workrelated books. I circulated to the mailing list (about thirty addresses in all) the latest
review, the first in perhaps nine months, of Taylor’s study of “the worlds of words.” It
is an instance of the reviewer showing off rather than buckling down, which I am
inclined to do when faced with an impossible task: to do more than briefly notice a
publication and tell a specialist what he has not done, done wrong, or avoided doing.
Friday, 12 December 2014. It snowed yesterday and, surprise, the landscapers came
with their shovels, so for the first time we have the walkway and the driveway cleared
of snow (though they forgot the walkway to the rear door which I will have to clear
myself so we have an emergency exit and also a way to dispose of the garbage in the
cans on the patio). We drove nowhere on Thursday. Ruth is recovering quickly and
painlessly. I spent an inordinate amount of time evolving a format for the new book of
poems as I had to recalibrate the four margins, as the original specifications were lost
in the crash some months ago. Snow insulates against frigid temperatures and deadens
extraneous sounds. Reading a literary study in the form of a diary kept (for publication)
by Alberto Manguel. Experiences mirror texts or vice-versa. The title is A Reading
Diary (2004).
Saturday, 13 December 2014. Friday was marked by the usual rounds: Drug store,
Nortown, Centro for lunch, Lady York. Returned home at 2:30 p.m. and set to work on
the pagination (again) of Late in the Day as well as the proofing (and editing) of the socalled Dream Diary which will be added at year’s end. Bill has agreed to prepare the
front and back covers and spine. Then I helped Ruth with the one hundred plus poems
that appear in her next collection, Words on Parole, which is quite interesting and rich
in argument and feeling. I feel, for the first time, in more than half a year, that I am
finally hitting my stride again, and so is Ruth, who finds it uncomfortable to sit down for
any length of time but is otherwise quite well. I am keyboarding this at 2:30 p.m. on
Saturday, after returning from the HD Met Opera where we sat through the first act of
Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg and then left, as the production started at noon and will
extend to six o’clock (with two intermissions). It was a pleasure to glimpse James Levine
directing, even if from his wheelchair, and I would have liked to have stayed, at least for
the second of the three acts. The HD operas attract people in their seventies and eighties
but hardly anyone in their twenties to sixties.
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Sunday, 14 December 2014. Yesterday saw us, as I mentioned, at Silver City, where
we watched the first third of Meistersinger. Wagner never did by quarters what could
be done by halves, and his energy and invention and inspiration never failed him. But
we could not take more. The rest of the day was an anticlimax, ending as it did with a
power failure as we were about to fall asleep. Twenty minutes of utter blackness
followed by the sounds of various clocks, etc., switching on again, necessitating a tour
of the house to check and reset various devices. How much we are dependent on the
hydroelectric power grid is seldom considered, until that grid is off-power, at least in
parts. I have decided that the entries in next year’s “dream diary” will consist of short
riffs or takes and récits on the topics or issues of the day or night, as these will be of
more interest to readers as well as to the author!
Monday, 15 December 2014. More gloomy weather. Sunday we made two
expeditions: LCBO and Videoflicks where we rented three videos, notably Woody
Allen’s Magic in the Moonlight which was embarrassing to watch and especially to hear
for the text was a mess of cliches. The visuals – Riviera in summer sunshine and
moonshine – were unclear on our videotape which showed signs of being much used. All
good things flow from overthrowing the tyranny of logic and will and bowing down
before the ease of intuition and emotion. Yesterday, following Alberto’s reference in his
diary, I checked The Invention of Morel and found it on the web and read it, ostensibly
for its reference to Canada, but also out of curiosity. It is the work of a callow young
man but it packs a lot of charm. I am particularly impressed with the illustrations, blackand-white penwork from Borges’s sister. Writing poems and creating aphorisms based
on reading that I have been doing. The current issue of Rampike drew my attention to
Wilfrid Laurier Press’s poetry series, so I wrote to its publisher offering myself as a
candidate, my first overt act of self-promotion in years. It would come to naught.
Tuesday, 16 December 2014. Overcast, rainy, damp, cold. Yesterday we went to the
bank, the beer store, and the supermarket, mainly to get out of the house. I spent about
half an hour formatting the quotations. I sent Bill the MS to date of “Late in the Day”
(it looks great, paged, as HTML) plus some suggestions (view Max Parrish’s illustrative
art with its gilt-orange sunsets, etc.). I keep writing aphorisms, inspired by linguistic
lacunae and lapses, and I keep filing them away, as I can find no format for the vast
number that I have on hand. Heard back from the publisher of Laurier who
acknowledged my standing in the field of writing but did not allude to the
appropriateness of my “candidacy” as I was (like him) born in Waterloo County,
Kitchener, am (like him) a published poet, and (unlike him) a former student at Waterloo
College now part of Wilfrid Laurier University. He went into details about the dire
financial straits of the press and the university. Help from the community! Sunday night
we watched Woody Allen’s Magic in the Moonlight and I found it embarrassingly
embarrassing. Preachy and sentimental in the extreme. Monday evening we watched
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Calvary which is a minor masterpiece with the emphasis on the noun masterpiece and
not the adjective minor. Minimalist dialogue, fine casting and acting, evocative Irish
county setting. All I object to is the tag-line on the DVD carton: “Killing a priest on a
Sunday. That’ll be a good one.” It is really a film about responsibility and its
consequences.
Wednesday, 17 December 2014. Overcast. Yesterday I returned some keyboards to
the Spitzers and then had lunch at the Club where there was a quiz in progress. I was
regarded as knowledgeable but proved to have few clues as to the question which
focussed on Canadian literature. I missed identifying opening and closing lines of E.J.
Pratt’s Dunkirk, for instance. Despite this, my table won. Then Ruth picked up some
psyllium at the Upper Canadian Lower Bowel Clinic (a great name). I was inspired to
write a poetic paragraph about socialites Persia Dime and Charles Dime. In the evening
we watched Tracks, an Australian-made account of a young woman’s trek across the
Outback from Alice Springs to the Indian Ocean, said to be a journey of 1,700 miles.
Well-done. Bad news is that my email is not working. This has to be attended to, despite
the fact that in an hour we are leaving for Tai Chi. I also have to check with Rogers how
to deal with problems connected with cable reception. Addendum: 2:40 p.m. Disasters
everywhere. First, email. Second, no transfer of funds to my bank account by ACTRA
as assumed. Third, backup in main-floor bathroom tub: scummy mud in the tub. The
plumber from Mr. Rooter is here now. Ran into Morley Torgov at the Scotiabank in the
Village. I told him he almost erased the streak of bad luck, but not fully. He accused me
of begging in front of the bank!
Thursday, 18 December 2014. Yesterday was, as I mentioned, “the day from hell,”
as the saying goes. Yet it all turned out reasonably well. Email is running again. Bank
deposit is expected in the New Year. The bathtub is draining (though I wonder if the
problem is not beyond the thirty-foot level, as the last time the drain pipe was blocked
it was at the forty-six foot level). To my astonishment I reached Rogers technical service
desk right away and received coherent accounts of what was wrong. Both television sets
are working properly: the one in the basement displayed 03 in green and yellow and I
could not delete it. It turns out this is a function of the TV maker’s now remote control;
in order to use it I had to replace the batteries and then fix the collapsed wire coil that
connects the base of one of the batteries to the controller. Then it worked like a charm.
The television set in the master bedroom could not be switched off and on by use of the
remote. I was given complicated instructions but found I was able, on the second try, to
make it work. It’s a surprise how simple things like these interfere with one’s enjoyment
of everyday life, though these “problems” had not a patch on the loss of email.
Curiously, I have no aversion to the absence of email while on vacation and our cell
phones are “dumb phones” rather than “smart phones” (to the dismay of our
grandchildren) because they do nothing but send and receive phone messages.
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Friday, 19 December 2014. Thursday: Bank, Ruth to Elena the hair stylist, John to
barber, return video, visit metro. Back at 2:15 p.m. Pick up Ruth at Elena’s salon.
Business along St. Clair Avenue West is non-existent, and even traffic is thin. It was
robust before the city laid the tracks for the LRT. Eglinton still bustles, in places, but the
street widening will interfere with pedestrian and automobile traffic. Ruth completed the
compilation of her manuscript of short poems called “Words on Parole” but to my
dismay I discovered I could not attach it to a file to send to me. I could copy the data to
a 3.5 inch disk (but be unable to run it on my computer); I could not burn the data into
a CD-RW disk, why I do not know. Her computer needs an overhaul and I will drop off
a message to this effect, including the 3.5 inch disk, at Fay’s, with the request that she
email it to me. Then my computer malfunctioned and began to substitute for apostrophes
a capital E acute, which it has done once or twice before. Sun is out (for now). Must
drive down town for an appointment with our throat specialist, Dr. Torgerson, joint
appointment in a swish clinic on Yorkville Avenue at Bay Street. I feel there’s a
poltergeist or dybbuk in the house, as there are traces of water here and there (in the
kitchen from a leaking Tassimo coffee-maker, for instance), and there was a ping in the
bathroom, a clip coming off the device that levers the stopper in the sink. Reading about
such things in Jung’s book of memoirs.
Saturday, 20 December 2014. Yesterday was sunny. Both of us were seen by Dr.
Cory Torgerson at his Yorkville clinic. My throat problems are under control, as are
Ruth’s. Shopped at Aveda, Gregorian, home for lunch, Esso, drug store, hardware store,
Lady York. Back home at 1:20 p.m. Dullish afternoon. We napped for two hours in the
afternoon. In the evening, while reading Jung, I realized I should take another nap,
which I did for another two hours. Normal night’s sleep. At five in the morning, I woke
up and read more about Jung’s psychotic episodes, not so called in his memoirs, when
he fantasized about Philemon, his lame guru, and talked about giving voice to the
unconscious. Strangely compelling and arresting.
Sunday, 21 December 2014. Most of these entries begin with one key word and end
with another key: these are – “overcast” and “tired” – as if the entries were written to
record weather conditions and to draw attention to the fact that life is exhausting,
especially in one’s senior years. In the New Year, the entries will be different. There will
be no weather reports unless the relation of the climate to the subject of the entry is of
overriding interest, or reports on health and well-being (or ill-being) are meaningful to
more than the diarist at the time. I plan to contribute an entry a day, one that could be
considered to be a brief essay or récit that relates to the time and place but that surpasses
the circumstances of the times, or at least expects to do so. This is being keyboarded
Saturday night at 7:17 p.m. The rest of the entry will comment on what happened this
day, concisely. It’s 9:30 a.m., Sunday. Yesterday we drove to Mabel’s Fables, a
bookstore on Mount Pleasant south of Eglinton that specializes in children’s literature.
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It has a knowledgeable staff who know the stock and recommend titles based on ages of
listeners and readers; they also gift-wrap books expeditiously. Then Ruth picked up a
meat pie at Cumbrae. I was somehow able to attach the file that Ruth was working on
to an email to me and then download it to my computer. I spent about an hour formatting
it, a collection of shorter poems called “Words on Parole.” The poems are really
interesting and gripping – verbally, intellectually, and emotionally. Frank did not have
to come over but promises, vaguely, to do so today, Sunday. In the evening I continued
to read Jung’s amazing memoirs, quite closely. Then we watched the first Thin Man
movie and found it a muddle of social classes and levels of language. I had successfully
recorded it, after failing to record earlier programs on the Turner Classic Movie
Channel, an oasis almost lost in the desert of commercial television.
Monday, 22 December 2014. We planned to take a short walk on the Beltline but
Frank arrived and ran diagnostics on Ruth’s computer and defragmented the hard drive
and entertained us with his derring-do. We felt a little out of sorts for the rest of the day.
In the evening we were conned into expecting to watch two episodes of Downton Abbey,
but the episodes turned out to be those from the previous season – an instance of
misadvertising through withheld information. Still, we watched the first episode and
admired all the production values and the ever-inventive script, but not the second
episode (back-to-back, as they say). Instead, I read further in Jung’s memoirs, the
chapter devoted to “the work” or his studies in alchemy which he sees as the bridge
between gnosticism and scientism. I find his memoirs to be surprisingly sharp and risky
in the sense that a man of science would not be expected to write about such private
matters, explorations of the spirit world, but then Jung felt himself to be at risk but
essentially impervious to harm, given his credentials, wealth, and contributions to
psychology, including his theory of psychological types. Ruth and I both feel out of it,
“it” being the contemporary world.
Tuesday, 23 December 2014. Overcast today, yesterday somewhat sunny. Drove to
Lawrence Plaza for cash for Christmas, then to the Friendly Butcher for soups and meat
pies for instant but delicious frozen dishes. I managed to copy edit this diary up to this
point. It is a log of woes. It takes little account of the physiological and psychological
frustrations attendant upon each twenty-four hour period that it records. It forgets to
comment on the creative work that I succeed in tackling, so while it has served its
purpose, it has failed to release any inner demons or latent memories, so it has failed in
that way. I will wave goodbye to it soon enough, as life changes, or should I say, we
change for a number of reasons, including “life’s changes”?
Wednesday, 24 December 2014. Yesterday our sole EVA (extra-vehicular activity)
was a trip to Lady York to purchase enough food to keep us fed until Christmas day
when we fly to Montreal. The day was Cyril’s birthday. We miss him; indeed, more
people are being missed these days than ever before. Part of oneself dies along with
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them, not at once, but with the experience of every memory. Part of oneself is deadened,
a form of false-limb syndrome, as Cyril once said. This so-called diary is edited and upto-date. No progress on the quote book. Ruth is feeling better physically but in terms of
affection remains in the dumps. I am resolved to soldier on; at once time, it was warrior
on. Reading Jung with greater appreciation than ever before. His book of memories, etc.,
appeared two years after his death, so it is apparent to the reader that he is sharing his
experiences and his indomitable will with the reader qua therapist as his patients shared
their dreams and nightmares, illusions and visions with him. Do I find his dream
interpretations farfetched? Yes, I do. I wonder the degree to which he is “faking it,”
simply imagining what he would like to have experienced and explicated.
Thursday, 25 December 2014. Yesterday was a stay-at-home day, with one visit to
the supermarket, with awful weather. Ruth finished proofing her collection of poems. I
keep busy with various tasks. I am almost finished reading Jung’s memoirs. He lapses
into sermonizing when not introducing Greek-derived terminology to describe odd
conceptions (like “logion,” singular and “logia,” plural). I am still finding it difficult to
get a handle on his notion of the “unconscious” as distinct from the “subconscious”
except that he sees the former as an aspect of natural and ancestral energies and forces
which must be given expression especially now that modern technology has upset the
historic and prehistoric balance. Freud would wince if he read the direction taken by his
principal disciple and on-time designate spiritual heir. I am keyboarding this on
Christmas morning, 9:31 a.m. Another sunless day. We leave for the airport at quarter
to twelve to fly to Montreal for three nights. There is always apprehension in the air and
Ruth is upset about some unexpected but minimal bleeding.
Friday, 26 December, Saturday, 27 December, Sunday, 28 December 2014. I am
keyboarding this Monday morning, December 29. It is hard to believe that there are
fourteen of us at the annual Christmas gathering in Montreal. Routine but crowded and
camped Air Canada flight to Dorval where Stuart and Fin picked us up, Fin despite his
boyhood wheeling one of the suitcases to the car. Visit with Cathie and family. Then
Theo (fresh from Mont-Saint-Hilaire) picks us up and we have dinner and a night’s rest
in their basement suite. The next morning Stuart drives us to the museum, Pointe-àCallière where Ruth was anxious to see the exhibition of Greek antiquities, which we
did, peering over or around the heads or shoulders of other Boxing Day visitors. Fine
esthetic sense and both primitive and classical and Western. “Agamemnon’s gold and
secret face” was quite arresting, using Kenneth Rexroth’s description of it. It is a
flattened death-mask of beaten gold. Alas it is one of a number and not that of the Greek
hero as envisioned by the archaeologist Heinrich Schliemann. The two faces on exhibit
(one in replica form) appear more like wrap-around masks that have been flattened out.
The jewelry of simplistic design appear exceedingly modern; in fact, I kept wondering,
“Were these fabricated by Pablo Picasso?” Perhaps he had a Graeco period that art
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historicans have hitherto overlooked. Cathie hosted all fourteen of us for a lovely and
delicious turkey with trimmings. Being the oldest person present, and feeling like it, I
acted as Santa and delivered the gifts, which included fifty-dollar bills to all the
grandchildren plus books, etc. The youngest, Thomas, threw down his gift book in
disgust, as he wanted superhero toys and games, which he ultimately received. Saturday
Theo took us to Saint-Denys and Mountain where we walked and enjoyed the ambience,
a little seedy to be sure, and then to Bernard, the most beautiful avenue in the city. Our
flight back in an Air Bus (very crowded, cramped in fact, as we were travelling
economy) was delayed an hour on the tarmac. While de-icing the wings (spraying them
with an orangish-green liquid) it was discovered there was “speed tape” caught in the
nose of the engine and this would have to be removed by a specialist. I began to wonder
whether the flight would be cancelled, but within an hour, with noisy children and
anxious passengers with connecting flights to make, we took off. Glad to return to a
darkened but quite house. Slept extremely well. The only device that broke down in our
absence was a fire-alarm which beeped and now has to be re-batteried. A lovely
Christmas but Ruth and I found it exhausting and expensive for everyone. I wonder how
many more of these will be “full contingent.”
Monday, 29 December 2014. I am keyboarding this at close to ten o’clock, so much
have we been sleeping in. Yesterday was a relaxed day with one outing for sandwiches
and fresh fruit. I did everything to avoid formatting the quotations. I find I have no
deadlines or desires for them. A calm but this calm resembles an oasis, surrounded by
desert conditions. One does not remain in an oasis forever. Philip Singer and I chatted
on the phone. Two years ago he was diagnosed with lymphoma of the slow-moving
variety. He has tests and examinations every three months. Living with this scythe or
spectre or simitar must be fearful, though he manages to sound cheerful about family and
retirement, occasionally lugubrious about future prospects. I finally finished reading
Bernard Lewis’s What Went Wrong? which lucidly accounts for “Western impact” and
“middle Eastern response.” He discusses myriad causation and both interaction and noninteraction but avoids any analysis of the religion of Islam as a factor impeding
successful adaptation to westernization, Americanization, modernization, call it what
you will. I watched American Masters because it chronicled the life and antics of
George Plimpton. It offered insights into amateurism, professionalism, careerism,
literature, et al. Plimpton was able to make a career writing like a daring dilettante, not
a rookie or trainee, but like a genuine dabbler, albeit one possessed of acute insight
conveyed through a deft and non-sentimental writing style. Some degree of
exhibitionism here, but by allowing the warts and all to show, though not the emotional
reservations, he scores, whether as a footballer, circus aerialist, or orchestra player. I
chatted with him briefly in Washington, D.C., in the early 1960s. He was aware that
Tamarack was “the Canadian literary publication.” (It was exchanged with The Paris
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Review through an association of “little magazines,” as they were called at the time to
distinguish the “non-profits” from the “big” or “commercial” magazines.)
Tuesday, 30 December 2014. I am keyboarding this on Wednesday morning after
sleeping in to 8:15 a.m. Overcast and cold. We shopped at Lady York and went for a
brief walk in Viewmount Park, a nothing of a park area but expansive, overlooking the
Allen Road and Spadina subway line. In the evening I watched Topkapi which is a
muddle but full of amusing characters. Then we caught, by chance, a documentary
devoted to Joseph Stalin which found him guilty of the wanton deaths of twenty-two
million people, mainly innocent Soviets, but also praised him as the “glorious leader”
who defeated the Germans. It is now snowing, the sun having disappeared behind snow
clouds. Today: lunch with Jonathan, followed by Beverley’s New Year’s Eve reception.
Finished the A’s and B’s of the quote book, but an immense amount of work awaits me
if I am to complete it. Usually I have a publisher’s commitment; not this time, not any
more.
Wednesday, 31 December 2014. I am keyboarding this text on Thursday morning,
technically the first day of the New Year. Yesterday we lunched with Jonathan and his
two children and went to the bank and to the fruit store. We slept in the afternoon,
exhausted. About nine o’clock we drove through the semi-deserted streets of the city and
parked at the Colonnade and spent the hours until 12:20 a.m. at Beverley and John’s
New Year’s Eve reception: old associates, old faces (plus a few new ones), old
conversations resumed. Nobody was very festive, everyone was a little weary. Then the
long drive home along the deserted streets and to home and to bed. In all, the year 2014
was a series of “no good, very bad days,” yet everyone survived its ravages.
Note: This is the last of the diary entries. It was originally hoped they would unlock
the vault of dreams, but I realized about three-quarters of the way through the series that
while there were dreams to be recalled, these were concentrated in the poems and not
in the diary. From now on the diary entries will be written as journal entries that regard
the thoughts of the diarist (once a journalist, now a journal-keeper) as more interesting
than the quotidian experiences both inner and outer.
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Late in the Day is a collection of the poems and effects composed by John
Robert Colombo during the course of the year 2014. It is the tenth in this series
of annual collections, and like the nine earlier volumes, it includes the poet’s
“Dream Diary” for the year in question. There are reactions to topical events
but in the main the poems and the diary entries record and react to quotidian
occurrences and the psychological and philosophical issues that they raise. The
poet writes, “To imagine life after you? / Impossible.” He has in mind many
people, including the reader.
John Robert Colombo is the author, anthologist, editor, compiler, and
translator of more than 220 books in various fields, the titles of which are noted
on his website. Over the years, JRC has been called (by Howard Engel)
“Canada’s most reticent poet,” though he is otherwise known as “Canada’s
Master Gatherer” for his compilations of Canadiana, as “Canada’s Mr.
Mystery” for his collections in the fields of the supernatural and the
paranormal, and as “Superfan” for his contributions to fantastic literature.

